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Abstract 

Richard Wagner’s mighty tetralogy Der Ring des Nibelungen (premiered 1876) has 
long been considered one of the summits of Western music. However, the reception 
history of Wagner’s music has been extremely complex, and intersects with many 
philosophical currents in German culture. It is generally considered that Wagner was 
profoundly influenced by the symphonic techniques developed by Beethoven, and 
attempted through techniques derived from Beethoven’s music to effect the 
unification of his dramatic scenarios with music. However, the result is that many 
have viewed his music as expressing an indomitable ‘Will’ which expresses itself 
through sexual desire, and overpowers the freedom of his dramatic characters, 
rendering them mere mouthpieces for his own views. The logical conclusion of this 
view is that of David Trippett, who argues that Wagner is a consummate ‘materialist’, 
interacting with a varied array of nineteenth century ‘discourse networks’ to 
artificially construct his characters’ expressive features (Trippett, 2013). It is the 
contention of this thesis that this view is bound up with an inadequate way of relating 
smaller scale dramatic events expressed through the music and the longer range 
dramatic goals which are also forecast and moulded by the music’s latent structure, 
and an inadequate conceptualisation of the quasi-linguistic quality of Wagner’s 
leitmotiv technique.  

In order to construct an alternative theory I turn to the immediate Vormärz culture in 
which Wagner was educated, where the philosophy of Hegel was completely 
pervasive. I read Wagner’s much vaunted Feuerbachian leanings as a cipher for the 
deeper Hegelian influences in his work. Drawing upon recent analytic 
methodologies, I attempt to construct an interpretative theory that accounts for this 
Hegelian influence, which I argue expresses itself in a theory of the recollective 
synthesising of musical trajectories at Momente of dramatic highpoints, which 
originate in the expression of a musical ethos or ethos gesture. In the analytical 
chapters I attempt to locate these ethos gestures (which are expressions of dramatic 
‘character’ rather than of emotion per se) in several Vorspiele from Der Ring des 
Nibelungen. In the theoretical portion I argue that we must attempt to resuscitate 
various critical concepts from Wagner’s own Opera and Drama, particularly the 
Wunder (as described by Dietrich Borchmeyer) and the Moment (recently theorised 
by Hilde Brown), and combine them with a musico-analytic theory based on the 
recent Hegel-inspired systematic epistemological theories of Robert Brandom, a 
prominent member of the ‘Pittsburgh School’. However, I suggest that the link 
between the neo-Hegelian system of Brandom and idealist aesthetics of the Germany 
of Wagner’s youth is to be found in the theory of ‘aesthetic understanding’ as put 
forward by Roger Scruton. Through this combination I argue that we can forge a 
theory that can more productively deal with the experience of the processual 
elements in Wagner’s musical language and their profound connection to the 
unfolding dramatic situation. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction - Wagner and the Will, Wagner 

and the Emotions  

It is often stated that Wagner analysis is an underdeveloped area of research. William 

Rothstein complained in 1989 that ‘for the musician interested primarily in Wagner's 

music, the existing literature presents a fairly depressing picture. In fact, Wagner 

analysis today is still in its infancy.’  Arnold Whittall  reiterates that ‘more than 1

twenty years on it is still difficult to quarrel with Rothstein's broad characterisation 

of a state of affairs in which ‘alone … among analytical pioneers, Lorenz understood 

the necessity of relating small-scale events in some consistent way.’’  Marshall Tuttle 2

sums  up eloquently, though perhaps despairingly: 

the picture of Wagnerian analysis which emerges … is one of 

chaos. No author has proposed an analytical method which can be 

transferred from one excerpt to another in a rigorous manner. 

Simple harmonic analysis has been ignored in favour of 

complicated special theories to explain short passages in isolation 

from each other. Circular reasoning is applied to justify the 

theories. Thus, ad hoc explanations abound without any 

thoroughgoing understanding of Wagner's compositional practice 

as a whole. Analysts do not produce self-consistent analyses nor do 

they agree with one another on how to proceed.  3

A lack of philosophical clarity about the Wagnerian music/drama relation, 

exacerbated by the Meister's own contradictory writings, has left the field strewn 

with music-analytic wreckage. Unsurprisingly, given that each is trying to lay claim 

to arguably the most influential and controversial musical figure in history, countless 

exegetical analyses of Wagner's music and drama, espousing endlessly diverging 

 Rothstein, W., Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music, (New York: Schirmer Books, 1989), 250.1

 Whittall, A., The Wagner Style: Close Readings and Critical Perspectives (London: Plumbago 2

Books, 2015), 104, citing Rothstein, op. cit., 250.

 Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera (New York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2000), 3

19, my emphasis.
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methodologies, have poured into the breach opened by this disunity between analytic 

factions. 

Wary though I am to add yet another voice to the multitude, recent analytic 

paradigms and developments in analytic philosophy perhaps suggest a new way of 

understanding Wagner that incorporates the legacy of German idealist thought 

running through his dramas, and the formal and tonal legacy he inherited from 

eighteenth and nineteenth century composers, such as Bach and Beethoven. 

The purpose of this thesis is to show how several analytic methodologies, in 

particular those clustered around the new ‘Formenlehre’ of William Caplin, may be 

synthesised with recent trends in analytic philosophy and aesthetics in an effort to 

reveal the Hegelian qualities of Wagner's musical and philosophical heritage and its 

impact on the music dramas. My approach is in direct opposition to a certain attitude 

to Wagner, aptly characterised by the phrase a ‘hermeneutics of suspicion,’  4

embodied most evidently by Nietzsche and Adorno’s attacks on Wagner, which 

attributes to Wagner’s musico-dramatic capabilities a tendency to dissimulation, a 

cloaking of his real artistic and social aims. In this way Wagner’s deeply symbolic 

musico-dramaturgy falls apart into an allegorical conglomeration.  

Wagner criticism has recently taken a turn towards reading his 

operas and theoretical oeuvre as what Jean-Jacques Nattiez called 

“interlocking texts.” The approach is not entirely new, having 

originated with two essays on Lohengrin from the early 1850s. Yet 

the recent studies by Nattiez and Thomas Grey have sought to do 

more: to interpret Wagner's operas as allegories of his most 

conspicuous theoretical concept from Opera and Drama: music as 

woman, poetry as man.  5

 See Paul Ricoeur's book Freud and Philosophy: An Essay on Interpretation (trans. Savage, D., 4

New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1970), 30.

 Hoeckner, B., Programming the Absolute: Nineteenth Century German Music and the 5

Hermeneutics of the Moment (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2002), 117.
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I argue, along with Roger Scruton,  that such an allegorical critical approach cannot 6

be effective in understanding how Wagner constructs the drama through the music, 

and that a more symbolic approach is needed to steer hermeneutic criticism back 

toward meaningful engagement with analytical discourse.  7

I aim to achieve this by examining the influence of Hegelian thinking on Wagner, 

and its manifestation in Wagner’s formal processes. I suggest that Janet Schmalfeldt's 

use of Hegelian terminology in looking at Beethoven can usefully be extended to 

looking at Wagner. Roger Scruton’s ‘dance of sympathy’, which draws the listener 

into identifying with an intentional object of perception in the music, is combined 

with neo-Hegelian Robert Brandom's inferential semantics from Making it Explicit to 

explain philosophically how Wagner achieves the carrying forward of a dramatic 

'gesture' or ethos through diverse musical contexts to achieve its fulfilment in a 

Moment of dramatic/musical fusion.  I postulate that the Hegelian Absolute just is 8

this very process by which the listening subject can participate in the musico-

dramatic unfolding by the recognition and recollection (Erinnerung, in Hegel's 

terms) of these Momente, thereby obviating the allegorical approach, by whose lights 

such moments provide the means by which art, through its very fractured qualities 

and artificial ontological status, articulates ‘social protest’.  It could be argued in 9

opposition that a symbolic interpretation defangs Der Ring’s critique of modern 

 Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth: The Wisdom of Wagner's Ring of the Nibelung (London: Allen 6

Lane, 2016).

  ‘[H]is music dramas prove to be an enormously fecund source of redolent symbols, a pulsating 7

fabric of inexhaustible richness and complexity which has contributed more than any other artistic 
expression to that ‘return to myth’ which is a particular feature of the modern experience.’ Furness, 
R., Wagner and Literature (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1982), 70.

  ‘[K]ey aspects of the kind of Hegelian thinking on which [Brandom] draws will offer considerable 8

illumination of the understanding of music.’ Bowie, A., Music, Philosophy, Modernity, 
(Cambridge University Press, 2007), 107.

  See the, in my view, somewhat disingenuous claim by Raymond Monelle that postmodern theory is 9

to remain somehow political neutral, until 'social injustice' is uncovered, at which point it becomes 
politicised. 'Neutrality up to the point where neutral analysis reveals political involvements. And 
then moral commitment. Such a neat conclusion is uncomfortably rationalist. It sounds like a 
"true" solution of an "essential" problem. Philosophy might tolerate this, but music certainly will 
not. Neutrality will ultimately throw us back into the provisional. But, at least, it will have flagged 
its optimistic humanism in passing.' Monelle, R., The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1999), 231.
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society by papering over such an account of Wagner as an Adornian modernist.   10

[For Walter Benjamin] symbolic experience, … , is simultaneous; 

allegory works in succession. While in the symbol “the transfigured 

face of nature is fleetingly revealed in the light of redemption,” 

allegory exposes the “historicality” of the particular that is doomed 

to die. And while the symbol mystifies meaning, allegory uncovers 

its conventional constructedness. Yet for Benjamin, romantic 

symbol and baroque allegory converge in the mode of sudden 

appearance: one to show unity, the other to show difference. The 

“mystical now” of symbolic experience is not unlike the allegorical 

clash between ‘cold and ready-made technique” and “eruptive 

expression.” … The rhythm of modern reading [of artworks] 

pulsates between the symbol’s systolic contraction into the mystical 

moment of the whole, and allegory’s diastolic dissipation into a 

series of momentary particulars - in other words, between the 

identical and the non-identical.  11

I argue that the symbolic elements of the music dramas, of the Ring, also allow for 

this flexibility between critique and acceptance, between unity and diversity. Indeed, 

Robert Brandom claims that this very ability is written into the philosophical 

discoveries of Hegel, whose philosophical methods I argue deeply influence 

   Not that this would be a bad thing. As Elizabeth Magee points out, ‘from this [epic and mythic] 10

material Wagner fashioned a case history of social conflict generated by the gold. Numerous 
attempts have been made to interpret Wagner’s Nibelung drama strictly in terms of nineteenth 
century society. … All fall short, ultimately, for the reason that Wagner was too true to his sources 
and his own broader dramatic instincts: his gods are too much gods, his giants giants, his 
Nibelungs dwarfs, to double successfully as schematic kings and aristocrats, gentry and proletariat, 
capitalists, plutocrats, or whatever.’ Magee, E., Richard Wagner and the Nibelungs (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1990), 72-3, my emphasis.

    Hoeckner, op. cit., 8.11
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Wagner’s musical thinking.  This is my primary reason for relying upon Hegelian 12

conceptual models to focus my music-analytical methodology. It could be questioned 

why I am relying upon modern analytical philosophy, far removed from Wagner’s 

own intellectual concerns, to account analytically for his musical processes. In 

response I would crave indulgence, reminding the reader that Wagner has inspired 

responses from as far afield as modern legal and game theory to plumb the depths of 

his insights. One more idiosyncratic approach surely could not hurt.  13

I intend to resurrect certain key concepts from Opera and Drama to buttress my 

argument. There have been two recent collaborative attempts to conduct thorough-

going analyses of Wagner's music dramas strictly according to the terminology set 

out in Opera and Drama: Marshall Tuttle's Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera, 

and Jonathan Christian Petty's Wagner's Lexical Tonality.  These theorists claim that 14

Wagner rigorously obeys his concept of tonal household in the tonal language for 

Der Ring; eschewing Schenkerian and Neo-Riemannian theory they advocate a 

traditional ‘linear-harmonic’ approach through roman numeral analysis; they suggest 

moreover that Wagner’s ‘rules of tonal house-law’ unite Wagner’s harmonic practice 

throughout his mature oeuvre post Opera and Drama. However, where Petty claims 

that analysis should proceed by classifying the associative 'tonal lexemes’ of Der 

Ring according to the cultural knowledge available at the time concerning the 

character of individual keys, Tuttle advocates a structural approach that emphasises 

the inherent relationships between different keys and their expression through 

  For instance, Brandom argues that ‘the thinker who diagnoses the shared presupposition [of the 12

relation between semantic attitudes (what position one takes when one takes something to be 
meaningful at all) and semantic norms (norms of significance), characteristic of Enlightenment 
thinking and its genealogical progeny (Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud)], contests it, and offers a 
constructive alternative is Hegel—whom I will argue both anticipates and responds creatively to 
the genealogical currents of thought he inspired and in many ways made possible.’ Brandom, R., 
’Reason, Genealogy, and the Hermeneutics of Magnanimity’, lecture given at the University of 
California Berkeley, June 2013, text accessed 05/09/2016, http://www.pitt.edu/~brandom/
currentwork.html, emphasis mine.

  White, D., The Turning Wheel: A Study of Contracts and Oaths in Wagner’s Ring (Selinsgrove: 13

Susquehanna University Press, 1988), Chrissochoidis, I. and Huck, S., ‘Elsa’s Reason: on Beliefs 
and Motives in Wagner’s Lohengrin’, Cambridge Opera Journal, Vol. 12, No. 1 (2010), 65-91.

  Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera (New York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2000), 14

Petty, J.C., Wagner’s Lexical Tonality (New York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2005).

http://www.pitt.edu/~brandom/currentwork.html
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harmony and voice-leading of the strictest kind.  I believe that the resurrection of 15

Wagner’s concept of the Moment allied with a neo-Hegelian account of musical 

meaning, could clarify the problem of relating associative tonality and structural 

process, further uncovering the extent of medium-scale form in Wagner's music. The 

idea of Moment is drawn from Oper und Drama, and given theoretical consideration 

by Dietrich Borchmeyer and Hilda Medrum Brown, whose interpretations I discuss 

below. 

A Hegelian way of thinking about musical meaning-formation may countermand the 

‘hermeneutics of suspicion’ in the ‘spirit of trust’, the title of Robert Brandom's 

projected book on Hegel.  Trusting in Wagner's musico-dramatic expression of 16

states of mind and their actualisation and fulfilment can help us to better understand 

the musical processes underlying them and their peculiar musical ‘logic’, enacted in 

a ‘space of reasons’ not fundamentally opaque to critical discourse and listener 

experience.  In this I am directly contradicting a commonly held view about 17

Wagner's music, that it does not ‘express’ states of mind at all, but represents or 

imitates physiological processes of desire and arousal.  In the remainder of this 18

introduction I give an account of what I have called Wagner's ‘voluntarism’, its place 

  Claims based on an assertion of key characteristics, something opposed by several theorists. See, 15

for example, Charles Rosen’s point that ‘ … least convincing of all [for analysis] … is the 
ascription of affective meaning to certain keys or tonalities. This goes back all the way to the 
eighteenth century. … The main value of the speculation on the character of keys does not relate 
convincingly to the tradition of music in general …, but lies in its calling attention to the very 
personal way that individual composers treated certain tonalities. … although on occasion the key 
may have had some influence, this could be overridden.’ Rosen, C., Music and Sentiment (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2010), 34, 36. However, the evidence collected by 
Petty and Tuttle and the extraordinary detail with which they detect symbolic meaning in Wagner’s 
associative key practice is compelling. I argue for a more balanced approach, that sees key choice 
as extremely significant and central to dramatic meaning but as animated by formal processes not 
contingent upon key choice. Key choice is clearly significant to a great many composers, 
Beethoven for example. ‘Opus 22 is in B-flat major, a key that Beethoven favoured for subtlety’, 
‘Opus 23, in the rare key of A minor, is bleak, odd, and distant’, ‘G major is a key he often 
associated with lightness and grace, as in the Piano Sonatas Opus 14 No. 2 and Opus 79, the 
Quartet Opus 18 No. 2, and the Violin Sonata Opus 31 No. 3.’ Lockwood, L., Beethoven: The 
Music and Life (New York: Norton, 2003), 130, 142, 241.

   See http://www.pitt.edu/~brandom/spirit_of_trust_2014.html for drafts.16

 The term 'space of reasons' is from Wilfrid Sellars, and is a major focus of Brandom's work, of 17

which more below. For the idea that each musical composition projects a space of reasons of its 
own see Morgan, R., 'Musical Time/Musical Space' in Critical Inquiry, Vol. 6 No. 3 (Spring, 
1980), 527-538.

  ‘… Wagner as a pompous disseminator of clamorous confusion, his work full of visceral eroticism, 18

elephantine coupling, hoydenish glee and insufferable attitudinising.’ Wagner and Literature, xi.

http://www.pitt.edu/~brandom/spirit_of_trust_2014.html
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in the history of ideas, and its impact on Wagner reception. Chapter 2 deals with 

recent analytic paradigms and their varying possibilities for Wagner analysis. 

Chapter 3 lays out the theory of Momente and dramatic ethos, and buttresses it 

through the work of particularly Roger Scruton and Robert Brandom. Chapters 4 and 

5 lay out analyses of five selected Vorspiele from the Ring, attempting to delineate 

the dramatic ethos of each and track it through the trajectory of each act. The thesis is 

thus a blend of aesthetic speculation, analytical theory and critical readings of 

Wagner’s music dramas. 

It is clear from Seth Monahan’s recent plea that a theory of gesture in Wagner's 

music somehow accounting for the dramatic meaning of a gesture and its subsequent 

development is a pressing need in Wagner scholarship:  

[A]nalysts of Wagner’s music have … tended to adopt either a 

telescopic or a microscopic lens, focusing on either grand 

organisational schemes or chordal minutiae, with only the 

occasional suggestion of how the two might be linked. … But my 

sense is that we are still a long way from explaining how Wagner’s 

more adventurous music works so convincingly at the level of 

entire phrases and phrase groupings – in other words, at the level 

that makes the greatest impression upon the attentive listener. And I 

suspect that any such effort would have to embrace the very thing 

Adorno most reviled: the music’s patently and pervasively gestural 

nature.   19

Wagner and the ‘Will’ 

Wagner has often been assumed to accord metaphysical priority to ‘will’, an 

impersonal force recalcitrant to reason, at the expense of reason or the emotions in 

his own account of human life in his music dramas and prose writings. The evidence 

against Wagner is quite overwhelming in this regard: the profound influence of 

 Monahan, S., ‘Voice-Leading Energetics in Wagner’s ‘Tristan Idiom’’, Music Analysis, Vol. 35, 19

No. 2 (Jul. 2016), 214-5, emphasis mine.
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Schopenhauer, whose epistemological theory is based on a noumenal Will underlying 

all phenomena, and which informed particularly the dramatic ideas of Tristan und 

Isolde, Parsifal, and Die Meistersinger. Wagner had a profound influence on 

Nietzsche who in reacting against both Wagner and Schopenhauer postulated a Will-

to-Power in place of Schopenhauer's Will (-to-live). Wagner's prose writings are 

littered with references to a will that requires yet never achieves satiety.  There is 20

also the continued critical reaction against perceived violently rhetorical qualities, 

both in the apparent presentation of such a Will by the music (in Tristan, for 

instance) as the hinge for the metaphysical purport of the drama, and in the music 

dramas more generally. The diagnosis of voluntarism often makes the association of 

Wagner with the animating impulse of fascism easier for less sympathetic 

commentators.  Indeed, if some commentators are to be believed, Wagner stands at 21

the turning point of Western civilisation into irrationality and barbarism.  22

Despite 70 years of critical distance since the end of the Second World War, the 

appraisal of Wagner as an irrational voluntarist is still common in the secondary 

literature. Laurence Dreyfus argues for a necessary appreciation of Wagner's 'erotic 

impulse' in any account of his music: ‘Wagner was the first to develop a detailed 

musical language that succeeded in extended representation of erotic stimulation, 

 The classic example here is Wagner's programme to the Einleitung from Tristan und Isolde; ‘a 20

fervent ardour [induced by the love potion]; they confessed that they loved each other, alone. But 
now there was no end to love's longing, yearning, rapture, and distress: the world, power, fame, 
honour, chivalry, loyalty, friendship – all were dispersed like an insubstantial dream. Only one 
thing remained alive to them: desire, insatiable desire, a longing ever renewed, every thirsting and 
languishing. And from this, no salvation but death – annihilation … [in the Einleitung] this 
insatiable longing well[s] up just once, in one single process spanning several smaller segments: 
from the most timid avowal of a delicate inclination; through fearful sighs, hope and trembling, 
lamentation and prayers, rapture and torment; up to the mightiest pressure; ... In vain! The heart 
sinks back unconscious, back into languishing desire, desire without fulfilment, since fulfilment 
can only initiate new desire.’ cited in Grey, T. (ed.), Richard Wagner and his World (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2009), 506. 

 ‘[T]he unifying regime of the music, the way unity is forced upon it, is allegedly in collusion with 21

a conception of the mythological origins of Germanness such that the musical operation is also and 
at the same time a political operation by virtue of its mythological resonance. It is precisely the 
latter feature that allowed the Nazis to co-opt Wagner … The term ‘proto-fascist’ was virtually 
invented to describe Wagner…’ Ibid., 58.

 See, for instance, Barzun, J., Darwin, Marx, Wagner: A Critique of a Heritage (New York: Anchor 22

Books, 1958); Michael Steinberg 'seeks to hold Wagner and Wagnerism accountable for the 
midcentury crisis of modernity and hence for the assault of ideology on subjectivity.' Steinberg, 
M., Listening to Reason: Culture, Subjectivity, and Nineteenth Century Music (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press), 16.
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passionate ecstasy, and the torment of love.’  This is echoed by Richard Taruskin:  23

the fluctuating musical tension [of Wagner's mature style] 

analogises the fluctuating tensions – psychological, emotional, 

sexual – of our lives as we live them. And here is where the process 

leaves the realm of representation altogether. Harmonic forecasts 

and delays play directly upon the listener's expectation, or, to put it 

more strongly, on the desires that the music induces in the listener. 

And so the musical events, relative to listener expectations, are 

translated directly into the intensified emotion that the fulfilment or 

frustration of desire produces in any context.  24

Seth Monahan suggests that ‘gestural tensions [in Wagner’s music] are directly 

keyed to the stage action. … these conflicted [voice-leading] impulses can be heard 

to embody the opera's main psychodynamic trope, that of an ardent desire which is 

also a will to nonexistence.’  The voluntarist thesis, that an irrational ‘Will’ exists 25

behind the ‘appearances’ of everyday reality was clearly extremely important to 

Wagner, and can yield musical insights. However, the fascination with the ‘willed’ 

qualities of Wagner's music yields the contradiction as to how the will is ‘presented’ 

or ‘represented’. For Dreyfus Wagner's music ‘represents’ an erotic impulse, whereas 

for Taruskin Wagner's music ‘leaves the realm of representation’ altogether, by dint 

of its sexual energy, which thus seems to bypass rational thought and work ‘directly 

 Dreyfus, L., Wagner and the Erotic Impulse (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2010), 2, 23

emphasis mine. 

 Taruskin, R., The Oxford History of Western Music: Music in the Nineteenth Century (New York: 24

Oxford University Press, 2010), 529, emphasis mine. Taruskin explicitly compares Wagner's 
musical manipulation of desire with the Baroque tendency of art towards the monumental and the 
‘emotional’, which ‘since the Counter Reformation had [been] employed to induce a sort of 
esthetic ecstasy in listener and save their souls from the snares of rationalism,’ ibid., 528, emphasis 
mine. It will become clear that I consider Wagner's emotionalism to be in some sense rational.

 Monahan, op cit., 174.25
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on the nerves.’  26

Ironically, emphasis on ‘voluntarism’ often goes hand in glove with the charge that 

Wagner’s characters lack true freedom. He overcharges the libidos of his characters, 

yet does not attribute them sufficient awareness to act except in a self-destructive 

manner. This criticism is levelled at the conduct of Tristan at the close of Act II of 

Tristan und Isolde, for instance, by Joseph Kerman.  There seems to be an 27

irreconcilable dramatic tension between the proto-modernist emphasis on the 

irrational, impersonal forces governing the subjectivity of the characters, on the one 

hand, and the mythic structures of the dramatic narrative.   28

James Treadwell by contrast claims 

  

the enchanted terrain [of the ‘Romantic’ operas] is controlled by 

irresistible, invisible forces; like the audience, the characters are 

subject to opera's spell. This accounts for the strange passivity one 

encounters in all of them. ... [T]he main characters are vehicles 

through which unearthly powers work. By contrast, the mythic 

dramas place power within the reach of individuals. The heroes and 

heroines are not enchanted beings but more or less free agents, with 

at least some ability to intervene in the forces that govern the 

 The phrase is Charles Rosen's. Rosen is keen to stress the extent to which Romantic music works 26

directly on the nerves, culminating in the ‘pathology’ of Wagner. The Romantic Generation 
(Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1995), 134, 203, 609. This view of ‘Wagner the materialist’ 
has found recent expression in Trippett, D., Wagner's Melodies: Aesthetics and Materialism in 
German Musical Identity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013). Analytically speaking, 
Tuttle argues that ‘[t]hough sound is the medium through which Wagner conveys his message, it is 
not the point of his music. The major part of his effect resides precisely in the mind of the listener, 
where the logically defined tonal relationships are manipulated and order is provided to the 
extremely complicated web of activities on the surface of his compositions. A musical aesthetic 
which demands a minimum psychic distance be maintained from works of art will be 
unceremoniously invaded by Wagner’s technique. A musical aesthetic which is focused on sound 
itself will be alternately pleased and dismayed by Wagner’s output. A musical aesthetic which 
favours a penetration by the work of art, or which favours depth of perception and psychological 
insight is more likely to respond favourably to the experience of Wagner’s works.’ op. cit., 328-9, 
emphasis mine.

 Kerman, J., ‘The Prelude and the play’ in Groos, A. (ed.), Tristan und Isolde: Cambridge Opera 27

Handbook (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 59.

   See Adorno, T., In Search of Wagner (Livingstone, R., trans., London: Verso, 2005).28
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stage.  29

How can this be, given the fundamentally arbitrary freedom of an irrational Will, not 

present to consciousness, often stressed in accounts of Wagner’s poetics? In a certain 

sense the voluntarist thesis aids us.  Wagner's leitmotivic fabric can become 30

distorted through the drama, as if an individual character were somehow asserting 

their will directly on the music, or suffering the effects of musical circumstances on 

the symbols of aspects of their personality. We can see this through some musical 

examples. Consider the TREATY motif from Der Ring des Nibelungen in its 

paradigmatic d and C forms, as heard in scene ii of Das Rheingold:  31

 Treadwell, J., Interpreting Wagner (New Haven and London: Yale University Press 2003), 54-5, 29

emphasis mine. See however Paul Dawson-Bowling's interpretation of the Dutchman and Senta: 
'Wagner's hero and heroine are both creatures of fate and yet alter and rearrange their fates' The 
Wagner Experience and its Meaning for Us (Brecon: Old Street Publishing, 2013), Vol. 2, 36, 
emphasis mine. Scruton puts it similarly to Treadwell: ‘[t]he world of The Ring is the product of 
human sentiments. These sentiments are personified as gods and goblins, demi-gods and primeval 
forces, but those symbols owe their nature and meaning to the feelings that we discover in 
ourselves. This means that, despite the fact, and also because of the fact, that the work presents a 
wholly imagined world, it must, if it is to succeed, be in every crucial matter true to life – though 
true in a general way, since the characters owe their reality to the human universals that they 
summarise. Moreover, the drama must excite our sympathies, so that we do not stand back from 
the narrative as though it were a merely allegorical fairy-tale but instead engage with the 
characters as believable people.' Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth, 274-5, emphasis mine.

   Indeed, the elevation of human ability to act freely to a noumenal realm was Kant’s way of staving 30

off the Humean scepticism regarding free will. However, as the later German Idealists pointed out, 
this rendered the very notion of freedom unintelligible.

 For convenience I use the names of the motifs given by Warren Darcy in his Guide to Themes of 31

Der Ring, published as an appendix to Bribitzer-Stull, M., Thematic Development and Dramatic 
Association in Der Ring des Nibelungen (PhD thesis, University of Rochester, 2001), recognising 
Dahlhaus's sage advice that ‘the practice of giving Wagnerian leitmotive names which fix an 
identity to them once and for all is as questionable as it is unavoidable: questionable, because the 
translation of musical expression into precise verbal terms is never satisfactory; unavoidable, 
because the idea of wordless, instinctive understanding of musical motives, without the need for 
mediation through language, is an illusion.’ Dahlhaus, C., Richard Wagner's Music Dramas (trans., 
Whittall, M., Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 61.

Example 1.1. TREATY in Das Rheingold (sc. ii): C

Example 1.2. TREATY in Das Rheingold (sc. ii): d
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In both instances the motif begins around 5, in d on 6 as an upper neighbour, or in C 

on 5; it descends beyond the tonic and arrives either at V/v (d) or #7/vi (C).  Wagner 32

exploits the semitone 2-3 of d natural minor and 3-4 of C major to render the 

overarching tonality ambiguous. The motif's characteristic Gestalt continually 

emphasises this descending semitone throughout the tetralogy, and it is at precisely 

these musical instances that the motif is warped in the musical expression of a 

dramatic event. Here are some examples where the motif mutates, as if expressing 

the will of a character: 

 I shall be using the convention of assigning keys to upper and lower case letter names; thus C 32

major = C,  D minor = d. Pitches shall be expressed through upper-case notation, with specific 
register indicated if necessary. Careted numbers are used for scale degrees.

Example 1.3. Wotan seizes the Ring from Alberich (Das Rheingold, sc. 4)
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Example 1.4. Wotan breaks the bond between himself 
and Brünnhilde (Die Walküre Act III, sc. 2)
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These examples are suggestive of what Matthew Baileyshea has termed ‘the struggle 

for orchestral control’ in Der Ring.  

[T]here is a tradition of viewing the orchestra in the Ring in 

relatively restricted terms, as a detached and independent observer, 

an entity that comments on and reacts to the events onstage but 

without making direct connections and interventions. … I consider 

an alternative: situations in which characters are understood to 

exert direct control over the orchestra. Such situations are 

inherently dramatic, especially in the many dialogues of the Ring 

where one character attempts to impose his or her will on another. 

In such cases, the characters actually vie for orchestral control, and 

their manipulation of the orchestra takes on a distinctly rhetorical 

function. Put simply, it becomes a tool for power and persuasion.  33

The situation is more complex than Baileyshea envisages, and his model predicating 

a character’s musical persuasiveness on the grasping of the orchestra like a tool 

should be nuanced; in the example from Das Rheingold shown above (Ex. 1. 3), the 

chromatic descent between A and Ds, combined with the initial tonal ambiguity (the 

first bar suggests d, though Alberich's outburst had just been in a, and Wotan 

interrupts Alberich's outburst on VI/a, possibly suggesting a continuation in F) and 

 Baileyshea, M., ‘The Struggle for Orchestral Control: Power, Dialogue, and the Role of the 33

Orchestra in Wagner's Ring’ in Nineteenth Century Music, Vol. 31, No. 1 (Summer, 2007), 3-4, 
emphasis mine.

Example 1.5. Siegfried shattering Wotan’s 
spear (Siegfried Act III sc. 2)
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the ambiguous hypermetre,  imparts a complex musical analogue of the dramatic 34

situation: this is the moral nadir to which Wotan sinks in the Ring, shamefacedly 

wrestling the Ring from Alberich, thus abusing his authority as lord of treaties. The 

tussle between F, E, and Ds ‘represents’ or gesturally ‘enacts’ the struggle, and 

shows how the shady semitone at the end of the motif, which so often works 

throughout Der Ring to destabilise the motif harmonically, is expressive of the 

troubled regions of the soul and of the underbelly of authority that Wotan has had to 

explore to become lord of treaties in the first place.   35

The music functions as a medium for the expression of instant dramatic forces on 

stage, as a commentator, and as the medium through which characters intensify and 

resolve their personal and public travails.  It can do this both through the ability of 36

musical material, through relationships between musical phenomena, to figure 

dramatically what is enacted on stage, and also through tonal and formal connections 

suggesting a far-reaching dramatic and musical conflict or form. But to discuss the 

motif in this way we must begin to incorporate a discussion of its surrounding 

dramatic and musical placement, its tension or harmony with rhythm, harmony, and 

 The term ‘hypermetre’ is from William Rothstein’s Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music: ‘the 34

combination of measures on a metrical basis, … including both the recurrence of equal-sized 
measure groups and a definite pattern of alternation between strong and weak measures.’ 
Rothstein, op. cit., 12. Here the hypermetrical grouping is ambiguous, Wotan’s assertive octave 
drop and fifth leap in F (8-1-5) suggesting ‘1’ in hypermetrical terms, yet TREATY seems to 
render the next bar hypermetrically strong, the accent from the anacrusis falling on 1 of F.  

 Scruton puts the point well: ‘the motif of Wotan's spear, so simple in its original form, [has] yet an 35

entirely musical authority – the descending diatonic scale asserting its mastery over musical space, 
but restless too, never ending on the tonic. Curtailed, turned on itself and sorrowful, it becomes the 
résumé of Siegmund's suffering; broken and hesitant it is the theme of Wotan's frustration; 
reassembled through octave transposition, it is the glorious tribute to Brünnhilde's purity.’ Scruton, 
The Ring of Truth, 153. Marshall Tuttle claims, ‘it is not by mistake that the rule of law engraved 
on Wotan’s spear is represented by a descending diatonic scale. Though the scale and its 
relationships comprise the law which organises all of Wagner’s late music dramas, its position is 
now central rather than superior to the tonal hierarchy. Scales organise the behaviour of chords and 
notes. Scales do not organise the behaviour of keys and tonalities.’ op. cit., 324. Tuttle claims that 
the distortions undergone by the TREATY motif are evidence of the gradual gaining of autonomy 
of motif and key over scale and tonality in the hierarchy of tonal organisation, symbolic of the 
waning of Wotan’s power.

   As Alain Badiou would have it, ‘the most important thing to remember is the fact that, in Wagner, 36

dramatic possibilities are created through the music. The music does not simply reinforce or 
support a pre-established dramatic situation, even if the text in fact is always already there; it 
creates dramatic possibility as such. In other words, the subjective process of the decision or the 
figure of the emotion as a dramatic possibility is built right into the music. … It is not the creation 
or illustration of a necessity that is involved; it is really the creation of a possibility. It is first and 
foremost the unpredictable creation of a dramatic possibility that, in terms of the music, could 
easily go in a completely different direction.’ Badiou, op. cit., 89, 90. 
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larger scale formal devices.  It is a fundamental idea of this thesis that the dialectic 37

between the larger scale formal devices and the development of individual musical 

gestures is crucial to understanding the musical dramaturgy of the Ring, and has been 

neglected by recent scholarship, or rather, not grasped in a way that unlocks larger 

hermeneutic potential. That is to say, if we are not to understand freedom in arbitrary 

terms as merely freedom from restraint, but incorporate a richer, more Kantian/

Hegelian notion of freedom as, in the Kantian tradition, the freedom of following a 

rule, or in Hegel's terms the freedom to do what is necessary (eventually taken over 

by Feuerbach, and quoted by Wagner in Opera and Drama), and show how this 

richer idea of freedom is enacted musically, then we need to consider the confluence 

of local manipulations of motifs with larger scale tonal, formal, and sentential 

contexts.  38

A theory could be suggested that would account for the priority Wagner accords to 

leitmotivic mutation at a surface level showing the emotional vicissitudes and 

willings of the individual characters. (Ex. 1.6):  

 Thus Karol Berger has recently suggested that ‘to investigate the large-scale structural implications 37

of the distinction between open and closed sections of an act would deemphasise the specificity of 
the music drama, treat it as in principle no different from opera. ... I do not wish to suggest that 
leitmotifs are unimportant. ... Instead I propose to make liberal use of the vocabulary more at home  
... in the world of the Verdi commentary, the vocabulary associated with the solita forma.’ Berger, 
K., Beyond Reason: Wagner Contra Nietzsche (California: University of California Press, 2017), 
60-1.

 The more mature version of freedom developed by the German Idealist tradition is neatly spelled 38

out by Scruton when he writes, 'I act freely in the world, however, only when I recognise the 
presence of other free subjects who call on me to limit my freedom. This is the origin of the 
political life, namely that we live in mutual dependence, each freely limiting his own freedom in 
order that the other can exist freely too. Hence political order is a realm of 'right', 'law' and 
'contract', all of which are presupposed in the self-conscious existence of the human subject. I 
come to self-knowledge and freedom through the process of 'Selbstbestimmung', that is, the self-
definition and self-limitation that marks out for me a place in the objective order in which others 
too have a share.' Scruton, The Ring of Truth, 18.
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This is the ultimate assertion of human will over divine power: Siegmund rejects 

Brünnhilde's offer of eternal bliss in Valhalla out of love for the mortal Sieglinde. 

The assertion of Siegmund's will is a quiet moment of decision, rather than the 

searing following phrase ‘zu ihnen folg' ich dir nicht’. It is expressed through the 

distortion of the motif in the third bar of the example, which normally proceeds 

Example 1.6. Siegmund kissing Sieglinde and deciding 
to renounce Valhalla (Die Walküre Act II sc. 4)

Example 1.7. Siegmund drinking the mead given 
him by Sieglinde (Die Walküre Act I sc. 1)
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sequentially, sequencing down from Bb to a, to d (Ex. 1.7). 

In Ex. 1.6 by contrast the sequence halts at the second secondary dominant in the 

sequence (V/A), and the melody moves upwards not by a minor third, but by a 

semitone; the sequence dissolves through the sequential repetition of the semitone 

rise, moving into FREIA PART 2. It is as though Siegmund, seeing Sieglinde lying 

helpless in his lap and allowing the memory of their love to suffuse his 

consciousness, finds in that memory and that feeling the decision to defy the 

Valkyrie. Yet this is all expressed and worked out through the music. 

As analysts, however, we are not merely concerned with these individual acts of will 

or suffering on the part of Wagner's characters; we are interested in the interaction 

between these smaller scale gestures and larger scale tonal forces and formal 

devices: are larger scale structures constituted through these individual musical 

gestures? How do these larger scale musical forces (like controlling tonics and their 

attendant key relationships, or formal schemas) impinge upon the construction of 

smaller scale gestures? As Matthew Baileyshea puts it, ‘part of the complexity of 

Wagnerian form is the degree to which the essential motives are subjected to a 

variety of formal processes.’  39

A particularly salient example of a smaller scale musical gesture directing the tonal 

flow on a large scale is given in Example 1.8. Donner describes how ‘oppressive fog’ 

is swirling in the air, a result of the toxic miasma of Alberich’s curse which has just 

caused the death of Fasolt. He proceeds to conjure the clouds for his hammer's strike 

(“Heda! Heda Hedo!” etc.). The modulation from bb to Bb is emphasised in 

Donner’s vocal line, as if he were directing the orchestra toward the goal of Bb. The 

CURSE, which rarely resolves from its Vb9 in other iterations, is resolved briefly 

here to bb before the consequent dim7th resolves as a Ger6th to  Bb64 on ‘hell!’ 

Donner’s vocal line progresses stepwise after outlining a diminished triad on C, 

before  leaping an octave to c1 and down to A, thus outlining Ao7; the move to F 

coincides with the bb in the orchestra, and marks the beginning of a more tonally 

 Baileyshea, M. The Wagnerian Satz: The Rhetoric of the Sentence in Wagner's Post-Lohengrin 39

Operas (PhD Thesis, Yale University, 2003), 108.
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directed vocal line: Donner’s dactylic rhythms on the motif Db-C-Bb (“blit-zen-

dem”; “Him-mel mir”) serve to draw attention to Db as a structural pitch, surpassed 

by the Dn on ‘hell’. Bb is then sustained through Donner's invocation. 

The attraction of the voluntarist interpretation of Wagner's musical language is that it 

can account for long-range tonal connection. If we can assert that the will enacted in 

the musical notes on a local level is structurally analogous to the will embodied on 

Example 1.8. Donner summoning the 
clouds (Das Rheingold, sc. 4)
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the larger formal level, it allows for the more unproblematic nesting of local events 

into larger scale formal processes. Warren Darcy employs a Schenkerian analytical 

technique in his book on Das Rheingold, suggesting that the drama coheres through a 

quasi-Schenkerian Ursatz,  and in other articles on scenes from Wagner has shown 40

how his rotational model of form, developed with James Hepokoski, can incorporate 

the recapitulatory elements of Wagner's form, explicitly linking this model to the 

Schopenhauerian metaphysics of will. Matthew Baileyshea, in his thesis on sentence 

structure in Wagner, emphasises the extent to which sentential processes in Wagner's 

music are related to Lorenz’s concept of ‘emotional discharge’ (Gefühlsentladung).  41

Whilst the readings that emphasise Wagner's Schopenhauerianism and ‘Will’ are 

often insightful, they are fundamentally lacking in one major respect. They cannot 

show effectively how larger tonal context and the dramatic moment in Wagner's 

dramas are dialectically related to one another. This leaves us fundamentally at a loss 

as to how to understand the dual process that is going on: how the dramatic moment, 

which expresses the individual emotional and physical interactions between the 

characters, affects and is affected by the unfolding of a conceptual, mythic drama; an 

obvious example is the grief that Wotan feels on parting with his dearest daughter is 

inextricably bound up with his withdrawal from the world as a god. This problem 

engenders another: how can the individualised emotions put forward by the music, 

which both seem to constitute a medium through which the characters attain the 

possibility for dramatic change and instantiate an individualised emotional gesture 

beckoning the listener to enter into its ‘first-person perspective on a life that is no 

one’s,’  reach their actualisation or fulfilment through a musical process if they are 42

all the expression of a primordial Will, or have to be enacted in a medium which on a 

local level is configured toward the satisfaction of goals in a quasi-hydraulic, 

 See Darcy, W., Das Rheingold: Studies in Musical Genesis and Structure, (Oxford: Oxford 40

University Press, 1996), 217, for the Ursatz.

 The details of Lorenz's metaphysics and its origins in late Wilhelmine era German culture and the 41

rise of Nazism are documented by Stephen McClatchie in Analysing Wagner's Operas: Alfred 
Lorenz and German Nationalist Ideology (New York: University of Rochester Press, 1998), where 
he claims Lorenz espouses a Schopenhauerian 'expressive' aesthetic. 

  Scruton, R., The Aesthetics of Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 364. Scruton’s   42

argument will be explored in detail in Chapter 3.
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‘psycho-dynamic’ manner?  In order to explain this further, we must take a step 43

back and see how Wagner fits into the history of philosophy regarding the 

importance of Will since, as Karol Berger notes, '[Wagner's] artistic legacy is music 

of unsurpassed subtlety and expressive power, capable of capturing the most 

complex states and chiaroscuro shadings of the human soul. ... Far from being the 

master of only individual states of mind, he also knew how to picture the mind's 

evolution over time.’  Is the evolution of 'individual states of mind' through music 44

incompatible with the 'voluntarist' perspective? 

Wagner and Voluntarism – A Wider Perspective 

One can reconstruct the voluntarist thread running through Western philosophy as 

follows : generally the Pre-Socratics did not conceive of the world in terms of 45

human will, but in terms of impersonal forces, earth, water, fire, and wind. They 

were superseded by the late Pre-Socratics, such as Heraclitus and Parmenides, who 

argued for a ‘constant flux’ model and a ‘static’ model of the universe respectively. 

Plato was to attempt to reconcile these opposites with the theory of Ideas and Forms. 

Plato conceived of a Supreme Being, but not one that had created the world by fiat 

(232). Aristotle developed this idea, postulating the famous ‘unmoved mover’ as the 

ultimate cause of being, and suggested that the divine is characterised as noesis 

noeseos, or thought thinking itself. Aristotle's model of force in the world was in 

terms of dynamis and energeia, or potentialities and actualities (147), rather than 

‘Will’. The Stoics accorded ‘efficient causation’ priority in the explanation of events, 

paralleling their development of the notion of lekton, which corresponds to the more 

 To anticipate my argument slightly, it is worth noting that Scruton considers the 'Will' of 43

Schopenhauer to be a sort of philosophical conceit that can be excised without too much difficulty 
from Wagner criticism. 'Schopenhauer tells us that the non-conceptual awareness that we have of 
our own mental states is really an awareness of the will; he also tells us that the will is objectively 
presented to us without concepts in the work of music. In these two statements we can 'divide 
through' by the will, to use Wittgenstein's metaphor: reference to the will is an unwarranted 
addition to another and more intelligible theory [my emphasis], which tells us that in self-
knowledge we are acquainted with the very same thing that we hear in music. To put it in another 
way: music presents subjective awareness in objective form.' Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth, 51. 
See also The Aesthetics of Music, 364-5 and Death-Devoted Heart: Sex and the Sacred in 
Wagner's Tristan and Isolde (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 77.

  Berger, K., Beyond Reason: Wagner Contra Nietzsche, 362.44

 I am relying here on Kenny, A., A New History of Western Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University 45

Press, 2010), page references in the text.
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recent philosophical idea (derived from Wittgenstein) of a 'state of affairs' (154) - in 

other words the Stoics attempted to account for the arbitrary aspects of existence 

through a theory that prioritised the mutations of these states of affairs by Will 

through efficient causation. 

Obviously, the creator God in Judaeo-Christian theology introduced an important 

element of divine will into Western thought. Moving into the medieval period, the 

synthesis of Aristotle with the Christian texts in Thomas Aquinas achieved, 

according to Kenny, a balance between intellect and will, through St. Thomas’s 

sophisticated account of perception. This reflected the fact that ‘[Aquinas] does not, 

as many modern philosophers have done, identify the mind with consciousness 

[considering it more as a faculty separating us from animals]’ (435). Aquinas 

retained Aristotle's theory of dynamis and energeia (405-406), and suggested a 

harmony in his system between the human will and the will of God. This changed 

completely with his Franciscan opponent Duns Scotus, the ‘Subtle Doctor’, who 

insisted on the notion both of an irreducible haecceitas, or ‘thisness’ that accounted 

for the individuation of matter, and of the idea of an autonomous and sovereign will 

embodied within humans, which accords with the will of God (443, 464, 490). In the 

modern period, Descartes famously accorded conceptual priority to representations 

(the ‘clear and distinct ideas’ of his rationalism) and the will as entities that were 

present to consciousness. He also staved off the modern form of scepticism he 

inculcated by suggesting the arbitrary human will was a correlate to the arbitrary 

divine will that continually creates everything in the world anew in each successive 

temporal instant (593, 639, 660). The modern Platonism inculcated by Descartes had 

the effect of curtailing productive aspects of the Aristotelian philosophy, and putting 

in its place a mistakenly privileged account of the mind, intellect, and will. The 

notion of substance was curtailed from its tripartite structure in Aristotle to a single 

substance in Locke, and the notion of telos was subordinated to a determinism of 

‘efficient causes’ which anticipated the development of Newtonian physics, and 

achieved its culmination in the determinism of Spinoza.  

Most importantly for our present topic, however, the idea of the will went through 

several crucial new developments, particularly in Romanticism and in German 
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Idealism. Hume’s account of the impotence of reason to tame the arbitrary passion of 

the will (696) is neutralised by Kant by translating the will into the terms of his 

transcendental idealism; for Kant the ‘only thing that matters is the good will’, and 

he claims that, since we all share the transcendental rationality that distinguishes us 

from mere nature, and once we recognise that fact, we will have no choice but to will 

the good eternally, since it is the ground for our very existence. Kant was highly 

influenced by Rousseau, and his doctrine of humanity's natural goodness, and the 

‘general will’ (722-4); Kant bequeathed his conception to Fichte, who prioritised the 

primacy of the will in the development of the individual's empirical ego 

(Selbstbestimmung). This elevation of the will to an epistemological primacy was a 

high point of the voluntarist tradition; Bertrand Russell famously remarked that 

Fichte's philosophy was a kind of insanity;  it is seen by Stanley Rosen as a logical 46

conclusion of Locke's reduction of the doctrine of substance to a dualism between 

substance and its attributes.  In Schelling's later philosophy, too, the idea of the 47

'Will' was to assume great importance, Schelling trying to account for the 

contingency of human existence (in his view not adequately explained by Hegel) in 

his Realphilosophie by postulating a God that was driven by arbitrary will to create 

the world.  48

I am thereby using the term ‘voluntarism’ to refer to a theory of mental causation that 

prioritises beliefs or desires in the formation of action. I am following Robert 

Pippin’s definition that:  

by “voluntarist” I mean to refer very generally to the philosophical 

notions associated with Augustine and Aquinas and important in 

Kant (though prominent already in the writings of St. Paul), 

wherein some intellectual apprehension of an objective good, or 

 Russell, B., History of Western Philosophy (London; Allen and Unwin, 1961), 481.46

 See Rosen, S., The Idea of Hegel's Science of Logic (Chicago and London: University of Chicago 47

Press, 2014), 191-206.

 'God's ground is a dark yearning or will that is as yet unenlightened by the intellect, but which 48

longs for such enlightenment and illumination.' Zöller, G., 'Fichte, Schelling, and Schopenhauer' in 
Ameriks, K (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to German Idealism (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000), 209.
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what is believed to be a happiness-producing situation, is 

differentiated from the realm of desires, felt inclinations, and 

aversions largely resulting from experiences of pleasures and pains 

or imagined pleasures and pains and inclining us to act 

independently of (though not necessarily contrary to) rational 

beliefs. Within this differentiation desires might be said to be 

trained by reason but, it is argued, such beliefs and desires alone 

cannot fully account for human action; we also need to invoke a 

distinct faculty, the will.  49

One of Wagner's main influences was an extreme voluntarist. Schopenhauer's theory 

of the Will is the opposite of Fichte's in one sense, in that for Fichte it was a primary 

constituent in the striving (Streben) of the individual to achieve their freedom and 

selfhood in an epistemological sense. For Schopenhauer, on the other hand, the Will 

was, though almost accessible to individuals through their self-awareness of their 

own volition, the determining yet inaccessible noumenal principle behind all matter 

and all consciousness; it corresponded to Kant's Ding-an-Sich, a concept so 

antithetical to the post-Kantian idealists Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel. As pointed out 

above, Wagner's purported Schopenhauerianism has done much to colour his 

reception, right up until the present day. However, as I have tried to show in the 

philosophical sketch above, this voluntarist tradition, although it seems to culminate 

in an opposition between  Fichte’s transcendental, consciousness-creating will and 

Schopenhauer’s transcendental, inaccessible will, and reach a musical apogee in 

Wagner, is deeply linked to other features of modern philosophy (the priority of 

representation, the attenuation of Aristotelian notions of substance) antithetical to a 

novel approach to Wagner, and which have been challenged in much analytic 

philosophy of the twentieth century.  

It is necessary to dwell on the history of philosophy to distance the aims of this thesis 

from a particular strand of ‘postmodern’ argument. From this view, the history of 

modern ‘subjectivity’ is to show how the transparency of the subject to itself, 

 Pippin, R., Hegel's Practical Philosophy: Rational Agency as Ethical Life (Cambridge: Cambridge 49

University Press, 2008), 127, emphasis mine.
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inaugurated in the modern period by Descartes and spurred on by the universalist/

triumphalist assumptions of the Enlightenment, has licensed the surveillance and 

control on the part of the subject of ‘impulses’ bombarding it from outside 

(Schopenhauer’s ‘Will’ , Freud’s ‘unconscious’, etc.). An alternative postmodern 

narrative is thereby constructed which involves dethroning the subject in favour of 

‘subjectivity’, which is culture-dependent and involves the ‘constant renegotiations 

of the boundaries between self and world, with the world and history continuously 

reappearing in the texture of the self in the form of language, other cultural practices, 

and received ideas and ideologies.’  However, as should become evident in the 50

second chapter, I reject this line of argument. I argue that it misconstrues Kant's 

particular contribution to the debate, stressed by Robert Brandom, which is to 

predicate the distinctive nature of the subject, as opposed to the object, on the 

capacity for judgment. The postmodern argument attempts to have things both ways, 

claiming that 'subjectivity resides at the borders of autonomy and integration, and 

must be allowed culturally, politically, and discursively to live there’.  That is to say, 51

‘subjectivity’ (as opposed to the rational ‘subject’) is by nature the opening of the 

‘self’ to the cultural forces that shape it, and that allow for the development of the 

individual, but in order for this process to be possible, the ‘subject’ must already be 

in place, as must the cultural world of institutions, rights, duties, and obligations, etc. 

Thus Kant's keystone and controversial argument of the Critique of Pure Reason, the 

transcendental deduction of the categories from the transcendental unity of 

apperception as that which makes the very possibility of perception of objects itself 

possible, is perverted into a fundamental chicken-and-egg scenario between the 

autonomous subject and the ‘subjectivity’ which is open to the world.   52

It might be suggested that such an argument is an inverted Hegelianism. Whilst the 

 Steinberg, M., op. cit., 7.50

  Ibid., 7. Note the appeal to an imperative which cannot be explained within the post-modern 51

purview, which, rejecting the Kantian autonomous self, also rejects the categorical imperative that 
flows from it.

 For a detailed analysis of Kant's argument and Hegel's fundamental development of it, see Pippin, 52

R., Hegel's Idealism: The Satisfaction of Self-Consciousness (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1989).  The key Kantian phrase is ‘The a priori conditions of a possible experience in 
general are at the same time conditions of the possibility of objects of experience.’ The Critique of 
Pure Reason, (trans. Müller, M/Weigelt, M., London: Penguin, 2007), 118.
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postmodern argument is keen to suggest that ‘modes of subjectivity’  are devalued 53

by the Enlightenment rationalism tradition, it undercut its own ability to make the 

case, since the ability to make propositional statements articulating any concepts is 

fundamental to the judging capacity of the ‘subject’ and antithetical to the irrational 

‘subjectivity’. Hegel, on the other hand, understood this completely, and undertook 

to defend the Enlightenment rationalist view of the subject, whilst including under its 

processual unfolding the moments of ‘subjectivity’ that fall under Steinberg’s 

description. Thus, whilst both views of the human subject, the postmodern and the 

Hegelian, are processual in some sense, Hegel escapes the nihilism of postmodernity 

through the conceptually articulated nature of his unfolding. A Hegelian account of 

conceptual unfolding is able to escape the postmodern view of the opacity to the 

rational subject of the process of its formation; however, it is able to do so only on 

pain of explaining how a theory of judgment, which by necessity involves the 

conceptual articulation of propositional statements, can be related to the 

development of a non-linguistic affective experience, for instance, the form of 

disclosive knowledge present in musical expression.  In chapter 3 I work through 54

these ideas. 

Wagner's Hegelianism is an oft-neglected aspect of Wagner's intellectual heritage,  55

 The term is Steinberg's. He writes, ‘I understand subjectivity as a mode of first-person experience 53

resistant to the articulation or representation implied by the category of the subject.’ Listening to 
Reason, 7.

  This is the fundamental problem that Andrew Bowie pinpoints as the particular problem with 54

which a Hegelian interpretation of musical ‘logic’ such as is attempted here must deal. He writes, 
‘the [musical] note is both an audible sensation and something which requires a system of relations 
which extends beyond the determination of its frequency into a series of human practices for it to 
be a musical note. For the note to play a role in music, we therefore require further levels of 
contextual understanding, which can include affective understanding, and this is where things get 
more difficult. The difficulty is that the constitution of intelligibility can go in both directions: if 
… the very understanding of real language-use relies in some respects on structures of 
intelligibility associated with music, a philosophical account like Brandom’s, which is founded on 
the making and justifying of claims, may leave inadequate space for dimensions of expression and 
communication that cannot be construed in those terms.’ Bowie, Music, Philosophy, and 
Modernity, 109. As should become clear from Chapter 3, I think that Scruton’s particular theory of 
musical understanding can work to cover the gaps that Bowie here uncovers in the structure of 
Brandom’s philosophy as applied to music.

 There are very few English-language articles or books dedicated to Hegel and Wagner. One 55

exception is Windell, G.C., 'Hegel, Feuerbach, and Wagner's Ring' in Central European History, 
Vol. 9, No. 1 (Mar., 1976), 27-57. Mark Berry’s Treacherous Bonds, Laughing Fire: Politics and 
Religion in Wagner’s Ring (London: Ashgate, 2006) discusses Hegel’s influence on Wagner 
through the lens of Feuerbach, as does Sandra Corse’s Wagner and the New Consciousness 
(Cranbury, NJ: Associated University Presses, 1990).
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despite the clear importance for music analysis of Hegel's impact.   Roger Scruton 56

writes,  

Schopenhauer … is often singled out as the most important 

intellectual influence on Wagner … But when Wagner enrolled at 

the University of Leipzig in 1831, the year of Hegel's death, it was 

the Hegelian philosophy that dominated the faculties and captured 

the imagination of the young. And it was a reading of the Hegelians 

that opened Wagner to philosophy. Like the Hegelians, Wagner saw 

the contest over religion as the decisive episode in the emergence 

of the modern world. And he understood the human condition in 

terms of two great processes in the life of the individual – the 

process of Selbstbestimmung, whereby the free individual emerges 

from the condition of nature; and erotic love, in which the self 

encounters that which is wholly Other. In both of these conceptions 

Wagner was profoundly influenced by ideas that originated in the 

writings of Hegel.  57

It is thus to the philosophy of Hegel and the contemporary neo-Hegelians that we 

should look in order to try to develop a theoretical account of the emotional aspect of 

Wagner’s music that is coherent and articulate, but leaves room for the critical 

process of subjecting attitudes to rational scrutiny, so evident in the thought of Kant 

and Hegel; it would seek to demonstrate how Wagner’s Hegelianism entails an 

Aristotelian outlook which accords a deep importance to the objectivity and 

 As Mark Berry comments, ‘the conflict between individual and totality inherent in Hegel's 56

system ... is, consciously or otherwise, dramatised in verbal and musical terms in Wagner's dramas. 
Dynamic material resists and yet is moulded by demands of the whole: a prelude to subsequent 
analytical controversies, which might fruitfully be probed for sociopolitical and philosophical 
meaning - and vice versa.' Berry, M., 'Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich' in Vazsonyi, N. (ed.), The 
Cambridge Wagner Encyclopedia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 190. This 
approach is clearly antithetical to certain trends of analysis, which see, following Derrida, the 
erasure of dialectics in the annihilation of opposition between signifier and signified in allegorical 
semiosis. See Monelle, R., The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1999), 149, and especially 166, where he writes ‘a distinction must be made between 
philosophical texts and literary ones, for the special problems of philosophical subjectivity, which 
has preoccupied thinkers at least since Hegel, is not part of the present discussion. Music is never 
a language of philosophical exposition.' My emphasis.

 Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth: The Wisdom of Wagner's Ring of the Nibelung, 19-20.57
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rationality of the emotions, rather than subsuming them under mere sexual desire or 

appetite, as symptoms of embodied ‘Will’ expressed in ‘psycho-dynamic’ musical 

minutiae. To do this would be to attempt to show how the ‘will-like’ qualities of 

Wagner's music so often discerned by commentators (the ‘hydraulic’ tension in 

musical sequences, the ‘frustrated’ nature of the musical syntax of Tristan) are 

coordinated with, or even subordinate to, the Entäußerung or ‘actualisation’ of a 

musical gesture that expresses an emotional ethos.  This would help to ground 58

analytical accounts of Wagner's music in the complex philosophical legacy of Der 

Ring, and try and elucidate for commentary its emotional richness in analytical/

critical terms.  

As Scruton points out, the broad narrative of Wotan's dilemma in Der Ring involves 

the implanting of his will into the human world (i.e. Siegmund) to counter the 

resentment expressed by Alberich's curse. However, this will cannot function 

effectively until it is harmonised with the emotions, and we see this in the character 

of Brünnhilde. Scruton writes, ‘[i]n Brünnhilde we see the absolute harmony 

between emotion and will: what she feels is what she wills and when her feelings are 

frustrated her will is frustrated too.’  Clearly this leads to tragedy when Brünnhilde 59

is captured by Siegfried masquerading as Gunther, and conspires to have him 

murdered, but that makes her final expiatory sacrifice all the more moving, as it 

shows her freely willed gesture harmonising both with Wotan's will and her 

conscious emotions of thanksgiving, reproach, forgiveness, and farewell to the Gods. 

Scruton writes that ‘[there is] one moment of truth from which the opera can still be 

recuperated, by an act that burns all this corruption away. In this [Brünnhilde’s] will 

coincides again with Wotan's, and what he suffers passively, she, in a magnificent 

gesture, wills on them all.’  By this account, the plot of the Ring is intimately tied 60

up with a subtle dialectic between emotion and will; it is the task here to attempt to 

 I take the term ethos from Leonard Meyer’s essay ‘Grammatical Simplicity and Relational 58

Richness: The Trio of Mozart’s G-Minor Symphony’ in Meyer, L., The Spheres of Music: A 
Gathering of Essays (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2000), 122, and is a concept I 
discuss in chapter 3.

 Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth, 228.59

 Ibid., 144-5.60
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explicate the emotion side of the phenomenon.  61

Scruton's interpretation of Der Ring focuses on the implantation of Wotan's will into 

the human world as an attempt by a god to stake out a claim to immortality, a claim 

that can not be validated until voluntarily accepted by a free mortal being; Scruton 

emphasises Wagner’s account of the emotional development of such a free individual 

(Siegfried, and later Brünnhilde) and its dialectical dependence on a world of value 

and sacrificial passions, of law and love, and of its immediate awareness of these 

aspects of the shared Lebenswelt, to the expiation of which it eventually forms a 

sacrificial victim. I shall broadly take Scruton's varied interpretations of Wagner as 

my hermeneutic basis for an analytic interpretation of the musical techniques 

employed by Wagner in the dramatic realisation of Der Ring. I stress that the 

emotional realisation of an affective ethos is Hegelian in nature, and gives rise to a 

series of formal Momente which coincide with moments of high drama on the stage. 

In this way we can see how the process of the unfolding of an emotional affect as the 

telos of a passage, rather than merely being an mimetic appropriation of human 

hydraulic desire, is actually the artistic analogue of a process that Hegel called 

‘giving the concept actuality,’ that is to say, bringing the conceptual process of the 

development of a privately felt emotion into the public arena of judgment and 

expression, the process itself a symbolic representation of the developmental 

character of human normative structures. However, to avoid a fully Hegelian account 

of artistic expression, the ‘cognitive theory’ which suggests that artistic experience is 

merely a means to acquire new information, I shall be nuancing my theory with 

Scruton’s theory of the ‘dance of sympathy’, as argued for in The Aesthetics of 

Music, to try to account for how we as listeners engage in this process. 

This bears on the idea of the sacralisation of the emotions in Der Ring. The 

suggestion is that the emotional experience of the Ring as an artwork by a 

  Elizabeth Magee sees the same dialectic at work in Wagner’s crafting of the text. ‘For Frauer 61

[translator of the Hákonarmál, one of Wagner’s Scandinavian sources] the difference between god 
and valkyrie add up to a system of starkly opposing principles of choice. Wagner presents them, in 
more reconciliatory light, as complementary ones. Brünnhilde has challenged Wotan’s will, but 
will is not the only operative factor in choice. As well as the dynamic force of the will there is the 
affective power of desires, from which spring wishes. Wotan, we shall shortly see, is the dynamic 
force and the ruling will of the universe; but he is none the less equally the god of wishes.’ Richard 
Wagner and the Nibelungs, 175, my emphasis.
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sympathetic listener, the extent to which the Ring deals with moments of human 

behaviour that call for a non-functional, sacrificial/transcendental interpretation, is 

the ground for a musical process that shows how such transcendent moments receive 

their significance by being brought into a process of development. That is to say, 

while the neo-Hegelians whom I espouse in chapter 3 see Hegel as elucidating the 

epistemological process through which discursive norms develop and come into 

being through the encounter of individuals and the synthesis of discursive 

commitment expressible in propositions into the rational unity of the individual 

human subject, an analytic account of how Wagner dramatises this process in Der 

Ring through symbolic means must also recognise that the affective and 

metaphysical doctrines of ‘Being’ and ‘Becoming’ (in short, Hegel’s speculative 

philosophical method) also find a persuasive musical analogue in Wagner's 

development of musical material. Though this may sound overly abstract, it is 

worthwhile remembering that the Ring explicitly deals with the production and 

communication of human and divine intention, through the surrounding of the 

sacrificial victim of Siegfried by the explanatory myth. Mary Cicora would have it 

that the Ring is symptomatic of Romantic irony, continually deconstructing its own 

presuppositions and injecting doubt about the very possibility of meaning deep into 

the human subject.  However, Marshall Tuttle has stressed that a music-analytic 62

reading of Der Ring must come to terms with the Ring’s presentation of the 

transcendence of myth altogether for the human emotional world: 

The Ring as a whole is about the liberation of human consciousness 

from myth. … Brünnhilde’s place in this evolution is unique in that 

she has [no consciousness], but grows over the course of the cycle. 

She begins her role as a nature spirit, a Walküre who has a single 

function and no awareness. … [She] ends her existence consciously 

destroying the invisible remnants of myth. … No other character 

evolves to the extent she does, and only she has experienced the 

mythic universe in toto and can consciously transcend it. … 

Brünnhilde’s evolution from Walküre to human involves a growth 

   Cicora, M., Mythology as Metaphor: Romantic Irony, Critical Theory, and Wagner’s Ring 62

(Westport Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1998).
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in power as her motive routinely appears in key relationships rather 

than as an arpeggiated chord. … one might argue along with Cicora 

that the Ring stages its own reception, or at least presages 

commentary on itself. Cicora’s suggestion that this characteristic 

allows any directorial divergences from the score are not supported 

by this thought. If the Ring is about myth, it must take place in 

mythic times for that myth to be transcended.  63

In this way we can help to answer some of the fundamental objections brought 

against Hegel's system and Wagner's operas by many commentators, starting with 

Schelling and Kierkegaard for Hegel, and with Nietzsche for Wagner; Hegel ignores 

determinate contingent being for the sake of the unfolding of his concepts, and that 

he does not sufficiently recognise the fact that there may be aspects of the world 

fundamentally recalcitrant to human reason; and that Wagner is insufficiently 

attentive to the irreducible, ‘broken’ quality of subjectivity.  Stanley Rosen frames 64

this idea in a discussion of Hegel's neglect of the Kantian doctrine of intellectual 

intuition: 

the complete account of the Whole, precisely as a discursive 

development [thus avoiding the ‘mysticism’ of the intellectual 

intuition of the Whole], arises only from the weaving together of 

successfully completed finite stages. … The order of logical 

discourse follows, because it is ultimately identical with, the order 

of development or revelation of the Absolute. This would seem to 

mean that the successful assertion of P is guaranteed or certified by 

the coordinate moment or aspect of the development of the 

Absolute. But in my opinion, this is itself intelligible only if the 

   Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera, 339.63

 ‘To the extent that Wagner represents a culmination of the history of music he is Hegelian, in 64

Lacoue-Labarthe's opinion, for he precludes music from being grounded in the production of 
difference and thereby perpetuates the violence perpetrated on otherness.’ Badiou, Five Lessons, 
34. Badiou counters this through his assertion that Wagner actually develops a ‘monumentalisation 
of suffering’ and a ‘music of heartbreak’: ‘Wagner is truly the inventor of a music of heartbreak, 
which is expressed in the composition of the music itself by virtue of the fact that, by using the 
potential heterogeneity of the themes, he reveals and communicates an exceptionally intense split 
that is really a split in the subject in its guise as irresolvable suffering.’ Ibid., 92.
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successful assertion of P is rooted in the speaker's vision of the 

ontological coordinate of P. The vision cannot be certified by the 

assertion or constituted by it, as is required through the assimilation 

of intuition into conceptual thinking, since we can only explain 

what has already occurred or become visible to us. As Hegel so 

frequently reminds us, philosophy is recollection [Erinnerung] of 

an already concluded experience. But a concluded experience is the 

manifestation of the Absolute. How can there be a conceptual 

recollection of a manifestation of the Absolute, if that manifestation 

is itself a consequence of its conceptual recollection? In sum, Hegel 

claims that the actual is brought into being by discourse, and by a 

discourse which can occur only after the actual presents itself. So 

far as I can see, this is a contradiction which has no Aufhebung.  65

The ultimate failure of the Hegelian system to account for the determinate nature of 

finite particulars, and its ultimately ‘imagistic’ thinking, pointed out by Rosen in his 

comment that the successful assertion of a logically atomic proposition P ‘is rooted 

in the speaker's vision of the ontological coordinate of P’ has been a common charge 

down to Heidegger and Adorno, who develops his negative dialectics primarily in 

response to Hegel’s supposed tendency toward the visualisation of the Absolute as 

‘identity’. However, I think that, and as Rosen suggests elsewhere in his book, this 

does not mean giving up on Hegel’s dialectical project as lost; its powerful 

explanatory synthesising is preferable to Nietzschean nihilism; in terms of this thesis 

its synthesis with an intentional view of human emotions as espoused by Scruton in 

his Aesthetics of Music can show how the Hegelian logic can be put to good use in 

an account of Wagner's music for Der Ring, which was ambiguously described by 

Adorno as a ‘luminous facsimile of the great systems.’  This, again, is an approach 66

suggested by Badiou: 

 Rosen, S., G.W.F. Hegel – An Introduction to the Science of Wisdom (St. Augustine's Press, 2000), 65

272-3, emphases in the text. See Bowie, A., Music, Philosophy, Modernity (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press 2007), 123-137 for a similar argument levelled against Hegel and his 
analytical successor Robert Brandom, about the inability of their systems to deal with the affective 
qualities of language and music respectively.

 Adorno, T., Versuch über Wagner, 152, cited in Geck, M., Richard Wagner: A Life in Music (trans. 66

Spencer, S., Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2013), 316.
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the time has now come to write an additional chapter [of history] 

that would go against the grain of the various accusations targeting 

Wagner. … [W]e are on the cusp of a revival of high art and it is 

here that Wagner should be invoked. My hypothesis is that high art 

has once again become part of our future – I have no idea how this 

is so, but I am absolutely sure of it. Greatness is no longer merely 

part of our past; it is part of our future as well. Needless to say, it is 

not the same kind of greatness as before. So what is it then? It is 

surely high art, but high art uncoupled from totality, that is, high art 

not as the aestheticisation of totality but rather only to the extent 

that it is uncoupled from totality. Thus, it is clearly greatness of a 

new type. This could be expressed as heroism without heroising, 

for example, or greatness subtracted from the paradigm of war, or 

something similar. There are a variety of ways of putting it. This 

new type of greatness might be constitutive of our present 

circumstances, in which case we might be poised between two 

different Wagners now.  67

  Badiou, Five Lessons, 82-3.67
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Chapter 2: An Account of Recent Analytical Methods and their 

Relevance to Wagner Analysis 

Warren Darcy and the Rotational/Schenkerian Model of Wagnerian Form 

A typical example of the reductive hermeneutic strategy employed by music analysts 

is Warren Darcy's article on Brünnhilde’s ‘Immolation Scene’ from 

Götterdämmerung.  Darcy interprets the scene in terms of Wagner's 1

Schopenhauerianism, deftly using the ‘rotational’ scheme developed in association 

with the work of James Hepokoski in support. Viewed superficially, the rotational 

model of musical form developed by these theorists to account for the structure of 

the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century sonata movements by Haydn, 

Mozart, and Beethoven, great influences on Wagner, is similar to the proposal of the 

individualised gestural ethos of the Vorspiele referred to above in Chapter 1, 

constantly revisited musically. They write, ‘[r]otational structures are those that 

extend through musical space by recycling one or more times – with appropriate 

alterations and adjustments – a referential thematic pattern established as an ordered 

succession at the piece's outset.’  Indeed, the ‘rotational principle’ is a flexible one 2

that can be in dialogue with other formal tendencies, as they point out: ‘not 

infrequently, these varied multiple recyclings build cumulatively toward a longer-

range goal.’  Darcy's own article on Parsifal Act II sc. 1 combines rotational form 3

with the hexatonic cycles of Richard Cohn  and the teleological idea of ‘giving birth’ 4

to a motif:  

rotational form is a cyclical, repetitive process that begins by 

  Darcy, W., ‘The Metaphysics of Annihilation: Wagner, Schopenhauer, and the Ending of the “Ring”’   1

in  Music Theory Spectrum, Vol. 16, No. 1 (Spring, 1994), 1-40.

 Hepokoski, J., and Darcy, W., Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the 2

Late Eighteenth Century Sonata (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 611.

 Ibid., 611.3

   See Cohn, R., “‘As Wonderful as Star Clusters’: Instruments for Gazing at Tonality in Schubert” in   4

19th-Century Music, Vol. 22, No. 3 (Spring, 1999), 213-232; ‘Hexatonic Poles and the Uncanny in 
Parsifal’, The Opera Quarterly, Vol. 22, No. 2 (July, 2007), 230-248, ‘An Introduction to Neo-
Riemannian Theory: A Survey and a Historical Perspective’, Journal of Music Theory, Vol. 42, No. 2 
(Autumn, 1998), 167-180. 
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unfolding a series of differentiated motives or themes as a 

referential statement or “first rotation”; subsequent rotations 

recycle and rework all or most of the referential statement, 

normally retaining the sequential ordering of the selected musical 

ideas. In addition, it sometimes happens that a brief motivic gesture 

or hint planted in an early rotation grows larger in later rotations 

and is ultimately unfurled as the telos, or final structural goal, in the 

last rotation. Thus the successive rotations become a sort of 

generative matrix within which this telos is engendered, processed, 

nurtured, and brought to full presence.  5

This theoretical inclusiveness masks the conceptual tension between a telos and the 

circular rotational form: how can it possibly be a telos, a goal, if the music constantly 

reverts back to the same material? Is it feasible to suggest that the same music is 

reworked again and again in a ‘circular’ fashion? The ethos gesture/Moment 

approach of Chapter 3 is an attempt to square this circle: if one can combine the 

revisiting of musical material with the idea of a telos, a musical particular achieving 

a goal, then we have a form of the ideal of Schoenberg's developing variation, a form 

of Hegel's ‘Absolute Spirit’ which is, according to Rosen, the curbing of the infinite 

striving of the moral Ought (Sollen) in Kant and Fichte back onto itself in the form of 

knowledge.  6

Darcy’s conceptual confusion belies a more important presupposition, that musical 

procedures are somehow separate from the drama. ‘Just as Klingsor's goal is to lure 

Parsifal to his castle, so the musical goal of this scene is to bring forth the diatonic 

Parsifal motive.’  The allegorical quality of Darcy's account is evident: the 7

dramaturgy and the music share a similar goal, but are fundamentally separate from 

 Darcy, W., 'Rotational Form and Hexatonic Magic in Act 2, Scene 1' in Syer, K., and Kinderman, 5

W., A Companion to Wagner's Parsifal (London: Camden House, 2005), 216.

 ‘It is finally [i.e. ultimately] misleading to refer to Hegel's own teaching as “Faustian,” since his 6

purpose is to overcome such restlessness not in resignation [Schopenhauer] but in the conquest of 
infinite striving by infinite wisdom. The excitation of Hegel's Absolute Spirit is circular, or the 
harmony of infinity and finitude.’ Rosen, S, G.W.F. Hegel – An Introduction to the Science of 
Wisdom (South Bend, Indiana: St. Augustine’s Press, 2000), emphasis mine.

 Darcy, ‘Rotational Form’, 218, emphasis mine.7
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one another. The ‘musical goal’ is presumed in advance to be discoverable by 

analysis as separate from, though parallel to, the drama. Darcy does try to knit the 

two processes together, but in his account the intricacies of the drama are separate 

from the music. 

the music associated with Klingsor and Kundry is complex and 

highly chromatic. It often employs distinctive sets of six, eight, or 

nine pitches and can thus be regarded as hexatonic/octatonic/

enneatonic, remaining for the most part harmonically non-

functional, whereas the Parsifal music is diatonic and firmly 

anchored in functional harmony. A process of teleological genesis 

operative in this scene involves not merely a thematic growth, but a 

transformation of harmonic language: the “magical” hexatonic 

matrix ultimately gives birth to the “heroic diatonic Parsifal 

motive.   8

The dramatic tension between Klingsor and Kundry in this scene sheds light on her 

motivation for having to seduce the Grail Knights, preparing for her attempted 

seduction of Parsifal, and is less to do with the giving birth of the Parsifal motif than 

the trapping of Parsifal in Klingsor's snares and Kundry’s existential plight. To say, 

as Darcy does, that the scene is about the realisation of the Parsifal motif gives some 

indication of structure, but it is insufficient to account for the scene’s dynamic 

developmental quality. 

An Hegelian inspired approach would not suffer from this problem; in this reading 

there is a telos to a fundamental gesture, but it can only realise itself by interacting 

dynamically with sentential musical contexts generated by the dramatic narrative of 

the scene, and so functions as one musical aspect among many. A gesture's reference 

back to its origin at the peak of its Moment is not the same as the circular genesis of 

Darcy's account, because in Darcy's account it is not clear how the motif changes, 

and so, at its moment of completion, incorporates an active process of Erinnerung of 

 Darcy, ‘Rotational Form’, 218.8
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the individual instantiations and supports thereby the dramatic narrative. 

In view of the mythological sources of the Ring, it could be thought that Darcy's 

rotational scheme provides a useful structure to analyse the purported circularity of 

myth, and Wagner's translation of this into music; the origins of the rotational 

procedure have focused around the work of Sibelius, another composer concerned 

with myth.  The conceptual vagueness underlying the rotational principle however 9

requires Darcy to lean on the Schopenhauerian influence on Wagner, reading 

Schopenhauer's pessimism as a form of conceptual rotation, i.e. the endless 

recurrence of the same primal situation on account of the eternal nature of the Will. 

Yet Darcy's entire reading of the conclusion of Götterdämmerung emphasising 

Schopenhauerian complete world destruction is based on threadbare evidence. He 

cites Wagner's famous letter to Liszt, where he writes, ‘Mark well my new poem – it 

contains the beginning and end of the world!,’  and a comment made to Cosima 10

Wagner. Darcy writes that ‘on 20 July 1872, Cosima Wagner wrote in her dairy: “R. 

says he must now compose his verses for the end of the world”...On 10 September 

1873 she reported: “In the afternoon music – from Götterdämmerung Hagen's Wacht, 

Hagen's Call, the End of the World”.’  Recognising the problem that the entire 11

Gibichung clan (sans Gunther, Gutrune, and Hagen) remain to witness the 

catastrophe, Darcy casually dismisses their existence:  

Literalists might feel compelled to inquire about the men and 

women remaining on stage who, according to Wagner's stage 

directions, “look on the growing fire lighting the heavens.” … 

[T]hese human figures no longer represent the Gibichung men and 

women, who have been swept away with everything else; rather, 

they are now a projection of the audience, which has been, so to 

 For instance, Hepokoski's article, “The Essence of Sibelius: Creation Myths and Rotational Cycles 9

in Luonnotar”, The Sibelius Companion, ed. Goss, G. (Greenwood Press, 1996), 121-46.

 Wagner to Franz Liszt, 11 February, 1853, in eds. and trans. Millington, B., and Spencer, S., 10

Selected Letters of Richard Wagner (London: J.M. Dent & Sons, 1987), 281.

 Gregor-Dellin, M., and Mack, D., (eds.), Skelton, G., (trans.), Cosima Wagner's Diaries  (New 11

York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978), Vol. 1, 513, cited in Darcy, ‘The Metaphysics of 
Annihilation’, 5.
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speak, sucked into the vortex of the drama to preside over the 

concluding scene of cosmic destruction.  12

It is clear that Darcy wishes to justify his rotational reading through a reliance on 

Wagner's purported Schopenhauerianism, rather than by attending to its musico-

dramatic implications. This is particularly important for the overall interpretation of 

the Ring. Darcy is tacitly succumbing to the ‘Wagner-as-megalomaniac’ line, a 

creator and destroyer of dramatic worlds and their inhabitants.  On the contrary, it is 13

precisely this return to ‘second nature’ which is important about the final peroration 

of the Ring, and the recognition of the value of the sacred and of the rule of law, not 

just for the viewers of the work but for the remaining Gibichungs who, rather than 

symbolise the audience of the work, presumably stand in for humanity as a whole. 

The Gibichung onlookers are described as watching ‘in höchster Ergriffenheit’ (‘in 

highest emotion’). Rather than say, as do Scruton and Tuttle, that the conflagration of 

the end of Götterdämmerung represents a tentative stepping out of the human race 

from the rule of the gods with a conscious awareness that it is up to them to 

legitimate their ideals, Darcy sacrifices this reading for one that emphasises the 

destruction apparent at the end of the Ring.  14

It is the lure of the Schopenhauerian, voluntarist reading of Wagner that forces the 

issue; the rotational formal interpretation is not robust enough to account for the 

interplay between the different levels of thematic recall and development and their 

intersection with the larger formal structure. This becomes clear when we see how 

Darcy has to force musical details quite violently into his formal scheme. For 

instance, he claims that ‘as Brünnhilde sets the pyre ablaze, the Gb-C cadence recurs, 

resolving now to an F-minor tonic whose fifth, C, is displaced by its upper 

 ‘The Metaphysics of Annihilation’, 39.12

 A good example of this is Wapnewski, P.,  Der traurige Gott: Richard Wagner in seinem Helden 13

(Beck, 1978), and is evident in many experimental productions of Wagner, for instance Hans-Jürgen 
Syberberg’s film of Parsifal, depicting the action taking place on the death-mask of the composer. 

 Scruton’s and my own reading is supported by Marshall Tuttle, who stresses that this reading is a 14

purely musical one: ‘The Ring, then, is no cycle, unless we can somehow equate the silent chorus at 
the end with the opening Eb in the basses, an equivalence which seems ludicrous on the face of it.’’ 
Tuttle, op. cit., 338.
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neighbour, Db. The resultant Db6 sonority keeps alive the background tonality, and 

allows Wagner to reprise the Valhalla motive at its original pitch level, followed by 

the Neapolitan inflection of the Twilight theme [see example 2.1].’  15

A perfect cadence in f distorts the sense here in which the phrase structure spills over 

into the next section. Rather than marking a new formal section, the orchestra is 

continuing a hypermetrical process: TWILIGHT is so marked and immediately 

sequenced chromatically in D (not shown in the example), and followed by several 

augmented triads; any sense of f as a 'background tonality', tenuous to begin with 

 Darcy, ‘The Metaphysics of Annihilation’, 23.15

Example 2.1: Brünnhilde throws the torch onto the pyre (Götterdämmerung Act III sc. 3)
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(despite the key signature), is lost; moreover, a cadence that progresses from C to Db 

(V-vi) cannot possibly be a perfect cadence; Darcy's rotational form undermines 

tonal relationships occurring on the surface, and this makes him inattentive to the 

guarantors of musical coherence on the surface – the phrase overlap, the interrupted 

cadence more rhetorical than structural.  What could be more effective would be a 16

Schmalfeldt-inspired reading, showing how the chromatic sequence of TWILIGHT 

precludes such a reading by forcing the 'retrospective reinterpretation' of the cadence 

(a crucial formal juncture) as a transition to TWILIGHT, not a juncture in an 

articulation of large-scale form. Such an account of the music’s surface processes 

would show how the syntactical functions of the individual musical elements have a 

dramatic function. Brünnhilde is neutralising the force of SERVITUDE, heard in this 

exact harmonic setting many times throughout the Ring, by situating it in a pre-

cadential continuation function. However, the violence with which she must overturn 

this motif is such that her phrase rhythm gets out of sync with the orchestra's, 

creating this overlapping phrase effect that Darcy's account obscures.  17

Accounts of the interplay between dramatic and musical elements in Wagner's Ring 

dramas which simplify their hermeneutics tend to become Procrustean, forcing the 

intricacies of the musical surface into a monolithic theory,  rotational or Schenkerian. 

Analytical schemes tend to prioritise a ‘deep’ coherence, rather than explicate the 

shifting details of the musical surface. I would account for this by the fact that there 

is not yet a theory which can do justice to the processual quality of Wagner's musical 

surface. 

 Cf. Abbate's discussion of such rhetorical cadences in Wotan's Monologue in Abbate, C., Unsung 16

Voices: Opera and Musical Narrative in the Nineteenth Century (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1996), 192.

 As Matthew Baileyshea explains, ‘[Caplin’s] sentences frequently appear in the orchestra and 17

sometimes appear in the voice, but they are almost never expressed with complete correspondence 
between voice, text, and orchestra. At least one of these elements is normally at odds with the 
others. … in order to avoid strong formal and tonal closure, Wagner often sets different layers of 
texture against one another, usually enhanced with intricate overlapping transitions.’ Baileyshea,  
M., The Wagnerian Satz, 150. This is important for the further development of Wagner analysis: 
the extent to which the vocal line reinforces or distorts the orchestra. ‘[T]he singing character may 
seem dependent on the orchestra, on its thematic web and harmonic contextualisation: yet the 
character’s music may also be less literal in its thematic enterprise as well as freer of structural 
constraints. … The ambivalence challenging organicism, which is [Lawrence] Kramer’s concern, 
could still be seen in terms of tendencies either to ‘travesty’ or to ‘transfigure’ a model: and to 
trace these strategies in the way Sachs’s melodic line in the ‘Wahn’ Monologue relates yet does not 
relate to the orchestral texture … is an absorbing exercise.’ Whittall, A., The Wagner Style, 194.
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Darcy’s determination to regard ‘prolongation’ as primary and 

pervasive [in Das Rheingold] blunts the impact of Wagner’s 

freshness and radicalism, rejecting the possibility of a post-

Beethovenian, proto-modernist technique in which unifying and 

diversifying factors coexist and interact. … The [intrusion of the 

Rhine-daughters in the final scene of Das Rheingold] offers a 

particularly powerful challenge to blanket acceptance of the 

Schenkerian concept of Foreground as a final fleshing-out of 

superior structural levels rather than as a fundamental and 

irreducible dramatic, formal factor in its own right.  18

Neo-Riemannian Theory, Alfred Lorenz: Dramatic Coherence as Abstract 

Structure  

A tempting way to attempt to account for the coherence of Wagner's formal 

processes is to abstract them into cycles that express mathematised relationships 

between structural keys or between chords on a local level. These organising 

principles were given by Alfred Lorenz in his Das Geheimnis der Form bei Richard 

Wagner, which attempted to show how Wagner's formal principles were expressed 

through either Bogen- or Bar- forms; these accounted for the local formal coherence, 

and global tonal coherence was ensured through the Riemannian relation between 

keys of the Bar-forms, or by particular associative tonalities of leitmotifs (Figure 

2.1).  

The relationships between keys are grounded, for Riemann, in E as final tonic, 

connecting the a (“Longing,” Sehnen) of the opening of the opera with B (“Ecstasy,” 

Ekstase) of the end. 

   Whittall, A., The Wagner Style, 99.18
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It is, then, the algebraic structure of Riemann's transformations that 

allows Lorenz to move around the circle from the subdominant into 

the dominant: the circular coherence Lorenz attributes to the tonal 

process derives from the algebraic structure of the theories he uses 

to structure tonal relations in Tristan und Isolde. Lorenz, of course, 

believes that the closure of the circle arises from the substantive 

presence of the central tonic: “Alles geht vom Zentrum aus 

…” (1926, 177). Yet the (E, +) tonic somehow never acquires 

sufficient mass to hold all the various dominants and subdominants 

within its gravitational pull.  19

Brian Hyer neatly highlights how Riemann's fundamental presuppositions regarding 

transformations between triads were obscured by his dynamic theories of form, and 

that recognising the algebraic group structure of related triads frees the system from 

 Hyer, B., ‘Reimag(in)ing Riemann’ in Journal of Music Theory, Vol. 39 No. 1, (Spring 1995), 134, 19

emphasis added.

Figure 2.1. Lorenz’s tonal map for Tristan und Isolde
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the conceptual difficulties regarding the enharmonic seam.  Importantly, he links 20

Riemann's theoretical structure to ‘representationalism’. He highlights how 

Riemann's term  Vorstellung in “Ideen zu einer 'Lehre von den Tonvorstellungen” is 

not adequately translated merely as ‘imagination’, but as ‘representation’. The 

translation 

obscures the explicit appeal Riemann makes in his theories to 

vision. In a culture that conceptualizes knowing in terms of seeing, 

Riemann's references to vision have far-reaching epistemological 

consequences: western epistemologies regard the mind as a “glassy 

essence,” a “mind's eye” that compares our representations with the 

world and considers accurate images to be true. … For Riemann, 

the decisive factor in the cognition of music-the moment music 

comes alive--is visual rather than aural. It is the ability to form 

visual images from the raw data of aural perception that allows a 

musician to synthesize musical experience into a unified temporal 

consciousness.  21

Hyer shares with David Lewin, the most potent original theorist of transformational 

and Neo-Riemannian theory, the concern to distance his theoretical account of 

musical experience from a Cartesian view of consciousness. Lewin, in his 

Generalised Musical Intervals and Transformations, wished to take music analysis 

away from the ‘bird's-eye view’ of the analyst, and attempted to develop a theoretical 

model that could show how musical decisions could be modelled from moment to 

moment, rather than as viewing the musical work as a finished product, thus in some 

sense animating the analysis by retaining the original experience of encountering the 

work in real time. As Hyer points out, ‘Lewin's own discursive rhetoric suggests a 

quasi-Heideggerian distinction between “being” and “doing,” where, for Riemann, 

the dominant is a “being,” something a triad is, rather than a “doing,” something one 

 ‘Because of the irreducible discontinuities between functional transformations and scale degrees, 20

Riemann was never able to articulate the algebraic structure of his harmonic theories.’ Hyer, 
‘Reimag(in)ing Riemann’, 116.

 Hyer, B., ‘Reimag(in)ing Riemann’, 102-3.21
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does to a triad.’  Lewin's avowed concern is to develop a theory of analysis that can 22

somehow model the experiential distinctions made by the listener during the course 

of hearing.  

Hyer himself is concerned to retain some criterion of identity for a musical object, 

rather than dissolve the identity of a musical object into its relations or ‘acts,’  but 23

he claims that a ‘representationalist’ account of musical understanding, derived as he 

sees it from Kant's use of the term Vorstellung to describe the particular function of 

the imagination in the critical philosophy, has impaired thinking about potential for 

musical coherence. Fundamentally I am in broad agreement with this aim, and I do 

not have the space to develop a full critique of Neo-Riemannian theory, but I must 

make several points that show how I think that the Neo-Riemannian conception of 

fundamental musical coherence is fundamentally allegorical in its underpinning, and 

does not have an adequate conception of the particularised force of individualised 

musical ideas;  I shall claim that indeed a non-representational theory is required, but 

that it ought to take a different form to model the peculiarities of Wagner's formal 

processes.  

Hyer's fundamental contention that ‘representational’ theories that privilege the 

relations between chords on a geometrical model as being derived from Kant I feel is 

misplaced. As Robert Brandom has persuasively argued, Kant's critical philosophy 

was an attempt to get away from the ‘imagistic’ thinking of Enlightenment 

rationalism, which imagined the content of consciousness to be expressed in images 

or representations, that were isomorphic with the objects in the world, without 

however falling prey to irrationalism. Kant managed to do this through the theory of 

judgement. The fundamental capacity of a rational being is not the ability to 

represent a set of objects, but rather to take responsibility for a set of judgments, and 

to synthesise them into a coherent whole (the transcendental unity of apperception). 

 Hyer, B., ‘Reimag(in)ing Riemann’, 128. 22

 Lewin famously defines the DOM operation as the ‘transposition by the inverse of the dominant 23

interval’, i.e. obtaining an F minor/major chord when applying the DOM operation to a C major 
‘Klang’; he writes that '[Riemann] did not quite ever realise that he was conceiving “dominant” … 
as something one does to a Klang, to obtain another Klang.’ Lewin, D., Generalised Musical 
Intervals and their Transformations (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 177.
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As I shall be at pains to stress in the next chapter, the major problem after Kant was 

how to account for the coherence among sub-sentential particulars (given that the 

minimal unit of judgement is the sentence, or proposition (Satz)), but for now I must 

emphasise this idea of judgement, embodied in the Kritik der Urteilskraft and which 

became so important for Schiller, Schelling, and Hegel particularly. The point is that, 

according to Kant, our representations of the world crystallise out from our 

continuing judgments on our intuitions. There is no direct access to images from the 

outside (as Kant famously put it, ‘intuitions without concepts are blind, concepts 

without intuitions are empty’). 

Hyer partially recognises this problem, the problem of how a coherent notion of 

force that binds together transformations which only have a mere algebraic relation 

with one another can be incorporated in a non-arbitrary way into the theory, so as to 

account for the quasi individual identity of musical particulars. In his PhD thesis 

that, along with David Lewin's GMIT set the conceptual groundwork for Neo-

Riemannian theory, Hyer advocates a Derridean account of signification, drawing 

upon Saussure's signifer/signified distinction, to show how individual harmonies 

latch onto the next; this gives him what the theory needs – a way of showing how the 

musical particulars contain within themselves the potential to latch onto structural 

tonalities, or a quasi-background structure. However, I would postulate that this 

leaves the crucial term empty, and renders the force once more hydraulic. In this 

case, there is no need for mediating sentential structures that articulate a goal; the 

energy is expressed in terms of deferral, frustration, etc. This might be in certain 

senses appropriate for Tristan's musical language, and Hyer's thesis is insightful, but 

the crucial middle ground between signifying sensuous chord on the surface and 

algebraic transformational group structure in the background is unexplained. As 

Hyer puts it,  

It is the algebraic group--not the presence of a tonic--that ensures 

the tonal coherence of its constituent relations: the algebraic group 

imparts an immediate intelligibility to transformational relations 

between harmonies, however remote from one another those 

harmonies might appear to be. In this sense, tonal coherence does 
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not require a piece to elaborate a single prolonged tonic, but rather 

that we regard relations between harmonies as being tonal, or in the 

case of Riemann's theories, that we imagine them in 

transformational terms, relations that, given associative 

combination, can be written in one of the twelve canonical forms 

given in fig. 4.  

[T]his means that the tonal structure of the music is identical to the 

algebraic structure of the group, and that, given Riemann's 

harmonic theories, all pieces have the same tonal structure. … It is 

left to the critic to explain how a particular passage (or an entire 

piece) articulates this algebraic structure, to plot the different routes 

the music might take between harmonies--or rather,between spatial 

coordinates in the abstract harmonic terrain.   24

Attempts have been made to impart to the critic the explanatory tools that Hyer calls 

for, but none have been as successful or musically satisfying as other methods of 

analysis. I would suggest this is so because Hyer’s aversion to ‘representationalism’ 

does not take into account the way it is transformed in German Idealism. This is 

evident in Hyer's account of the mental process by which we postulate the abstract 

group structure as a background controlling presence. Hyer's description of this 

process as ‘synechdocal’  smuggles back the idea of ‘representation’ and the static 

harmony between part and whole that he was at pains to reject in the discussion of 

Riemann: 

Lewin notes that “we need only the pitch classes and the intervals 

we can infer from one tonic triad (!) in order to generate the entire 

conceptual group of intervals, and thereby to infer the conceptual 

extension of the entire map as a terrain in which a particular 

composition or theory may occupy some particular region.” 

Because we can infer the entire abstract terrain from a single 

 Hyer, B., ‘Reimag(in)ing Riemann,’ 130.24
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transformational motion across its surface, we can think of each 

transformational motion in rhetorical terms as a “synecdoche,”  

since it represents the entire terrain as the part represents a 

continuous whole. In language familiar from our earlier discussion 

of the Kantian imagination, there is a “harmonious” relation 

between part and whole.  25

Hyer describes a Platonic harmony between part and whole, particular and universal, 

a fundamentally allegorical way of conceptualising musical space. In Neo-

Riemannian theory two stories are being told at the same time, but we are not told 

how they relate to each other. There are transformations from one chord to the next, 

and the transformations between structural tonalities on an abstract level. In this way 

it has an affinity with Schenker's theory, but Schenker's theory works with an 

intuitive conception of gravitational musical force.  

As Scruton puts it about allegory, ‘an allegorical meaning can be assigned to just 

about any story, by correlating characters and events one-to-one with another story 

about more general things. But to say that this second story gives the meaning of the 

first is to go beyond giving a one-to-one correlation. In a truly allegorical work of art 

the allegorical meaning is embodied in the primary action and characters. That is to 

say, it becomes part of what you respond to in responding to the primary story.’  At 26

a hermeneutic level, Hyer has offered an analysis of the ‘seduction scene’ from 

Parsifal that is beholden to this kind of allegorical thinking: he demonstrates how the 

physical positions that Parsifal assumes in his reaction to Kundry's kiss are strikingly 

similar to the poses of mental patients found in the Iconographie photographique de 

la Salpêtrière by Bournville and Régnard of 1877-80.  27

As suggested, therefore, this allegorical musical approach impacts on analytical 

interpretations of Wagner. David Lewin's insights into larger scale structural 

 Hyer, B., ‘Reimag(in)ing Riemann’, 127.25

 Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth, 187-8.26

 See Hyer, B., ‘Parsifal hystérique’ in The Opera Quarterly, Vol. 22, No. 2 (2007) pp. 269–320.27
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coherence without Schenkerian linear coherence are intriguing yet ultimately only 

contextual. For instance, he suggests in GMIT that intervallic relationships between 

the notes of the ‘Zauber’ motif in Parsifal are plotted both in the ‘Faith’ motif from 

the opening of the Prelude, and in the Verwandlungsmusik between the opening 

scene and the Grail temple scene in Act I. 

[W]e are talking about the motivic exfoliations of one phenomenon 

in various ways. “Modulations” is only awkward if we try to 

associate the term with Schenkerian notions of pitch or pitch-class 

prolongation. That is clearly not happening here. … It is very 

significant that this structural Bell Motive appears “in Ab.” The 

deceptive cadence at measure 1140, featuring an entry of the 

Liebesmahl in the trombones, forcefully recalls the same event 

right at the curtain-rise of act 1. In this connection, pitch-class 

relations clearly are important.   28

An even more interesting interpretation is presented of the join between scenes 3 and 

4 of Die Walküre Act II, into the Todesverkündigung. Lewin shows that a ‘retrograde 

inversion chain’ operation is enacted on the head of VOLSUNG LOVE, 

transforming it into FATE at the opening of scene 4. He shows how FATE is actually 

embedded within VOLSUNG LOVE, as a potentiality waiting to be actualised. 

Lewin states that ‘we do not need … heavy transformational machinery, just to hear 

that the 2-sequences [i.e. ‘up two semitones’, the A-B cell of VOLSUNG LOVE and 

the A-B cell of FATE] of the music are related to the A-B gesture of the motive. But 

the transformational machinery clarifies just how the relation is worked out, and it 

attributes thereby a special and characteristic formal function to the compositionally 

prominent interval in this serial context.’   29

Lewin shows how the abstract transformational structure spreads out like gossamer 

over the Todesverkündigung scene, formalising an emotional intuition. ‘We are 

 Lewin, D., Generalised Musical Intervals and their Transformations, 163.28

 Lewin, D., GMIT, 186.29
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intensely aware of Siegmund's concern for Sieglinde even before the final questions, 

because the keys [of Siegmund's questions] and the intervals among their tonics 

project the pitch classes and intervals of the LOVE motive. During the repeated 

LOVE music just before the scene change, Siegmund had calmed Sieglinde, and she 

is lying asleep in his arms during the whole exchange with Brünnhilde.’  There is no 30

doubt that these are insightful analyses. But they depend for their effectiveness on a 

prior conception of function which is less mathematical, and more form-functional 

along the lines of Caplin's theory. This is evident in Lewin's reading of the corruption 

of the Valhalla motif by the Tarnhelm motif. As he puts it, 

[T]he gradual corruption of the pure Valhalla theme, logged by 

the progressive transformational encrustations, is actually the 

systematic working out of a transformational scheme already 

implicit within the middle section of the Valhalla theme itself; 

that middle section, in its isography with the Tarnhelm motive, 

already contains the potential for Valhalla's corruption. Just so 

does the progressive deformation of Dorian Gray's portrait 

merely log the potential for corruption already implicit in the 

narcissism of the beautiful youth himself. Indeed, the “bitter 

rage” of Wotan … is aroused not so much by the frustration of 

his plan as by his dawning awareness of the corruption 

necessarily inherent in the plan itself. The very idea of Valhalla 

contains at its centre the source of its own corruption, and 

Wotan's becoming aware of the fact here moves him beyond 

political action, suffering, and anger to tragic self-awareness.  31

This is undoubtedly insightful, but the element of allegory is present again. The 

particular quality of Wotan's rage is delineated only through the formal functional 

context. In Scruton's terms, it is the Verwandlung, or ‘transformational power’ 

inherent in the Tarnhelm, biting into Wotan's plans for Valhalla, rather than his 

 Ibid., 188.30

 Lewin, D., 'Some Notes on Analysing Wagner: “The Ring” and “Parsifal”' in 19th-Century Music, 31

Vol. 16, No. 1 (Summer, 1992), 53, emphasis mine.
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awareness of the fundamental illegality of his project of Valhalla itself (Lewin’s 

presumption), that is causing Wotan’s astonishing moment of self-awareness. Indeed, 

if it were necessarily inherently corrupt, we might not experience it as quite so 

tragic.  Surely the moment expresses Wotan’s reflection on the mutability and 32

corruptibility of his political project, perhaps even its contamination by the 

implantation by Alberich of resentment into the heart of things, than his own 

thorough moral degradation, even though this plays a role. Even though Wotan is 

desperate here, there is little sense that he achieves the tragic self-awareness which 

for Wagner came with the recognition of the futility of the world (indeed it seems 

Lewin has appropriated the ‘tragic self-awareness’ idea from Wagner's famous letter 

to Röckel on his reading of Schopenhauer ). The subtle difference between the 33

 Cf. McDonald, W., ‘What does Wotan know? Autobiography and Moral Vision in Wagner’s 32

“Ring”’, 19th-Century Music, Vol. 15, No. 1 (Summer, 1991), 36-51.

 'I believed I could express this idea ['life free from pain' – Feuerbachian optimistic socialism] even 33

more clearly by presenting the whole of the Nibelung myth, and by showing how a whole world of 
injustice arises from the first injustice, a world which is destroyed in order to teach us to recognise 
injustice, root it out, and establish a just world in its place. Well, I scarcely noticed how, in 
working out this plan .. I was unconsciously following a quite different, and much more profound 
intuition and that, instead of a single phase in the world's evolution, what I had glimpsed was the 
essence of the world itself in all its conceivable phases, and that I had thereby recognised its 
nothingness…' Spencer, S., and Millington, B., (trans. And ed.), Selected Letters of Richard 
Wagner (London: J.M. Dent, 1987), 357-8.
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desperation of Wotan bequeathing the corrupted idea of Valhalla to Hagen, and his 

tragic self-awareness is expressed in the way in which this passage is situated in the 

dramatic context (Ex. 2.4). 
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Neo-Riemannian theory’s explanatory algebraic principle does not explain the 

intuition of musical forces grasped by the listener, and thus, in Scruton terms, 

represents a ‘mere intellectual commentary which has no status in our emotional 

response.’  A Caplin/Schmalfeldt inspired reading, however, can help indicate the 34

formal positioning of WOTAN’S BLESSING ON THE NIBELUNG’S SON, and 

thus our responsive reaction to it as listeners, as we transform our perception of the 

first iteration of the motif into a larger formal context. 

The Neo-Riemannian must rely on some external principle outside the theory to 

show how local events affect larger scale ones. For Richard Cohn, the ‘hexatonic’ 

pole expressed by the PLP operation can be seen in Freudian terms as the irruption 

of something completely unnameable into the diatonic space, the tonal system 

turning in on itself in such a perverse way as to suggest the heavy weight of an un-

figurable force pressing down on it from outside.  He develops this theory in his 35

analysis of aspects of Parsifal which stress the ‘uncanny’ qualities of the hexatonic 

pole. Yet, again, the relation between formal processes on a local level and those on a 

larger scale level remain un-elucidated. 

It is undoubtedly the case that Wagner interrelates leitmotivic tonalities in Der Ring; 

Db of Valhalla parallels the bb of Nibelheim, for instance, as well as the b of Hagen 

 Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth, 189.34

 See Cohn, R., ‘Tonal Signification in the Freudian Age’ in the Journal of the American 35

Musicological Society, Vol. 57, No. 2 (Summer 2004), 285-324. 

Example 2.4. Wotan’s Blessing on Hagen (with 
Caplin-esque form functional labels)
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and the D of Siegfried.  However, this way of thinking, if it is not combined with 36

more flexible, dialectic thinking about how such associations are actualised on the 

musical surface through the interaction of formal function, can lead to allegorical 

dead ends, questions such as, ‘why is the Valkyrie music set in B minor, in the same 

key as the curse?’. As Marshall Tuttle puts it, ‘the problem of determining the 

expression of key relationships pales in comparison to the problem of defining tonal 

associations. Association of any element with a fixed key has proven to be 

problematic. … If we are to avoid the simultaneous traps of labelling every 

appearance of a note/chord/key/tonality as generated by a specific poetic intent on 

the one hand and broadening categories to the point of being overly inclusive and 

meaningless on the other hand, we will find a very narrow path.’  37

Interrelationships between associative connections are nonetheless important: the 

relationship of Gb as IV of Db associated with the love of Siegfried and Brünnhilde 

(in the Götterdämmerung Prologue), Gb also being the dominant of Cb, the positive 

parallel to the negativity of the curse’s b. More tellingly, the Ab of the love between 

Siegfried and Brünnhilde (encompassing THE WORLD’S TREASURE, the goal of 

WORLD INHERITANCE, and BRÜNNHILDE AS MORTAL WOMAN), is in a 

hexatonic relation with the C of Siegfried, and the E of the magical purity of 

Brünnhilde.  One could construct a Cohn-style Tonnetz-parallelogram detailing these 

relationships, adding in the tonality-defining relationships between Db, Gb, and Ab, 

all of which are associated with Valhalla: 

 Explored by Robert Bailey in his article, 'The Structure of the “Ring” and its Evolution' in 19th-36

Century Music, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Jul., 1977), 54, where he criticises Lorenz's circular model, yet 
postulates ‘expressive’ ‘directional’ and ‘associative' tonality’ as a replacement model. This is 
relentlessly criticised by Jonathan C. Petty, who writes of Darcy’s use of the concept ‘I refer to the 
theory of “expressive shift” featured in Warren Darcy’s account of Loge’s and Wotan’s rude 
interruption of Alberich’s harangue (Das Rheingold, scene iii), specifically the abrupt Bb minor - A 
minor semitone fall that characterises the gods’ intrusion into Nibelheim. Darcy accepts the lexical 
truism that Bb minor is “associated with Alberich and the Nibelungs” but claims that “an 
‘expressive’ semitoneal descent to [A major] suggests the dwarf’s downfall.” Expressive shift 
theory interprets Bb minor lexically [i.e. ‘meaning’ the Nibelungs] and A minor as a mime-like 
actor making a raspberry like gesture at Bb minor that predicts its demise. This idea exports a 
profound incoherence to Wagner’s tonal language. Keys must be semantic units here but not there. 
The question of how Wagner expected people to understand where and why lexicality is irrelevant 
remains undiscussed and the incoherence imposed on Wagner’s lexicality is reckoned a small price 
to pay for explaining this ephemeral semitone drop.’ Petty, J.C., Wagner’s Lexical Tonality (New 
York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 2005), 213-4, emphasis mine.

 Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera, 310.37
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However, as becomes clear when we add in some other associative tonalities, the 

density of tonal association in the Ring is such that the abstracted relations plotted 

here need to be shown more dynamically, that is, how these relationships arise from 

the musical ideas themselves. However, when it comes to this, Neo-Riemannian 

theory, on account of its privilege of geometry over force, loses the battle that it itself 

commenced against analytical Cartesianism.   38

Formal Approaches to Wagner Analysis – William Caplin's Classical Form 

I believe the way to be able to show how referential and associative tonalities 

develop their significance through the cycle is to plot the actualisation of musical 

material through formal and syntactic means; that is, a theory is needed that shows 

how musical relationships are internally generated, as opposed to statically imposed. 

Obviously, as is clear from the heated debates regarding Wagnerian form, the extent 

to which Wagner was influenced by formal processes of the eighteenth and early 

nineteenth century has been contested. Recent research by Matthew Baileyshea has 

shown how Wagner's formal approach in his post-Lohengrin operas can effectively 

be elucidated from principles drawn from analysis of eighteenth century sonata form 

 For more details on Lewin’s stance here, see Klumpenhower, H., ‘“In order to stay asleep as 38

observers”: The Nature and Origin of Anti-Cartesianism in Lewin's GMIT’ in Music Theory Spectrum, 
Vol. 28 No. 2 (Fall 2006), 277-289.
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music using the method of William Caplin. I suggest however that some fundamental 

philosophical principles must be clarified in order to show how Wagner combines 

these formal functions with a concern for the development of an individualised 

musical idea. Baileyshea derives the notion of Gefühlsentladung from Lorenz, which 

he uses to show how Wagner overlays an ‘expressivist’, voluntaristic quality on his 

use of formal functions to impart dramatic telos to his music; it might profitably be 

reinterpreted through a Hegelian lens of the actualisation of an emotional ethos. I 

look first at Caplin's theory and show how the more elaborate formal processes of 

Beethoven suggest a Schoenbergian idea of a Grundgestalt, or basic musical idea, 

that however Caplin is unable to elucidate in the terms of his theory, something 

which is attempted by Janet Schmalfeldt in her use of Hegelian ideas in developing 

Caplin's theory. However, I suggest that her use of the term ‘Becoming’, far from 

rendering the theory dynamic and dialectical, merely supplants one label for another. 

Thus, I suggest that we must interpret the Gefühlsentladung principle as being a 

variant of Wagner’s theory of Moment from Opera and Drama. I look briefly at 

Baileyshea’s work, and suggest that what is required is a philosophical understanding 

of how a basic ethos can be transferred through sentential contexts to its Moment of 

dramatic/musical culmination. The Hegelian/Brandomian theory in Chapter 3 is 

intended to outline this. 

Caplin's theory is useful in delineating how Wagner develops the syntactical 

elements of the classical style for his dramatic purposes. It is interesting to note that 

Wagner's contention that the classical style was developed from dance-music derived 

gestures which became progressively more concrete and determinate until 

Beethoven's ‘late’ style , although often rejected as a Wagnerian self-39

aggrandizement, is reproduced critically within Caplin's theory.  

Caplin's theory is based around theories of ‘sentences’ that originate with 

Schoenberg and Erwin Ratz. Though I begin to discuss the concept of ‘sentence’ 

more thoroughly in the sections on Baileyshea’s work, I shall define it more closely 

 See Wagner, R., ‘The Music of the Future’ in Jacobs, R. (trans.), Three Wagner Essays (London: 39

Eulenberg, 1979), and Kropfinger, K., Palmer, P. (trans.), Wagner and Beethoven: Richard 
Wagner's Reception of Beethoven (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 85-6 for 
objections to Wagner's characterisation of the symphony as a dance-genre.
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here, since it is relevant to the idea of how the ‘basic idea’ of the sentence is formed. 

In Schoenberg’s classic analysis of Beethoven’s Op. 2 No. 1, first eight bars,  the 40

sentence is loosely the process whereby a thematic structure (usually two bars in 

length) is repeated and ‘liquidated’, yielding an eight bar thematic statement, 

propulsive yet closed in itself, and driven by a process of compression, where the 

‘basic idea’ of the opening two bars is condensed through repetition in the 

‘continuation’ phrase. Baileyshea attempts to extract from Schoenberg, Caplin, and 

others, basic elements of the sentence which brings it closer to a more ‘expressivist’ 

theory of Bar-form similar to that espoused by Alfred Lorenz. Thus, when I am 

discussing ‘sentential’ processes, I am discussing them in that sense, recognising 

their origin in the musical logic view of Schoenberg, but trying to take into account 

the way in which that logic can be ‘expressivist’ (which is a fundamental 

philosophical concern of Robert Brandom: how logic can be understood 

‘expressively’, and not merely ‘formally’). Baileyshea suggests that ‘[t]he trick … is 

to separate the basic hyper-rhythmic gesture of the sentence from the various pitch-

based options that bring it to life. Issues such as cadence, sequence or motivic 

fragmentation all play a supporting role to a broader, much more basic gesture: the 

presentation of a musical idea, its immediate repetition, and its continuation. Each of 

these parts is expressed according to a basic, three-part rhythmic pattern, generally 

articulated with the proportion short: short: long. Characteristics such as liquidation, 

sequential repetition, acceleration of harmonic rhythm, and cadence are 

indispensable to our understanding of the sentence, but it is the gesture … that is 

most central; it is the backbone of the sentence, the essence of the form.’  41

For Caplin, the analytical elucidation of the 'basic idea' of the sentence is not an aim 

of his theory, which is rather the theoretical articulation of the functional components 

of the classical style and how they interact with one another. To be sure, the ‘basic 

idea’ does appear as a component of his theory, but Caplin does not treat it as 

Schoenberg's Grundgestalt. 

 See Schoenberg, A., Fundamentals of Musical Composition (Strang, G., Stein, L., eds., London: 40

Faber and Faber, 1967), 58-63.

 Baileyshea, M., The Wagnerian Satz: The Rhetoric of the Sentence in Wagner’s Post-Lohengrin 41

Operas (Doctoral Thesis, Yale University, 2003), 48.
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Most theories of form rely heavily on the identification of melodic 

and motivic relationships for determining a work's formal 

organisation. To be sure, the grouping structure of a given piece is 

often based on similarities and dissimilarities of melodic-motivic 

material. But contrary to common opinion, the formal function of 

an individual group does not depend on its motivic content. The 

appearance of a particular melodic motive – leaving aside its 

implied harmony – rarely determines its formal expression. In fact, 

a single motive can saturate a musical composition without 

obscuring the form, precisely because motives carry little in the 

way of functional implications. Given that this theory minimises 

motivic relationships as a criterion of formal functionality, it 

largely sets aside … Schoenberg's own preoccupation with 

Grundgestalt and “developing variation.”  42

Though Caplin stresses the non-applicability of Schoenberg's theory of the 

Grundgestalt, in many places in Classical Form he emphasises the extent to which a 

formal function is affected by the particular logic of a individual composition, the 

result of the working out of the implications of a motif. This is not surprising: 

Caplin's book is a theory of both normative structure and dynamic function; the 

attendant contradiction between the static tabulation of form and the understanding 

of the way function is understood as a dynamic interrelationship between musical 

events leads to the necessity of the appeal to an idea of implicative musical content, 

the ‘idea’ of a composition driving its component parts into an individualised 

configuration. Caplin employs metaphors of force to explain this process, metaphors 

which alternate between ‘logical’ and ‘casual/nomological’ conceptualisation (i.e. a 

rational appeal to reasons as to why certain musical events occur in the way they do, 

as against an explanation of the underlying lawful casual forces inherent in the 

 Caplin, W., Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Function in the music of Haydn, Mozart, and 42

Beethoven (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 4, emphases mine.
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material that propel musical ideas to behave in certain ways ); they actually require 43

him to discuss compositional practice in these terms. I suggest that this distinction 

between ‘causal’ and ‘rational’ is key, and helps us to understand the function of 

judgment within Caplin's theory, setting us up for Brandom’s theory of material 

inference/implication in the next chapter. In short, formal moments serve as points 

where the judging faculty of the listener is actively engaged, and the form consists in 

the ability of the listener to judge a formal segment to be closed, or open, and related 

to other segments in ‘logical’ ways. However, to render this process dynamic, rather 

than to substitute one formal label for another, as I argue Schmalfeldt does, one 

needs to supplement this theory with another showing how such judgments bring 

into focus for the listener a musical gesture or an affective ethos, actualised through 

the course of the musical work. I argue that this is what Wagner takes from 

Beethoven in particular (though he clearly must have also learned from Mozart’s use 

of sonata form in his operas).  44

Caplin occasionally equates musical ‘function’ with ‘force’. This is evident in his 

discussion of the ‘recessive dynamic’ of post-cadential codettas: ‘both types of post-

cadential function [closing section of codettas, or a standing on the dominant] 

prolong the harmony of their preceding cadence. In addition, both tend to feature a 

recessive dynamic, in which the energy accumulated in the motion toward the 

 ‘[I]t is impossible to establish completely what constitutes the ‘logic’ of a series of variations [of    43

musical ideas] without paying some regard to points d’appui that lie outside developing variation as a 
motivic technique. If ‘logic’ is understood as the principle that allows it to be said why a particular 
variation comes in one place and not in any other, then in the immediate context the exigency of 
harmony determine the logic of the series of variations; but in the greater context the functions of the 
sections of a conventional movement play a part in determining the ‘comprehensibility’ of the 
sequence.’ Dahlhaus, C., Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to His Music (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1991), 37.

 See Webster, J., ‘To Understand Verdi and Wagner We Must Understand Mozart,’ 19th-Century 44

Music, Vol. 11 (1987-88), 175-193. Wagner was very dismissive of sonata-form, though it is clear that 
he valued Beethoven’s mining of his themes for formal relationships that spread themselves out across 
the formal space. ‘In reference to Bach, Cosima quotes Wagner: ‘It is as if music were really being 
heard for the first time,’ says R. When I tell R. that this scherzando has filled me curiously, with 
tremendous melancholy, R. says: ‘I can understand that; it is like a restless forward striving, as if he 
were saying: “Here you have everything with which you will later work, where you will lie down and 
rest, I know it all already, I must go on.” A sphinx - but that is German. How shallow and 
conventional does the sonata form - that product of Italy - seem in comparison! It was only by 
breathing such tremendous life into the accessories of this form that Beethoven brought music back 
close to Bach.’ ‘What particularly strikes me is Berlioz’s inability to develop his themes … [H]e does 
not perceive, as Beethoven, Bach, R. so profoundly perceive, all that a theme contains, that it is the 
seed from which the whole plant must emerge!’ Cosima Wagner’s Diaries, Vol. 1, 142-3, 868.
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cadential goal is dissipated.’  Caplin thus discusses form in terms which conflict 45

with the ‘logical’ necessity of formal function, that is to say, applying the idea of 

‘casual force’ as well as ‘logical’ differentiation of formal functions. 

Caplin is unclear as to the origin of the ‘motivation’ in the music – is it some kind of 

unifying ‘aesthetic subject’, or the realisation of a motif's implications, or the 

balancing of tonal forces? He notes for instance that ‘the use of an imperfect 

authentic cadence, followed by a perfect authentic cadence, is somewhat redundant 

[in extending cadential function]. But the open-ended quality of the former cadence 

effectively motivates the latter one.’  Why should the earlier cadence ‘motivate’ the 46

latter one, actio in distans?   It is unclear here as to whether Caplin is referring to an 47

energy-based notion of musical continuation, or a logical conception. Is it the ‘will of 

tones’ that is undifferentiated in itself, and is pushing towards tonal resolution at any 

possible point, or is it the behaviour of a Grundgestalt that is pressing for its own 

individual essence to be articulated? 

Sometimes Caplin is explicitly energy-based: 

Rarely is a closing section omitted from an exposition. In this 

respect, subordinate themes differ from main themes, which only 

occasionally include a closing section. This difference is the result 

of the greater energy built up in the course of achieving the 

cadential goal of a subordinate theme, compared with that typically 

generated by a main theme. Thus a subordinate theme almost 

always demands a post-cadential passage either to dissipate the 

accumulated energy or, sometimes, to sustain that energy even 

further beyond the actual moment of cadential closure.   48

 Caplin, Classical Form, 16, emphasis mine.45

 Caplin, Classical Form, 107, emphasis mine.46

 See Hoeckner, Programming the Absolute, 53-4, for the importance of the actio in distans to the 47

German Romantics, especially Schelling, in whose Naturphilosophie the concept played a key role.

 Classical Form, 122, emphasis mine.48
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Or   

a transition is typically characterised by a significant increase in 

dynamic intensity and forward drive. Indeed, the beginning of the 

transition is often the moment when the movement seems to be 

“getting under way.” The frequent use of structural elision with the 

end of the main theme and a sudden change from piano to forte 

also helps create the impression of high energy at the beginning of 

the transition.   49

On other occasions he blends the registers of music’s agency. He writes, for instance, 

that  

[u]nlike the core's character of ongoing restlessness, the pre-core is 

generally more relaxed yet also somewhat hesitant and anticipatory. 

The dynamic level tends to be soft, and the rhythmic motion is 

frequently discontinuous (or at least less active than the subsequent 

core). If the core often bursts out with Sturm und Drang, the pre-

core can be likened to the calm before the storm.'   50

Finally, when he discusses deviations from the normative patterns (not to be 

attributed to defective composition), he writes  

[t]o speak of the development influencing the recapitulation is not 

to suggest a causal connection between these sections. What 

happens in the former does not necessarily determine what will 

happen in the latter; the literature abounds in counterexamples to 

disprove such a claim. Rather, it is more a question of the 

appropriateness of occurrence. When we attend carefully to certain 

 Classical Form, 125, emphasis mine.49

 Classical Form, 147-151.50
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events in the development, we may come to believe that it is 

particularly fitting that some other event does, or does not, occur in 

the recapitulation. That a given idea is highly exploited in the 

development, for example, makes it appropriate that the idea be 

deleted in the recapitulation, without raising expectations that it 

necessarily will not appear.   51

Caplin requires a normative theory of appropriateness that can situate compositions 

in the ‘space of reasons’, rather than appealing to intuition – could one say that the 

more a particular motif is developed and formally interpreted in the light of various 

musical situations that its ultimate, ‘appropriate’ goal, becomes clearer? Caplin's 

need for such a normative theory becomes pressing when dealing with the most 

complex musical utterances of Beethoven. ‘[T]he rare appearance of new material in 

a coda – such as the funereal music in the first movement of Beethoven's Ninth 

Symphony – suggests extramusical or programmatic references transcending the 

strictly internal relationships in the movement.’  We would rather say that the 52

particular musical ‘function’ of the coda of Beethoven's movement suggests a 

parallel or analogy with a programme, rather than that the musical meaning of the 

passage is predicated on or explained by such a programmatic reference. 

The parallel with Wagner's critique of ‘absolute’ music is striking, even to the extent 

of using Beethoven's Ninth Symphony as an example, a work which attains a 

symbolic status in Wagner's own account of the genesis of the music-drama precisely 

on account of its ‘need’ (a Wagnerian word par excellence) to turn to poetry for more 

determinate expression. Caplin's analytic methods are  invaluable in suggesting how 

Wagner structures the surface rhetoric of his music dramas, and I will shortly show 

how Matthew Baileyshea has applied them.  

Many accounts of Wagner's music imply that the dramatic specificity and 

concentration of his later music dramas preclude the structuring of his music in terms 

 Classical Form, 171-3.51

 Classical Form, 179n, emphasis mine.52
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amenable to analysis using classical methods (particularly Roman numeral analysis). 

Anthony Newcomb claims 

Although Wagner may occasionally build a period or a series of 

periods using the cadential and motivic correspondences of the 

classical style, he does not continuously maintain this style (or this 

syntax, as Dahlhaus calls it) to build larger units. In its pure form, it 

is in fact fairly rare even in smaller units. Instead, the rhythmic and 

harmonic structure of phrases and sections is often loosened for the 

sake of declamatory, dramatic, and illustrative flexibility, with the 

result that entire stretches of music are no longer heard against the 

background of regular periodic phrase structures.  53

This fundamentally misrepresents the case: the latent periodicity in Wagner's music 

is in constant productive tension with less goal-directed harmonic sequences or 

moments of expansion (Schenker’s Dehnung); the reason Newcomb does not register 

this is due perhaps to his desire to read Wagner as influenced by the pre-classical 

‘ritornello’ , and it is clearly shown by Baileyshea that Wagner's music, especially 

through the influence of Liszt, does show a more generalised application of the 

sentential logic of the classical style.   54

The occasions where Caplin gestures towards a theory of implication are places 

where the normative functional expression of ideas is violated seemingly due to the 

potency of the thematic material. However, the form of causal/nomological 

explanation suggested by him, like the reference to extra-musical factors, merely 

nullifies the impulse to attempt to describe the particularity of the thematic material 

in the first place. The question must be asked, ‘what kind of gesture is being enacted 

here?’ In order to ask that question, however, we must have a theory of how such 

 Newcomb, A., ‘The Birth of Music out of the Spirit of Drama: An Essay in Wagnerian Formal 53

Analysis’ in 19th-Century Music, Vol. 5, No. 1 (Summer, 1981), 45.

 See Newcomb, A., 'Ritornello Ritornato: A Variety of Wagnerian Refrain Form' in Abbate, C., and 54

Parker, R., Analyzing Opera: Verdi and Wagner (University of California Press 1989), 202-221, 
and Baileyshea, M, The Wagnerian Satz: The Rhetoric of the Sentence in Wagner's Post-Lohengrin 
Operas (PhD Thesis, Yale University, 2003), 52.
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gestures are able to be linked together. And to do that, we must see the fundamental 

link between the normative theory of appropriateness and the idea of judgement: 

Brandom’s theory of material inference in Making it Explicit is aimed precisely at 

providing this. 

A tentatively Hegelian Model? From ‘Becoming’ to Ethos 

Janet Schmalfeldt takes Caplin's analytic methodology and joins it to the Hegelian 

concept of ‘Becoming’, derived partially from the Science of Logic; she suggests that 

this helps explain how Beethoven in particular is able to develop dynamic musical 

structures that invigorate classical syntactic functions with the flexibility and 

apparent subjective impulse that characterises his style.  She explores the 55

determinate motivic aspect of Beethoven's music that Caplin's more taxonomic 

strategy was unable to accommodate. I would suggest that her approach is a 

theoretical stepping stone between Caplin and a Hegelian theory of musical gesture 

in Wagner. However, the issue with Wagner is clearly that, although he makes use of 

syntactic elements of the classical style, the large scale formal structures that are 

created are clearly not classical in the sense of being beholden to a particular sonata 

form, in the way that Beethoven retained the forms of his forebears Mozart and 

Haydn. My solution to this is to reread her strategy of formal reinterpretation and her 

use of Dahlhaus's ‘aesthetic subject’ in light of a theory that privileges the 

actualisation of a musical ethos as the complement to an emphasis on 

reinterpretation of formal labels in judgment.  

Schmalfeldt's theory is useful in discussing the enfolded, hidden nature of the 

affective/conceptual content of a musical gesture which requires formal unravelling, 

and in mediating between the normative, categorical concepts of Caplin and the 

thematic, motivic, substantive concepts of Schoenberg, with the tonal directed-ness 

and organicism of Schenker. She emphasises the extent to which Caplin's analysis of 

 Cf. Adorno's comments that ‘he seeks to rescue the objective formal canon that has been rendered 55

impotent, as Kant rescued the categories: by once more deducing it from the liberated 
subjectivity’, and ‘originally, in Beethoven's music as a whole, the effect of subjectivity, fully in 
line with Kant's conception, was not so much to disintegrate form as to produce it.’ Adorno, T., 
Beethoven: The Philosophy of Music (trans. Jephcott, E., ed. Tiedemann, R., Cambridge: Polity 
Press, 1998), 46, 124.
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the primary theme of the “Tempest” Sonata, for instance, is based on a rigid concern 

with quasi-natural ‘recessive dynamics’ , and the lack of formal precedent for the 56

theme’s structure. However, instead of using this as a basis for an exploration of why 

content requires its own form, she instead proposes ‘a new formal category’.  More 57

promising is Schmalfeldt's reading of the secondary theme of the Tempest and its 

formal ambiguity requiring the performer/listener to take the lead in deciding its 

particular formal status.  

Beethoven's music initiates new stylistic directions whereby, as 

conventional classical formal processes become gradually 

transformed or “deformed,” new cases of genuine formal ambiguity 

increasingly arise; in such cases, it is as if the composer invites the 

performer to be “in charge” - to play a determinative role in our 

understanding of the formal process. Thus, the alliance between 

composer and performer – with both of these understood as 

listeners par excellence...grows all the stronger as composers of the 

early nineteenth century in Europe react to the impact of 

Beethoven's music.   58

We begin to recognise, as we listen to Beethoven's more complex music, both that 

the musical gestures are pregnant with possibilities worked out in ways that render 

them more determinate, and that this process entails ‘recollective,’ retrospective 

understanding of the previous material. Schmalfeldt suggests that Dahlhaus's 

conception of the ‘aesthetic subject’ expressed by the music is a key mediator 

between this process of retrospective formal reinterpretation and the listener/

performer. 

[T]he processuality of Beethoven's music requires a uniquely active 

 Drawing upon Leonard Meyer's distinction between primary “syntactical” and secondary 56

“statistical” parameters; see Meyer, L, Style and Music: Theory, History, and Ideology (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1996), 14-15.

 Schmalfeldt, J., In the Process of Becoming: Analytical and Philosophical Perspectives on Form 57

in Early Nineteenth Century Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011) 55.

 Ibid., 57.58
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response on the part of the listener. In turn, the sophistication of the 

process of composition creates the need for an analogous 

sophistication in the act of listening to music; the process of 

composition itself cannot be reconstructed, only a reception that 

reflects it, recognising the relationship between the musical object 

and its perception. The aesthetic subject is thus the empirical 

person of neither the composer nor the listener, but an imaginary 

subject that combines the creative activity of the former and the 

recreative activity of the latter.  59

Schmalfeldt draws on Dahlhaus's idea that the retrospective reinterpretation of 

musical material in light of consequent musical events in Beethoven's music induces 

in the attentive listener a notion (the conceptual/psychological status of such a notion 

is unclear) that such a process belongs to an aesthetic self enacted in the music. My 

suggestion is that this process, rather than being a heuristic strategy on the part of the 

listener to explain the familiar yet distorted use by Beethoven of classical 

convention, is presupposed by the act of listening itself, in the sense that, as Scruton 

suggests, in hearing tones in sounds we are hearing a gesture that is a ‘first-person 

awareness of a world that is neither ours nor anyone's [-]  a creation of the 

imagination, prompted by sympathy.’  Schmalfeldt's use of the concept of the 60

‘aesthetic subject’, though undoubtedly correct in some sense, actually reinscribes 

the subject/object duality that Kant in particular was keen to overcome. In her 

reading the aesthetic subject exists above and beyond its expression in the process of 

formal reinterpretation, and its gestures belong to it like properties inhere in a 

substance in the classical empiricist theory of Locke. In order to arrive at an 

interpretative theory of Wagner's musical strategies, therefore, themselves deeply 

indebted to Beethoven, the suggestion is that the ‘aesthetic subject’ is the process in 

Wagner's music. This is where Roger Scruton's aesthetics of the ‘dance of 

sympathy’, allied to a Hegelian/Brandom theory of the integration of judgment into a 

  Dahlhaus, C., Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to his Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 59

1991), 42, cited in Schmalfeldt, 34.

 Scruton, R., The Aesthetics of Music, 363-460
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synthetic processual whole, elaborated in the next chapter, is crucial.  It is crucial 61

since it defends my thesis against the criticism, articulated by Richard Taruskin, that 

a common way of describing artistic understanding is seeing it as an attempt to 

recreate the process of making undergone by the author of the work in question, 

Taruskin’s version of the ‘poietic fallacy’. Taruskin sees the ‘poietic fallacy’ as the 

‘direct outgrowth of [Franz Brendel’s] Hegelianisation of music history’,  and uses 62

it as a stick with which to beat modernist excesses that demand subordination of the 

listener’s experience to the authority of the composer. However, I suggest that my 

use of the idea of Dahlhaus’s aesthetic subject avoids these criticisms, since it does 

not prioritise the composer as the aesthetic subject; how could it? Taruskin explicitly 

derives his concept of the ‘poietic fallacy’ from semiotics and the New Criticism of 

Lionel Trilling. Scruton comments that ‘there probably is no such [intentional] 

fallacy, since there is no real distinction between studying an artist’s intentions and 

studying his work. … [and, regarding the ‘evocation theory’ of emotion that 

Taruskin’s fallacy subscribes to], to respond sympathetically to grief is not to feel 

grief: sympathy has a logic of its own, and does not imitate its object.’   63

Schmalfeldt reads Caplin's formal function in a way that stresses ‘retrospective 

reinterpretation’, glossing it with the term ‘becoming’; discussing the essay ‘Music 

Theory, Phenomenology, and Modes of Perception’ by David Lewin, she writes,  

although Lewin invokes Hegel's phenomenology only to consider 

whether Hegel does or does not deny the subject-object distinction 

of classical European philosophy, he would surely have been aware 

that his own phenomenology explicitly captures in new detail both 

 ‘If we feel compelled or challenged by some works to interpret the continual recurrence of a 61

thematic substratum in changed forms not only empirically - as the partial similarity of differing 
things - but also, above and beyond that, metaphysically - as ‘selfhood’ manifested in ever new forms 
- it is obviously due to the fact that, in the case of such concrete manifestations of an abstractly 
‘thematic’ element as are found in Beethoven’s late works, the degree of tangible correspondence is 
too small to make the cohesion of the whole sufficiently comprehensible, while on the other hand the 
integrity of the work is compellingly clear from the internal evidence; in order to explain it, therefore, 
we must postulate the existence throughout of an ‘underlying’ element, which can be defined as the 
aesthetic subject and its identity.’ Dahlhaus, Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to His Music, 54.

 Taruskin, R., ‘The poietic fallacy’ in The Musical Times, Vol. 145, No. 1886 (Spring, 2004), 21.62

 Scruton, The Aesthetics of Music, 145.63
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the idea and the language of Hegel's aufheben...If, for Lewin's 

“Perception (c)” [what the musician hears at the ‘vi’ of a I6-IV-V-vi 

interrupted cadential progression] we substitute Dahlhaus's 

perception that a modulatory transition, rather than a main theme, 

begins at m. 21 in Beethoven's “Tempest,” this perception  does not 

replace Dahlhaus's initial perception – that the movement begins as 

if it would be an introduction. The original perception still exists; it 

has not disappeared; it has been overturned but at the same time 

preserved. And therein lies the process of becoming.  64

Darcy and Hepokoski stress that the literal return of musical material signals the 

recommencement of a rotation;  Schmalfeldt is concerned to see the sublation in 65

transformative terms, joining the two iterations of musical material together into a 

new perception, rather than merely overlaying repeats on top of one another.  

Schmalfeldt shows the contradiction occurring behind one of Caplin's formal labels:  

with “codettas => transition,” I assign a new name to Caplin's 

“false closing section,” in which “codettas appear at first to have a 

post-cadential function in relation to the main theme, but they are 

then understood retrospectively to initiate...the transition 

proper” (Classical Form, 129). Caplin and I are clearly referring to 

the same processual technique, with the difference being simply 

that, for me, there is nothing “false” about the codettas. They begin 

by functioning as such; they relinquish that role only when, or after, 

we perceive in time that the process of their becoming the 

beginning of a transition has been under way.  66

 Schmalfeldt, 19, emphases mine.64

 ‘[I]n each case the implication is that once we have arrived at the end of the thematic pattern, the 65

next step will bring us back to its opening, or to a variant thereof, in order to initiate another (often 
modified) move through configuration; The end leads into the next beginning’. Hepokoski and Darcy, 
Elements of Sonata Theory, 611. 

 Schmalfeldt, In the Process of Becoming, 283, n. 34.66
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Schmalfeldt wants to distance herself from Caplin's overly naturalistic categorisation 

of formal-functions and to replace them with something more conceptually flexible, 

but she herself merely replaces one formal label for another, overlooking a 

fundamental aspect of Hegel's attitude to the false or negative. As Hegel stresses, 

‘Appearance is the arising and passing away that does not itself arise and pass away, 

but is ‘in itself’’  – the ‘in itself’ for Hegel, can therefore only ever be appearances, 67

not the Kantian ‘things in themselves’ he was at pains to reject. This is similar to 

what Schmalfeldt is describing here; the music does not reject the codetta as ‘false’; 

yet, by viewing it ‘in the process of becoming’, there still seems to be a moment for 

Schmalfeldt where the ‘true’ function supersedes the ‘false’, or rather contains it 

within itself, turning the ‘false’ into an object, rather than an aspect of the process. 

Schmalfeldt's theory retains a vestigially Cartesian separation between mind and 

body; she appeals to the listeners’ judgment (in a quasi-Kantian fashion) in 

describing how the music ‘relinquishes’ that formal-function only after the music 

supplants the formal function with continuation; there is a point at which the 

normative listener would ‘judge’ the new codetta to be in place and have subsumed 

the earlier one; in this judgment the ‘false interpretation’ is still cast off ‘as 

something from which one might abstract.’ Despite the intention to provide a new 

formal label that shows the reinterpretation of a formal function, she still seems to 

pinpoint the place at which the listener throws off one interpretation in favour of 

another. 

This suggests a fundamentally different approach, one that retains the notion of the 

‘aesthetic subject’ and ‘judgment’, but joins it instead to the idea of tracking the 

development of a particularised musical gesture through the sentential structure of 

the music. 

Take Caplin's analysis of the opening theme of Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 3 in 

C minor, Op. 37: 

 Hegel, G.W.F., The Phenomenology of Spirit (trans. Miller, A.V., New York: Oxford University 67

Press, 1976), 27.
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the presentation [I, bars 1-8] features statement-response repetition 

of a compound basic idea. The continuation develops the second 

motive (“x”) from the initial two-measure basic idea in the context 

of phrase structural fragmentation and harmonic acceleration. (The 

opening motive from the basic idea is also present in the bass 

voice.)   68

Here content wraps itself around form, and form crystallises content, which are both 

born of a generalised ethos: Beethoven employs normative phrase structuring, giving 

the theme a well-rounded, inexorable quality, and phrase fragmentation that suggest 

both directness of intent and nervous brooding, states rendered even more concrete 

by the motivic combination and the harmonic acceleration in the continuation phrase. 

This gives us a well-formed, form-functional musical idea that will predispose us to 

infer certain ways such a gesture might be integrated into a musical unity made up of 

other gestures that would in combination impart a gratifying musical narrative.  69

Such an approach is more amenable to understanding how the individual musical 

gesture instantiates itself in a formal setting than that of Hepokoski and Darcy, for 

instance, who argue for a model of ‘defaults’ which allow the composer to be 

somehow continually in dialogue with norms, in the act of composition. I do not 

deny that this model is useful, but for the purposes of showing how Wagner's 

conception of musical material was shaped by classical processes, it is essential that 

the specificity of the material and its affective qualities are prioritised for analytical 

investigation, rather than a model where ‘the composer … enter[s] into a dialogue 

with an intricate web of interrelated norms as an ongoing action in time. The acoustic 

surface of any sonata form (what we literally hear) sets forth the sonic traces of this 

 Caplin, Classical Form, 69.68

 In this way, Caplin’s analysis seems to true to Dahlhaus’s prescription that ‘Pace Schoenberg, the 69

decisive factor is not an abstract ‘logic’ of motivic development (a logic detached from the formal 
ground plan) but the blending of that logic with the functions and stations of a formal process. (The 
derivation of a motive from another is always ‘abstract’ when the variation could be a different one.)’ 
Dahlhaus, Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to his Music, 37. Dahlhaus further comments that the 
revelation of a calculated logic between two aspects of a motivic process is not an intuitive 
relationship of feeling, but one of judgment and Witz, discussed in the following chapter: ‘there is 
nothing arbitrary or perverse about seeing keen perception and wit at work in the thought of linking 
two motives, first indirectly, by the interpolation of a third idea, and then directly or in allowing a 
latent connection to be made manifest through the analogous functions of different motivic 
components; and the logic that underlies the motivic process is calculated, not intuitive.’ Ibid., 63.
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individualized, processual dialogue…’  The ‘defaults’ with which Wagner is in 70

dialogue are so numerous in number, one might suggest, that the overlaying of any 

theoretical construct derived from Hepokoski and Darcy's approach, as I have argued 

above Darcy pursues in his use of the ‘rotational’ model in Wagner analysis, is 

hopelessly general, and thus cannot do justice to the way formal structures in Wagner 

precipitate out from small scale gestures.  71

In describing music drama we want to reserve the right to describe it in terms that 

render it emotionally intelligible to us qua drama, describing it in terms of gesture, of 

motivation, of commitments and incompatibility, in short, in terms we use to 

describe subjective interaction. If however we are not to descend into vague 

description, or mere analogy (the Schopenhauerian way) we need an analytic method 

that shows how, within the individualised gesture of a musical shape or Gestalt, both 

its affect and its formal implications are present, and how these unfold in a unique 

formal process. In terms of Wagner's affective gestures then, the way to undercut the 

standard interpretation of affect, whereby the affect is concentrated on its realisation, 

we must attempt to understand the parameters within a leitmotif or other gesture in 

Wagner's music as pointing both backward and forward, backward to their formal/

gestural origin and forward to their musico-dramatic fulfilment. Schmalfeldt has 

pointed the way to this approach, but we need an approach that takes this Hegelian 

aspect into account. 

Matthew Baileyshea and Matthew Bribitzer-Stull: A Wagnerian Sentential 

Rhetoric? 

The double process in Hegelian thought seems appropriate to understanding opera, in 

which musical processes are enacted in a complex dialectical relationship with the 

 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 10-11.70

 Indeed, as Marshall Tuttle has noted, ‘Wagner’s usage of the entire chromatic scale for modulation 71

opened up a virtually limitless set of possibilities: If we imitate Riepel’s table of the 120 possible 
paths through which the five closely related keys derived from a diatonic scale may be transited in a 
piece, there are 11 factorial [39,916,800] permutations of the remaining tonal centres in the chromatic 
scale. While poetic intent, tonal association and leitmotivs may indeed justify access to more remote 
tonal centres, they are incapable of organising this greatly expanded set of options into an orderly 
musical succession with this kind of predictability necessary for dramatic development, tragic 
inevitability, and catharsis.’ Tuttle, op. cit., 111.
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characters on stage. This has been the case since the beginnings of opera in Florence, 

where the dramma per musica was thought to be recreating ancient Greek tragedy, 

creating a new level of dramatic meaning by focusing the characters' emotions 

through song. A recent history of opera has divided aspects of our understanding of 

opera as performed, distinguishing the ‘voice-character’ from the ‘plot-character’, 

and discerning diverging dramatic trajectories for both of these categories in major 

operatic works throughout the genre's history.  And, as Taruskin points out, the 72

fundamental achievement of Metastasian opera seria was to differentiate  ‘“recitative 

time” (public time, clock time, time for action) and “aria time” (internal time, 

psychological time, time for reflection).’   Wagner’s case, however, is complex, in 73

that in his mature works the thorough integration of the idea of the ‘reminiscence 

motif’ into the musical fabric of the entire drama permits levels of interpretation and 

dramatic cohesion that were unprecedented, and a concomitant folding occurs into 

one continuous musical expansion of “recitative” and “aria” time.  

There have been recent analytic studies dealing with what one might call the 

‘middleground’ of Wagner's musico-dramatic procedures, i.e. the hypothetical space 

between elaborations of a so-called 'deep' structure, thought to be Schenkerian-

prolongational in nature, and the surface elaborations and interconnections of 

leitmotivic material. A critique of the opposing approaches of Matthew Bribitzer-

Stull and Matthew Baileyshea will draw together the strands of this chapter, and 

show how I envisage my own position fitting into contemporary debate about 

Wagnerian analysis.  

Matthew Baileyshea's thesis is a sustained attempt to apply the Schoenberg/Ratz/

Caplin model of the ‘sentence’ to Wagner's formal processes, and to indicate its 

affinity with Lorenz's formal structures. Heavy criticism of Lorenz has prevented 

analysts from seeing this affinity, and Baileyshea gives examples. He notes, for 

instance, the affinity between Caplin’s ‘continuation phrase’ and the Bar-Form’s 

 Abbate, C., and Parker, R., A History of Opera: The Last Four Hundred Years (London: Penguin, 72

2015), 17.

 Taruskin, R., The Oxford History of Western Music: Music in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth 73

Centuries (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 154.
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Abgesang , though with a crucial difference in function.  

the primary role of the continuation is to create an accelerated 

sense [of] motion toward cadence (usually achieved with an 

increase in harmonic change, motivic fragmentation, etc.). The 

Abgesang, on the other hand, is meant to provide contrast, 

intensification, and emotional discharge (Gefühlsentladung). These 

roles do overlap to some degree (continuations … sometimes act as 

an apotheosis or “emotional discharge” as well), but their essential 

roles are not equivalent.   74

His aim is to show how Lorenz's much maligned Bar-Form (AAB) can be re-

conceived in terms of the ‘emotional discharge’ of a ‘basic idea’ in the Abgesang; 

Baileyshea shows how an ‘expressivist’ aesthetic such as the one he describes as 

derived from Lorenz (and Schopenhauer) can be combined with a ‘logical-

conceptual’ theory derived from the theory of the articulation of formal function in 

Schoenberg and Caplin. My suggestion is that the division between these two 

aesthetics can be further reconciled by showing how the ‘emotional discharge’ is not 

hydraulic, Schopenhauerian, in nature, but can be better thought of as the Hegelian 

‘actualisation’ of a fundamental ethos or gesture. 

Matthew Bribitzer-Stull's dissertation applies Schenkerian techniques to the 

transformation of ‘prototypical’ themes, and show how the reciprocity between 

surface relationships and ‘deep’ structures can be shown to have dramatic salience in 

Das Rheingold. Bribitzer-Stull attempts to guarantee the musical coherence which 

facilitates dramatic expression in Der Ring through the combination of ‘expressivist’ 

Schenkerian theory, which sees small scale gestures as elaborations of larger scale 

tonal movements beholden to quasi-causal forces, with the algebraic group structure 

of Neo-Riemannian theory at the deepest level, expressed algebraically, not through 

the ‘force’ of Schenker. 

  Baileyshea, The Wagnerian Satz, 88.74
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The respective presuppositions of Baileyshea's and Bribitzer-Stull's theses enact the 

tensions between Hegelian and Schopenhauerian accounts of musical meaning. In 

Baileyshea the Hegelian conception of Wagnerian musical development as a 

dialectical process is enacted on the surface (through the surface ‘appearances’); 

sentential processes combine into Satzketten, or sentence chains, allowing for the 

constant unfolding of musical materials geared towards a telos, in this case so-called 

Gefühlsentladung. This, in my view, accounts both for the generation of meaning at 

the level of the drama, and the revelation of latent structure - especially since 

Baileyshea draws a distinction between the liquidation at the end of a Schoenbergian 

sentence and the ‘intensification’ and ‘emotional discharge’ of Lorenz's Bar-Form.   75

In Bribitzer-Stull's thesis the theory of deep tonal processes, which, although 

influenced by dramatic surface relationships, are not determined by them, allows for 

musical coherence only by suggesting that predetermined abstract structures 

(Ursätze, and beneath that the algebraic group structure of Neo-Riemannian 

operations) are the cause of the musical events on the surface. These two accounts 

enact the distinction that Roger Scruton makes between ‘latent’ and ‘deep’ 

structure.   76

Obviously the Schopenhauerian/Hegelian distinction between Bribitzer-Stull and 

Baileyshea is not hard and fast; as Baileyshea writes,  ‘both [sentence and Bar] forms 

are born out of the same basic impulse, they often echo one another and interlock in 

ways that cannot be easily distinguished.’  The distinction I have drawn between a 77

 ‘Sentences in the classical style … traditionally proceed from “characteristic” material at the 75

opening of the sentence to “uncharacteristic” material at the end. This is true of many of Wagner's 
sentences as well, but occasionally the reverse is true. Consider, for instance, … the “annunciation 
of death” from Act II of Die Walküre. … what is most significant here is that in the continuation, 
the theme truly comes alive. The basic idea and repetition essentially prepare for the continuation 
with fragments of the subsequent material and, thus, the continuation functions as the apotheosis 
of the entire phrase. … this becomes especially significant with continuations that occur as the 
goal of a larger sentence chain.’ Baileyshea, The Wagnerian Satz, 80-1.

  ‘The distinction between deep and latent structure is of the first importance in understanding just 76

what a musical analysis could achieve. Deep structures explain surface structures, by showing how 
they are derived in a rule-guided way from something simpler than themselves. But latent 
structures do not explain surface structures: they are part of them. Nor are they necessarily simpler 
than the surface structures, or related to them by any rule-governed process. They are the 
structures that we can be brought to hear in the surface, as we broaden our musical understanding.’ 
Scruton, R., The Aesthetics of Music, 425.

 Baileyshea, The Wagnerian Satz, 88-9.77
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possible Hegelian dialectical account and a Schopenhauerian ‘expressivist’ account 

of musical meaning is similarly blurred; the animating impulse of Caplin’s basic idea 

(in my terms a basic ethos) may contain some element usefully analysed in a 

Schenkerian linear-voice-leading that privileges the quasi-causal gravitational pull 

between notes. I suggest however that this must be seen to be undergirded by the 

idea that the basic affect that is being ‘realised’ is logical-conceptual in nature, and 

thus these ‘forces’ are only ever accessible through the sentential articulation of form 

in Wagner, requiring active judgmental participation on the part of the listener, and 

thus an awareness of the path taken by the formal gesture through a tonal space that 

is not linear-prolongational in nature. 

In Bribitzer-Stull’s account of Wagner's musical processes the individual thematic 

gesture instantiates a prototype leitmotif, providing both the referential point for the 

developing dramatic situation and  generating the surface musical structure. 

each theme [of Der Ring] has both a musical prototype and an 

associative prototype that help us define them. On the surface of 

the actual music, these prototypes are rarely heard. Rather the 

listener, hearing multiple repetitions and variations of a theme, 

forms a prototype of it.  78

Once a prototype is ‘fixed’, then ‘mutation’, development and ‘corruption’ can be 

applied to this motif for its changing contexts. At the surface of the music, the 

leitmotif becomes relatively fixed, and is corrupted to suggest dramatic development 

(much like the hypothetical analysis of leitmotiv distortion I described in Chapter 1), 

and in the ‘deep’ structure abstract relations between pitches guarantee coherence 

without concern for the surface development. This is completely contrary to what 

Arnold Whittall has suggested ought to be the defining quality of Wagner analysis:  

[dramatic] cumulation could not happen at all without recurrence, 

as the closing stages of most of the music dramas demonstrate with 

 Bribitzer-Stull, M, Thematic Development and Dramatic Association in Der Ring des Nibelungen 78

(PhD thesis, University of Rochester, 2001), 61.
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irresistible power. But those recurrences gain their rhetorical force 

as much through separation from the earlier episodes they most 

closely resemble as through some time- and space-defying 

connection with them. The sense of return is most effective if the 

break between model and derivation is decisive and complete. This 

is obvious enough on the largest scale. The lesson of Fasolt’s 

‘Mahnrede’ is that it is true on the smaller scale as well.  79

The concept of a prototypical leitmotivic gesture means that the development of the 

leitmotivic gesture is beholden to its prototype for its identity, no matter the extent to 

which it is modified – this is insufficiently dialectical. Rather than viewing the 

motivic instantiation as both the recollection of previous instantiations, and a 

revelation of its goal-directed nature, such a view allows us only to conceptualise the 

signifying potential of the leitmotif in one direction: backwards. Bribitzer-Stull fights 

against his conceptual scheme, arguing that his approach ‘allows for the possibility 

of accumulative association in which music, like language, is capable of modifiers, 

elements that qualify the meaning of an associative theme,’  and that an approach 80

that combines Schenkerian methods with Robert Bailey's views on directional 

tonality in the Ring ‘may point future analysis towards a combination of hierarchic/

generative and non-hierarchic/referential analytic approaches to describe Wagner's 

musical-dramatic creations.’  Bribitzer-Stull's account of language as the modifying 81

of essences through predicates, however, and his notion of ‘accumulation’, which 

can be understood in relation to Schoenberg's ‘aggregation’ in his serial practice, 

demonstrates the theory’s allegorical/Schopenhauerian quality: the unordered piling 

up of elements on top of one another is the process, rather than the structured 

emotional/conceptual unfolding of a basic idea (Grundgestalt).  

Bribitzer-Stull attributes properties to leitmotivic shapes explicable not through the 

intentional ordering of the musical surface but through the complex pseudo-cognitive 

 Whittall, A., The Wagner Style, 105.79

 Bribitzer Stull, Thematic Development and Dramatic Association, 87.80

 Bribitzer-Stull, Thematic Development and Dramatic Association, 89.81
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processes of Schenkerian theory. Thus he attributes the stability and grandeur of the 

Valhalla theme to what he calls ‘entity recursion’, whereby what is heard on the 

surface is replicated in middleground levels. 

this concept [of motivic parallelism] is powerful because it 

involves instances in which rule recursion, using the same voice-

leading transformations on multiple levels of tonal structure, results 

in entity recursion [my emphasis], the same motives appearing on 

multiple levels of structure...throughout both the A sections [of the 

ternary form of VALHALLA], repeated plagal motions lend a sense 

of peaceful grandeur to the VALHALLA theme. The IV chord 

expands tonic on both the large scale (see deep middleground of 

bars 36-49) and on the surface; and also harmonises 4 of the 

Urlinie (mm. 7 and 52)....these I-IV-I parallelisms not only provide 

a uniform plagal character to the music, they create entity 

recursions that lend a sense of coherence and inner rightness to the 

VALHALLA music.  82

This could imply that Bribitzer-Stull prioritises the surface expression of a motif, its 

characteristic properties suffusing lower levels of the musical structure in a kind of 

‘top-down’ schema. However, he achieves this at expense of surface dramatic stasis. 

We can contrast this with the approach taken by Marshall Tuttle, who suggests a 

similar entity-recursion but one that does not rely on the linear-prolongational 

language of Schenker, which he argues is completely inappropriate to Wagner 

analysis:  

the large scale tonal structure [of Isolde’s ‘Transfiguration’] is 

mirrored in the mid level tonal structure of modulation through the 

keys of I-V-III in the first two iterations of the rising minor third 

sequence and in a shortened version in the I-III modulations in the 

second version. … Finally, the harmonic motive itself which opens 

 Bribitzer-Stull, Thematic Development and Dramatic Association, 224, 265, 266.82
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the aria is I-V-III, leading to a passage which uses the identical 

tonal material to organise three levels of the tonal structure 

simultaneously: chord, key, and multiple levels of tonality. … The 

final approach to B by means of secondary dominants is worthy of 

early Beethoven in its tonal clarity. The climactic B major is not 

effective merely because it is loud, but because it is also the only 

logical outcome of the sum total of tonal procedures which 

preceded it. … Isolde’s approach to B may appear somewhat 

random at first when viewed from the standpoint of traditional 

tonal behaviour. It is, however, precisely determined using a logical 

sequence of motivic modulations. … It is through the specific 

technique of unifying note, chord and key (borrowed from the 

classical masters) that [Wagner] was able to probe the psychology 

of his characters in such depth. Our awareness of motive (both 

musical and psychological) can be transferred from an obvious 

melody to chords, or to sequences of implied keys, as befits the 

momentary exigencies of the drama. Within each of those keys, 

further motivic development can reveal the inner structure of the 

psychological elements defined by the higher level motive in the 

sequence of keys.  83

Bribitzer-Stull’s account risks explaining the dramatic significance of the motif 

through musical relationships that occur on the macro-level, to the extent that the 

dramatic significance is predetermined in advance. So, rather than the ‘logical’ 

elaboration of a ethos through its situation in sentential contexts, we have its 

suffusion through different levels of structure as a means to guarantee musical 

intelligibility and dramatic development. He writes that, 

while these relations [between different Ursätze he locates on the 

global level in Das Rheingold] are somewhat weaker than those 

within VALHALLA (they occur between Ursätze rather than within 

 Tuttle, M, op. cit., 78, 86, 72. 83
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one Ursatz and lack the contrapuntal framework of a harmonised 

passing 4), the multi-level harmonic parallelism remains audible 

and can be modelled by the Riemannian D operation.   84

Even though it may be true that the overall atmosphere of a certain aspect of the 

Valhalla theme may well be present throughout the closing moments of Das 

Rheingold, the analytical explanation yokes together the two most static qualities of 

both transformational theory and the Schenkerian theory of the Ursatz at the expense 

of explaining how such an atmosphere is clarified and set in motion through 

sentential and surface harmonic processes that give it a clear dramatic telos.  

  

There is thus a great tension between these two recent analytical accounts of 

Wagner’s musical processes. I argue that if we move away from an overtly 

Schenkerian/neo-Riemannian framework and towards a theory that can examine the 

musical surface in a more Meyerian/Schoenbergian fashion, and furnish it with the 

adequate metaphysical foundations that will keep it rooted to Wagner's dramatic 

practice and theory, we can develop an interpretative theory that makes more precise 

reference to Wagner’s development of the musical material of the basic ethos in his 

music and its interaction with larger scale tonal-structural and dramatic goals. For 

this, however, we need to recognise a 'Moment' form that is dialectical in nature. 

Andrew Bowie, following Odo Marquad, that Schopenhauer’s aesthetics are actually 

fundamentally ‘anaesthetic’: ‘for Schopenhauer music, qua aesthetic experience, 

temporarily redeems one from the fundamental suffering in which life consists, but it 

does so whilst expressing precisely what makes life a torment.’  This is contrasted 85

with a Hegelian approach, which, through the ‘sensuous manifestation of the Idea’ 

shows in artworks precisely the very conceptual movement which, for Hegel, is the 

prerequisite of the development of a full concept of the freedom of the individual. As 

Lydia Goehr explains,  

 Bribitzer-Stull, Thematic Development and Dramatic Association, 266.84

 Bowie, A., Aesthetics and Subjectivity from Kant to Nietzsche (Manchester: Manchester University 85

Press, 2003), 267.
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Music's patterns mediate the self's movements towards formal 

freedom. The freedom or inner life of the self is made intelligible to 

the self through the unfolding of musical patterns. Although 

participating in the unfolding of music's movement is only one way 

the self comes to know itself, it is indispensable to the self's 

coming to know itself in a purely subjective way [i.e. in the 

affective dimension: through the emotions]. This is how music 

plays its essential part in the dramatic passage of humanity toward 

absolute knowledge...Schopenhauer claims almost the same thing 

[as Hegel, the idea of music ‘taking the sphere of individual 

sensibility’ as its own material]...What distinguishes Hegel, 

however, is his emphasis on the mediation and transfiguration made 

possible by the formal and dialectical performance of the concept 

of Bewegung. With this emphasis, Hegel needs to neither resort to 

what in the most anxious moments of a philosophy of music looks 

like a compensatory language of metaphor [music ‘as’ Will] nor 

apologise that philosophical description or conceptual knowledge 

distances us from the music.  86

Goehr is right to point out the fact that Schopenhauer's theory rests on an analogy 

between music and the Will, a fundamental metaphor that brooks no translation and 

that inculcates an anxiety about its accuracy, whereas Hegel's theory posits an 

identity between the musical process and the development of the transcendental 

subject in time, emphasising the fact that a metaphorical theory of musical 

movement needs to be grounded in something more conceptual. 

Conclusions 

In surveying Darcy, Neo-Riemannian theory, Caplin, Schmalfeldt, and Bribitzer-Stull 

and Baileyshea, I have shown that there is urgent need in Wagner analysis for a 

theory of gesture that shows how a musical idea realises its potential through its 

 Goehr, L., Elective Affinities: Musical Essays on the History of Aesthetic Theory (New York: 86

Columbia University Press, 2008), 16 and 17, emphasis in the text.
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‘actualisation’ or Entäußerung in the surface Momente of Wagner’s music. An 

appropriate theory that would do justice to the dynamic quality of the drama, 

respecting the free machinations of the characters, yet is also able to show how 

motivating ‘latent’ principles reflect the larger scale philosophical drama in 

operation, must take into account a Hegelian account of musical meaning. This 

reflects the extreme importance that ideas ‘that originated in the writings of Hegel’  87

had for Wagner, despite being filtered through the socialist-atheist lens of Feuerbach. 

Caplin, I suggested, develops a theory of taxonomy which aids our comprehension of 

the latent articulation of form in classic music without subordination to a larger scale 

deep structure. However, I claim that Caplin's theory becomes shaky with Beethoven 

precisely for the reason that Wagner saw as most important in Beethoven's music, 

that formal functions are distorted through the influence of a motivating 

Grundgestalt. Wagner couches this in terms of the ‘gestural’ quality of Beethoven's 

music. Schmalfeldt is important in her discussion of the ‘aesthetic subject’ of 

Beethoven's music, recognising that the subjective process embodied in Beethoven's 

music prompts listeners to attribute the distortion of formal conventions not only to a 

basic idea, but to a subjectivity underlying the music. However, I suggested that the 

subjectivity Schmalfeldt supposes that listeners are aware of in Beethoven's music is 

too Kantian, not yet Hegelian as she claims. The subject that underlies the processes 

is depicted as detached from them, in the way that Kant thought he could guarantee 

faith and morality in the natural world, in the face of the scientific worldview, 

through his notion of transcendental subjectivity. However, it is not yet clear how 

these two ‘things’, the process of the reinterpretation of formal convention, and the 

aesthetic subject itself, are related. In Hegelian terms, their unity requires an act of 

intellectual intuition on the part of the listener, ultimately inaccessible to conceptual 

logic, prompting nihilism. In my discussion of Bribitzer-Stull and Baileyshea, I 

wanted to highlight the extent to which a Hegelian interpretation of Wagner's 

musical strategies in the Ring would be beneficial to the closer rapprochement 

between analysis and criticism. The Hegelian presuppositions that underlie 

Baileyshea's argument make it more amenable to showing how Wagner combines 

dramatic flexibility with musical cohesion, and to showing how the ‘emotional 

  Scruton, The Ring of Truth, 20.87
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discharge’ (Gefühlsentladung) of a gesture is mediated by a fundamentally 

conceptual formal-functional logic. On the other hand, Bribitzer-Stull's use of 

Schenkerianism and Neo-Riemannian theory to achieve coherence sacrifices the 

developmental quality of the narrative and succumbs to a more allegorical, static 

interpretation of the relations between the characters.  

What we require therefore is the following: a mode of analysis that can show how an 

affective gesture, embodying what Scruton calls a ‘first person awareness of a world 

that is neither ours nor anyone’s’, contains within it a potentiality that realises itself 

through its objectification (the Hegelian term Entäußerung) in a surface musical 

Moment. This would show how the characters maintain subjective autonomy (in the 

sense suggested by Baileyshea – the sentential structure of the music is often at odds 

with the vocal line, sentential structure often thereby breaking down in liquidation, 

rather than achieving Gefühlsentladung in its culmination) whilst participating in the 

Wagnerian narrative of redemptive sacrifice; it would help to reveal the latent 

structures that bind the dramatic arcs of the Ring together without appealing to some 

overarching principle of architectonic ‘deep’ tonality. Moreover, following the 

example of Schmalfeldt, this would hopefully shed light on what kind of listeners we 

must be to hear Wagner in this way: i.e. Hegelians.   As Scruton remarks,  88

the Cartesian theory of consciousness is incompatible with one of 

the most important truths of aesthetics: namely, that our states of 

mind are brought into being with the means for their expression. It 

is the Entäußerung of feeling in dialogue and social life that 

endows us with the higher emotions. … If we value art it is partly 

because it introduces new states of mind, by providing the 

expressive gestures that convey them. We should therefore try and 

frame the theory … without conceding that the mind is ‘other’ than 

its outer manifestation.  89

 The Hegelian presuppositions of Wagner’s aesthetics were not lost on Nietzsche, who famously 88

described Wagner’s dramas as ‘icy abstraction, rooted in the Hegelian conception of music as a 
vehicle for the ‘Idea’.’ Nietzsche, F., The Case of Wagner, in Kaufmann, W., ed., The Basic Writings 
of Nietzsche (New York: Random House, 1967), 632.

 Scruton, R., The Aesthetics of Music, 361-2, emphasis mine.89
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My Hegelian account of meaning in Wagner’s music is in response to this problem. 

As I suggested above, the dual process of Hegelian consciousness mirrors this aspect 

of Wagner's musical strategy: in the Aristotelian sense, the mind is present in the 

gesture and also in the negative activity of synthesising these processes into a unity. 

Hegel's unification of the subject and object in the ‘Absolute’ is precisely not an 

‘intellectual intuition’, which would not be open to discursive articulation. As 

Stanley Rosen puts it, ‘the “identity of identity and non-identity” cannot be 

understood as a “point of indifference” between subject and object [as in Schelling’s 

System of Transcendental Idealism] but only as an activity or process of excitation 

which manifests its own essential characteristics in the production of subjects and 

objects, each of which is a subject-object. … The Absolute manifests itself in 

individual form: this is one of the crucial points in Hegel's logic.’  Thus Wagner 90

mirrors Hegelian logic through the processual rendering explicit of the latent process 

itself, of bringing to actuality a musical gesture, not by revealing its ‘essence’, but by 

bringing it to a telos through a sentential process. 

In my next chapter I shall describe how we can be more precise about this process. 

In particular, I shall engage with more recent attempts by analytic philosophers to 

render Hegel’s powerful epistemological insights in a contemporary analytic 

vocabulary, and I shall suggest that this can help us understand quite how the 

listening subject is able to grasp this process effectively, without thereby falling into 

psychologistic particularity. 

 Rosen, S., G.W.F. Hegel – An Introduction to the Science of Wisdom, 61-2.90
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Chapter 3: Brandom’s Hegel, Gestural Ethos, and Moment as 

Wagnerian Analytic Method  

Introduction 

In the previous two chapters I surveyed hermeneutic and analytic approaches to 

Wagner and highlighted the extent to which a dialectical, Hegelian philosophical 

interpretation of Wagner’s integration of smaller scale gesture with dramatic 

trajectory of Der Ring would aid in capturing this dynamic process analytically. I 

gave particular emphasis to recent work by Matt Baileyshea, whose generalising of 

Caplin's sentential model to Wagner's music dramas, in combination with Lorenz's 

notion of Gefühlsentladung, or ‘emotional discharge’, provides a strong focal point. 

I wish now to formalise the intuition that a Hegelian reading of Wagner's motivic 

techniques may yield insight, by engaging with some recent work in analytic 

philosophy that is explicitly Hegelian in outlook, and then by showing how many of 

Hegel's original philosophical insights (as recently expounded by Stanley Rosen and 

defended by Robert Wallace, for instance) could be usefully combined both with the 

analytic conceptual apparatus underlying Brandom's approach, and the aesthetics of 

music expounded by Roger Scruton. This yields an explanatory theory as to how a 

gestural ethos in Wagner is heard as going beyond itself by breaking the bounds of its 

sentential context, and realising itself in a climactic form, in the context of a dramatic 

Moment.  

I take this idea to parallel one of Hegel's fundamental insights, that in order to 

maintain in operation the finite categories of the ‘understanding’ (Verstand) 

characteristic of what Kant calls the ‘empirical subject’ we must recognise that its 

conceptual contradictions which go beyond sense experience (Kant's Antinomies of 

the Transcendental Dialectic) are not the overstepping of Verstand's bounds, but 

rather the ethical substance of the ‘Absolute’, guided by ‘reason’ (Vernunft) bringing 

itself to self-consciousness. The individualised effect of a sentence structure in 

Wagner's music, parsed and grasped by the listener, is a complex interplay between 
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the localised effect of the individual sentential context, and the striving (Sollen, in 

Hegelian terms) of an individualised musical gesture to go beyond itself and thereby 

to take on a fuller identity by bequeathing itself to the process by which it attains 

conceptual determination (in Hegel’s terms the Absolute; in Wagner’s, I suggest, the 

‘infinite melody’ of Opera and Drama). I argue that only such a theory may be able 

to track the musical forces that determine the surface of Wagner's music whilst also 

leaving room for the revelation of a  ‘latent’, rather  than ‘deep’, structure. 

Robert Brandom's model of discursive commitment, expounded in Making it 

Explicit,  his inferential semantics model dependent on an Hegelian principle of 1

constant synthesis of discursive commitments into a rational subjective unity, is a 

powerful tool in describing how the intentional recognition of a gestural ethos in 

Wagner's music in differing contexts by the listener is an incitement to the synthesis 

of these individual occurrences into a narrative of ‘realisation’ by the listening 

subject. It is also useful in providing an alternative theory, grounded in post-Fregean, 

post-Wittgensteinian logic, of how signification of individual musical elements 

occurs, a process all too often explained through Saussurean/Peircean structuralist/

semiotic theory  and which, as has been argued by Roger Scruton, among others, 2

cannot do justice to the intentional attitude taken in aesthetic experience. Moreover, 

Brandom's account of the instituting of norms as both contingent, yet also  

‘discoveries’ rather than ‘inventions’, along the conceptual model of the ‘common 

law’ system, helps to dispel the anxiety felt by Wagnerian critics under the  influence 

of the ‘hermeneuts of suspicion’, Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud, that Wagner's music 

and dramaturgy are so persuasive as to force us to swallow conclusions about human 

life that are at best questionable. I argue that the material inferential account that 

Brandom offers of human discourse in general, applied specifically to music, shows 

how we can bind together individual utterances of a musical particular into the 

processual ‘making explicit’ of a gestural claim, allowing us room for critical 

 Making it Explicit: Reasoning, Representing, and Discursive Commitment (Harvard: Harvard 1

University Press, 1994)

 See, for instance, the semiology of Nattiez, J.J., Music and Discourse: Towards a Semiology of 2

Music (trans. Abbate, C., Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), Hatten, R., Musical Meaning 
in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation (Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1994), 
Monelle, R., The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000).
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explication yet sympathetic appreciation of the sacrificial passions animating 

Wagner’s music dramas, without removing ourselves away from the aesthetic 

experience itself, thereby falling prey to scepticism regarding its ability to signify in 

the first place. 

I shall argue however that Brandom's ‘normative pragmatics’ is too contentless to 

allow for the filling of his conceptual model with ‘lived realities’, or to use the 

Wittgensteinian expression, ‘forms of life’ embodied in Wagnerian gesture. This 

accords with criticism of Brandom’s project from philosophers Robert Pippin and 

Robert Wallace, who both interpret Hegel's Master and Slave dialectic from the 

Phenomenology and the Philosophy of Spirit in a more substantive way. Brandom's 

approach is an excellent conceptual framework to understand how we as rational 

beings, listening to music, can re-identify musical particulars in different sentential 

contexts as somehow belonging together in a discursive narrative, and how this 

process can be accorded a level of objectivity not previously thought to be 

commensurate with aesthetic judgment. Yet the question of what the particulars mean 

is left open by Brandom as something more readily understood when looking back at 

Hegel's original philosophy through more contemporary eyes. In particular, the idea 

that Brandom formalises from Wilfrid Sellars, that the smallest move that one can 

make in a language game, a ‘game that one played, though one played no other’, is 

not one of representing reality, but one of the ‘giving and asking for reasons’ is both 

able to critique models of musical understanding that are predicated upon the 

metaphor-mapping theories of Lakoff and Johnson,  to reject the post-structuralist 3

 Lakoff, G. and Johnson, M., Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980). 3

For the cognitive metaphor theory and how that might usefully be applied to analytic discourse see 
Spitzer, M., Metaphor and Musical Thought (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2004), 
54-77. The account of Wagner’s music that is influenced by the cognitive metaphor theory, allied to a 
Jungian archetype model, is Petty, J.C., Wagner’s Lexical Tonality (New York: The Edwin Mellen 
Press, 2005). For the debate between Spitzer’s more cognitive model, and Scruton’s intentional model, 
see Spitzer, M., ‘Scruton’s Theory of ‘Hearing As’ and Musical Metaphor’ and Scruton, R., ‘A 
Guarded Response’ in Hamilton, A., and Zangwill, N., (eds.) Scruton’s Aesthetics (Basingstoke: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2012). For Brandom’s supposition that an inferential move in the game of giving 
and asking for reasons is the basic language game, see Brandom, R., Reason in Philosophy: Animating 
Ideas (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2009), 175.
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denial of meaning by appealing to this basic principle of discursivity,  and, as 4

Brandom acknowledges, stands in need of a theory of ‘understanding’ that 

demonstrates how this inferential capacity plays itself out in the ‘real world’, one 

which can be supplemented from an aesthetic standpoint by Roger Scruton’s theory 

of the musical understanding as the ‘dance of sympathy.’  5

Leonard Meyer's fundamental insights into the nature of musical perception (the gap-

fill schema and the implication and realisation model) can be reinterpreted in the 

light of these theories, and I argue that it is Meyer's notion of implication that can be 

philosophically tightened through Brandom's inferential logic, rather than be codified 

on a psychological basis. However, although Brandom's philosophy functions as the 

conceptual basis of an account of how the Wagnerian musical project is possible, as 

it were, it does not furnish us with a conceptual ground of the motivation, which is 

ultimately of more fundamental interest; i.e. how can we discuss the ‘content’ of the 

gesture in Wagner in a meaningful way? Thus, in my use of Brandom to articulate a 

theory of ethos and Moment, I wish to introduce more properly Hegelian ideas which 

will mediate between the conceptual basis and the analytic superstructure. Robert 

Wallace’s defence of Hegel's system in Hegel's Philosophy of Reality, Freedom, and 

God (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010) provides the theory of the 

finite (quality/particular) striving to get beyond itself, the Sollen that forms part of 

Hegel's epistemology in the Science of Logic, and the idea of the ‘true 

infinity’ (wahre Unendlichkeit), defined by Hegel as the “self-transcendence of the 

finite”. These are useful in animating the basis in analytic philosophy with a 

Hegelian interpretation of Meyer's fundamental insight, and showing how 

fundamental Wagnerian aesthetic categories, for instance ‘unendliche Melodie’ or 

 ‘[T]he master idea of Foucault’s critique of modernity is that reason is just one more historically 4

conditioned form of power, in principle no better (and, in its pervasive institutionalisation, in many 
ways worse) than any other form of oppression. But if giving and asking for reasons is the practice 
that institutes meanings in the first place, then it does not belong in a box with violence and 
intimidation, which show up rather in the contrast class precisely insofar as they constrain what we do 
by something other than reasons.’ Brandom, R. Reason in Philosophy, 176.

  For Brandom’s assertion that a theory of discursive ‘understanding’ is required, see Reason in 5

Philosophy, 183-4.
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'Momente' from Opera and Drama, can actually have precise conceptual parallels, 

and inform analytic discussions of Wagner's music.  6

This leads to the fundamental idea of this thesis, that the affective content of a 

musical gesture (be it leitmotivic or sub-motivic) is tracked by the attentive 

sympathetic listener through individual sentential contexts, culminating in the 

‘realisations’ of dramatic/musical Momente. I am not postulating any deeper structure 

that is hypothesised to be determining events as they aurally appear to the listener 

(something I identified in the approaches of Richard Cohn, Bribitzer-Stull, and 

Warren Darcy in chapter 2), but trying to show how the grasping of individual 

sentential musical contexts by the listener necessarily gives rise to awareness of 

gestures that do not 'fit' in these contexts, and which thus go beyond themselves for 

their realisations, which are however carried out by the individual musical context 

determined by dramatic situation. This hopefully reconciles the idea that Wagner's 

characters in Der Ring have autonomy and are not borne along by mere Fate, with 

the idea of some form of process being enacted over and above the heads of the 

characters and that has a level of dramatic generality greater than the individual 

tragedy of Wotan, Brünnhilde, or Siegfried, but that cannot be identified simply with 

the dramatic intentions of Wagner himself qua artist-creator. It also attempts to 

bridge the gap between leitmotivic analysis and analysis of different formal 

processes in Wagner's music, namely that of Moment form, recently singled out by 

Hilda Medrum Brown as of paramount importance in the development of Wagnerian 

analysis and hermeneutics.   7

  On the notion of the finite striving to transcend itself in the infinite, see Dahlhaus’s remark about 6

Schoenberg’s musical idea (on whose ideas this thesis is partly based): ‘a musical idea, however, - if 
the concept is to be neither fictitious nor tautological - cannot be understood as anything other than the 
essence of the relationships by means of which a musical phrase reaches beyond itself and its 
immediate existence.’ Dahlhaus, C., Schoenberg and the New Music (Puffett, D., Clayton, A., trans., 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 106.

   See Brown, H. M., The Quest for the Gesamtkunstwerk and Richard Wagner, ‘much ink has been 7

spilled on discussions of the Wagnerian Leitmotiv - a term which, as is well documented, Wagner 
disliked - and although its merits or demerits have long been debated, critical fatigue has now, not 
surprisingly, set in. However, the concept Moment, a term which Wagner did use, and invariably 
linked to Motiv in Oper und Drama, has scarcely at any time drawn much critical attention from 
Wagner scholars… In view of the prominence the term Moment achieves in Oper und Drama, that 
would be all the more remarkable had not, firstly, Wagner’s theoretical works themselves so 
regularly been given the cold shoulder and, secondly, had Oper und Drama existed in a more 
modern, idiomatic English translation.’ 87.
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Undergirding all this is my commitment to Roger Scruton's fundamental idea of the 

‘intentional understanding’ and of the way that this can make sense of gesture in 

music enacted on the surface. Thus, running through the whole chapter like a red 

thread is reference to Scruton's The Aesthetics of Music, which I hope will clarify the 

technical philosophical context and show its relevance to a theory of how Wagner's 

music signifies. 

Hegelian Influence in a Dramatic Context: Borchmeyer's Wunder and Brown's 

Moment 

The form of the Ring's dramatic trajectories, the sustained interaction between two 

characters leading to dramatic peripeteias or anagnorises which have implications 

for the whole dramatic action, is seen by Michael Ewan as based upon Greek 

tragedy, specifically the form of the Oresteia.    8

Each phase of the action, Wagner writes, must be shaped towards a 

single point, a ‘moment’ into which as much ‘life-energy’ as 

possible is concentrated. And the number of such ‘moments’ in a 

drama must be limited, so that each may be adequately motivated. 

Incidental, complex side-motives must be subordinated to this 

design, so that the causes of these decisive ‘moments’ are fully 

intelligible to the audience. 

 This is simply the Aeschylean ideal of an action shaped so as 

to culminate in the illumination of one central event, rephrased into 

Wagnerian terms. And it is followed absolutely in the first three 

dramas of the Ring … Each act, and in Das Rheingold each scene, 

is completely shaped so as to lead up to one central event or 

decisive ‘moment’, which occurs just before the end: 

 Cf. Furness, R., Wagner and Literature: ‘it should not be forgotten that it was the ancient Greek 8

world which first  captured his imagination and supplied the focus for his theoretical writing on myth. 
In the summer of 1847 he experienced an almost mystical revelation on reading Aeschylus; the 
Oresteia particularly overwhelmed him and had a decisive effect on his ideas concerning drama and 
the theatre. (In later life, in 1880, he arranged for the Oresteia to be read on three successive nights, 
and was transfigured by the intensity of that work, one which he considered to be the supreme 
Gesamtkunstwerk).’ 71.
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Das Rheingold 

Scene I Alberich takes the Rhinegold 

Scene II Wotan resolves to take the gold from Alberich 

Scene III Wotan and Loge capture Alberich 

Scene IV The gods take possession of Valhalla 

Die Walküre 

Act 1 Siegmund and Sieglinde unite in love 

Act 2 Wotan kills Siegmund 

Act 3 Wotan renounces Brünnhilde to Siegfried 

Siegfried 

Act 1 Siegfried forges Nothung 

Act 2 Siegfried learns that he can win Brünnhilde 

Act 3 Siegfried and Brünnhilde abandon themselves to mutual love 

… 

Götterdämmerung 

Act 1 'Gunther' overpowers Brünnhilde 

Act 2 Brünnhilde, Gunther and Hagen resolve to murder Siegfried 

Act 3 Brünnhilde renounces the ring and immolates herself  9

Although Ewans's emphasis on the Oresteia as the model for the Ring has been 

questioned by Hugh Lloyd-Jones,  it is incontrovertible that Wagner was heavily 10

influenced by the dramatic structures of Aeschylus. I would emphasise the fact that, 

although Wagner clearly states in Opera and Drama that there should be one Haupt-

Moment each act, he does not limit himself to merely one normal Moment; Moment 

  Ewans, M., Wagner and Aeschylus: The Ring and the Oresteia (London: Faber and Faber,   1982), 9

63-4.

 See Lloyd-Jones, H., ‘Wagner and the Greeks’ in Millington, B. (ed.), The Wagner Compendium: A 10

Guide to Wagner's Life and Music (London: Thames and Hudson, 1992), 159-60.
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form as such is present throughout the act and allows the crystallisation of Haupt-

Momente. This can be seen from Ewans's examples. Almost all of these 

'moments' (bar perhaps ‘Wotan kills Siegmund’) are not articulated musically as 

single main events. Each one is not marked by the co-ordination of musical 

processes, but are overlaid with overlapping musical processes with multiple 

climactic Momente. It is clear that Ewans' is appealing to purely dramatic 

‘moments’, rather than musico-dramatic ones. I argue that, in accordance with my 

theoretical focus, there are many Momente in each act, which serve to clarify 

dramatic concerns, and that they all involve the realisation of some musical 

processes. This is correlative with my assertion that Wagner's music is more 

Hegelian than Feuerbachian: Wagner channels Feuerbach in Opera and Drama in 

asserting that the the single ‘moment’ is a realisation and release of ‘life-energy’ and 

is directly related to his claim that different dramatic sections will reveal the ‘purely 

human’ aspect of the hero Siegfried in all his glory. However, by the time he came to 

compose the music, this thesis is ramified across the entire drama, as ways in which 

the parallel musical drama can progress through the developing identity of the 

leitmotif through their realisations in Momente. 

Wagner's theory of Moment has been given an important theoretical exposition 

recently by Hilda Medrum Brown. She explicitly situates Wagner's Moment-form, 

which, as she points out, is unique to Opera and Drama in Wagner’s prose writings 

and a rare phenomenon in mid-nineteenth century aesthetics, in the context of the 

eighteenth century classicist aesthetics of Lessing and Goethe. ‘The apparent 

inattentiveness of critics and analysts to the joint role and significance which Wagner 

attributes to Momente when they enter into such a close relationship with Motive 

might well have contributed to the long-term negative, often reductive status of the 

term Leitmotiv, when treated as an independent, theme-based critical concept.’  I 11

regard the lack of a Hegelian theoretical conception of how the two could be 

combined as the principal contribution to the neglect. She further connects the idea 

of a Moment to the elision between the ‘appearance’ and the ‘essence’, the noumenon 

and the phenomenon, in Goethe's interpretation of Lessing's Laokoön essay: 

 Brown, H., The Quest for the Gesamtkunstwerk and Richard Wagner (Oxford: Oxford University 11

Press, 2016), 106-7.
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Goethe also applies Moment to the visual arts, while the notes he 

provided to accompany his translation into German (‘Versuch über 

die Malerei’) of Diderot's essay ‘Sur la peinture’ suggest a 

fundamental basis on which to place the concept. This latter 

example describes the relationship between art and nature within 

which ‘die höchsten Momente’ can play their part, offering some 

permanence and a degree of classical harmony within the general 

flux: 

Art does not undertake to compete with nature in all its 

breadth and depth, but it keeps close to the surface of 

natural phenomena. It has its own depths, however, and 

its own power. It gives fixity to the highest Momente of 

these superficial phenomena by acknowledging their 

legitimacy: the perfection of their balanced proportions, 

the pinnacles of their beauty, dignity of meaning, and 

summits of passion. (Goethe, SW-MA vii. 527)  12

The spreading out of Momente over the natural phenomena (which here include the 

human passions of the drama), and the development of strong connections between 

them ensure that the proportions of the artwork will be intelligible.   13

That the realisation of the Momente, the bringing of the musical action to the feelings 

(the ‘realisation for the feelings’ – ‘die Verwirklichung für das Gefühl’ ) is bound up 14

with the articulation of a musical ‘leitmotif’, its own realisation or the bringing to 

appearance its essence, is shown by Dietrich Borchmeyer in his commentary on 

Wagner's concept of the Wunder, a counterpart to Moment. For Borchmeyer, the 

compression or condensation (Verdichtung) of all the dramatic motives of the 

 Ibid., 91-92, my emphasis.12

 Jonathan Petty has stressed the extent to which Wagner’s Zurich prose writings are concerned with 13

the notion of ‘intelligibility’ as immediately present to the feelings. Cf. Wagner’s Lexical Tonality, 27.

 Quoted in Dahlhaus, C., Richard Wagner's Music Dramas, 85.14
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characters of Christian Romance (i.e. much of Wagner’s source material for Der 

Ring, Tristan, and Parsifal: Wolfram von Eschenbach, Gottfried Von Strassburg, the 

Nibelungenlied) into characters on the stage requires the compression of emotions 

into dramatic and musical moments that clarify the drama.  

[D]rama is not intended to guide us back to some archaic state, but 

to do us justice in all our modern complexity. Accordingly, the 

dramatic poet must not reduce the ‘wide circle’ of human reality, 

but must draw it in towards its central point, compressing it in such 

a way that it becomes ‘the outline which gives our understanding of 

the hero’ (iv. 80). ‘This process of condensation is the actual work 

of the poeticising intellect.’ (iv. 80). It is in this context that Wagner 

develops his dramaturgy of the ‘wonder’ (iv. 81-91), the practical 

realisation of which can be seen in particular in the love-potion in 

Tristan und Isolde. Unlike the religious wonder, the aesthetic 

wonder appeals not to ‘faith’ but to ‘emotional understanding’, and 

is intended to represent a complex but easily comprehensible 

‘interrelationship between natural phenomena within a single, 

immediately intelligible, image’ (iv. 82). 

  

Those aspects of reality and other motives which were excluded 

when the material was compressed to form this ‘immediately 

intelligible image’ should not simply be discarded, but must be 

‘transferred to those principal elements which are retained; in other 

words, they must be subsumed by them in a way which may be 

clearly felt’, so that they may appear to be ‘fully motivated’ (iv. 

83). That this is no abstract theory is shown by Tristan und Isolde, 

where the ‘wonder’ of the love-potion is indeed an immediately 

intelligible image, revealing a complex emotional reality whose 

individual elements are poetically and musically encoded in a 

highly subtle way. Wagner uses the term Verstärkung 

(‘intensification’) to describe the process of charging a principal 

[dramatic] motive with implicit subsidiary motives [in my reading, 
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the individual Momente of the drama being enriched by the various 

sentential contexts]: it is a process whereby ‘many motives are 

absorbed into one’ (iv. 89). The action that is shaped by a motive 

‘intensified’ in this way is a ‘concentrated form of real life.’ The 

more all-embracing the motivic complex which amplifies the 

principal motive and action, the more ‘wondrous’ the latter will 

turn out to be, which is to say, the further it will rise above the level 

of everyday reality (iv. 84). The numinous – and myth as the 

system of numinousness – does not, therefore, work against the 

natural order of things, but intensifies life to the ‘most animated 

degree, to a pitch unattainable in everyday life’ (iv. 89). This 

‘intensification of motives’, and the resultant pervasion of the 

dramatic action by the mythically numinous, complements the 

realistic reflection of the actual world. It seeks to grasp reality in 

all its totality, not, of course, by realistic extensity but by lyric 

intensity.  15

This is extremely important. The numinous in Wagner's music dramas therefore (i.e. 

the touching of the completely transcendent noumenon into the everyday world of 

the phenomenon) is reconfigured in Hegelian fashion in Opera and Drama to be the 

process whereby the emotional complex of the drama achieves realisation through 

Momente, creating a series of dramatic points where the larger unfolding totality of 

the dramatic scenario connects with the intensified emotion of the characters. The 

surface intensification of the drama is established  through the realisation of a motif 

(itself a condensation (Verdichtung) of the wide circle of human reality) and the 

resulting creation of a dramatic Moment connects with the larger dramatic-musical 

 Borchmeyer, D., Richard Wagner: Theory and Theatre (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 15

148-9.
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process.  This is fundamentally akin to what I describe below as the ethical ‘ought’ 16

of the particular (or even a ‘quality’) in Hegel (motivated by love ) to become 17

something self-determined motivating the dialectical process whereby these finite 

particulars go over into the ‘true infinite’ which is precisely the ‘self-transcending of 

the finite’. Wagner’s image of the unendliche Melodie leading to these Momente 

draws its life from the same Hegelian image, not hitherto been discussed in analyses 

of Wagner’s music.  It is important also to stress the non-psychological quality of this 

process, i.e. that it is a feature of the artwork as experienced, rather than a mere 

subjective reaction on the part of the listener. As Borchmeyer emphasises in Drama 

and the World of Richard Wagner, Wagner’s earlier dramas can be considered to be 

psychological explorations of the same features of his later post-Lohengrin dramas;  

we must beware of interpreting Senta’s readiness to die as 

symptomatic of Wagner’s own exploitative egoism as man and 

artist. (The tendency to interpret Wagner’s music dramas in terms 

of his own personality is as deplorable as it is apparently 

ineradicable, of for all that the myth has long since been exploded 

by Wagnerian scholars.). … Senta’s tendency to hallucinate and fall 

prey to somnambulistic trances … is entirely typical of its time as a 

literary and historical phenomenon. Whereas the German 

Romantics had played with the “wondrous” in an entirely 

conscious way, turning it into an object of artistic experiment, the 

 I am at variance here with Dahlhaus’s suggestion that the ideas of the musico-dramatic ‘present’ 16

and the ‘moment’ are of merely psychological importance, rather than embodying the process of the 
development of the subject itself, in the ‘transcendental’ sense. He writes ‘… the temporal quality 
manifested in Beethoven’s symphonies can well be described as teleological: the symphonic allegro 
seems to strive inexorably towards an end that is both a goal and a result; and the individual musical 
moment, rather than being self-sufficient, demands to be understood as the consequence of what has 
gone before it, and the premiss of what comes next. The substance of the present consists in the past 
from which it has emerged, and in the future to which it beckons. (The terms ‘present’ and ‘moment’ 
are used to mean a present time as understood in the psychology of perception, and not the punctuality 
of the ‘now’ (das Jetzt), from which Hegel developed a theory of rhythm in his Ästhetik.).’ Ludwig van 
Beethoven: Approaches to his Work, 81.

 It is thus immensely important to stress the importance of ‘love’ in Hegel’s epistemology, especially 17

considering its bowdlerisation in Feuerbach’s theory of the sensuous love of the species being. For 
this motif in early Hegel and how it manifests itself in the Phenomenology, see Solomon, R., In the 
Spirit of Hegel (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985),Rosen, S., The Idea of Hegel’s Science of 
Logic (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015), 42-3, and Löwith, K, From Hegel to Nietzsche: 
The Revolution in Nineteenth Century Thought (Green, D., trans., New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1964), 171-172.
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same element struck the period of restoration that followed as an 

expression of hallucinatory fantasies. In other words, the 

materialisation of the “wondrous” was at odds with the views of the 

true Romantics, who were much closer to the Enlightenment than 

was long believed.  18

The emphasis must also be on the ‘classical’ aspect of this process. Marshall Tuttle 

repeatedly stresses,  

if we take Wagner’s words [in Opera and Drama] seriously, we 

find ourselves in a situation very different from that put forward in 

recent published analyses of his harmony. Specifically, while he is 

often pointed to as an innovator, Wagner’s innovations are too often 

characterised as departures from common practice harmonic 

procedures. Yet the composer’s writings consistently assert a 

conservative approach to tonal practice. … Without “strict 

observance of the house-laws,” key cannot be defined with 

sufficient precision to carry the dramatic meaning it was Wagner’s 

purpose to convey. Wagner’s true harmonic innovations are only 

made possible by his scrupulous conservatism of tonal syntax. … 

Wagner’s harmonic technique is scrupulously conservative, while 

significance and depth of expression in his music arise from 

creation of motives out of deep tonal relationships.’  19

Affekt and Ethos: Wagner’s Baroque Practice, Romantic Mood, and the role of 

the Moment  

Wagner’s debt to Baroque tonal practice is not often acknowledged. As Cosima 

writes in her diary, ‘R. comes to the subject of Bach’s fugues, in most of which there 

is hardly ever a modulation: ‘It is like a cosmic system, which moves according to 

 Borchmeyer, D., Drama and the World of Richard Wagner (trans. Ellis, D., Princeton: Princeton 18

University Press, 2003), 89.

 Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera, 20, 56, 19
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eternal laws, without feeling; the sorrows of the world are indeed reflected in it, but 

not in the same way as in other music.’ Similarly, he says he has used only one strong 

modulation in the Parsifal Prelude.’  Tuttle suggests that this should be read in the 20

following sense:  

keys [in baroque practice] are ordered in what Ratner refers to as a 

“solar” arrangement. As in early eighteenth century fugues, 

concertos and fantasias, a circular arrangement of keys is posited in 

which the central key (the key of the piece) occurs several times 

over the course of a movement and the secondary keys all relate to 

and through the central key. This model differs from the key 

structures of the late eighteenth century classical style which 

polarises the tonic of the piece against its dominant and creates a 

more dramatic structure. Wagner’s description of constant leading 

“across to, and back from, the most diverse keys … in an exact 

affinitative relation to the primary key” correlates more directly to 

the baroque model than the classical model.’  21

Tuttle makes the important point that Wagner’s tonal practice should be viewed more 

as the extension of Baroque practice through his constant suggestion of tonal centres 

that are often not articulated cadentially.  The classical, Beethovenian element is 22

present in the use of quasi sentential structures, as I argued in the previous chapter.  

However, the other element of Baroque practice that Wagner absorbs is the notion of 

a singular Affekt, or mood, permeating sections of the drama. Charles Rosen notes,  

[I]n the earlier eighteenth century, theorists had tried to constrain 

music within a system of rhetoric, to develop an almost emblematic 

code for the representation of sentiment. The effect of this system 

 Cosima Wagner’s Diaries, Vol. II, June, 9, 1878, 90.20

 Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera, 109.21

 This is a major argument of Brian Hyer’s “Tonal Intuitions in Tristan und Isolde”, though I diverge 22

from the Saussurean method used to explain these tonal references.
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on the actual composition of music has no doubt been exaggerated, 

but its diffusion had some effect. Above all, the tendency of a late 

Baroque piece to confine itself to the working out of a single 

texture, or at most to a contrast of two textures, made it easy to 

accept each work as the unified representation of a single 

sentiment, or Affekt. The instrumental music of the later eighteenth 

century, with its more dramatically organised forms, made such a 

conception impossible, and music became the model of an art 

supposedly free of conventional symbolism.  23

It is the Moment form of the dramatic articulation of an ethos that reconnects Wagner 

with the Baroque practice of Bachian Affekt. Affekt is close to what Meyer describes 

as the ethos of a composition. He writes,   

Ethos refers to those aspects of affective experience that remain 

relatively constant over time and that are the basis for the 

characterisation of all or part of a composition. Broadly speaking, 

ethos is delineated both by the disposition of relatively stable 

parameters such as tempo and register, dynamic level and mode, 

and by foreground grammatical/syntactic organization (e.g. kinds 

of intervals, rhythmic figures, harmonies, and chord progressions). 

Particularly when these combine to form a conventional iconic 

gesture – as they do, e.g., at the beginning of Chopin's famous 

funeral march – poignant feelings may be evoked, even though 

process and form have yet to shape emotional responses.  24

There is a distinction between ethos and atmosphere (or Stimmung). The definition of 

ethos is particularly difficult. However, I have in mind as a preliminary definition, 

subject to the discussion below of Brandom's philosophy and its Hegelian affinities, 

 Rosen, C., The Romantic Generation (London: Harper Collins, 1996), 132.23

 Meyer, L., ‘Grammatical Simplicity and Relational Richness: The Trio of Mozart’s G minor 24

Symphony’ in Spheres of Music: A Gathering of Essays (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
2000), 122.
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the ‘emotional' qualities of a musical idea (a motif, a phrase, a harmony; the precise 

definition of musical idea is flexible, tailored to Wagner's subtle leitmotivic practice), 

which can be discussed as properties (whether conventional or more arbitrary) of the 

musical material. This is in line with what Meyer writes above about ethos. The point 

may be clarified through some historical analysis. As Lorenzo Bianconi put it in his 

history of seventeenth century music:  

the fundamental problem [of providing an effective scientific rationale 

for the doctrine of musica pathetica - a rationale which the sixteenth 

century had perceived in terms of analogy and affinity] is less, if 

anything, the doctrine of the affections than the scientific investigation 

(both speculative and empirical) of the precise physical definitions of 

consonances and dissonances, of intervallic relationships and of the 

temperament of the octave. The solutions offered by the Seicento to these 

problems show just how much - in music as elsewhere - the systematic 

and experimental investigation was emancipating itself, in a modern 

sense, from a slavish and aprioristic respect for the ancients. They 

undermine the myths and literary topoi that surround the wordrous and 

mysterious power of music, the ethos implicit in the ancient Greek 

modes, and the harmony of the spheres and its effect on the human 

heart.   25

Thus, the distancing in the seventeenth century from the idea of modes as embodying 

different ethos characteristics led to somewhat of a crisis of musical signification. In 

its place rose the idea of Affektenlehre, where characteristic musical phrases were 

heard to embody certain affective relationships. I suggest that, in a similar fashion, 

Wagner’s musical idiom results in very specific formal situations that crystallise 

relationships between different forms of musical material (leitmotifs), and it is those 

relationships, foregrounded through Momente, that are discerned by the listener and 

that effect an emotional colouring of the dramatic situation that is more precise than 

the idea of a general ‘atmosphere’ or Stimmung to the music, but that can actually be 

 Bianconi, L., Music in the Seventeenth Century (trans. Bryant, D., Cambridge: Cambridge 25

University Press, 1987), 53.
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discussed analytically. This is of course a limited description of what ethos is; this is 

due to the fact that my concept of ethos leans very heavily on the process by which it 

is instantiated, or rather how it achieves its Entäußerung, to use the Hegelian term; it 

also depends on the Hegelian conception of an emotion as a form of self-relation. 

The individual configuration of leitmotivic components, harmonic implications and 

rhythmic structure within the specific Vorspiel give rise to a basic ethos, which, 

though it cannot be fully articulated in words, must be considered to be a ‘basic idea’ 

in Caplin’s sense.  This ethos, which we can describe in dramatic terms (i.e. A 26

minor’s inability to move to A major expresses the ethos of a Siegfried’s desire to 

turn away from Mime and find a more worthy companion) is the basic move in the 

formal process that begins in bar 1 of each Wagnerian act. Attempting to conceive it 

as such in terms of Brandom’s inferential theory, we could couch it therefore in terms 

of Wittgenstein’s ‘state of affairs’. In the Tractatus, Wittgenstein suggests that 

everyday language obscures the ‘logical form’ of the proposition, which models a 

‘state of affairs’ through the ‘picture-theory of the proposition’.  This of course 27

could be construed as a form of Suzanne Langer’s famous concept of the 

‘presentational symbol’, derived from Wittgenstein’s theory and presented in 

Philosophy in a New Key.  As Scruton points out however, this theory falls prey to 28

the ‘resemblance’ fallacy: that music must somehow ‘resemble’ the emotional feeling 

that it incites in the listener.  

 Dahlhaus also clearly recognises the distinction between ethos (character) and pathos, in relation to 26

late eighteenth century aesthetics. ‘In a treatise on the representation of character in music (Über 
Charakterdarstellung in der Musik), published in 1795 in Schiller’s periodical Die Horen, Christian 
Gottfried Körner defined ‘ethos’ as first and foremost rhythm. By ‘rhythm’ he did not mean the 
structure of individual note durations as such but an underlying unit of measure - whether the bar, the 
alternation of systole and diastole, or what Mattheson called the ‘musical foot’ (der Klangfuß): the 
equivalent of the foot in verse metres. He contrasted ‘ethos’ (character) with ‘pathos’ (emotional 
states), and described it as the means whereby the listener’s inner freedom was protected against the 
power of music to overwhelm and enslave the mind. ‘Ethos’ was constant, standing its ground in the 
midst of all the changes of ‘passionate states’. Some decades later Hegel, too, identified metre as the 
fixed and constant element in the ebb and flow of emotions, and, to that extent, the audible symbol of 
the continuity of self-awareness in the discontinuity of whatever in the way of content is passing 
through the conscious mind.’ Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to his Music, 54-55.

 For an explication of this theory see Kenny, A., Wittgenstein (London: Blackwell, 2006), 54-71. 27

 Philosophy in a New Key (Cambridge, Mass., 1942).28
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it might be argued that really emotions have two parts - the 

direction outwards towards the object … and the inner movement 

of feeling, which has a form and structure than can be 

comprehended without reference to its intentionality. It is this form 

or structure that is mirrored, symbolised, or ‘presented’ by 

expressive music, which gives the dynamic movement of our 

feelings, while leaving their intentionality unexplored. I reject that 

view for several reasons. First, it seems to reflect a Cartesian 

conception of the inner life … [rejected by] the Hegelian argument 

that our ‘inner’ life is realised in, and constituted by, its 

Entäußerung in social life [and] the arguments of Brentano, 

Husserl, and their followers for the conclusion that intentionality is 

not an addition to a mental state, but a part of its structure.  29

Brandom’s emphasis on the later Wittgenstein’s ‘language-games’ and the Kantian 

theory of judgment subverts this potential criticism of my theory: the point at which 

the listener has to judge something to be thus-and-so, the F to be leading to the Gb, 

the  metrical  accent  to  be  displaced  etc.,  is  simultaneously  the  revelation  of  the 

intentional  attitude  of  the  gestural  ethos,  which  becomes  a  basic  counter  in  the 

musical space of reasons, from which we can make ‘material inferences’ about that 

particular gesture’s implications (‘material inference’ is discussed below). Thus the 

Moment  is  both  an  emotional  high  point  in  terms  of  Baileyshea/Lorenz’s 

Gefühlsentladung described in the previous chapter, and is the opportunity for the 

sympathetic listener to connect together previous instantiations of a gestural ethos 

(by means of structural parameters, such as pitch, orchestration, rhythm, harmony, 

etc.) and bind them into a narrative of the fulfilment of the ethos through the musical 

structure in a rational process of unification. Thus the ethos functions in a fashion 

similar to that discerned by Robin Holloway in his essay on Parsifal, as a ‘sonorous 

image-cluster’ (though avoiding the problems about ‘image’ which I detailed above, 

and continue below). He writes, 

 The Aesthetics of Music, 166. 29
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Parsifal is the supreme instance of music drama realised by means 

of  a  sonorous  image-cluster:  a  central  complex  of  metaphor 

expresses at once the story, the characters whose story it is and the 

broader subject-matter that lies within character and event; all this 

is caught or borne by the music, everything fusing together into an 

indivisible whole. … The sonorous image-cluster grows from the 

direct though not necessarily simple leitmotivic usage in the Ring. 

… Its  unmissable  recurrences,  carefully  placed  at  hinges  in  the 

story  which  are  also  crucial  in  expression  both  of  subject  and 

psychological theme, project local meaning into large-scale aural 

architecture.  For  each further  reference to the opening calls  and 

includes  those  before,  requiring  the  listener  to  remember  and 

compare, to make intelligible, and therefore to interpret, its ever-

wider implications. … It is not a leitmotif; its use is far too rich and 

pervasive to be named. It is all-comprehending - what the work is 

made of and what it  is about. The sonorous image-cluster is the 

nucleus  that  gives  life  to  the  work’s  expressive  and  musical 

substance.30

It is clear from Holloway’s description of the procedure in Parsifal that it bears a 

strong resemblance to the one that occurs in the Ring. It is my intention that the 

theory of ethos and Moment can be seen as the precursor to the more concentrated 

techniques  in  the  later  music  dramas.  As  Holloway  writes,  it  is  ‘as  if  after  the 

overwhelming abundance and complexity of the last four acts of the Ring, Wagner is 

not so much returning to basics as refining and quintessentialising all his discoveries, 

concentrated in a chalice rather than spilling forth from a cornucopia.’31

Robert Brandom's Making it Explicit: the central claims 

There are two primary difficulties that arise when considering the notion of a neo-

Hegelian analytical account of Wagner’s musical practice in his dramas. We must 

 Holloway, R., ‘Experiencing Music and Imagery in Parsifal’ in Kahn, G., ed., Parsifal: Overture 30

Opera Guides (London: Oneworld Classics, 2011), 31.

 Ibid., 32.31
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consider Hegel’s problematic notion of the ‘end of art’, in which the birth of the 

theoretical idea of the ‘aesthetic’ mitigates against the new production of ‘great’ art.  

It is often remarked, however, that Wagner’s substantial oeuvre can be seen as a 

cunning response to this Hegelian precept. Hence Lacoue-Labarthe:  

[A]ll will to “great art” is in advance marked by inanity because, 

following the Hegelian truth as the truth of the aesthetic itself, the birth 

of the aesthetic signifies the death of art, or, to say it less emphatically 

(but more rigorously), the very fact that there is an aesthetic implies the 

end - the passage or sublation - of art in its absolute destination. … the 

Wagnerian enterprise is perhaps aesthetic or aestheticsing, yet it is 

unique, and it represents, after the Hegelian accomplishment of the 

aesthetic, the final outbreak, coming from the aesthetic, against the 

presupposition of the aesthetic itself, that is to say against the recognition 

and acceptance - more or less clear up to Hegel - of the end of “great 

art”.  … Wagner’s enterprise is in some way the photographic negative of 

the Hegelian accomplishment of the aesthetic.’   32

Wagner’s reassertion of the ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ as a vehicle for knowledge 

(Erkenntnis) and of the priority of the aesthetic over the philosophical thus 

presupposes aspects of the Hegelian philosophy, and so, in line with Lacoue-

Labarthe’s comments, it is important to read Wagner in a Hegelian fashion to see 

precisely how he accomplishes this reversal. However, we cannot look to Hegel 

himself for an analytical methodology, since his speculative account of art does not 

furnish a precise approach, but is more generalised and historical (as in the Lectures 

on Aesthetics). Thus, looking to neo-Hegelian analytic philosophy such as 

Brandom’s can aid us in translating key aspects of the Hegelian dialectic into 

analytic vocabulary. This will become more evident in the discussion of Brandom’s 

work below. 

 Lacoue-Labarthe, P., Musica Ficta: Figures of Wagner, 99-100.32
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Yet, as already suggested, Robert Brandom’s epistemological theory, at the outset, 

does not look particularly promising as an hermeneutical tool for the deciphering of 

the musical and philosophical content of Wagner’s music dramas. Nonetheless, his 

neo-pragmatist epistemology – seeing how claims about the world derive their truth 

value not from clear representative purport, but from the commitments and mutual 

incompatibilities they hold subjects to – is strikingly similar to the process that, 

according to Hegel, forms part of the conceptual content of artworks (for Hegel, 

artworks are a form of infinite spirit’s self-reflection (as are religion and 

philosophy)).  

Not only that, but seeing Brandom’s processual epistemology as the gradual 

revealing of the truth of conceptual claims about the world (differing from such 

relativist pragmatists as Richard Rorty and the ‘classical’ pragmatist William James, 

who suggest that the truth value of statements will eventually be proved through their 

‘usefulness’, a claim that Roger Scruton notes ‘end[s] [up] by defining utility in 

terms of truth’ ) chimes very strongly with Hegel’s claims for the value of art.  As 33

Allen Speight points out:  

Early in the Aesthetics Hegel claims that “art’s vocation is to unveil 

[en thü l l en ] t he t ru th i n the fo rm of sensuous a r t i s t i c 

configuration…” [Aesthetics, I:55.] While Hegel does not say much 

about what is involved in such an unveiling - and Enthüllung is by far a 

less-discussed Hegelian term of art than, for example, Darstellung 

[presentation] - it is clear that artistic transformation in Hegel’s sense 

 Scruton, R., Modern Philosophy: An Introduction and Survey (33
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involves the making explicit of something which is implicit - in art’s 

early phases, a unity which only the artist can reveal to his viewers.   34

Here the question to be asked is, ‘what is thus unveiled [enthüllt] by art?’ My answer 

to this question, which reveals why I consider Brandom to be relevant to music 

analysis, is that Wagner reveals the productive tension between, on the one hand, the 

development of an affective state, what I have termed ethos, through time and, on the 

other hand, the wilful vagaries of dramatic action resulting from dialogue between 

dramatic characters, as well as how such a tension can be reconciled through a 

dramatic trajectory culminating in a Moment. This whole approach is strikingly 

similar to Hegel’s understanding of emotional expression. Pippin writes:  

[for Hegel] [human, rational] creatures do not … just register threatening 

stimuli; they experience what is taken to be a threat, take up the threat “in 

a way,” fearfully, feelingly. Feelings thus in Hegel’s language are also 

 Speight, A., ‘Hegel and Aesthetics: The Practice and “Pastness” of Art’ in Beiser, F. (ed.), The 34

Cambridge Companion to Hegel and Nineteenth Century Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2008), 387. Speight also recommends that we ‘see also Hegel’s remark that it’s as 
Absolute Spirit that we see an “unveiling of what the world of appearance is in its true 
nature.” (Aesthetics, I:93; Vorlesungen, XIII: 130).’ Ibid., 388. 

Drawing our attention to Hegel’s notion of unveiling, rather than the articulate presentation of content, 
could help us to defuse the common attack on Wagner and Hegel, that they attempted to stamp the 
world with the trace of their own processual mode of articulation of subjectivity. Thus Lacoue-
Labarthe would have it that  

‘the work of art, as Wagner understands and propounds it, represents a double challenge: first to 
“literature” itself, the concept of which, in the process of sedimentation, already implies that it is 
essentially a story, or narrative fiction, and that it is consequently completed in the modern age in the 
genre beyond all genres, the novel. … But it also presents a challenge to poetry, more narrowly 
defined, which it puts in competition with music, reversing, following Schopenhauer’s rather simple 
logic, the (logocentrist) metaphysical hierarchy of the arts, as it is established in Hegel’s Aesthetics, 
for example. And we know that this reversal also bears the stamp of dialectical operatively itself, as 
will be the case again in The Birth of Tragedy: which is already beginning to be translated as “the total 
work of art,” the Gesamtkunstwerk … posits itself as the very end of art in the form of the unification 
and synthesis … of all the individual arts. … This is the reason why this synthesis is given the right, in 
its modern translation, to be made into the musical sublation of all the arts, and above all the 
signifying art par excellence, the one that the whole tradition, or nearly, has described envying 
because it is granted as having the greatest power of exposition or presentation, the Darstellung.’ 
Lacoue-Labarthe, P., Musica Ficta: Figures of Wagner (McCarren, F., trans., California: Stanford 
University Press, 1994), 8.  

Lacoue-Labarthe goes on to say that music, and Wagner’s music in particular, functions as a kind of 
heraldry; ‘Music is thus only language, it signifies inasmuch as it has the power to “emblazon” or 
emblematic. I would rather say: to type, in the sense where this work, in Greek, designates the imprint, 
the mark impressed by a seal, the striking. German translates it as “prägen” (“Prägung”) and we know 
that this term, in the tradition of speculative idealism, serves to designate the mode of appearance and 
production of the figure, the Gestalt.’ ibid., 38-9.
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said to be “modes of negativity” - or non-identity, where this means a 

mode of self-relation within an experience, not merely (although 

certainly also) just being in (being identical with) a state [emphasis 

mine]. It is thus not, say, the subjective character of such an experience - 

what it is like to be in terror - that makes it simply inappropriate to treat it 

as a manifestation of nature, say as a brain state. It would be wrongly 

analysed from the start as a “state one is in”; that would be an 

inappropriate category. Such a state already reflects a kind of 

achievement in a comportment towards the world that would be 

neglected if treated as a natural manifestation or causal result or 

psychological state. Such a reaction must already involve a way of taking 

up the world and so presupposes a way of understanding the world, with 

several presuppositions and so already a distinct mode of orientation and 

direction. Soul is said by Hegel to be what it is in its “sublation” of 

(cancelling the independence of while yet preserving) nature, not in 

being other than nature. The identity of an en-souled or living being as 

such a being always involves its “return to itself out of nature,” a highly 

metaphorical but clearly non-dualist and non-substance account of soul 

and eventually spirit. It is achievement of the sublating relation to nature 

that constitutes spirit; natural beings which by virtue of their natural 

capacities can achieve it are spiritual; having achieved it and maintaining 

it is being spiritual; those which cannot are not. Moreover, Hegel is not 

treating such self-regarding states as beliefs or intentions which then can 

be said to cause actions or other states [emphasis mine]. Spirit is said to 

be such ways of construing oneself and accomplishing such 

“overcomings,” and he recommends that such modes are to be 

understood as essentially “self-manifestations,” not causes of anything 

else: ‘The self-revelation [Sichselbstoffenbaren] is therefore itself the 

content of spirit, and not in some way merely a form in which spirit 

derives its content from without. Consequently, spirit reveals in its 

revelation not a content different from a form, but the form in which its 

entire content is expressed; i.e. its self-revelation. (PSS, I:54-55)’ Or, 

more succinctly and remarkably in the Addition to §385, “spirit is 
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essentially only what it knows of itself” (PSS, I:68-69). These 

formulations about what makes the human human, that “self-revelation 

[Sichselbstoffenbaren] is therefore itself the content of spirit” and “spirit 

is essentially only what it knows of itself” have a number of implications. 

As noted, this spiritual peculiarity can be said to have degrees of 

realisation. Something like the degree of “distance” attained, the range of 

responsiveness in such taking up of possible attitudes, or the range not 

simply set by the initial natural condition, represents the basis for the 

gradualist or developmental (or most broadly conceived, “second 

nature”) account presented by Hegel.  35

Pippin here presents exactly how a neo-Hegelian account of Wagner’s musical 

processes can be conceived and how Brandom’s work slots into this conception. As I 

suggest, Wagner’s ethos gestures are not merely atmospheric, a backdrop on which 

the drama is played out, but rather, through their actualisation, they depend upon 

their inter-relationship with musical processes that are termed sentential, and which 

are more active in character, delineating dramatic events. However, instead of ethos 

gestures reflecting an intentionality which then causes dramatic events in a kind of 

actio in distans, which sins against all the constraints Kant places on teleology in The 

Critique of Judgement, the particular teleology that animates Wagner’s ethos gestures 

is one of the progressive revelation of the ‘self-manifestation of spirit’, which in 

itself contains sublated Nature (in less vaulted Hegelian language, the ‘natural’ 

physiological effects attendant upon expression of emotion and described in various 

ways by music theorists, for instance by Leonard Meyer in Emotion and Meaning in 

Music). Thus, Brandom’s epistemology is aptly placed to show how features of an 

ethos gesture, which can be described analytically – by using affective vocabulary 

implying a form of intentionality without suggesting that it somehow embodies the 

essence of a particular affect – are carried through a musical section to its realisation 

or revelation.  

 Pippin, R., Hegel's Practical Philosophy: Rational Agency as Ethical Life, 53-4.35
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Pippin shows how his conception of Hegel’s progressive revelation of the normative 

structure of judgment is both neo-Aristotelian, through ‘spirit as energeia, the being-

at-work or the distinct actuality of the living, human body,’  and ‘left-Hegelian’ 36

through the stress on ‘agency itself ... as a kind of historical and social achievement.’ 

Indeed, Pippin comments that:  

[Hegel] is in effect treating spirit itself as a kind of norm; a collective 

institution whereby we (remaining the natural organisms we 

ontologically are) hold each other to a responsiveness to and directedness 

by reason, and thereby realise spirit as freedom. What is crucial to him is 

the form of this comportment, not the nature of the beings who bear it. 

And he clearly is not treating such a form of life as the natural realisation 

of a slumbering potential, long frustrated by the irrationality and 

contingency of existence. The vocabulary is everywhere about positing, 

producing and making; is everywhere Fichtean, not Schellingean nor, on 

this issue at least, very Aristotelian.   37

This is where I suggest that Wagner, in playing Hegel against himself by creating a 

self-consciously mythological artwork that transcends myth (Der Ring des 

Nibelungen) and thereby reasserting aesthetic experience over and against 

philosophy as a form of ‘truth disclosure’, confronts the Hegelian notion of 

Enthüllung and allies it to a view of human nature that perhaps is ultimately less left-

Hegelian. That is to say, Wagner’s sentential processes, which musically dramatise 

the clash between the free dramatic agents of his works, interact with the principle of 

the gradual revelation of an ethos that reveals something about Wagner’s view of 

human nature, through the ‘self-manifestation' of an ethos that ‘reveals’ an 

intentional affect.  

This also clarifies the status of this form of music analysis vis-à-vis the works 

themselves. All we can do as analysts is attempt to ‘frame’ this kind of ethos 

 Ibid., 58.36

 Ibid., 6237
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analytically; we cannot make any strong truth claims as to its content, except by 

analogy. However, analytic methods can be more or less successful at pointing out 

relationships that obtain between musical events in Wagner's scores and their 

counterparts in the drama, and the more general significance of such relationships to 

the particular Weltanschauung that Wagner offers. I hope that my account will stand 

or fall by its ability to reveal these relations, rather than explain them away (since, if 

it could, it would signal the overcoming of art with the articulateness of philosophy: 

the Hegelian presupposition that Wagner clearly rejects).  

Thus, my use of Brandom aims to fulfil a specific purpose: it gives us the conceptual 

apparatus to make the claim that Wagner’s sentential structures are the carriers of the 

ethos, but do not determine them, and it supports my basic claim that this process is 

basically intentional (in Scruton’s terminology, entering into the ‘dance of 

sympathy’), but that such intentionality cannot be fully parcelled out into analytical 

terminology. Rather, what we can analyse is the ways in which the realisation of a 

self-manifestation of an ethos affects the musical structures, which culminate in 

dramatic Momente. 

Making it Explicit (henceforth MIE), a work dedicated to epistemology, makes little 

reference to aesthetics. However, several key epistemological ideas from MIE are of 

utmost relevance in undercutting common conceptualisations of Wagner's musical 

structure and developing an alternative narrative. Brandom's avowed intention is to 

build upon Wilfrid Sellars’s essay Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind, which 

argued that to be a rational person meant to be in the 'game of giving and asking for 

reasons', and to systematise this assertion by showing how various aspects of 

language serve to create a reciprocal discursive structure that allows us qua rational 

beings to keep tabs upon our own and our interlocutor's propositions and the 

inferences that are and are not appropriate from them.  

The main concepts involved in Brandom's approach are  

 1. the 'material inferential' aspect of discursive commitments,  

 2. the anaphoric structure of subsentential singular terms and predicates,  
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 3. the I-Thou relation (the essential building block of social relationships), 

 4. the idea of  ‘tactile Fregeanism’, 

 5. and the discovery by Kant of the essentially normative status of personhood, 

with the concomitant emphasis on 'judgment' as the basic building block of 

discursive articulation. 

Brandom claims that, for Kant, what it means to be a person is not to be in the 

possession of a certain collection of mental objects (the Cartesian paradigm), but to 

be bound by and acknowledge reasons in the form of rules of inference, and to reject 

incompatible individual inferences by synthesising them into an (apperceptive) unity. 

For Brandom, the rational person just is this locus in conceptual space where 

incompatible commitments are rejected and compatible ones are synthesised. The 

Hegelian aspect of his theory lies in viewing this process both as a reciprocal one 

between two participants (‘I and Thou’), the sense in which this is a dynamic 

process, and the extent to which the inferences involved are not formal, but material 

(i.e., pertaining to the spatio-temporal reality we all share). 

The notion that discursive practice is an intimate reciprocal relationship between two 

subjects on a conceptual plane is suggestive of the relationship enacted between 

musical object and listening subject. The notion that this relationship is a dynamic 

process has led to many attempts in analysis to go beyond formal categorisation and 

show the extent to which the listener is implicated in recouping the structure of a 

piece of music on a moment to moment basis. David Lewin's “anti-Cartesian” 

Generalized Musical Intervals and their Transformations, where the Cartesian 

geometrical implications of standardised models of distance between various discrete 

musical components, such as notes in a scale, or chords, are broken down in favour 

of a mode of thought that emphasises the transformations made intuitively by the 

listener at every stage of the musical process, highlighted the extent to which we are 
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always already involved in the act of music-making on an analytic level, in a way 

that is counter to the Cartesian view of 'analyst as all-hearing God’.  38

Lewin’s model however, though insightful, reinscribes the tension between the pure 

listening subject (the res cogitans in Descartes’s terms) and the musical reality (res 

extensa) on a higher level, tacitly assuming the priority of mathematics in an account 

of the way the listening subject grapples intuitively with the systematic nature of 

musical material, through the reverse engineering of his analysis. The listening 

subject is still, for Lewin, a Leibnizian mathematising one, rather than a conceptual, 

dialectical one. The fundamental difference between an account of musical meaning 

based on Lewin's mathematical model and one that based on a logical discursive 

model, is that the logical account can show how discrete components on the surface 

 The Cartesian view of analysis that Lewin criticises is one that prioritises visual 38

relationships in the score as opposed to audible relationships among sounds heard 
intentionally as music (commenting on his famous fig. 0.1., Lewin writes, ‘instead of 
regarding the i-arrow on fig. 0.1.as a measurement of extension between points s and t 
observed passively “out there” in a Cartesian res extensa, one can regard the situation 
actively, like a singer, player, or composer, thinking: “I am at s; what characteristic 
transformation do I perform in order to arrive at t?”’, GMIT, xxxi) . In this sense we can 
already relate this process to Wagner's quasi-Schopenhauerian aesthetics which, in my 
reading, mask a more fundamental Hegelian process. Dietrich Borchmeyer writes, ‘[in 
Tristan] Night, death, and music become a symbolical unity, the forms of the inner and outer 
worlds grow blurred, what was visible turns to sound, while the audible takes on visual form. 
In his Beethoven essay Wagner set out to interpret this phenomenon on the basis of 
Schopenhauerian metaphysics. The outer world, he argued, could not be distinguished from 
the inner world as being something which communicated itself to our sense of hearing (‘I 
myself am the world’). The individual's deluded belief that he is distinct from the ‘essence of 
things outside him’ fades away when he hears the world.’ Borchmeyer, D., Richard Wagner: 
Theory and Theatre, 355-6.  

It is fundamental to my argument that Wagner's inconsistencies in attempting to graft his 
Schopenhauerian worldview onto his theory of music results in a theory that is more 
amenable to Hegelian interpretation. Contrary to Wagner's emphasis on the ‘acousmatic’ 
world of sounds and its purported power of reconciliation between subject and object, Roger 
Scruton emphasises that it is the perception of music qua intentional gesture that unites the 
inside and the outside, the res extensa and the res cogitans, not the mere world of sounds, 
which actually encourages the division. He writes,  

 ‘sounds do not cut each other off from the ear, as visible objects cut each other off from the 
eye....this absence of opacity in the sound world means that, if no sound is too loud, I may be able 
to hear all the contents of that world (all that are audible here, that is) simultaneously. The world of 
sound may lie open before me, with none of its contents outside my awareness. The paradigm case 
of this is music, in which the sound world can be surveyed in its entirety, with its regions clearly 
defined: in music we obtain a God's-ear view of things [my emphasis]...However, we are not part 
of the world of sound, as we are part of the visual world. I see things before me, spatially related to 
me. But I do not stand in the world of sound as I stand in the world of sight. Nor is this surprising, 
given that the world of sound contains events and processes only, and no persons or other 
substances...The sound world is inherently other [my emphasis], and other in an interesting way: it 
is not just that we do not belong to in it: it is that we could not belong in it: it is metaphysically 
apart from us [my emphasis].’ Scruton, Aesthetics of Music, 13.
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can be related functionally, not transformationally, and that, even though a grasp of 

fundamental mathematical relationships may well be a part of the intuitive evaluation 

of the diatonic system, the interrelationship between larger musical segments is a 

function of our logical capacity as reason-givers.  39

The difficulty for music theory (exacerbated through the development of Neo-

Riemannian theory, charted in chapter two, which partly derives from GMIT) is how 

to develop a robust theory that can allow us to account for our perception of the 

development of a musical idea in time, its particular affective components and their 

own realisation, not falsifying the musical experience as lived (the 

‘phenomenological’ component) but simultaneously allowing room for objective 

discussion of the ‘tendencies of the material’.  Brandom's Hegelian project, showing 40

the process of crystallisation of the representation of the external world within 

discourse through inferential semantics embodied in the individual subject through 

 As Stanley Rosen writes, ‘[f]rom a Hegelian standpoint, the great significance of Descartes is not 39

only that he introduces the prospect of a mathesis universalis by which to transform opinion into 
knowledge, but that he also founds the science of subjectivity in his discovery of the ego [res] 
cogitans, the punctum inconcussum (the unmovable point or foundation) of metaphysics. Certitude is 
not merely mathematical in the usual sense of that term; it applies first and foremost to self-
consciousness. The course of modern philosophy from Descartes to Hegel is that of the steady 
overcoming of the separation of the two modes of certitude, mathematical and subjective. What one 
could call Descartes's formal Platonism, most obvious in his doctrine of the intellectual intuition of 
pure mathematical forms by the lumen naturale or natural light of the intellect, must be overcome by 
an assimilation of mathematical or ontological forms into the cognitive activity of the ego cogitans. 
Intellectual intuition must be replaced by dialectic, and this in turn requires completion by 
speculation’ Rosen, S., The Idea of Hegel's Science of Logic (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2014), 77, emphasis added.

 ‘[The] distinction between essence and accident involves a metaphor. Although Husserl imagined 40

that we could find the 'essences' of things in the intentional realm, it is now apparent that, if there is 
any useful distinction to be made between essence and accident, it is in the material realm alone 
[emphasis mine]. At the intentional level essence is no more than an impression of essence. Yet this 
factitious distinction between 'essence' and 'accident' informs our entire experience of music.’ Scruton, 
The Aesthetics of Music, 453. 
  
I suggest that through my approach we can attempt to discern the ongoing ‘essence’ of a musical 
gesture, conceived as a musical intentional object, and that analysis can show how this object affects 
what follows musically. Analysis must only be conducted as a counterpart to criticism; the difficulty is 
thus that of dealing with two different forms of musical particulars, firstly as intentional objects in the 
act of listening, and also as material objects which have an essence beyond that which is heard, in the 
retrospective procedure of music analysis. As Scruton writes, ‘in classical variation form we are often 
given little more than a series of extended diminutions (as, for example, in Handel's “Harmonious 
Blacksmith”); and our pleasure in listening depends on our sense of the unchanging essence which is 
embellished in the variations. But this distinction – between essence and accident – lies on the surface, 
in the intentional realm of tones. Hearing structure is part of the phenomenology of musical 
perception, rather than a matter of inference or analysis.’ ibid., 313. In constructing a theory of 
analysis we must incorporate the distinction between essence and appearance into a theory which can 
amend our intentional understanding by showing how a musical state of affairs can persist in time, i.e. 
have some form of essence apart from the musical surface, but does not dictate the surface from 
deeper and ‘more real’ events.
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the recognition of material incompatibility and the determinate negation 

characteristic of an apperceptive subject, is a conceptual bridge between the 

formalised analytic machinery of Neo-Riemannian and transformational theory and 

Caplin and Schmalfeldt’s theories of formal articulation. The point is clarified 

historically by Hegel's emendation of the representationalism of Descartes: in 

Lewin's case, an anti-Cartesianism motivates a theoretical machinery with a 

bewildering and alienating confrontation of the pure subject with abstractions based 

on mathematics; Hegel, following Kant's tentative rejection of the ‘way of ideas’, 

was to reject the Cartesian model of perception in favour of one in which changes in 

the object matched corresponding ones in the subject, rather than collapsing into a 

mathematised irrationalism. In this way, as Robert Pippin and John McDowell both 

note, Hegel sought to preserve the ontological reality of the everyday objects of 

experience in his theory yet discern their idealistic underpinning.  I now explore the 41

four central themes of Brandom’s magnum opus, to delineate these strands that bind 

these approaches together. 

i) Material Inference 

Material inference, as opposed to formal inference, allows us to connect music 

analysis more intimately with the phenomenological gestural surface, rather than 

viewing analysis as an exercise in the recognition of formal patterns or the discovery 

of exfoliation of musical surface material according to strict set compositional rules, 

yet still as a discipline which requires a no less active capacity for judgement.  For 42

Brandom, human beings are normative creatures, and, by situating ourselves in a 

Sellarsian ‘space of reasons’, we are committed to an ‘inferential’ semantics, 

whereby a statement has a meaning when it has enough conceptual content to allow 

the human subject to make material inferences between the concepts. 

 McDowell, Mind and World, 44, Pippin, R., Hegel's Idealism, 91. Hegel himself is relatively clear 41

on this point; see PhG, 140-1.

 See, for instance, Taruskin's assertion, in the context of a discussion of Rose Subotnik's 42

‘deconstructive’ essay on Chopin's Prelude in A minor, that ‘such an analysis [which shows an ‘ex 
post facto, empirical explanation of what actually (or historically) happened’] will not provide what 
tonal analysis, when truly pertinent, ought to provide – namely an account of “the necessary 
realization of a logical premise.”' Taruskin, R., The Oxford History of Western Music: Music in the 
Nineteenth Century, 354, emphasis mine.
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[I]t is essential to [the] inferential approach to concepts that the 

inferences in question are what Sellars calls material inferences. 

This is to say that their correctness involves the particular contents 

of the concepts invoked by their premises and conclusions; it is not 

underwritten purely by the form of those premises and conclusions. 

A paradigm is the inference from “A is to the East of B” to “B is to 

the West of A,” whose correctness expresses part of the content of 

the concepts East and West.  43

In the language game of giving and asking for reasons, relations of material, not 

formal, incompatibility and consequence determine inferential moves. These moves 

can be codified using purely formal language, but should be seen as strictly 

antecedent to such formal reasoning.  This should not be taken to represent 44

materialism: it is an attempt to give concepts concrete meaning, without falling prey 

to a naïve empiricist account of conceptual uptake (where concepts are 

unproblematically read off from experiential ‘givens’). To what extent Brandom has 

succeeded in this endeavour has been questioned by other philosophers, such as 

Timothy Williamson (see below), and it is unclear how the idea that the 'correctness 

of contents' of the concepts such as  ‘East’ and ‘West’ does not presuppose an tacit 

awareness of how to apply these concepts to the empirical world that could have only 

been derived from experience itself (this forms the basis of Pippin's and Robert 

 Brandom, R., Making it Explicit: Reasoning, Representing and Discursive Commitment (Harvard: 43

Harvard University Press, 1994), 618.

 In the same spirit, Roger Scruton has stressed the fact that compositional ‘rules’ (such as those 44

governing sixteenth century counterpoint) are often only apparently rules; more often they are 
generalisations from the history of style, allowing for inferences that are ‘material’, rather than 
‘formal’, in Brandom's sense. In response to Lerdahl and Jackendoff's ‘generative theory’ of tonal 
music, he writes, ‘however nearly such a theory may coincide with our ‘syntactical’ intuitions, we 
should hesitate to call it a theory of musical syntax. First, the rules do not determine any musical 
surface uniquely, nor could they. This is because preference rules, unlike rules of well-formedness, 
can conflict. You could imagine rules for resolving conflicts, but those rules too would have to be 
preference rules, equally liable to be ensnared in conflict. Indeed, one may wonder whether preference 
rules are really rules at all, or what function they could perform in the explanation of musical 
structure...It is impossible to think of these as rules which one might obey: the listener acts in 
accordance with these rules, but not from them, to borrow Kant's distinction.’ The Aesthetics of Music, 
192. In addition, Dahlhaus has stressed that the word ‘process’ ‘implies on the one hand the idea of a 
‘source subject’, which generates the musical development, and on the other hand that of a ‘goal-
directed lawfulness’, which underlies the course the development takes (we could also speak of 
‘lawfulness without laws’, to borrow a Kantian paradox).’ Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to his 
Music, 164.
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Wallace's objections to Brandom's theories, and of their more substantively Hegelian 

response). Yet material inference has a useful application in mapping how we can 

think of Wagner's musical particulars and their development.  

Wagner developed new ways of treating musical material, fundamentally 

Beethovenian in nature, that are rigorous and coherent in terms of the teasing out of 

musical implications, yet are symptomatic of a manner of musical working-out that 

is explicitly bound up with dramatic concerns and therefore recondite to 

formalisation through purely mathematical means or through purely ‘formalist’ 

analysis. The difficulty in question is therefore the eliding of the difference between, 

in Scruton’s terminology, a cumulative and generative hierarchy.  The difficulty 45

faced by music analysis, especially of Wagner, is to try to discuss our profound 

experience of musical events giving rise to others in a generative manner, without 

relying on ‘rules’ that overly formalise such intuition, and assign a generative 

importance to musical events that are considered to be in the ‘background’, in some 

ontologically vague way. Brandom's Hegelian account of material inference helps 

thereby to make a distinction between latent and implicit structure, which could 

make the difference between a theory which enhances our intentional understanding 

of the surface and one that voids it.  46

 ‘[I]n the case of cumulative hierarchies, the higher levels are perceived only as a consequence of 45

the lower levels, and have no generative function. The existence of such hierarchies does not account 
for musical understanding, which is exhibited at the lowest level of organization – the level which the 
theory is forced to treat as a ‘given’.’ Scruton, The Aesthetics of Music, 312, my emphasis.

 My approach, therefore, is bound up with the re-evaluating of the ‘work concept’ as it applies to 46

Wagner's music dramas and the musical processes contained within. See Daverio, J., Nineteenth 
Century Music and the German Romantic Ideology (New York: Schirmer, 1993), for an interpretation 
of Wagner’s poetics with relation to Friedrich Schlegel’s Weltpoesie. In relation to the replacement of 
an aesthetics of rules to one of judgment, Dahlhaus writes ‘As an aesthetic authority the concept of the 
rule has been replaced [in contemporary music, but Dahlhaus is suggesting a parallel with Romantic 
thinking] by that of logicality, a concept which includes the idea that every aesthetic element must 
have a compositional-technical correlative. To demonstrate the logicality of a form is the aim of a 
method which conceives of itself as immanent criticism, though the demands of immanence cannot, 
strictly, be met: the relinquishing of general concepts to which they lead would force the critic to 
silence. Of course all that is meant is that it is possible, without appealing to preconceived norms, to 
distinguish in aesthetic and compositional-technical terms between what is right and what is wrong. 
But the attempt, if it is not to be wholly futile, must necessarily assume that a piece of music forms a 
self-contained whole, the parts of which relate meaningfully to each other and to the overall form. 
What cannot be tested against a rule is only accessible to a well-founded judgment if it can be defined 
as a function in a context. The concept of logicality is the correlative to that of the self-contained 
work, the central category of the Romantic theory of art.’ Dahlhaus, C., Schoenberg and the New 
Music, 217.
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Historically, understanding the structure of a musical work through underlying 

motivic unity and thematic economy is related to the privileged idea of artistic 

autonomy, developed in the wake of the Enlightenment and the Romantic response, 

and the attendant notion of the organic structure of a work of art. Rather than dismiss 

this as pernicious ‘ideology’,  it is important to understand its significance here as a 47

metaphor for an essentially Hegelian process. Hegel adapted Spinoza's rationalist 

proposition that ‘the order and connection of ideas is the same as the order and 

connection of things’  to his post-Kantian metaphysics; he argued that the processes 48

that precipitate out the world of objective things from our social interactions are 

simultaneously the same processes that drive the individual's development towards 

greater understanding and recognition of the implications of his or her own mental 

contents and his or her grasp of the normative constraints operative on their 

discursive commitments. Brandom claims that this proposition is reinterpreted by 

Hegel in the wake of Kant's strictures on rationalism by the recognition of the 

ultimate symmetry of normative obligation between particular and universal, which 

achieves a dramatised status in the ‘dialectic’, where particular is mediated by 

universal and vice versa. 

According to Hegel’s symmetric normative construal of the 

relations of authority and responsibility between universals and 

particulars, the application of one concept (universal) obliges one 

to apply others to that particular...and precludes one from being 

entitled to apply others to that particular...This is the authority of 

universals over particulars, the responsibility of particulars to 

universals.  (Kant understood this as a semantic matter.) There is a 

corresponding relation of authority of particulars over universals. 

For it can happen that one applies a concept (universal) to a 

 As Dahlhaus puts it, ‘the idea that musical form is a process is so firmly established in the theory of 47

music, and in musical perception, that it calls for a certain effort to recognise that it is not a matter of 
an ‘evident’ state of things - that is, one that demonstrates what it is by reference only to itself - but of 
the interpretation of a state of things, and an interpretation, moreover, that cannot be accepted as a 
matter of course. … The concept of ‘process’ is associated in the theory of music with the ‘organic’ 
model, one of the characteristic models of nineteenth century ways of thinking. … what is questioned 
is … merely the exclusive application of the model adopted by Adolf Bernhard Marx from Goethe’s 
morphology.’ Ludwig van Beethoven, 163-4.

 Spinoza, B., Ethics (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), 35.48
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particular and the particular does not cooperate in also exhibiting 

the universals that are its consequence, or in also exhibiting 

universals that are incompatible with the original one.  This Hegel 

construes as the particular exercising authority over the universal: 

telling it, as it were, that it cannot have the consequence-and-

incompatibility relations that it originally came with, that is, that a 

different universal is required. (Kant understood this as an 

epistemic matter.)  For Hegel, none of these reciprocal relations of 

authority and responsibility between universals and particulars 

should be understood as purely semantic nor as purely epistemic.  

The clean division of semantic and epistemic labor is an artefact of 

semantically naïve two-stage accounts. Our judgments shape our 

concepts no less than our concepts shape our judgments.  49

Hegel's insistence on the dialectical mediation between universal and particular, the 

ultimately symmetrical relationship of commitment and entitlement between subject 

and object, and the fundamental importance the notion of ‘judgement’ has several 

important things to tell us about the philosophical underpinning of my analytical 

project. It shows how Kant's fundamental insight from The Critique of Judgement 

that aesthetic judgements, if they are indeed to be judgements at all, must be 

inherently universalising, assumes an importance not hitherto seen in philosophy and 

in aesthetics – that the practice of aesthetic judgment is now to be seen as 

fundamental to the development of a person, their ability to function epistemically. 

This goes hand in hand with the idea that aesthetic judgement is not a arbitrary 

exercise in distinguishing between pleasurable and painful percepts; it is inherently 

contentful.  This suggests further that the practice of aesthetic judgment, i.e. 50

 Brandom, R., “Reason, Genealogy, and the Hermeneutics of Magnanimity”, 'UC Berkeley 49

Graduate Council Lectures: Howison Lecture (6/2013), text available http://www.pitt.edu/~brandom/
currentwork.html, emphasis mine.

 ‘In describing a piece as moving, I do not mean that I am moved by it, nor that the majority are 50

moved by it, nor even that the normal person is moved by it. All such suggestions miss the point of 
affective language, which is not to describe a response but to recommend it [my emphasis]. In 
describing a work as moving, we are suggesting that the listener should be moved by it: not to be 
moved is to fail to respond as the work demands. And the judgment can be made sincerely only by the 
person who has himself been moved. Affective language is normative – proposing a 'standard of taste', 
an ideal of discrimination.’ Scruton, The Aesthetics of Music, 371.

http://www.pitt.edu/~brandom/currentwork.html
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criticism, should be the goal for analysis. More importantly however, it shows how 

the question of musical form in this period in German aesthetics became so 

contentious; the reciprocal interdependence of particular and universal mirrors the 

relationship of individual work of art to its genre, and the individual details within 

the music to formal conventions. With the burgeoning Romantic emphasis on the 

individual work of art as the bearer of a unique reconciliation between universal and 

particular, the problem emerged of how to conceptualise this individualised utterance 

in a way that respected older aesthetic conventions of viewing the arrangement of 

thematic material in music in terms derived from rhetoric, yet also that showed how 

they were productively developed and synthesised in an individual fashion.  The 51

tension between an older rhetorical discourse of musical form and the emergent 

paradigm of unity of individual subjective expression can be found in the work of 

German music theorists of the eighteenth century.  52

This led to the fundamental tenet of aesthetics that we relate to artworks as we relate 

to persons – asking for reasons of them, and feeling in sympathy with them. It is to 

this T.S. Eliot was referring when he wrote 'you are the music/while the music lasts.' 

But 'persons' or subjects are just as much construed in organic, developmental terms 

by the German Idealists as the organic objects upon which they supervene. It is the 

progressive, processual reintegration of rational commitments into the unity 

characteristic of the transcendental subject of apperception that leads Hegel to view 

the rhythm of this process in organic terms. Brandom summarises,  

Judging that p is committing oneself to integrating p with what one is 

already committed to, synthesizing a new constellation exhibiting that 

 As Dahlhaus puts it, ‘Since the dialectics of subject and object is, in terms of the history of ideas, a 51

discovery of the period around 1800, it is not surprising that the subject that is forever active in 
musical formal process (and not merely temporarily during the genesis of the piece) does not seem to 
have found itself until Beethoven.’ Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to his Music, 42.

 See Baker, N., and Christensen, T., Aesthetics and the Art of Musical Composition in the German 52

Enlightenment (Cambridge University Press, 1995). Christensen writes in the Introduction that 
'Sulzer's accent upon the cultivation of individual morality is symptomatic of the general character of 
the German Enlightenment – the Aufklärung.' 9. Lewis Lockwood concurs with Dahlhaus in the 
suggestion that Beethoven lived directly through this transformation, and contributed to it. ‘the larger 
progression of thought that leads from the aesthetic of gratification to that of involvement took place 
precisely during the years of Beethoven’s early maturity. It was an intellectual change that he 
understood and in which he felt himself to be a protagonist.’ Lockwood, L., Beethoven: The Music 
and the Life, 173. 
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rational unity characteristic of apperception. From Hegel’s point of 

view, that extrusion or expulsion of incompatible commitments and 

extraction of and expansion according to consequential commitments 

is the inhalation and exhalation, the breathing rhythm by which a 

rational subject lives and develops.  53

Organicism, when understood in these terms, is an attempt to historicise or render 

temporal the Kantian transcendental unity of apperception by showing how this 

apperception maintains itself in being through time through the rational integration 

of its commitments.  54

The move away from a representational model of reality characteristic of Cartesian 

thought to one focused, in Kant, on the coherence between representings ('the 

vertical relations between thoughts and things depend crucially on the horizontal 

relations between thoughts and thoughts' ) matches the clash between the new 55

processes being enacted within the formally dynamic music of Haydn, Mozart, and 

especially Beethoven, and the struggle of aesthetic reflection to conceptualise this.  

The relativising move in aesthetic criticism, which claims that aesthetic experience is 

'merely'  subjective, is often coupled with an I-We understanding of the relationship 

of the individual to the community, evident in the common statement, 'well, I like it, 

but that's just my opinion' (as opposed to everyone else's). But what is a non-trivial 

 Brandom, R., “Conceptual Realism and the Semantic Possibility of Knowledge" in Knowing and 53

Representing: Reading (between the lines of) Hegel's Introduction - The 2011 Munich Hegel Lectures, 
text available online at: http://www.pitt.edu/~brandom/currentwork.html#munich, my emphasis.

 It may be suggested that viewing the artwork as an embodiment of this process of rational 54

integration of commitments that Brandom suggests lies behind Hegel's temporising of the Kantian 
transcendental subject is a romantic excess, a vision of the artwork as a transcendental expression of 
the transcendental subject, thus overstepping the more modest claims that I am making, about the 
revelation of an ethos. However, as should be clear from the idea of ‘material' inference and Hegel's 
own rejection of the transcendental subject, this developmental logic is different for each rational 
subject, and thus, in considering this process reflected in a work of art, does not tap into a quasi-
mystical communing with the Weltgeist. It is rather the idea that in grasping the implications of a 
particular musical event, the listener is entering into the 'dance of sympathy' with that gesture, thus 
grasping its peculiar intentionality and working out on that basis the possible material inferences that 
may follow, as in two people engaging in a speech situation and holding each other to account for 
commitments and mutual incompatibilities they incur, and the way they track this through time.

 Brandom, R., Tales of the Mighty Dead: Historical Essays in the Metaphysics of Intentionality 55

(Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2002), 26.

http://www.pitt.edu/~brandom/currentwork.html%23munich
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understanding of objectivity in this conception?  Implicit norms governed by the 

community. In judging aesthetically we need to find a way to recognise shared, 

communal conventions, without this undermining the universalising tendency of 

aesthetic judgment.  56

ii) The I-Thou relation 

The I-Thou relation refers to the way in which, in Brandom's terminology, the 

discursive 'representation' of an outside reality precipitates out of a dialogic 

relationship between two subjects, each of whom keeps two sets of ‘score-keeping 

books’, one on the normative statuses and inferential commitments that they attribute 

to the other, and the other of the normative statuses and inferental commitments they 

attribute to themselves, generating the specific commitments and entitlements that 

they both hold in the eyes of each other, and thereby their relationship to the outside 

world through a process of triangulation.  Brandom defines this social stance 57

precisely in the context of the regress-of-rules dilemma discussed above with relation 

to the ‘rules’ of counterpoint, characteristic of the Enlightenment conception of 

reason: 

This tendency to talk of the community as somehow having 

attitudes and producing performances of the sort more properly 

associated with individuals is neither accidental nor harmless. This 

façon de parler is of the essence of the communal assessment 

approach. It is a manifestation of the orienting mistake … of 

treating I-we relations rather than I-thou relations as the 

fundamental social structure. Assessing, endorsing, and so on are 

 ‘Consider the view that everything cultural is also a ‘construct’: what does this mean? Presumably 56

that culture arises as a consequence of social life, and would not exist in a state of nature. But, for 
reasons made evident by Hegel and Wittgenstein, the rational being is also a construct in this sense 
[my emphasis]. Only in the condition of society does language emerge, and only through language can 
the self define itself, as an object of its own awareness. Furthermore, we should distinguish 
‘constructs’ which are chosen, from those which arise by an invisible hand. Some of ‘culture’ is the 
unintended by-product of social order; but much of it, including art, is freely intended [my emphasis]. 
And that which is freely intended is always more than ideology, even if it is also ideology [my 
emphasis]. A work of art may express and endorse the social conditions which gave rise to it; but it 
may also question them. And if it is a great work of art, it will transcend them entirely, to see into the 
human heart. Its meaning as ideology may be what interests us the least, when we see it as a work of 
art.’ Scruton, The Aesthetics of Music, 430.

 See MIE, 426-432 for the concept of triangulation.57
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all things we individuals do and attribute to each other, thereby 

constituting a community, a 'we'. But this insight is distorted by I-

we spectacles – perhaps the same that have always been worn by 

political philosophers in conceiving their topic. The pretence of 

communal assessment is not harmless because the easy ways of 

cashing out the metaphor of community approval and so forth 

present familiar dilemmas. A notion of communal endorsement and 

repudiation might be built out of regularities of endorsement and 

repudiation by individual community members. But universal 

agreement is too much to ask, and how is it to be decided what less 

ought to count?  58

Brandom defines his normative pragmatics reciprocally with his inferential 

semantics against the I-We conception, stating that ‘normative statuses of the sort 

whose paradigm is provided by the inferentially articulated commitments 

constitutive of rationality are instituted by constellations of socially perspectival 

normative attitudes of attributing and undertaking such commitments. This is the I-

Thou structure of norm-instituting social practices … contrasted … with the I-We 

sociality many theorists appeal to, and which is understood here as arising out of the 

more primitive perspectival variety.’  Brandom's account relies on the 59

internalisation of norms by individuals through their interactions with each other, 

with the community arising ‘through an invisible hand’, rather than through some 

imposed external community standard.   60

 MIE, 39.58

 Ibid., 62, my emphasis.59

 Michael Spitzer sees the value of the I-Thou idea for music analysis as follows: ‘[R]eason can 60

occur performatively, in the way people recognise, respect, and understand each other in an uncoerced 
speech situation. The pronominal “I-Thou” intersubjective speech situation is for Habermas the 
paradigm for language; by contrast, language for Adorno is primarily the fit of concepts to precepts 
experienced by a single subject. … An intersubjective “I-Thou” relationship obtains not only between 
the players of a string quartet, its role taking of “listening” and “speaking,” or in the trace of 
conversation inscribed within its materials, but also in the quartet’s dialogue with its listener. And yet, 
crucially, music affords listeners an opportunity to practice these performative and interactive skills 
more harmoniously than is currently possible in the world.’ Spitzer, M., Music as Philosophy: Adorno 
and Beethoven’s Late Style (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), 275-6, 277.
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Through the I-Thou relationship Brandom sidesteps the dangers that he sees in I-We 

accounts of the relationship of the individual to society, catalogued as the No 

Communal Ignorance Condition (that the community in such an I-We relationship is 

somehow more ‘objective’, in that it is more aware of all of its conceptual 

presuppositions than the mere individual), the No Communal Error Condition 

(implying the greater commitment to ‘truth’ on behalf of the community), and on the 

other, subjective side the No First-Person Ignorance Condition (which implies the 

complete, Cartesian awareness of the individual of themselves and their mental 

states, though these are irrevocably sundered from the We of the community), and the 

No First-Person Error Condition (that the first person cannot be wrong about 

anything; Brandom quotes Wittgenstein's aphorism on this: ‘what seems to me right, 

is right’, whose logical conclusion is solipsism).  The conclusion of these conditions 61

indicates an irreversible breach between individual and community. By comparison, 

Brandom's I-Thou approach emphasises the reciprocity inherent in any interaction 

between two individuals and the precipitation of an objective outside world out of 

many such encounters; in this it bears a strong relationship to Hegel's ‘Master and 

Slave’ argument in the Phenomenology.  62

The relationship between the musical work and the listener functions as an I-Thou 

relationship.  This may seem paradoxical; how can an orchestral work, for instance, 63

 See Brandom, MIE, 601-607, section entitled Objectivity Proofs.61

 Furthermore, it strengthens my fundamental argument that Wagner's musical processes are 62

Hegelian. As Karl Löwith stressed, one of Feuerbach's fundamental ideas, clearly picked up by 
Wagner in his prose writings, is that the Hegelian idealistic notion of self-consciousness ignores the 
fundamental sensuous experience of cognition, which is evident in the “I-Thou” relation. However, 
for Feuerbach, this reveals itself as an expression of “species-being”, rather than a higher dialectical 
principle. I am arguing that Wagner’s deepening of this thought through his dramas comes closer to 
Hegel than any other thinker. ‘[T]he most real relationship between I and Thou is love. “The love of 
another tells you what you are.” … With this appeal to the love which unites mankind, Feuerbach, the 
critic of Hegel, comes remarkably close to the young Hegel, whose concept of the spirit had as its 
point of departure the suspension of differences within the "living relationship" of love. Later, 
however, Hegel was to use the entire strength of his thought to differentiate philosophically-concretely 
his concept of the spirit into its various attributes: “sensual,” “perceptual,” and “rational” 
consciousness; “desiring” and “reflecting,” “servile” and “masterful,” “spiritual” and “reasonable” 
self-consciousness. In contrast, Feuerbach’s “love” remains a sentimental cliché without any definite 
attributes, although it is the unified dual principle of his philosophy, of “sensuousness” and the 
“Thou.”’ Löwith, K., From Hegel to Nietzsche: The Revolution in Nineteenth Century Thought, 80-81.

 This standpoint is supported by Dalhhaus. He writes that ‘the ‘thematic pattern’ [in Beethoven and 63

post Beethovenian music] can be understood as the constant factor in the changing pattern of exterior 
forms, and, hence, as the ‘analogue of the ego’ - though not by someone who a priori rejects 
metaphysical interpretations of aesthetic matters as ‘unscholarly’.’ Ludwig van Beethoven: 
Approaches to his Music, 53-4. He thus anticipates potential criticism at the subject of this thesis.
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made up of huge numbers of individual lines of music, be heard as one thing, without 

thus viewing the relationship between subject and aesthetic object as a personal 

dialogue with the ‘author’ of the music in question? It is important to detach the 

sounds of music from the tones in which we hear the musical movement, hearing 

them as events and processes with their own peculiar identity conditions. Scruton 

defines the experience of music as hearing an ‘intentional object of perception’. He 

writes that,  

the example [of the reharmonisation of the main theme from the 

slow movement of Schubert's Piano Sonata, D. 960] is an extreme 

case of something on which all music depends: repetition, not of 

sound only, but of phenomenal individuals. The return of a theme, 

or a chord, or a phrase, in some new harmonic or melodic context, 

the entry of a theme in another voice or at another pitch, the 

transposition of phrases and harmonies in musical space – these are 

the phenomena which create the musical experience. They compel 

us to think of music as spread out in acousmatic space, where a 

new kind of individual is born and lives out its life: an individual 

whose character is constantly changing in response to the musical 

surroundings. These musical individuals are not, of course, 

concrete particulars, like tables and chairs. One and the same 

musical individual can be heard in two places at the same time, as 

in an overlapping canon. They are heard as individuals; but any 

attempt to identify them must lean upon acoustical criteria – 

according to which they are not individuals at all, but repeatable 

patterns or types.  64

He describes how an idealised (in the sense of an ‘ideal rehearsal’) I-We conception 

is embodied within music, yet synthesised into a singular process, thus expressing an 

 The Aesthetics of Music, 72-3, emphasis mine. 64
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idealised I-Thou encounter.  However, two aspects of Scruton's account causes 65

difficulties for music analysis; firstly, his use of the subjunctive hypothetical ('it is as 

though these many currents...'), and secondly the point about acoustical criteria. We 

experience the unity of the life in music immediately, but under an inescapable 

metaphor. Any attempt to render this metaphor more concrete and exact will 

inevitably falsify it in the attempt to explain. Any analytic method that is to form a 

necessary adjunct to criticism therefore must address this problem. This problem is 

illuminated by Scruton in his work The Soul of the World:  

  

Music offers us a pure aboutness that we can put to other uses, but 

which in its pure form has a kind of cleansing effect on the 

sympathetic listener: it opens us to sympathy, though with nobody 

in particular, readies us for the I-to-You encounter, though with 

nobody in particular, and speaks to us of another order of being 

than the one in which our embodied lives are trapped: an order of 

pure sympathy between subjects, without the encumbrance of an 

objective world....There is no specific story about human life that is 

the story of Beethoven's C-sharp Minor Quartet. But in some way 

all human life is there. This music is not merely an intricate form 

that is pleasurable to listen to...such music is pure aboutness – 

presenting neither subject nor object but the pure ethereal 

 ‘[T]he coordination of movement in dancing and marching grants a vision of social order. But the 65

movements here combined are seen as apart from one another, each occupying its exclusive space and 
expressing its distinct agenda. In music, however, all distance between movements is abolished, and 
we confront a single process in which multiplicity is simultaneously preserved and overridden. No 
musical event excludes any other, but all coexist in a placeless self-preservation. And while we can 
focus now on this, now on that component, we find it impossible to say just what the synthesis 
involves – just what kind of entity this is, that lives and breathes before us. It is as though these many 
currents flowed together in a single life, at one with itself [my emphasis; it is precisely this kind of 
language that Hegel uses to describe the ‘simple universal’, the forebear in the Phenomenology to the 
‘concrete universal’ of the Logic]. If we search for some natural archetype of this experience, then we 
find it in ourselves. I know myself too, as a confluence of processes – mental, bodily, emotional – 
which flow inexplicably yet transparently together. And they form this very thing that I am, which I 
know immediately and on no basis as ‘I’, and yet which always eludes my attempts to describe it, 
disappearing into the wings of every thought or feeling, observing but unobserved. In the experience 
of music we find our social nature condensed in a single life – a translation of the dance into a unity 
process, endowed with the ‘transcendental unity’ of a perceiving self.’ The Aesthetics of Music, 338-9, 
emphases mine.
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intentionality, the act of intending itself, in a metaphysical space of 

its own.  66

This 'pure intentionality, the act of intending itself' is what concerns music analysis, 

in the sense that it wishes to understand it intellectually (whilst recognising the 

impossibility of such a task), and to help to make that experience more vivid for 

listeners by 'amending the intentional understanding'. It might be thought that 

analysis somehow looks to the causal antecedents of such intendings, how they 

come about, as a means of understanding. In a certain sense it does, yet this would be 

explaining, rather than understanding (using the Verstehen/Erklären distinction); 

understanding can only be achieved through the normative framework of the game of 

giving and asking for reasons, rather than looking for the causal antecedents of 

reasons.  67

The significance of Brandom's I-Thou model of discursive practice thus lies in the 

buttressing of the Hegelian premise that the fuller description of appearances 

through the process of working out the tensions inherent in a dualistic view of the 

world (for example in Kant) both helps to protect the idea of the I-Thou encounter 

against the encroachment of an I-it one, that voids the participants of subjectivity, or 

renders it inaccessible, and helps to show how the dynamic process of musical 

development can be described by analysis without thereby reifying it in formal 

categories. 

iii) Anaphora  

 Scruton, R., The Soul of the World (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014), 166-167, 66

emphasis mine.

 As Scruton writes, ‘a [simple analytic] description of the music is also a description of the 67

intentional object of hearing. The analyst is not explaining our experience, as a psychologist might; he 
is describing it – describing what we hear, when we hear the song correctly. Someone might wonder 
how it is, that the description of the intentional object of hearing should use concepts that are not 
available to the listener himself. But...there is nothing strange in this. Just as someone may recognise a 
certain colour, without having a name for it, so might he recognize harmonies, and harmonic relations, 
while lacking the vocabulary which describes them. In analysis of this kind, the concepts that are used 
to identify what is heard are themselves intentional concepts: they describe the appearance of sound, 
when it is heard as music. (In this they differ, for example, from an account of chords in terms of their 
interlocking overtones: an account that might explain what we hear, but which does not describe it.).' 
The Aesthetics of Music, 402.
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Anaphora as a fundamental component of a discursive system of giving and asking 

for reasons is crucial to Brandom's approach. Anaphora is the use of a word referring 

back to a previous word in a different discursive context, and thus is of paramount 

importance in demonstrating the coherence of a speaker's utterances.  

The premise of Brandom's overall account of discursive practice is that it is 

linguistic. Brandom claims that Kant initiated a sea-change in the conception of 

linguistic meaning through his discovery that the minimal unit of comprehension was 

the judgement. Only a judgement (expressible in the form of a sentential proposition) 

allows conceptual contents to be formulated in a way amenable to the discursive 

practice of giving and asking for reasons. Before Kant it had been thought that the 

meanings of singular terms and predicates had been fixed prior to such judgements, 

that judgements were merely composites of substantives and predicates linked by a 

copula, with propositions holding a subordinate status to that of individual semantic 

elements. This theory reflects the representational account of language typical of 

Enlightenment rationalism. However, after Kant, the problem became: how do 

subsentential expressions, i.e. singular terms and predicates, acquire meaning in a 

linguistic context where the minimal unit of comprehension is the judgement? 

Brandom claims that anaphoric chains for deictic unrepeatable tokens can solve this 

problem by binding together the unrepeatable instantiations of the subsentential 

elements judgements into one coherent account, which then functions as part of the 

triangulation process mentioned above, whereby the community of subjects arises 

out of innumerable I-Thou relationships which ‘triangulate’ a social reality through 

the location of each subject in the conceptual ‘space of reasons’. 

The basic principle of anaphora can be illustrated through his comparison with the 

Von Neumann computer architecture. Retrieving information in this basic computer 

system can be achieved through two operations; either by retrieving the information 

stored at a certain address, or by viewing the information stored at that address as a 
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set of directions to another address, where more information is stored.  Brandom 68

claims that anaphoric chains function in a similar way: individual tokenings of 

names, for instance, are not to be seen as referring to a reality outside the discourse 

deictically, on pain of incomprehension and semantic unintelligibility (in that every 

use of a pronoun ostensibly referring back could be merely referring to the sound of 

the previous utterance, rather than its discursive meaning). Rather, each tokening of a 

name or pronoun is to be taken as a ‘pro-form operator’, which refers back to the 

previous tokening in the chain. There may be a deictic tokening to instantiate the 

chain, but each token refers to its own predecessor. In this way Brandom undercuts 

the worry that the unrepeatability of deictic utterances precludes meaningful 

communication, by conceiving deixis as already presupposing anaphora, and builds 

on Wilfrid Sellars’ argument against the “Myth of the Given”, which implies that 

humans are able to operate merely through a ‘reliable differential responsive 

disposition’ (that is not to say that they cannot so operate).   

[I]t ought not to be denied that this sort of receptivity [to external 

stimuli which are somehow to be grasped conceptually] is essential 

to our empirical knowledge and that it ought to be distinguished 

from other, more spontaneous applications of concepts, for instance 

in purely inferential theorizing. Yet according to the inferentialist 

conception, unrepeatable deictic tokenings – for instance particular 

uses of 'this' – are fully conceptually articulated. Indeed, were they 

not, they could serve no cognitive purpose. To see how occurrences 

of deictic tokenings are assigned an inferential significance, and so 

 Brandom, MIE, 311. ‘A useful picture of the functioning of these expressions (the picture that 68

motivates calling them indirect descriptions) is offered by the indirect addressing function offered in 
most basic computer architectures. Ordinarily, the central processor uses addresses to pick out values, 
just as we use descriptions to pick out objects. But, in indirect mode, the CPU when given an address 
as an input does not return the value stored at that address as its output. Instead it treats that value as 
another address and returns the value stored in that second address as its output. Indirect descriptions 
are to be understood by analogy to this two-step process. First, a token is specified, perhaps by being 
described as to type and spatiotemporal location. But the token thus picked out is not the referent of 
the whole indirect description. For next, an indirectness operator is applied to that token specification 
to produce the indirect description, which only anaphorically refers to the specified token and so, as a 
whole, refers not to that token but rather to whatever that token (its anaphoric antecedent) refers to – 
just as with ordinary pronouns. The flexibility of the von Neumann computer architecture is in large 
part due to its capacity to treat the same expression both as datum (that is, as a value) and as 
instruction (the address at which a value can be found). Indirect descriptions exploit the analogous 
use/mention amphibiousness made possible by anaphora.’
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taken to be conceptually contentful, is accordingly to see that the 

third of the broadly Kantian dualisms – contrasting conceptual 

constraint with causal constraint on the application of concepts – 

fails to get a grip on the inferential conception of the conceptual.  69

This is of the utmost importance in theoretical and analytical approaches to the 

signifying capability of Wagner's leitmotivic technique, and the motivation of the 

Hegelian approach built on Brandom's conceptual foundations. Brandom's 

fundamental contention is that ‘deixis presupposes anaphora’; the ability to 

incorporate reference to external objects in discourse by using indexicals already 

presupposes a conceptual substructure that determines their use in a discursive 

context. This is useful in analysing the complex indexical musical structure of the 

leitmotif, and of a basic ethos more generally. As a musical unit associated with a 

particular musical event, the leitmotif clearly refers both backwards to a musical 

state of events earlier in time, from which it arose, and also points forward in musical 

time, towards a continuation which would ‘realise’ its implications. Yet, at the same 

time, the musical gesture is fundamentally present at the moment of hearing, and 

thus only refers to itself. This leads us to the thought, so prominent in Wagnerian 

analysis in many guises, that there must be some sort of latent (often thought of as 

deep and generative) structure that, so to speak, sweeps the atomistic instantiation of 

leitmotifs into a larger scale tonal or formal process. I wish to argue, and Brandom's 

conceptual substructure allows me to do this, that the productive tension between a 

leitmotif's originating circumstances in a musical context and its seeming gesturing 

beyond these contexts towards its ‘realisation’ helps us to re-conceptualise the 

leitmotif as a musical particular whose identity does not consist in its first 

instantiation, but in what it becomes through the process of development in a 

sentential context. 

Yet how can this procedure be related to music analysis? Leonard Meyer claims of 

musical material that it has properties which can psychologically/empirically be seen 

to cause certain expectations of continuation in the listener. The approach outlined 

 Brandom, MIE, 620-1, emphasis mine.69
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above qualifies this by reference to the ultimately conceptual nature of the input, and 

of its situating in a musical ‘space of reasons’ mapped through material inference. 

That is to say, we do not have access to the stimulus directly, but only in mediated 

form, overlaid with particular musical significance (relating both to the individual 

musical context and musical conventions of the style), and situated in a context 

whereby (in the classical style and its progeny at least) the differentiation of formal 

function is a more primal aspect of the musical experience. 

When we hear a leitmotif that recalls a previous iteration, can we distinguish 

between an iteration that fulfils the potential of the earlier iteration and one that does 

not? I argue that we can, and that hearing Wagner's music as in any way 'emotionally' 

rich presupposes this teleological sublation structure that is also at the foundations of 

the Hegelian philosophy. Brandom's theory of anaphora allows us to formalise this 

intuitive basis by showing how, if we can think of music as piggy-backing on 

language as a form of discursive practice, and particularly as Wagner's music as more 

quasi-linguistic than other music, depending on repeatable leitmotifs, we can give 

philosophical credence to the view that the leitmotif does not primarily refer 

externally to a dramatic scenario but primarily refers back in a dialectical fashion to 

its previous instantiations, and only secondarily to the dramatic scenario at hand. 

Moreover, it allows us to conceptualise the idea that Wagner's sentential structures 

are precisely that: quasi-sentential, in the sense that they have musical sub-sentential 

expressions in the form of leitmotivic material, which becomes separated from the 

individual sentential processes in which they were embedded; thus, we connect 

instantiations of each leitmotif or basic ethos to each other through this process of 

anaphora, whilst recognising their ground in the new sentential context. 

Taking ‘deixis presupposes anaphora’ as a point of departure, then, the musical 

processes embodied by the leitmotif are not primarily representative. The lack of a 

nuanced philosophical inferential semantics as applied to music theory in this context 

has led to many dead ends in Wagner scholarship, such as the ‘calling card’ model, of 

Wolzogen, which misrepresented Wagner's practice and has rightly been criticised, 

but also the shift from this attitude to that of Alfred Lorenz, who disavows dramatic 

considerations in his attempt to unify Wagner's dramas tonally. 
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[S]ubsentential expressions such as singular terms do not by 

themselves say anything that can be true or false, or (what is the 

same thing) can serve as and stand in need of a reason. They are 

not directly semantically significant. So Frege's task is to say how 

they can be indirectly semantically significant, by somehow 

contributing systematically to the meanings of the directly 

semantically significant expressions...in which it appears as a 

significant component.  70

Similarly to the leitmotif, a musical motif is not meaningful in the sense of referring 

to something outside itself; it does refer to something outside itself, for instance a 

dominant seventh referring to its resolution, but it cannot refer to objects outside the 

musical domain;  nonetheless we are unwilling to say that it thereby has no 71

meaning. Brandom views our individual spatio-temporal coordinates in the space of 

reasons to be determined through the location of bundles of anaphoric chains which 

triangulate on our commitments and on the 'outside' world, and are synthesised by us 

into a set of normative entitlements and commitments (through the Kantian unity of 

apperception). Correspondingly, the dramatic trajectory in Wagner's mature operatic 

works is paralleled by a musical trajectory which operates through the concatenation 

of paragraphs of music developing instantiations of leitmotifs, whose musical 

implications are synthesised into a set of inferential commitments but which leave 

 Brandom, R., Tales of the Mighty Dead, 63.70

 See Hyer, B., Tonal Intuitions in Tristan und Isolde (PhD Thesis, Yale University, 1989), for a 71

model of musical signification in this sense, based upon Saussure/Derrida.
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scope for the notion of the specific gestural commitments of each leitmotif, and the 

importance of the sentential context, deriving from the particular dramatic moment.   72

iv) Tactile Fregeanism 

The developmental notion of the actualising of the musical ethos is read as the way 

Wagner reflects musically on a specific musical gesture (be it motivic, form-

functional, or large-scale gesture), and allows it to develop its inner potential, to 

become, in Hegel's terminology, a ‘for-itself’ (für-sich) rather than an ‘in-itself’ (an-

sich). This process of development of musical particulars which have an inherent 

conceptual potential, and its fundamental connection to the ‘process’ of 

 ‘For the Schenkerian, the appearance of functionality on the musical surface is the consequence of 72

real functional relations in the depths. Yet nothing is said to distinguish this real functionality from the 
apparent functionality that we hear in the surface. The 'rules' organizing the deep structure turn out to 
be the very same rules – harmony and counterpoint – that organize the surface. (And, as I have 
indicated, they are not rules at all, but generalizations from the musical tradition.) The music is doing 
in the depths exactly what it is doing on the surface; in which case, why say that the foreground is 
generated by the deep structure, rather than the other way round? The Schenkerian argument seems to 
be of the following form: if this piece of music were organised according to a generative hierarchy, 
then here is another piece of music which would be higher up (or deeper into) the hierarchical 
structure. But no reason has been given for thinking, either that music is organised generatively, or 
that any real explanation could be given in this way, for the organisation that we hear in the surface. 
 The point can be brought home by returning to the comparison with language. Linguistics 
does not merely give sense to the idea of a generative hierarchy; it also explains what is meant by the 
'function' of elements in the deep structure. A long tradition of persuasive argument, from Frege, 
through Tarski, to the model theories and discourse representation theories of recent times, has placed 
thought at the heart of communication, and identified a thought in terms of the conditions for its truth. 
Language owes its structure to its truth-directed nature. Although there is enduring controversy 
concerning the deep structure of natural languages, we have a clear means of evaluating any given 
candidate. We ask whether it can be correlated with a semantic theory which assigns truth-conditions 
to any well-formed sentence – i.e., a theory which shows how the truth-value of a sentence is 
determined by the values (referents) of its parts. We understand the functionality of grammatical 
categories in terms of this criterion. But it is precisely in this respect, as we have seen, that the 
comparison between music and language fails to hold. And because it fails to hold, the search for a 
generative theory of musical structure loses its motive. We have no means of proving that the 'deep 
structure' read into music by this or that analytical theory really does have a generative function, no 
way of showing that the surface is derived from the structure, rather than the structure from the 
surface.' The Aesthetics of Music, 322-323, emphasis mine.  
  The subsentential/material inferential approach expounded here attempts to sidestep 
this problem of assigning a more 'real' existence to background events, by suggesting a parallel 
development between the surface and the depth, and a reciprocal determination. In this way it is quasi-
sentential, in the sense of the quote above, in that, like Caplin's theory on which it is partly modelled, 
the functional relationship between parts on the surface gives rise to a particular determination of a 
motif which strives to go beyond it. It is only through the individual intentional musical events 
obviously not requiring truth conditions but dependent upon a similar process of Kantian synthetic 
judgment, that these overt references to other musical events of structural dramatic importance can 
take place, and then we can see one in terms of the other. Undoubtedly, as Scruton claims, music lacks 
the 'truth directed' nature of language, yet the quasi-linguistic aspect of the leitmotif, and the 
concomitant intuition of a 'deep' (or, rather, 'latent') structure present in Wagner's music is both 
difficult to ignore, and difficult to theorise. cf. Dahlhaus, Richard Wagner's Music Dramas 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 61, for the ineluctable necessity of describing 
Wagner's leitmotifs through language.
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epistemology (which in Hegel is now dynamic) is illuminated by Brandom's theory 

of tactile Fregeanism. 

Conceptual contents expressed by proper names – understood in 

terms of constellations of tokenings that are articulated by 

anaphoric commitments regarding the inheritance of substitution-

inferential commitments – are unlike Fregean senses as 

traditionally conceived in that they are not epistemically 

transparent in their individuation. We can be confused about which 

anaphoric chain a certain tokening is beholden to, and hence about 

whether two tokenings belong to the same or to different chains. In 

that sense we do not always know what we are saying or thinking; 

even where the propositional contents are object-involving, 

confusion is possible regarding which objects our strong de re 

beliefs are about. Conceptual (because ultimately inferentially 

articulated) contents of this sort are best thought of on a tactile, 

rather than a visual, model. The Cartesian visual model is the one 

that gives rise to demands for transparency, to the idea that error 

and ignorance should be impossible regarding what is in the mind. 

But it is just this model of inside and outside that makes it 

unintelligible in the end how what is in the mind should essentially 

involve representational purport regarding what is outside the mind 

– how thought can seem to be, and when all goes well in fact be, 

about environing things. 

 Frege's own metaphor for our cognitive relation to senses is 

that of grasping rather than seeing. One can grasp an anaphoric 

chain as one grasps a stick; direct contact is achieved only with one 

end of it, and there may be much about what is beyond that direct 

contact of which one is unaware. But direct contact with one end 

gives genuine if indirect contact with what is attached to the other 

end. Indeed, the more rigid the stick (or chain) [musically speaking 

the more unified the compositional situation, the more streamlined 

and efficient it is], the better are the antics of what is attached to its 
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far end communicated to the end one grips, and the more control 

one can exert, albeit at a distance, over it [in compositional terms, 

the more efficiently and starkly the individual leitmotifs are 

delineated and highlighted, the more powerful its recall function]. 

The Cartesian model of conceptual contents restricts them to the 

part of the stick touching one's hand, at the cost of mystery about 

how our cognitive reach can exceed that immediate grasp.  73

The fundamental import of ‘tactile Fregeanism’ for my argument is to distance the 

theory from the notion that, in intentionally understanding the basic ethos as a 

singular musical gesture, we are, so to speak, looking transparently at a dramatic 

state of affairs embodied within it and see through it clearly to its potential 

realisation. Thus, we can begin to void the leitmotif of ‘representational’ meaning, 

and conceptualise it more as both a link in an anaphoric chain that develops in 

parallel with the dramatic situation and as an individual gesture, but not as a 

transparent sign or representation of an object (a sword, a spear, a ring) or 

straightforward prefiguring of events (even though I do talk in my analytical 

chapters about the ethos of Vorspiele ‘prefiguring’ events). 

Wagnerian leitmotifs and musical gestures are like concepts in this ‘tactile Fregean’ 

sense: even though they have an originating moment (what Wagner terms 

“actualization” in Opera and Drama) we do not necessarily fully grasp everything 

about the leitmotif or the ethos from its first appearance, (and if we were to fully 

grasp it presumably the composition would be either at an end or would surely 

evince poverty of imagination; we would also fall prey to the ‘No Individual Error 

Condition,’ described above), and it requires detaching from its original context and 

situating in different musical situations to reveal more about its ultimate significance. 

David Lewin provides a useful example of the leitmotivic process as tactile 

Fregeanism (approached from a transformational theoretical perspective) when he 

writes,  

 Brandom, Making it Explicit, 583, emphasis mine.73
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[T]he gradual corruption of the pure Valhalla theme, logged by … 

progressive transformational encrustations … , is actually the 

systematic working out of a transformational scheme already 

implicit within the middle section of the Valhalla theme itself; that 

middle section, in its isography with the Tarnhelm motive, already 

contains the potential for Valhalla's corruption. Just so does the 

progressive deformation of Dorian Gray's portrait merely log the 

potential for corruption already implicit in the narcissism of the 

beautiful youth himself. Indeed, the "bitter rage" of Wotan … is 

aroused not so much by the frustration of his plan as by his 

dawning awareness of the corruption necessarily inherent in the 

plan itself. The very idea of Valhalla contains at its center the 

source of its own corruption, and Wotan's becoming aware of the 

fact here moves him beyond political action, suffering, and anger to 

tragic self-awareness.   74

This analysis by Lewin brings interpretative issues right to the forefront of the 

analysis of Wagner's manipulation of musical material. Lewin seems to evince the 

idea of tactile Fregeanism, with the transformational scheme of the Tarnhelm motif 

being implicit in the Valhalla motif, and requiring contact with the dramatic 

experience of Wotan's despair in the Act II monologue to allow it to actualise itself 

for the participant in the musico-dramatic process. As indicated earlier in this chapter 

and in chapter two, however, the aims of Leonard Meyer's gestural and implicative 

model are closer bedfellows to the teleology of Wagner's music and Hegel's 

philosophy, and thus seem to map musical relationships more effectively, than a 

transformational perspective. In particular, it will help us to achieve an understanding 

of different hierarchical levels in music that rely upon latent, rather than implicit, 

structure. 

The distinction between deep and latent structure is of the first 

importance in understanding just what a musical analysis could 

 Lewin, D., “Some Notes on Analyzing Wagner: “The Ring” and “Parsifal”” in 19
th

 Century Music, 74

Vol. 16 No. 1 (Summer 1992), 53, emphasis mine.
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achieve. Deep structures explain surface structures, by showing 

how they are derived in a rule-guided way from something simpler 

than themselves. But latent structures do not explain surface 

structures: they are part of them. Nor are they simpler than the 

surface structures, or related to them by any rule-governed process. 

They are the structures that we can be brought to hear in the 

surface, as we broaden our musical understanding, and begin to 

notice relations that are more subtle than those which immediately 

strike the ear. An analysis of latent structure is also a piece of music 

criticism. For it aims to bring into salience what is important in the 

music, and to lead us to hear with greater understanding. It effects 

an adjustment in the intentional object.  75

The notion of tactile Fregeanism, predicated on the Kantian cognitive act of 

judgement which, in Hegel, becomes the focus for the dynamic process of the 

dialectic, allows us to undergird this insight conceptually. The judging of a 

proposition in Frege's sense, which, I am suggesting, is correlative to the musical 

awareness of the functionally differentiated elements of the sentence form and their 

combination in a unique way, is something that does not depend on a Cartesian mind/

body split, and thus redirects the force of Lewin's critique of traditional concepts of 

music analysis, as well as being in keeping with Scruton's idea of the intentional 

attitude that is inherent in aesthetic understanding, and which is predicated on belief. 

However, it also leaves conceptual room for the development of a theory as to how a 

musical idea's affective content can come to realisation, which can sit on top of this 

conceptual base. 

Summary 

The philosophical underpinning of a theory of basic ethos and its inferential 

implications by the theory of anaphora, the I-Thou relation, the theory of material 

inference, and the theory of tactile Fregeanism grants us the analytical license to ask 

 Scruton, R., The Aesthetics of Music, 424-5.75
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the kind of formally loose yet materially important questions like, ‘that leitmotif 

ascended to the fifth in just that particular way, why did it do so? What light can that 

shed on our understanding of the dramatic scenario? Of Isolde at that particular 

moment? Of the condoning or otherwise of the action?’ and so on. The music fulfils 

the function of the chorus in Greek tragedy, overlaying the action with an 

interpretative voice of its own ; it is my contention that it is imperative to view this 76

voice not in the manner of an I-We relationship, but an I-Thou relationship. It is 

imperative to view the relationship between the dramatic situation and the musical 

one not in terms of a crude notion of causality (‘contrasting conceptual constraint 

with causal constraint on the application of concepts – fails to get a grip on the 

inferential conception of the conceptual’), but through the giving of reasons; only 

through this approach can the musical content be rendered determinate enough to be 

able to suggest long range connections that are meaningful to the listener in terms of 

the dramatic scenario, and not merely in terms of some abstract formal system (the 

primary failing of Lewin's approach). Furthermore, this anaphoric/substitutive model 

of subsentential expressions allows the historical engagement with Wagner's 

relationship to his particular musical hero, Beethoven. The theory of implication is 

derived from Leonard Meyer, yet I have put a particularly Hegelian slant on it. This 

can be shown through a crucial quote from Brandom, which bears on the fact that his 

inferential approach is processual, whereas the implicative model of reasoning is 

relational. He writes: 

In understanding holism about determinate conceptual contents 

articulated by material incompatibility (and so consequence) 

relations, it is useful to keep in mind some suggestions and 

distinctions that Hegel does not explicitly make. …  Harman has 

argued provocatively but persuasively that there are no such things 

as rules of deductive inference. For if there were, they would 

presumably say things like “From p and if p then q, infer q.” But 

that would be a bad rule. One might already have much better 

 See Dreyfus, L., ‘Sunk in the Mystic Abyss: The ‘Choral’ Orchestra in Wagner’s Music Dramas’ in 76

Billings, J., Budelmann, F., and Macintosh, F. (eds.), Choruses, Ancient and Modern (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2013), for more on the Greek chorus analogy as developed by Wagner in 
his prose writings.
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evidence against q than one had for either p or the conditional. In 

that case one should give one of them up. What deductive logic 

really tells us is not to believe all of “p, if p then q, and ~q”. But it 

does not tell us what to do inferentially. It merely specifies some 

deductive relations of entailment and incompatibility which 

constrain what we should do without determining it. Inference is a 

process; implication is a relation.  77

Meyer’s implication approach, considered in the light of the arguments put forward 

above, needs to be sublated into a Hegelian context which implies the ‘already 

conceptually contentful’ nature of the input. That is to say, what Meyer calls an 

‘implication’ in his analyses is actually more of a ‘relation’ rather than a process, and 

the real process lies in the extent to which these implications become more 

determinate by being situated in different sentential contexts and the concomitant 

arising of musical Momente which provide occasion for the listening subject for 

synthesis. 

However, as I pointed out above, the extent to which we can recapture the essentially 

dynamic idea of implication as it is found in Meyer's original work and apply it to 

this context requires a more overtly Hegelian approach than that provided by 

Brandom, who is concerned with his ‘normative pragmatics’ to the extent to which 

he interprets Hegel's more potent imagery of the Master and Slave in a way 

consistent with his pragmatic approach but in a way that renders the process of how 

these subsentential particulars actually are contentful opaque. Thus I shall now 

engage some criticisms of Brandom's approach, and show how more overtly 

Hegelian approaches can help us to think of the musical leitmotivs as contentful, 

rather than looking at the way in which it is possible for a rational subject to 

understand them as contentful. 

Brandom's limitations and criticism 

 Brandom, R., Tales of the Mighty Dead: Historical Essays in the Metaphysics of Intentionality 77

(Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2002), 50.
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The abstract formality of Brandom's approach is not conducive to forming 

conceptually contentful analyses of Wagner's musical processes. This is due to his 

pragmatic standpoint. Brandom's mentor was Richard Rorty, whose neo-pragmatism 

preaches a global anti-representationalism, whereby any form of conceptualization is 

as good as any other, celebrating the resulting collapse into total relativism. Brandom 

claims to be resuscitating a notion of ‘objective’ representation, as a ‘pragmatic 

rationalist’; nonetheless, as he points out in Making it Explicit, the normative 

pragmatics of the score-keeping practices he advocates are caught in a form of 

infinite regress (627-8). The ideal discursive situation for Brandom is one where the 

commitments and entitlements made and attributed by players of the game of giving 

and asking for reasons have been ‘made explicit’, and thus the game is functioning 

completely impartially. This is not dissimilar to Habermas's ideal of communicative 

action, whereby subjects are to be completely transparent to each other (the ‘ideal 

speech situation’) – there is no possibility of talking of ‘content’ here which might 

mist over the transparency between subjects.  78

The infinite regress (who assesses a linguistic community from the outside? What 

norms do they operate by?) is built into Brandom's account of our implicit dealings 

with each other in the space of reasons. He writes that  

according to the I-thou construal of intersubjectivity, each 

perspective is at most locally privileged in that it incorporates a 

structural distinction between objectively correct applications of 

concepts and applications that are merely subjectively taken to be 

correct. But none of these perspectives is privileged in advance 

over any other. At first glance this egalitarian attitude may seem 

just to put off the question of what is really correct – so that one 

must choose between relinquishing the notion of objectivity by 

acquiescing in a regress of attributors assessing attributions and 

securing it by acknowledging an infallibly authoritative taker (for 

instance, the community). The alternative is to re-construe 

 See, in this regard, Brandom, R., ‘Towards Reconciling Two Heroes: Habermas and Hegel’, 78

available at http://www.pitt.edu/~brandom/currentwork.html.
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objectivity as consisting in a kind of perspectival form, rather than 

in a nonperspectival or cross-perspectival content. What is shared 

by all discursive perspectives is that there is a difference between 

what is objectively correct in the way of concept application and 

what is merely taken to be so, not what it is – the structure, not the 

content [my emphasis].  79

Brandom is concerned that there be structural symmetry between the ascribers of 

attitudes and those to whom they are ascribed; this counts for interpreters of 

discursive communities as wholes. Brandom's intellectualism about objectivity 

shows itself in his point that we should think of objectivity merely as a form, rather 

than as any form of content, and is somewhat un-Hegelian in his sundering of form 

and content. As Pippin argues it is this ‘always already’ existing aspect of the norms 

that make up the ‘practices of challenge and deliberation’ themselves that provides 

the engine for the conceptual progression of Geist.  

I would argue that this approach relies upon a too abstract interpretation of Hegel's 

arguments, rendering the division between material explication of commitments as a 

process in a discursive context, and an understanding of those commitments 

themselves as ultimately unbridgeable. I think the fundamental amendment to this 

approach which makes it amenable for use as the conceptual basis for an 

understanding of Wagner's leitmotivic gestures is elaborated by Robert Wallace. 

Echoing Pippin's criticism, Wallace criticises Brandom's interpretation of Hegel's 

‘master and slave’ dialectic from the Phenomenology. The essential thrust of his 

criticism lies in the fact that, by co-opting Hegel's theory into his own grand theory 

of inferential semantics, Brandom misses the crucial point that the master and slave 

dialectical moment is not resolved by the master ‘recognising’ the slave to be free. 

He writes, 

It is important to realise that Hegel does not say, and his argument 

does not demonstrate, that the master needs to be “recognised” as 

 Making it Explicit, 600.79
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free by any actual being in order to be free. What Hegel does say 

and demonstrate is that the master needs to “be present for the other 

as a free self,” and that in order to be present in this way, he needs 

to recognise the other's capacity for freedom (since he can't “be 

present” as free to an other who isn't capable of freedom and 

therefore isn't capable of appreciating freedom in him). This seems 

to be the natural interpretation of Hegel's statement that each free 

self “knows itself as recognised in the free other … insofar as it 

recognises the other and knows it to be free” (EG §436; emphasis 

added). It knows itself as recognised “in” the other – not, note well, 

“by” the other – only in that, and to the extent that, it recognises the 

other. Thus, contrary to what is often suggested, Hegel's argument 

for mutual recognition does not make anything a “social construct.” 

What freedom requires, according to the “recognition” argument in 

the Philosophy of Spirit, is not membership in a mutual 

congratulation club, but willingness to accept objectively qualified 

others into the club that one wants to belong to, objectively, 

oneself. [Wallace's note: 'Brandom's later statement that for Hegel, 

“to be a self … is to be taken or treated as one by those one takes or 

treats as one; to be recognised by those one recognises” (Tales of 

the Mighty Dead: Historical Essays on the Metaphysics of 

Intentionality [Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002], 

pp. 216-217), doesn't seem to be supported by Hegel's EG account 

of recognition … ]  80

Thus, the fundamental appropriation of Hegel's master and slave dialectic as a theory 

of mutual recognition in Brandom's work has a slightly different emphasis in Hegel’s 

original texts. Brandom's I-Thou conception of two discursive subjects keeping tabs 

on one another is thus rendered problematic; the 'taking the other to be responsible 

for his/her own commitments' thus is less the conceptual basis for discursive 

practice, and more an existential position that links with Hegel's larger metaphysical 

 Wallace, R., Hegel's Philosophy of Reality, Freedom, and God (Cambridge: Cambridge University 80

Press, 2010), 289-90.
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project. This does not cause conceptual difficulty for this thesis, but gives a way of 

understanding how Hegel's more substantive metaphysics can be used to show how 

the whole analytical conceptual edifice is filled with content. The point is not that we 

keep tabs on each other's normative statuses and inferential commitments, but that 

we need to recognise the other's capacity to rationally self-determine, which is 

importantly different. Thus, the emphasis of the theory shifts from Brandom’s 

pragmatic rationalism to Hegel’s metaphysical underpinning. 

Wagner continually emphasises that the formal freedom in Beethoven's late works 

results in highly individualised musical gestures that seem not to be able to be placed 

in any formal paradigm, subverting the symphony's supposed origins in dance-

melody.  In this sense, the responsibility of the universal to the particulars, and vice 81

versa, seen above as an integral part of Brandom's account of post-Kantian 

rationality, is seen to break down in Beethoven's striving towards new formal 

expression, resulting in the fractured formal structures and the conventionalised 

musical gestures of Beethoven's late style. The sense in which Wagner recognised in 

these late works the striving toward determinate expression in drama or in gesture, is 

not illuminated by Brandom's symmetrical view of the ideal discursive situation, 

showing how his theory is blind to issues of actual content. In the Phenomenology, at 

the culmination of the ‘Lordship and Bondage’ section, Hegel describes the mutual 

reconciliation between the positions of the master and slave in terms that precipitate 

reflection on the sublation of these positions into one consciousness, and that show 

how the tensions between the master and slave now generate specific subject 

positions within one consciousness (the ‘Stoic’, the ‘Sceptic’, the ‘Unhappy 

Consciousness’). This is not possible in Brandom's account, since he is concerned 

strictly with the inferential commitments that individual subjects are beholden to, not 

the individual structure of the commitments themselves, the sense in which these 

commitments are contentful. The exploration of the conflict within the individual 

subject that internalises the demands for rational autonomy yet conceptual 

determinateness is not explored by Brandom's approach. 

 See, for example, in Opera and Drama where he writes that Beethoven ‘spoke in a language which, 81

unrelated to any purely musical context, was bound only by the ties of a poetic intent which could not, 
however, be expressed in music with true poetic clarity.’ (iii., 279), quoted in Borchmeyer, Wagner: 
Theory and Theatre, 103.
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Musically speaking, Wagner's thorough absorption of the formal gestures of 

Beethoven's music, the way in which idiosyncratically individual musical particulars 

dictated the forms through which they were expressed, gave him an unparalleled 

understanding of how formal gestures recoup the potential of the material. The issue 

for musical analysis is to show how these specific formal techniques (i.e. the transfer 

of a musical gesture across different formal spaces within the work) are linked to the 

dramatic scenario – that however requires a notion of aesthetic content that is 

opposed to Brandom's pragmatism. 

By Brandom's lights, reflections on substantive aesthetic content fall far short of 

conceptual transparency. Aesthetic commitments are either too particularised for his 

system, not allowing for inferential significance, or too universal and vague in their 

conceptual content. That this invalidates them in terms of the content of his theory is 

undeniable, but the problem with aesthetic judgments is precisely, as Kant shows, 

their universalising tendency. The problem is how to keep hold of the useful 

conceptual background of Brandom's theory that seems so promising in undergirding 

a theory of gesture in Wagner's music and how that is understood as a listener 

without falling prey to psychologism, whilst showing effectively how it can be 

applied to musical material, to the idea of individualised content, which may create 

commitments that cannot be reconciled. The fundamental way in which I differ from 

Brandom then is that I see the discursive situation that he describes as an ideal one, 

one that is implied by the presuppositions of Hegel's metaphysical system, and thus is 

nuanced through engagement with this system. This point is emphasised by Robert 

Wallace as follows: 

Hegel tells us that the actions and beliefs that respond to the 

authority of selfhood (the “ought”) are, in effect, God. They are the 

finite's going beyond itself, which is the true infinity (to which 

Hegel will apply explicitly theological language later [in the 

Science of Logic], in the Doctrine of the Concept). 

 How, I now ask, can one be skeptical about this God? As 

Hegel says, “This infinite … is and is there, present, 
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encountered” (präsent, gegenwärtig) … When the skeptic asks, 

what authority do you have for this doctrine, this belief about 

“reality”? - the answer is that this doctrine or belief begins as, 

simply, an articulation of the experience of seeking authority for a 

doctrine or a belief, rather than believing the first thing that comes 

into one's head; and it then goes on to draw consequences, from the 

phenomenon of our seeking such an authority, for “reality”: that 

such a search itself creates a kind or degree of “reality,” in the 

searcher, that wouldn't otherwise exist (by enabling the searcher to 

be what she is by virtue of herself, rather than by virtue of her 

relations to others). So the skeptic's question - “What authority do 

you have for this doctrine?” - itself takes for granted something like 

at least the first step of the argument that it questions.  82

In other words, to overcome Brandom's pragmatism, we must recognise the extent 

the origins of Hegel's theory of conceptual change are in the transcendental idealism 

of Kant and its aspect of necessity - whereby we can attempt to describe the way our 

experience must be, if we are to have experience at all, and it is from this 

transcendental perspective that the determination of important concepts comes; not 

only that, but the sense in which an individual particular strives to go beyond itself 

(the Sollen) determines the conceptual structure of the world in which we as 

discursive creatures abide. Brandom sees the merit of the transcendental approach in 

Kant's development of a legalistic vocabulary to describe the normative, 

transcendental realm, reflecting the influence of the natural law theorists such as 

Grotius and Pufendorf. However, from an aesthetic perspective, Brandom does not 

go far enough in according the transcendental an essential significance, and sees it 

more as an adjunct to the more fundamental normative conception of our behaviour 

as human subjects.  

On the contrary, as Timothy Williamson pointed out, the case for the priority of the 

capacity for judgment can be just as strongly argued as that of the priority of the 

 Wallace, R., Hegel's Philosophy of Reality, Freedom, and God, 111.82
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normative, in distinguishing rational from non-rational creatures. If we can see Hegel 

as arguing for a materially inferential view of concepts, yet retaining the core of 

Kant's emphasis on necessity (itself a response to Hume's radical scepticism), we 

could move in the direction of a theory that accords normative significance to the 

forms of discourse whilst allowing for the rational breakdown and recombination of 

such norms through scrutiny by individuals, without assigning an I-We sociality to 

such a development; and once we can do that, we can begin to show the interrelated 

nature of form and content, and the ethical implications of such interrelation.  83

Robert Pippin argues for a more Kantian view of Hegel, and wishes to view Hegel's 

philosophy as completing the Kantian transcendental turn. Wagner is deeply 

conflicted between the transcendental view and the immanent processive view of 

subjectivity, and this is evident through his transfer of sympathy from a Hegelian 

model of philosophy (derived from Feuerbach) to that of Schopenhauer, though with 

 That this is essentially related to musical aesthetics is shown by Scruton, who shows how a quasi-83

Kantian Platonic realm of necessary connections between things is shown to us through music's 
intentional ordering, reflecting the normative aspect of Brandom's theory, but that in order to reflect 
critically and post-factually on the perceived necessary connections between musical ideas we need a 
dialectical theory of the intentionality of musical gesture, which would be the great achievement of 
idealist theories of art, as Scruton sees them. 
 ‘The spatialising of the temporal order [in music] is also a release from it: we are granted a 
sensuous intimation of something that we can otherwise grasp only in thought, and which therefore 
fails to persuade us of its real possibility: namely, an order outside time and change. Plato, in the 
Timaeus, and following him Plotinus, described time as the moving image (eikōn) of eternity. We can 
think of virtual time in such a way. For it is time emancipated from itself; time in which we move 
freely from one illusory location to another, and in which all process is reversible...Let it be said, 
however, that these speculations cast no light on the meaning or value of music. For the spatialised 
time of the acousmatic realm is exemplified by all its occupants: by the good and the bad, the beautiful 
and the ugly, the meaningful and the meaningless. The acousmatic dimension is the background 
against which musical meaning is achieved. But its vast metaphysical promise remains unfulfilled, 
and while it beckons to the Platonic imagination, it will never persuade the sceptical philosopher...
[T]he causality that binds tone to tone in music is not the dead causality of a machine, but the 
causality of life, whose principal manifestation, for us, is in the world of human action. The notes in 
music follow one another like bodily movements – with a causality that makes immediate sense to us, 
even though the how of it lies deep in the nature of things and hidden from view. Our perception of 
human life is distinguished from our perception of mechanism in another respect also. When we 
understand another's gesture it is not, as a rule, because we have discovered its physical cause. It is 
because we have found a reason for it, an answer to the question 'why?'...the background in music is 
heard as a kind of life: the music is a living, breathing, moving organism. But against this living 
background there dawns the light of rational agency. A tone is heard as the response to its predecessor, 
as tending towards its successor, as continuing an action which makes sense as a whole.’ Scruton, The 
Aesthetics of Music, 75-6.
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this remaining ambiguous throughout his life.  The move towards Schopenhauer 84

should be seen as an attempt by Wagner to fill the conceptual structure of his musical 

dialectic with a content derived from the very core of the human emotional life.  85

However, as I shall endeavour to show later on, this only gives further impetus to his 

fundamentally Hegelian musical strategy. 

Returning to Brandom's pragmatism, the austere intellectuality of his approach is 

evident when we consider the external approach to analysing a discursive 

community. He envisages outside commentators commentating on a certain 

discursive practice of a community, and making explicit everything that is implicit in 

their own practice as well. Even though he is at pains to qualify this view (see p. 

638-9), this is the stance taken through the whole work. It seems to evince what John 

McDowell refers to in Mind and World as a ‘sideways-on view’. McDowell writes, 

We find ourselves always already engaging with the world in 

conceptual activity within...a dynamic system. Any understanding 

of this condition that it makes sense to hope for must be from within 

the system. It cannot be a matter of picturing the system's 

adjustments to the world from sideways on: that is, with the system 

circumscribed within a boundary, and the world outside it. That is 

exactly the shape our picture must not take.  

 Of course we can initially find another thinker opaque. It 

may take work to make the conceptual contents of someone else's 

engagements with the world available to us. And in the meantime 

the world she engages with is surely already within our view. I 

have said nothing that threatens that obvious fact. What I do mean 

 This approach is seen by Dahlhaus as the contrast between an 'empirically conditioned' and 84

'metaphysically conditioning'  musical aesthetic. Borchmeyer writes, 'writing on the dramaturgical 
praxis of the later Wagner, Carl Dahlhaus has distinguished between a metaphysical and an empirical 
interpretation of the relationship between music and poetico-mimic motifs. 'The fact that, empirically, 
“in this human world of ours”, music needs a causal formal motif before it can take shape does not 
preclude it from expressing, metaphysically, “the innermost essence of the world,” to quote 
Schopenhauer. Empirically “conditioned”, it is metaphysically “conditioning”.' Borchmeyer, 118. 

 Cf. the notion that Tristan und Isolde evokes a religious 'wonder' that compresses the emotional 85

relationships into a single image (‘eikōn’?), which it is then the job of the music to develop and give 
content. See Borchmeyer, 148-9, and Scruton, Death Devoted Heart, 42, for a reading of how the 
‘Glance’ motif compresses the burgeoning love between Tristan and Isolde into one instant.
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to rule out is this idea: that, when we work at making someone else 

intelligible, we exploit relations we can already discern between the 

world and something already in view as a system of concepts 

within which the other person thinks; so that as we come to fathom 

the content of the initially opaque conceptual capacities that are 

operative within the system, we are filling in detail in a sideways-

on picture – here the conceptual system, there the world – that has 

been available all along, though at first only in outline. It must be 

an illusion to suppose that this fits the work of interpretation we 

need in order to come to understand some people, or that a version 

of it fits the way we acquire a capacity to understand other speakers 

of our own language in ordinary upbringing. This picture places the 

world outside a boundary around the system we have supposedly 

come to understand.  86

Brandom does equivocate about the differing importance of normative pragmatics 

and inferential semantics. However, the infinite regress at the heart of his programme 

is similar to the problem pointed out by McDowell, and is exacerbated by the 

emphasis on normative transparency. I claim that this issue is abated by focusing 

more on the transcendental aspect of the Kantian turn, rather than the normative 

aspect, and how Hegel reconfigured the transcendental as being part of his theory of 

the particular coming to its realisation. This accords with the criticism levelled at 

Brandom by Timothy Williamson, that Brandom relies on a skewed prioritising of 

reasoning over judging. He writes, ‘although Brandom insists that the normative role 

of the judgment depends on its inferential connections, his evidence does not support 

that conclusion. At the critical point, he is using a normative difference between 

humans and non-humans to justify restricting genuine reasoning to humans, but since 

the normative difference is no worse a justification for restricting genuine judgment 

to humans, it provides no non-circular basis for privileging reasoning over judgment, 

as his normative rationalism demands.’   87

 McDowell, J., Mind and World (Harvard: Harvard University Press), 34-5, emphasis mine.86

 Williamson, T., “Review of Robert Brandom, Reason in Philosophy: Animating Ideas” in Times 87

Literary Supplement, 5579 (2010), pp. 22-23.
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My contention is that engaging with an artwork is therefore necessarily like engaging 

with a person, (in Scruton's sense of the necessity of hearing music in metaphorical 

terms as spatialised time, and the occupants of that spatialised time having the 

organic qualities and potentially rational qualities) in the sense of being situated in 

the space of reasons.  It is worth noting the strictness of Brandom's criterion, but his 88

inability to tell us quite how to avoid it. This point will be fleshed out in a moment 

with regard to a more substantive Hegelianism, but, to quote Robert Pippin, ‘we 

might say that Brandom has managed to say a lot about the social administration of 

norms without telling us much about what a norm is (what it materially excludes) or 

what a society or social administration is.’  89

McDowell's response to the problem of the sideways-on view is an Aristotelian 

ethics, where we are ushered into the space of reasons as a form of second nature, 

built upon the first but not explainable solely in its terms. It is a realm of law that, as 

he puts it, 

is a domain of rational requirements, which are there in any any 

case, whether or not we are responsive to them. We are alerted to 

these demands by acquiring appropriate conceptual capacities. 

When a decent upbringing initiates us into the relevant way of 

thinking, our eyes are opened to the very existence of this tract of 

the space of reasons. Thereafter our appreciation of its detailed 

layout is indefinitely subject to refinement, in reflective scrutiny of 

our ethical thinking. We can so much as understand, let alone seek 

to justify, the thought that reason makes these demands on us only 

at a standpoint within a system of concepts and conceptions that 

 See Making it Explicit, 631, about the 'normative surplus' of practice which generates an overflow 88

of possible interpretations. It is surely the case that in the interpretation of artworks, there is such a 
surplus.

 Pippin, R., “Brandom's Hegel: Review of Tales of the Mighty Dead: Historical Essays in the 89

Metaphysics of Intentionality', 405.
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enables us to think about such demands, that is, only at a 

standpoint from which demands of this kind seem to be in view.   90

This conceptually richer description of the space of reasons is more amenable to the 

realm of musical analysis and interpretation. For Brandom's more pragmatic account, 

concepts have only inferential significance, and the normative attitudes and statuses 

ascribed are to be described in terms of what it is one has to do, in order thereby to 

count as using the concept correctly. For McDowell, however, the philosophical 

system that articulates and supports the existence of the implicit space of reasons, 

which is the stuff of the common-sense account of reality, must have some sort of 

objective existence, and is not to be viewed pragmatically; it is to be seen as 

inherently contentful.  

Thus both thinkers are led to a quasi-Hegelian account of social existence, 

McDowell through emphasising Hegel's collapsing of the Kantian dualism of the 

bounded and unbounded nature of the conceptual and Brandom through emphasising 

the symmetrical construal between particular and universal and subject-subject in the 

I-Thou relation. As McDowell emphasises, Hegel's idealism, understood in its true 

form, does not threaten the common-sense view of experience but rather buttresses it. 

This is an extremely important point to which I want to return; it is made in the same 

spirit as that of Roger Scruton's avowal that Nietzsche's demystifying approach to 

Wagner is ‘fatal to the aesthetic intention’.  91

In my interpretative theory of Wagner's medium scale formal construction then I 

wish to show how the leitmotivic technique presupposes a form of musical coherence 

that involves the linking together anaphorically of individual musical gestures,  

separable components of the musical contexts in which they arise and which 

presuppose the synthesis of aesthetic judgments as to the salience of these musical 

particulars, and their musical commitments into a whole characteristic of the rational 

human subject, corresponding to the I-Thou conception of sociality (the Brandom 

 Mind and World, 82, emphasis mine.90

 Scruton, R., Death-Devoted Heart: Sex and the Sacred in Tristan und Isolde (Oxford: Oxford 91

University Press, 2004), 9.
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element). However, these particular musical gestures are seen as having an inherently 

conceptual content, which precludes us from responding to them ‘merely 

differentially’ – they have conventional aspects which are to be seen as a form of 

second nature (the McDowell element). Finally, these musical gestures are seen as 

mutually incompatible with one another, and going beyond their contexts (what 

Hegel called the “restlessness of the finite”) paralleling the development of the 

dramatic scenario: as such they are seen to have certain teleological and prefigurative 

qualities: they are both aspects of the formal enunciation of the music, and also their 

content (the Wallace element).  

As Robert Pippin has pointed out, the austerity of Brandom's account is actually the 

least Hegelian aspect of it. Despite lauding Brandom's achievement in showing the 

Hegelian aspects of contemporary analytic philosophy, Pippin has reservations about 

Brandom's formalism. He points out, 

The absence of any such unproblematic ‘claim-settler’ [a discursive 

score-keeper] in any more complex human claim to appropriate- 

ness or propriety is why, I am claiming, Hegel’s interests [in the 

Phenomenology] turns so quickly to the issue of a Kampf, a fight or 

struggle for recognition [and to Wallace's idea of the master's 

recognition of the other as free], again an issue that Brandom 

leaves out. It is also why, in Brandom’s account, the problem with 

the Master’s assertion of mastery is simply a matter of the Master 

‘over-generalizing’ the human capacity to self-constitution by being 

insufficiently sensitive to the importance of the distinction between 

how I take things and how they are. But the Master in Hegel’s 

drama has not simply made an error. He represents an immediate 

option in the unavoidable struggle to determine how we shall make 

that distinction, once we move beyond the edible and the inedible 

and the like.  92

 Pippin, R., ‘Brandom's Hegel’, 398.92
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Brandom's claim that the Master is ‘over-generalising’ the 'human capacity to self-

constitution' crucially misses the existential and the ethical aspect of Hegel's parable; 

the fight to the death engenders the ultimate victory of one party and its subjugation 

of the other, and the internalisation of the struggle on the part of the ‘Slave’, in 

whose hands the dialectic now proceeds. Pippin agrees with Brandom about German 

Idealism's fundamental project of the understanding of the accountability of the 

human subject, the fundamental importance of ‘binding oneself to a norm,’ but 

shows that Brandom's formalism commits him to a 'calling up of norms out of the 

normless void', whereas Hegel's strategy is to view the process as always already in 

motion.  

[B]ecause Hegel formulates the claim in the first-person plural, and 

as something that occurs over time, any worry about a transition 

from a normless to a normative situation is much less relevant to 

him. There is no original normless situation, only an on-going, 

continuous historical process of initiation or socialization into a 

community’s normative practices, demanding allegiance in all sorts 

of practical, engaged and largely implicit ways and receiving it in 

an equally various number of practices of consent, affirmation, 

sustenance, in a variety of modalities of self-legislation and self-

obligation.  93

The moral is clear: Brandom may delineate the conceptual tools needed for a notion 

of the accountability of subjects to one another and their purported representings of 

the outside world to hold any proper meaning for us, but he misses out the motor that 

drives the process in the first place. Relating this to our aesthetic theory, Brandom's 

theories provide a useful philosophical foundation upon which to build a theory of 

gestural interconnection in Wagner's music, provides a conceptual background to our 

engagement with art-works as rational, intentional, human, objects, and defuses the 

common post-structuralist charge of ‘logocentric’, ideological reading, by providing 

a more nuanced semantic theory firmly grounded in post-Wittgenstenian, post-

 Ibid., 391.93
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Fregean analytic philosophy; however, they are unequipped, unless combined with 

more historically and philosophically substantive concepts, to show why which 

interconnections we make in Wagner's music between musical gestures and dramatic 

ones can have more validity over others, and what it can tell us about the dramatic 

message of Wagner's music. 

Meyer's ‘implication-realisation’ model through McDowell and Brandom's 

arguments: the musicological angle  

In Style and Music, Meyer claims that Romantic music was not very different from 

classic music in terms of musical procedure – it achieves its particular effect through 

the masking of convention. This masking, for Meyer, was in the service of rhetorical 

claims and ideological strategies. Meyer claims that ideas regarding the ‘Absolute’ or 

‘organicism’, and other staples of Romantic rhetoric, were merely cultural 

‘scuttlebutt’.  On the contrary, the process animating Wagner's music can be 94

productively elucidated through comparison with the intellectual processes that go on 

in Hegel's thought; there is even an isomorphism between the processes of Hegel's 

philosophy (especially the substantive aspects of it) and that of Wagner's music, 

similar to the claim of Janet Schmalfeldt, drawing upon Adorno, has made for 

Beethoven. 

Leonard Meyer claims in  Emotion and Meaning in Music  that musical implication 95

(when a series of notes is parsed into a pattern that requires completion and that 

gestures beyond itself) is a psychological phenomenon. This led on to several ideas 

such as ‘gap-fill schemata’ and ‘reversals’ etc., and attempts to elucidate questions of 

value in music through the relative achievement or non-achievement of musical 

goals established through implications set up by the disposing of the musical material 

in a certain way. This theory has the merit both of showing how some musical 

 Meyer, L., Style and Music: Theory, History, and Ideology (University of Chicago Press, 1989), 94

159-160, 222-223.

 University of Chicago Press, 1956.95
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material could be considered better than others, through its indication of attainable 

musical realisations within the formal context, and also how a composer can be more 

or less skilful, more or less ingenious in his or her manipulation, thwarting, or 

development of the implications. Moreover, it also encourages a useful aesthetic 

value system which can show quasi-empirically how the satisfaction of musical 

implication on higher and higher levels of musical structure can lead to the 

imputation of aesthetic value to a musical composition; this is true cross-culturally, 

as Meyer points out in Emotion and Meaning in Music.  

However, speaking generally, the psychological method of explanation, derived by 

Meyer from now-outmoded Gestalt psychological principles, relies on a basic, 

Kantian division of perceptual input and cognitive interpretation that falls prey to 

Brandom's criticism of the reliably differential responsive method. Meyer claims that 

we respond to patterns and feel psychologically aroused when a pattern is thwarted, 

giving rise to the expectation that a realisation will occur. However, allowing for a 

basic, empirically determined sense of perception, we must recognise the conceptual 

nature of this impression, along the lines of McDowell's criticism of the Myth of the 

Given, as shown in the previous section. What we hear is not merely a set of notes, 

but an intending, an attitude; and interpreting it as such requires us incorporate the 

gesture into the space of reasons, and generate expectations based on that, rather than 

the merely causal, perceptual nature of the input, to which we have no direct access 

(as McDowell emphasises). As such we must analyse the music in these terms of 

giving and asking for reasons, supplementing our account where necessary through 

music-analytical evidence, but maintaining the separate sphere of criticism.  

This amendment of Meyer's theory is suggested by Michael Spitzer when he 

comments that Meyer's original theory lacked the idea that emotions can be 

represented in music through states rather than processes, and that Meyer's theory 
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did not truly deal with ‘emotion’, rather a more generalised ‘affect’.  The important 96

amendment to Meyer's theory which must be made to preserve his uniquely valuable 

critical insights, freeing it from its outmoded psychological theories and to be able to 

apply it to  the music of Wagner, is that of Brandom's above point; ‘inference is a 

process, implication is a relation’. In order to do justice to the processual 

characteristic of Wagner's music, something which both the composer himself and 

countless commentators have emphasised, we must show how the music is driven to 

realise these implications, which mirrors the parallel process of our spontaneous 

synthesis of musical expectations into a rational unity. This requires differentiating 

the two aspects, the process on the one hand (i.e. the sentential, developmental aspect 

of Wagner's music) from the musical elucidation of an atmosphere, a state, an ethos, 

for the purpose of analysis, whilst recognising their dialectical interpenetration. As 

shown above, Meyer's basic insight into the idea of musical implication can be 

retained without unnecessary contradiction if we can show that different forms of 

implication attach to the latent and the surface structures of Wagner's music: the 

musical gesture in general or leitmotif in particular creates an implication which is 

part of the latent structure, and is more amenable to dramatic and musical 

interpretation, whereas implications on a local level can be more conventional in 

fashion, like the use of sentential structures to impart coherence to the moment-to-

moment development of the musical surface. 

The difficulty is in retaining the implication/realisation model, yet bringing it to the 

level of conscious musical engagement, or rather a level which does justice to the 

idea of interacting with the artwork as if with another human subject. This quasi 

hydraulic aspect of Meyer's theory is criticised by Roger Scruton:  

 Spitzer, M., 'Emotions and Meaning in Music' in Musica Humana (Autumn 2009, Vol. 1 No. 2), 96

154. See also Spitzer, M., Music as Philosophy: Adorno and Beethoven’s Late Style (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2006), ‘[G]iving philosophy its own due, Hölderlin’s perspective on caesura 
helps take us out of an empirically landlocked perspective on interruption fostered by contemporary 
style theorists such as Meyer and Narmour. Meyer believes that musical meaning emerges from the 
subversion of pattern (the inhibition of a “tendency to respond”). The setting up and frustration of 
pattern constitutes a modern-day theory of musical caesura. Admittedly, the glory of this approach is 
the infinitesimal calculus of Narmour, whose intervallic scales measure the precise implicative 
property of each parameter. The method’s limitation, however, is a certain rigidity, and an inability to 
reflect on its own foundations, which are reified as natural (“cognitive”) absolutes.’ 228. 
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Meyer tries to show, using largely classical examples, how our 

expectations are aroused by musical events, so as to enable us to 

assign probabilities to their successors...On this view the structure 

of a piece of music is not generative but epistemic....There is much 

that is attractive in Meyer's approach. Nevertheless, the term 

'implication', which sustains the burden of his theory of musical 

understanding, is no more than a metaphor. Meyer assumes that it 

means here just what it means in scientific inference: event A 

implies event B to the extent that B is probable, given A. But this 

invocation of probability theory is without force. Our only grounds 

for saying that the final C in Ex. 10.10 has been made probable by 

the preceding events lie in our musical expectations. The 

probability assigned to the event does not explain our feelings of 

anticipation and release, but is itself explained by them [my 

emphasis]. It is only because we hear the music in this way, that we 

are inclined to think of the final C as highly probable. We 

experience 'implication' and closure only because we hear musical 

movement: and the experience of movement, founded in 

metaphorical transfer, is the real source of the boundaries, closures, 

and continuities that lie across the musical surface.  97

Here ‘know’ clearly implies epistemic certainty, something undermined above 

through the notion of tactile Fregeanism. However, the answer must be a balance 

between the conventional, the implicative, and the dramatic. This is how my 

argument connects to the musical surface, to the musical process as heard. Wagner is 

working with conventionalised musical material, which does undoubtedly create a 

specific psychological response which can, in Meyer's argument, testify to the 

objectivity of aesthetic response. However, as McDowell so vividly argues, the only 

way we can get to these percepts ‘themselves’ is by rendering them completely 

unintelligible and reinscribing the dualism of form and content. By contrast, Wagner 

in his Hegelian/Beethovenian dialectical mode, dramatises these conventions on the 

 Scruton, R., The Aesthetics of Music, 331-332.97
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stage by associating them with a specific dramatic situation or characterisation, and 

gives them a musical teleology by forming an individualised musical ethos that is 

‘unpacked’ throughout the music, so that they begin to actualise an idea that makes 

sense of all their manifestations. The teleology is the validation at progressively 

broader levels of musical structure of individual musical gestures that have a quasi-

universal quality. 

Conclusions 

I have suggested that Brandom’s neo-Hegelianism, his interest in using Hegel’s 

insights to render dynamic the propositional logic of Kant and Frege and showing 

how the human individual is precisely the locus of a set of inferential commitments 

and normative statuses, and that the development of these statuses and the extrusion 

of incompatible commitments of individual rational subjects engaged in I-Thou 

encounters actually precipitates out the idea of external reality, rather than relying on 

some ‘representational’ function of language, can help us immensely in 

philosophically construing a theory of Wagnerian musical poetics based in ethos and 

Momente. That is to say, to view the emotional process of interacting with an artwork 

not psychologistically, as a function of the individual listener and therefore purely 

subjective, yet not as somehow the objective correlate of a hydraulic process of 

desire but as the genuine expression of a intentional attitude embodied in a gesture, a 

dynamic view of the artwork as subject is required. However, for Wagner, with the 

immense complexity of the music as both a medium for the expression of the 

emotions and experience of individual characters and the ethical ‘substance’ within 

which these individual characters in their ritualised interactions coexist, and which 

develops above and beyond these interactions, some Hegelian conception of this 

interface seems necessary. It builds on the sentential aspects of Wagner’s music noted 

in Chapter 2, and suggests how this can be conceptual/rational as well as dealing 

with Affekt. Thus it is beholden to the characters to resolve musical implications into 

a coherent musical gesture just as much as it is beholden to us, the listeners, to 

recognise Momente, which in Wagner’s words are ‘realisations for the feelings’ of the 

‘wide circle of human reality’, as points of synthesis of musical implications that 

suggest the grasping of the intentional attitude of the music’s persona, and of the 
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recognition of the tendency of the musical ethos or leitmotivic gesture to go beyond 

its sub sentential origins and affect new musical contexts in its efforts to find its 

fulfilment.
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Chapter 4: Analysis of the Vorspiele of Der Ring des Nibelungen 

Introduction 

That the Vorspiele in Wagner's operatic works (especially the music dramas) 

influence the following drama is an established idea in Wagnerian scholarship, and is  

a useful way in to discuss analytical elucidation of ethos and realisation in Momente. 

Frank Glass claims 

we get a sense of [the dramatic course's] direction from the 

alternation of musical ideas in the prelude [to Act III of Tristan]. 

When, however, we learn the outcome of the opera, then the poetic 

intent animating the prelude becomes so much a certainty that we 

can definitely isolate it … [T]he musical plan for the work and the 

musical realization of that plan are derived from a dramatic plan – 

based on ideas of struggle, release, and recall – that is closely 

related to the events in the libretto of the opera.  1

Glass implies that when we reach the end of the opera we understand what the 

‘poetic-intent’ of the Prelude was by seeing how musical gestures from it influenced 

the progression of the drama. The analytical ideas about ethos just put forward in 

Chapter 3 are an attempt to fill out this insight with more concrete analytic detail and 

show how it links to an overall Hegelian conception of the form of Wagner's music, 

which in turn could shed interesting light on his whole musico-dramatic project. 

Here in this chapter I look closely at five selected Vorspiele from Der Ring des 

Nibelungen in an attempt to delineate the ethos of each and suggest ways in which 

this prefigures the action of the Act and also how the Act is affected by the 

 Glass, F., The Fertilizing Seed: Wagner's Concept of the Poetic Intent (UMI Research Press, Ann 1

Arbour Michigan, 1981), 114, emphasis mine.
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realisation of the ethos in Momente.  The choice of which Vorspiele to analyse was 2

circumscribed by space and dramatic considerations: the extremely brief Vorspiel to 

Götterdämmerung’s Prologue is too scant to conduct analysis to any great extent; 

similarly with the Walkürenritt from Act III of Die Walküre.  

There have been several published articles detailing analyses of various Vorspiele 

from Wagner’s oeuvre: Michael Puri’s article on Die Meistersinger Act III’s Vorspiel, 

Robert Morgan on ‘circular form’ in the Tristan ‘Prelude’, and Lawrence Kramer’s 

article on the Lohengrin Act I Vorspiel.  My approach is most similar to that of 3

Michael Puri’s, who attempts to discern an underlying narrative trajectory in the Die 

Meistersinger Act III Vorspiel through its motivic sophistication and formal layering 

inciting the listener to identify with the psychic plight of Hans Sachs, torn between 

individualism and the collective.  

My own analytic methodology is relatively ad hoc; I have taken it to be the case that, 

as Tuttle remarks, ‘previous analytical techniques such as Schenkerian linear 

reduction, altered chords, leitmotivic analysis, or Schöneberg’s abandonment of 

functional assignment, are all a priori incapable of uncovering the [deep 

psychological] level of structure. … The perceived lack of middle scale structures 

articulated by Dahlhaus and other is in error, since their analytical methods have 

proven incapable of clarifying the techniques that Wagner used to create form and 

achieve closure.’  I am in agreement with Tuttle that a linear-prolongational 4

approach to Wagner’s harmony cannot yield the close interaction between individual 

   Despite the risk of appearing pretentious, I am careful to distinguish the terminology of Vorspiel 2

from Einleitung or Overture. David Lewin remarks that ‘Bailey’s title [of the Norton Critical score 
of the Tristan ‘Prelude and Transfiguration’] refers to the first act introduction (Einleitung) as the 
“Prelude” (Vorspiel), despite Wagner’s use of the then-unusual former term in the orchestral score 
for the staged drama. … Later we shall explore a sense in which the music before the first act 
curtain rise is indeed a structural “introduction” to the dialectic of the drama, rather than a 
“prelude” to it.’ Lewin, D., Studies in Music with Text (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 
214.

   Puri, M., ‘The Ecstasy and the Agony: Exploring the Nexus of Music and Message in the Act III 3

Prelude to Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg’ in 19th-Century Music, Vol. 25, No. 2-3 (Fall/Spring 
2001-02), 212-236; Morgan, R. ‘Circular Form in the “Tristan” Prelude’ in Journal of the 
American Musicological Society, Vol. 53, No. 1 (Spring, 2000), 69-103; Kramer, L., ‘Contesting 
Wagner: The Lohengrin Prelude and anti-anti-semitism’ in 19th-Century Music Vol. 25, No. 2-3 
(Fall/Spring 2001-02), 190-211.

   Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera, 100.4
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key on the surface and the dramatic scenario. Thus in what follows I have 

concentrated on surface details using rhythmic analysis and relatively basic harmonic 

analysis. I have followed Marshall Tuttle and Jonathan Petty in using Roman 

Numeral Analysis to label chord events, as opposed to a Schenkerian method, along 

the lines of the work of Warren Darcy, for instance. I thus view each instance of the 

music analysed to be governed by a key that is expressed through the triads based on 

the roots of the notes of the key’s scale, including chromatic alterations. Thus I have 

tried to stay true to the real time perception of key (i.e., locating which key the music 

is in through a close reading of the use of such chords), as opposed to seeing chord 

events as composings-out of middle ground linear structures. This allows me to show 

how Wagner’s sentential techniques (i.e. his adaptation of the idea of a sentence into 

a ‘hyper-rhythmic event’, to use Baileyshea’s terminology) overlay this traditional 

understanding of key, which is closer to how Wagner analyses key relationships in 

Oper und Drama in terms of ‘key-families’ governing the expression of ‘poetic-

musical Periods’. It is necessary to be relatively brief in terms of analytical depth: the 

vast nature of Der Ring and the extremely close co-ordination of musical detail with 

dramatic action militates against an exhaustive analysis tracking each ethos gesture 

through all the musical contexts of the Act itself. I have concentrated particularly on 

Momente that have a very important consequence for interpretation of Der Ring as a 

whole. 

Das Rheingold Vorspiel 

Das Rheingold’s Vorspiel is complex both analytically and hermeneutically. The 

tension between the concrete and the abstract which Wagner explicated in reference 

to the leitmotif in his Zurich essays is manifest in this Vorspiel as tension between 

the prefiguring of tonal areas and abstract tonal goals, and the particular formal/

procedural development of the leitmotivic material. The difficulty with analysing the 

Rheingold Vorspiel in terms of its overall ethos is that such an analysis presupposes 

some form of emotional consciousness, a network of emotions in which the gestural 

ethos of the Vorspiel can be situated, yet this Vorspiel is symbolically ‘about’ a 
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mythical time before consciousness even happened, with everything flowing from it.  5

However, this is clearly also a dramatic conceit, as there are events recounted in Der 

Ring that take place chronologically before the Vorspiel to Das Rheingold (such as 

Wotan's supping from the fount of knowledge at the base of the World-Ash tree, 

recounted in Götterdämmerung). It also cannot necessarily be viewed as occurring 

'outside' time, a quasi-Biblical allegorical account of the Fall placed at the head of 

Der Ring's Vorabend, since Wotan and the other gods listen to an account of 

Alberich's recent curse on love from Loge.  

Robert Donington's view is that the Vorspiel depicts the origins of consciousness.  6

Perhaps more specifically, the Vorspiel enacts musically the development of the 

orchestra's role in Der Ring, which, through the crystallisation of 'Naturmotive' into 

more particularised musical phenomena, assumes the role of articulating musico-

dramatic relationships between the characters, crystallising emotional commentary, 

etc. The development of the Natur motifs out of one another through quasi-sentential 

means in the Vorspiel parallels the development of human consciousness, and it is 

part of the job of the first scene to actualise the implications inherent within the 

Vorspiel’s basic ethos.  

The basic affective gesture of this Vorspiel is the instability occurring through 

uncontrolled proliferation of plenitude. From the very opening of  Der Ring Wagner 

is foregrounding the process of sentential deformation through the actualisation of a 

musical gesture; this gesture is that of the fundamental instability of Nature. The 

quasi-natural shape of the Bar-form, emphasised by Lorenz, is in conflict with the 

motivicism already nascent within the Vorspiel. This tension reveals itself in the 

fundamental ethos of the Vorspiel, which can be shown in the following musical 

events: the persistently sentential framework of the phrase structure, which 

progresses 'basic idea – repetition – continuation', and the build up of a non-

sentential aspect seen in the obvious absence of cadential closure at the ends of 

 Cf. Borchmeyer, D., Drama and the World of Richard Wagner, 218-9, on the fact that the 5

'Wagalaweia' is actually a cradle-song sung to the Rhinegold, rather than an allegorical 
representation of the origin of language, an interpretation endorsed by Nietzsche in The Birth of 
Tragedy.

 Donington, R., Wagner's Ring and Its Symbols (London: Faber and Faber, 1963), 36. 6
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phrases, in the privileging of G as a structural pitch (and its fifth, D), which prefigure 

the role of Bb and g in the first scene, the late emergence of the pitch C, and in the 

combination of these parameters from Var. 2 onwards, with the unstable coordination 

between the canonic imitations of the flutes and the diminution of the theme in the 

reed instruments and the strings. 

 

Bar Numbers Formal Section B a s i c M u s i c a l 
Characteristics 

1-16 Introduction • low Eb in the double 
basses + 5 in the three 
bassoons. 

17-48 Theme (Nature): Canon • Canon on NATURE

49-80 Variation 1 • A s p e c t s o f t h e m e 
continued in horns, 
theme taken up by 
bassoons, flutes, and 
elaborated in the strings.

81-96 Variation 2 • C a n o n i c i m i t a t i o n 
continued in the flutes 
and horns, theme now in 
semiquaver diminution  
(clarinets and lower 
strings).

97-112 Variation 3 • addition of oboes and 
second violins in theme

113-128 Variation 4 • Woodwind unified in 
thematic expression.  

• First violins added to 
theme; trumpet variation 
of horn canon.

129-136 Coda • Rising scales in the 
woodwind, repeated 
cadential figures in 
t r u m p e t s , h e m i o l a 
figures in the violins.

Table 4.1. Das Rheingold Vorspiel: 
formal structure
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The introduction features the fundamental Eb (double-basses), and the fifth in the 

bassoons. Darcy suggests that the lowest Eb in the double-basses generates the third 

harmonic as a prominent overtone, added by the bassoons (bar 5). The Eb’s 

generative impulse is confirmed and balanced by the bassoons; the unstable presence 

of the overtone is made stable by the entrance of the bassoons. ‘[T]he ear [also] 

clearly perceives g, the fifth harmonic, soon to be played by the French horn. This 

technique of anticipating a pitch through a prominent overtone lends a certain 

inevitability to the process and suggests that all life - the entire musical universe of 

the Ring- is latently present in the initial sound.’  7

The fifth of bars 1-8 is harmonically stable, yet there a process of development is 

already underway. This development entails a regular pulsation involving a precise 

rhythmic diminution (see Fig. 4. 1). 

 

 

The 16 bars can be grouped in two groups of 8, as above, or as a ‘proto-sentence': 

(basic idea: instability of overtone (bars 1-4) – varied repetition: stabilisation of fifth 

(bars 5-8) – continuation: alternation between stability and instability (bars 9-16)). 

This fundamental unstable background alternation is subsumed into the structure of 

the first leitmotif of the Ring, NATURE. The motif is an expression of partials 2, 3, 

4, 5, 6, 8, 10 of the harmonic series based on the fundamental Eb in the lowest double 

bass part.   

The overlapping four bar articulation in the bassoons and the double-basses 

continues during the theme. This process imparts an accent to the horn’s Eb1 in bar 

 Darcy, W., ‘Creation ex nihilo: The Genesis, Structure, and Meaning of the "Rheingold" Prelude’, 7

19th-Century Music, Vol. 13, No. 2 (Autumn, 1989), 93.

8 bars: four bars basses 
+ addition of bassoons 

8 bars: overlapping four 
bar phrases generating 
halved rhythmic attack 
points (every two bars)

Figure 4.1. Das Rheingold Vorspiel (bars 1-16): developmental process
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17, and also to Bb1 in bar 19, the bassoons' Bb2-Bb1 reiterated on NATURE’s Bb (bar 

19) and the double basses Eb2-Eb1 on the Eb (bar 17). The diminution process 

continues during the thematic statement: eight bars are given over to two statements 

of NATURE (basic idea-continuation), and then a diminution occurs whereby 

canonic imitations enter at two bar, one bar, and then half bar. 

NATURE is the first juncture at which we hear of the importance of G, 3 of Eb, as 

Kopfton of the Vorspiel.  G appears as the peak boundary tone of NATURE for 29 8

bars, until horn 8 pushes the motif up to bb1. This thematic ‘end-weighting’ (i.e. an 

important thematic event occurring at the close of the theme, opposing Schoenberg’s 

view of the sentential continuation as liquidating the basic idea into conventional 

musical elements) reflects the AAB proportion instigated during the Introduction, 

clarifying the sense that the tension between sentential procedure and Lorenzian Bar-

form is generating an ethos that affects the musico-dramatic development. The new 

pitch bb1 is clearly a logical continuation of the trajectory of the theme, yet it suffuses 

the texture so discreetly as to only become gradually perceptible. The only event 

marking the introduction of the new pitch is the entrance of the contrabass tuba and 

bass clarinet on Eb2-Eb1, and tenor and bass trombones on Bb2-Bb1. 

Darcy suggests that the Eb chord formed by the overlapping canonic entries 

embodies ‘the perfect harmony that preceded mythic creation.’ ‘By allowing linear 

strands to coalesce into a vertical sonority, Wagner suggests the identity of time and 

space and implies that organic life has not yet begun. The eventual movement of the 

top "voice" from g1 to bb1 (m.44), however, hints that change is imminent.’  The 9

 The Schenkerian terminology is Darcy's, yet it is useful in delineating the ethos of the Vorspiel.8

 Ibid., 94, my emphasis.9

Ex. 4.1. NATURE 
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overlapping entries of such minimally articulated thematic material generates 

ambiguity, especially after the fourth horn entry in bar 33 initiates half-bar entries. In 

terms of the ethos of the Vorspiel, therefore, we now have combined the propulsive 

end-weighting of the theme suggesting a proto-sentential articulation, and the 

melodic importance of bb1, and the more generalised, ambiguous impulse of forward 

motion. 

We could characterise the gestural ethos of the Vorspiel thus: the undifferentiated 

canon, prepared through the proto-sentential/proto-Bar Form of the first 16 bars is in 

restful strong repose, though its inarticulate nature and constant melodic motion 

generate musical expectation that needs to be resolved sententially, and through its 

frustration throw off pitches that prefigure important dramatic developments. This 

aligns with what Roger Scruton has written about the Vorspiel:  

Wagner's first sketch for this idea [NATURE] … is musically inert, 

ending on a note [Eb] from which all potential has flowed away, … 

prompting no emotional uplift in the listener. In the final version 

Wagner recrafted the arpeggio as a melodic idea, beginning with 

the leap of a fifth, suggesting the deep and elemental laws of 

cosmic harmony, and ending on the mediant, with all its 

restlessness and leading-note potential activated. …  

The Prelude to Das Rheingold evokes a primeval world, lying 

outside time and change, the Ur-matter of existence, which has yet 

to be shaped by will. It is the musical equivalent of the 'state of 

nature', which does not precede history but lies, as it were, beneath 

it, the unseen depth of an innocence forever lost, because never 

truly possessed. This world beyond history is filled with currents 

and eddies which might at any moment break through the mould of 

changelessness and shape themselves as will. We hear this 

happening: beneath the unbroken surface of the E flat major triad 

the horns move in counterpoint, each entering some space as 
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another leaves it. To the undiscerning ear, all is changeless and 

still, a single chord, spread out over musical space, held constant in 

root position. But voice-leading and instrumentation ensure that 

the unisons in this chord are not real unisons; they are points where 

musical movements coincide, as they hurry on to distant 

destinations. …  10

Variation 1: Ethos clarified 

Darcy points out,  

Bassoons and celli begin Variation I with a statement of the four-

bar Erda/Norn variant. Because the bassoon motive fills in triadic 

gaps with passing tones (Eb-F-G and G-Ab-Bb), it sounds like a 

figuration of notes 3-7 of the NATURE theme. … The eighth-note 

cello pattern adds yet another element of figuration to the texture, 

making this section truly sound as a variation of the preceding 

one.   11

Darcy does not mention that this is the only section in which D is heard, except 

during the coda’s scales. The developmental process here of the basic ethos is 

revealed through the emphasis on Bb again, through the addition of the new pitch D. 

The two phrases in the three phrase transposition (i.e. the NATURE VARIANT 

beginning on Eb, then on G, and then on Bb) which include D are the second  

(beginning on G and ending on Bb) and the third  (begins on Bb and ends on Eb). D is 

not a passing note between C and Eb, but is an unaccented lower neighbour note to 

Eb each time; the drawing of attention to the most insignificant metrical position in a 

68 bar through a new melodic note both highlights the Bb and Eb (D is skipped up to 

from the Bb and resolves in the Eb) and contributes to the transmission of the basic 

gestural ethos.   

 Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth, 148-9, 245.10

 Darcy, ‘Creation ex nihilo’, 94.11
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Darcy points out the 'psychological accelerando’ into Variation II results from the 

asymmetric arc of climax pitches in the strings’ quaver triplet melody.  This is a 12

sublation and intensification of the end-weighting proto-sentential/proto-bar 

structure of the Introduction and Theme into the melodic structure of Variation I. The 

‘psychological accelerando’ is more of an intensification of this basic ethos of 

reposeful strength though increasing tension aimed at formal/processual articulation. 

‘During the eight-measure string descent the winds repeat the last half of the [Rhine] 

motive in the manner of an ostinato.’  The twelve bar process is then repeated, the 13

violins taking the triplet melody. However, this ‘last half of the motive’ is more 

precisely the last half transposed, beginning on Bb. This creates a suspended Eb 63 in 

the highest register thus far. The two pitches G and D are thus given significance by 

being incorporated into these processes: D is incorporated into the NATURE 

VARIANT’s constant transposition upwards, and G is important both as the 

boundary pitch of T0 of the NATURE VARIANT, and forms the first pitch of the 

flute ostinato (Fl. 1; Ex 4.2).  

D disappears until the coda; G is retained in the ostinato. This figure which ‘repeats  

almost mechanistically’  is the first actualisation from the ethos of restful strength. 14

 Ibid., 94-95. 12

   Ibid., 94.13

 Ibid., 94.14

Ex. 4.2. Flute ostinato
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After the climactic phrase in the violins and during the descent back down to the 

viola’s Eb, this ostinato is the sole new musical detail left animating the texture. The 

ethos has achieved some form of processual articulation, more articulated than the 

move up to Bb1 of the NATURE canon, but it does not have an articulate harmonic/

rhythmic profile of its own to engender its own sentential development. 

Variation II 

Variation II actualises the emphasis on G, THE WAVES and the rhythmicised 

NATURE VARIANT (now labelled RHINE) imparting a propulsive impetus to the 

phrase. Specifically, the new rhythm shortens every second note of NATURE 

VARIANT to a semiquaver, allowing a duple hypermetre to assert itself over the bars 

(i.e. two bar ‘strong-weak’ phrasing). This places the phrase’s peak g1 in the weakest 

metrical position; yet g1 is emphasised due to the change from scalic steps to leaps in 

the theme, the clarinets leaping up a fourth from Bb to eb1 and then a third up to g1. 

At the g1 peak there is also a melodic reversal, the cellos tumbling down the Eb 

arpeggio.  Thus g1 is strongly melodically marked but inhibited by metrical 15

positioning. (Ex. 4.3) The end-weighted ethos manifests itself in the thematic 

 The term ‘reversal’ stems from Meyer, L., Explaining Music: Essays and Explorations (Chicago: 15

The University of Chicago Press, 1973), 119. 

Example 4.3. Variation II (RHINE)
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structure in Variation II. RHINE is repeated twice: basic idea - repetition. In the 

continuation, however, the theme stalls on G, not moving until the Ab in the next bar. 

This happens twice, Bb at the top of the phrase now minimised in importance in 

place of G; G thus begins to assume importance during the ‘blocked’ phase of the 

continuation. 

This is significant in that it predicts the arrival of Alberich in g. RHINE gets stuck 

around Bb-G and G-Eb dyads, circling around them for six bars, forming the 

concluding bars of the variation, with a two bar reminder of the original Rhine theme 

at the end (bars 95-6). Thus the ‘continuation’ of the theme does not conclude with a 

liquidation and cadence (clearly by this point not possible within an 

Auskomponierung of Eb, the music’s dramatic structure not allowing for other tonal 

material to create a syntactic cadence); instead the basic idea is ‘blocked’, repeating 

the same continuation phrase with variation, disrupting the larger scale phrase/

sentential structure. Up until now the quadratic phrasing has allowed for a ‘strong-

weak’ hyper-metrical interpretation of the four bar phrases (strong-weak-strong-

weak) and on the intra-phrase level (strong bar - weak bar - strong - weak). However, 

now the repetition of the two bar continuation idea and its subsequent development 

disrupts the regularity. This has the result that the phrase bars 95-6 is both on the 

formal/functional interpretation strong compared with the meandering open-ended 

phrase structure of bars 91-4 (i.e. a return to the propulsive basic idea's phrase 

structure), but on the hypermetrical level weak, as it forms the concluding two bars 

of a variation not marked by any true sentential process, and thus not forming a true 

consequent or concluding phrase. 

Lorenz analysed this theme as a Reprisen bar: two two-measure 

Stollen are followed by a twelve-measure Abgesang, the latter 

containing a ten-measure Durchführung and a two-measure 

Reprise. A case for the Reprisenbar can be made, but it seems more 

logical to construe the proportions as:  

• Stollen 1 = 4 mm. (2 x 2 mm.): original form of motive.  
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• Stollen 2 = 4mm. (2x 2mm.): varied form of motive.  

• Abgesang = 8 mm.  (Durchführung = 6mm. Spinning out of 

variant) + Reprise (2 mm. Original form of motif). 

This structure, however, is perhaps best regarded as processive 

rather than architectural: after the original motive has been steadily 

contorted and bent back upon itself, it suddenly springs back into 

its original shape.   16

Darcy’s neat interpretation leaves out the extent to which the four bar phrase 

structure (over which I have argued a proto ‘basic idea – repetition – continuation’ is 

laid) is disrupted by the two fold repetition of a RHINE variant. The parsing 

ambiguity this theme presents (is it a Bar form as Lorenz suggests, or more 

processive, as Darcy suggests?) expresses the basic ethos of the Vorspiel, the tension 

between a dynamic formal process that builds up musical energy and a musical-

logical process that articulates a sentential framework.  

The parsing is further complicated by the accompanying flute ostinato, whose phrase 

lengths are 3+2+2+2+3+3 bars. The 6 bar RHINE variant does not coincide 

hypermetrically with the repeated emphases on the top eb3 in Fl. 1, which coincides 

with the beginning of a 2 bar phrase. This means that for the final two bar Reprise, 

the g2 in Fl. 1 is suspended over the top of the Reprise, attaining   eb3 on the first beat 

of Variation III. This is the case for Variation III also, which also expresses the same 

tension in hypermetrical overlap, sentence/bar form interpretation, and shifting 

importance of Bb and G. In Variation IV, however, the pattern changes, with the 

flutes’ ostinato  morphing into a flourish at the top of each two bar phrase. The 

trumpets, who finally enter in this Variation, take over the ostinato based on 

NATURE; however, they are too quiet and in the middle range of the texture to be 

heard effectively. The music has effectively sacrificed the emphasis on the suspended 

Eb 63 chord, with its strong emphasis on G and Bb for the pulsating energy of the 

 Darcy, Ibid., 95.16
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RHINE, which however, expresses tension regarding its sentential articulation 

through the use of these pitches. 

In summary of the basic ethos: the tensions between a view of Nature as a self-

contained paradise ruined by consciousness's ‘fall’ (with the Vorspiel in this reading 

symbolising the unconscious and innocent energy of Nature) and that of Nature 

giving rise to consciousness through its own processes are embodied within the 

Vorspiel through the instability between the ‘natural’ four bar phrase structure and 

the natural harmonic series of the NATURE theme, on the one hand, and the ‘end-

weighting’, as I have termed it, of the Bar-form larger phrase structure (four bars + 

four bars + eight bars), clashing with the suggestion of a sentential framework. The 

natural process of the Bar-form  aims at the discharge of emotional tension, whereas 17

the sentential process aims at the crystallisation or liquidation of a basic idea, a more 

‘logical’ process. This tension generates the emphasis on G and D and Bb, 

prefiguring the g of Alberich's first entrance, and the overlaying of the flute and 

trumpet ostinato over the variation structure. Moreover, the ‘end-weighting’ implies 

the end-weighted structure of the scene that follows, where a tri-partite wooing-

frustration situation between Alberich and the Rhine-daughters results in the 

awakening of the gold at the height of Alberich's frustration, and Alberich's curse on 

love and stealing of the gold occurring suddenly before the end of the scene. This 

also reflects the emergence of C very late in the Vorspiel, only in the scales in the 

coda. With respect to the Vorspiel as a whole, Marshall Tuttle comments ‘In the Ring, 

Bb has already developed significance of its own in the first scene: it is the second 

note of the prelude, the natural harmonic of the opening Eb octave, it seemingly 

appears naturally out of the timeless material that precedes it. Its appearance begins 

more than the tonal system, for as the second event in the Ring it also begins the 

measure of time. The articulation of the opening Bb in groups of 6 measures, 4 

measures and 2 measures, prior to the appearance of the opening horn melody, 

strengthen the time defining function of Bb and mark it as having a destructive 

 Baileyshea is at pains to show how Lorenz conceived of the Bar-form as a primal natural 17

phenomenon. The Wagnerian Satz, 
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influence on the preceding unmeasured (and therefore timeless) state of nature.’  18

However, it must be suggested that this argument is based on the super-imposition of 

an understanding of sentence structure as a normative eight bar structure, which is 

not supposed as necessary to an analysis of the music. Yet, I argue that this is a kind 

of rhetorical conceit on Wagner’s behalf, appropriate to the beginning of his grand 

tetralogy. It is undeniable that the opening of Das Rheingold Vorspiel is articulated in 

four bar events, which can be further understood as eight bar phrases (the opening 

sixteen bars is the starting point for this, clearly). Thus, my argument rests on the 

notion that Wagner is foregrounding the normative character of eight bar sentential 

structure as a generative prototype to depict the ethos gesture of tension between 

regularity in Nature and its generative overabundant proliferation of forms (the ‘end-

weighting’ characteristic of an ‘expressivist’ account of sentential form). It is also in 

line with Wagner’s use of four bar phrasing in other operatic works (see, for instance, 

Lohengrin Vorspiel to Act I). Thus, although my argument presupposes the fact that 

eight bar phrasing is normative for Wagner and that it ignores other salient aspects of 

the music (as it being a continuous, layered crescendo, for example), the reading 

presented above acknowledges pertinent musical events (such as the prominent Bb in 

the horn canon) in a more satisfactory way than that of other analyses that 

presuppose a generative principle to the music.  

Die Walküre Act I Vorspiel 

This Vorspiel sets the events of the future acts of Der Ring in motion. It explores the 

boundary between nature music (the storm) and human music (Siegmund’s motifs), 

which has important consequences for our understanding of the ethos generated by 

the Vorspiel. Despite its marking (Stürmisch), and the motivic references to Donner's 

conjuring of a lightning strike, I would argue that it is not a musical representation of 

a storm, rather than a generation of a heroic topos that Siegmund comes to embody, a 

fundamentally dramatic gesture.  

The ethos of the Vorspiel is partly a rhythmic one, an unstable parsing of the tread of 

 Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera, 229.18
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the cellos and basses, combined with an inability of the music to utilise the accented 

Bb (b6) to cadence into d. Below I have tabulated the main formal sections of the 

Vorspiel. 

Bar Numbers Formal Section Salient musical 
characteristics

1-36 A • Establishing of d minor 
scale material and Bb-A 
( 6 - 5 ) i m p l i c a t i v e 
tension.  

• Transpos i t ion to F 
implication as contrast, 
leading to dissolution/
transition into next 
section.  

• Basic idea: bars 1-2 (x = 
bar 1, y = bar 2)

37-60 B • Raising of Bb tension to 
higher structural level.  

• Prefiguring of Donner 
motif.  

• D i s s o l u t i o n a n d 
recapitulation of earlier 
dissolution/transitional 
material.

61-79 A' • Recapitulation of d 
scalic figures, now with 
canonic imitation.  

• Donner horn calls (6/3 
chords sequent ia l ly 
r i s i n g i n p i t c h ) , 
d iminished seventh 
c r i s i s p o i n t a n d 
chromatic scale.

80-121 Coda1 • D o m i n a n t p e d a l ; 
'lightning' diminished 
and dominant sevenths.  

• Dissolution of scales 
into half diminished 
s e v e n t h o u t l i n e , 
emphasising Bb once 
again.
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The Vorspiel involves a process that progressively allows Bb to become more 

structurally important as a pitch, destabilising the ability of d minor to articulate 

itself fully by suggesting Bb major. d is not fully articulated cadentially until 

Siegmund's first entry.  The Vorspiel thus both prefigures the importance of Bb as a 

key in the ensuing act (Bb is the key of Siegmund’s ‘Spring Song’, precipitating the 

lengthy dialogue through which Siegmund and Sieglinde come to awareness of each 

other’s love, and of their own identities as human beings), and showing it as essential 

to the heroic ethos of Siegmund. 

The basic idea (bars 1-2) contains the kernel of the ethos (Ex. 4.5). 

122-157 Coda2/Transition • d c h a l l e n g e d , B b 
changed to B n f o r 
Siegmund's entrance, 
d e v e l o p m e n t o f 
Vorsp ie l ' s themat ic 
material;  

• sublation of Bb pitch 
and rhythmic tension 
into four bars before 
Siegmund's first vocal 
line.  

• Siegmund resolves it, d 
stable for the first time.

Table 4.2. Die Walküre Act I Vorspiel 
- formal outline

Example 4.5. Die Walküre Vorspiel: bars 1-2
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The f d scale up to Bb, and the following p renders the rhythmic parsing difficult, and 

open to an fundamental ambiguity Wagner exploits throughout the Vorspiel. Bb is 

melodically marked as the boundary tone of the scale, and initiates the ambiguity by 

standing in relief against the p crochets that follow and effect a reversal (Ex. 4.6).  

The slur to the Bb and the contrasting dynamics ensure that Bb can be heard as part of 

a strong beat, with the following A being weak (the second rhythmic interpretation). 

Without a proper metrical scheme in place in bar 1, bar 2 is free to be heard in duple 

or triple metre. Triple metre, creating a ‘strong-weak-weak’ pattern, imparts a 

resolute affective quality: the melodic division created emphasises the rising pitches 

of the d triad (D-F-A) and gives particular prominence to the a-f-d motion between 

beat 3 of bar 1 and beat 1 of bar 2.  

This regular pattern at a swift tempo is unlikely to be heard as being subsumed into a 

higher hypermetrical grouping (i.e. with a feeling of 'one in a bar'), contributing to 

the 'resolute' ethos (Siegmund trudging against the elements). However, a duple 

metre (strong-weak 'two in a bar') parsing emphasises the melodic reversal of g-a-f. 

At this tempo the duple metre would likely be able to be subsumed into higher 

groupings, the weak second beat of each bar latching on to the strong beat of the next 

bar (emphasised by the crescendo).  

Example 4.6. First bar rhythmic analysis

Example 4.7. second bar (triple metre analysis)
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The metrical ambiguity of the first two bars has important consequences for the basic 

ethos. The G in bar two which gains aural prominence with a duple metre becomes 

linked to Bb as a feature in a predominant dim7th Cs-E-G-Bb, (bars 77-79, G 

prominent in the bass), as a melodic fragment G-A-Bb (bars 11-12), and as 5 in C, V/

F, (bars 17-29).  G's prominence is at the expense of the A, and serves to undermine 

the tonal and formal articulation of d. As a key it is not yet confirmed by any higher 

level syntactic process. As Meyer puts it, 

A general principle of hierarchically structured music is that, as one 

moves from one level to another, there is always an alternation of 

functional significance. What is processive on one level (for 

instance, the note-to-note relationships within the first measure of 

the theme) becomes formal (a motive) on the next; what is formal 

on one level tends to become processive on the next. And such 

alternation continues until the highest level – that of the 

composition or movement – is reached. … Events may follow one 

another without creating hierarchic structure, as, for instance, in the 

successive statement of an ostinato figure. An ostinato pattern will 

itself be hierarchic, but the series of identical patterns can create no 

higher-level organization. The series of statements is additive, not 

processive.  19

Meyer’s distinction illuminates the basic ethos: the unstable surface tonal material 

creates diverging interpretations regarding the formal significance of the gestures, 

 Meyer, L., Explaining Music: Essays and Explorations (Chicago and London: Chicago University 19

Press, 1973), 90-1.

Example 4.8. second bar (alternative 
duple metre analysis)
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and the larger scale tonal hierarchy into which it can be situated. This indicates a 

general problem with Wagner analysis: the musical surface exemplifies a tonal and 

syntactic organisation redolent of earlier tonal music, though the hierarchical 

relationships are more problematic, larger scale formal units not necessarily 

progressing in a unified way from the surface musical processes, and not in a nested, 

quasi-Schenkerian fashion. 

Tension is increased at bars 14-16, the push beyond Bb as the melodic peak, and the 

semitones (C#-D, E-F) edging towards a triple metre interpretation. However, the F 

as locus of the highest point and reversal downwards seem to suggest a duple metre, 

and this seems appropriate for bars 15 and 16, in 16 reemphasising the link between 

G and Bb. The beginning of a larger scale formal/tonal process (i.e. a syntactic/

formal one defined by tonal relationships) can be discerned from bars 17-28, where 

the opening material is repeated and transposed upwards by a tone, giving tonal 

articulation to material which otherwise had been purely scalic, and pushing the 

melodic boundary up to C. The scale now outlines C7 (first inversion), creating 

tension between the implied F and E as 2 of d. The same procedure of repetition and 

condensation from bars 5-8 is repeated, yet now the scale segment E-F-G-A-Bb-C, 

instead of pushing upwards beyond its boundary tone, begins a process of 

development which transitions from the overall presentation of the A material and 

again emphasises Bb as a structural tone. The reversals here contribute to a duple 

metre reading: two small patterns emerge, an upward moving scale segment and a 

reversal figure.  This transition sublates the duple and triple metre ambiguity onto a 20

higher structural level, and raises the basic ethos gesture of the Bb to a more 

structural level by making it the foundation of the next formal section (Ex. 4.9). 

This is achieved by making Bb the central pitch of the reversal in bar 29. Important 

 ‘Particularly when they tend toward uniformity, so that no decisive points of structural stability are 20

established, patterns develop a strong internal momentum. In such cases, a marked, unequivocal 
break in process is needed if closure is to be effective and convincing. Since as a rule such uniform 
patterns take the form of linear sequences, reversals generally involve a skip followed by a change 
in the direction of the motion – from descending to ascending, or vice versa.’ Explaining Music, 
119. Here however the direction change is followed by the skip; the music warrants an affective 
label such as 'desperate', since the internal momentum and quasi-ostinato repetition is not 
syntactically confirmed on a higher level; rather the reversals continually thwart a seemingly 
inexorable process.
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for the ethos is the tension between the Cn and the Cs in the following bar. Cs 

implies a return to d, rather than F as indicated by the preceding scale segment. In 

bars 33-36 the process culminates in the expression of Bb as a structural tone. Bars 

33-34 recapitulate the B pattern of bar 2, with the implication of a C#o7. The metre is 

still clearly duple but its predominance is waning, evident in bar 35 where the two 

metrical interpretations can equally be admitted. The liquidation process culminate in 

the stretto of bar 36, the insistent repetition of Bb highlighting the processual goal. 

The Bb of the ethos-creating gesture in bar 1 has enlarged its sphere of influence, 

requiring resolution on a higher structural level.  

Thus far, then, we can describe the basic ethos of the Vorspiel as follows: the 

rhythmic contrast between conflicting duple and triple metre interpretations highlight 

both the impassive and fraught sides of the heroic musical persona in question (soon 

to be personified as Siegmund), and Bb as a formal articulation of this process is 

blocking any syntactic/formal articulation of d. 

The next formal section actualises this Bb emphasis through the constant f dynamic 

and accents on the Bb in the lower strings, and the emphasis on its tritone, En, in the 

Example 4.9: transition to B 
section, sublation of Bb
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woodwind fanfares. This section also intensifies the metrical ambiguity, the 

woodwind emphasising a strong triple metre,  the scale segments in the lower strings 

suggesting duple (Ex. 4.10). 

The lower strings are soon won over to a triple metre: Bb is clearly the dominating 

pitch, on the strong beat in bars 37 (first bar of section B), 39, 41, 42, 43, and at bar 

45, where it marks the top boundary tone of the descent in pitch in the scale 

segments.  

Section B confirms the sublation of Bb into a larger scale process and the continuing 

tension between  duple/triple metrical interpretation by the repetition in bars 43-44 of 

the 'coalescing' bars 35-36; here however the duple metre is clearly predominant, on 

account of its emphasis by the woodwind in the previous two bars. The ensuing bars 

constitute a dissolution of the tension of the first half of the section, the scale 

Example 4.10: B section opening
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segments now descending in pitch, with the opening scale in the strings inverted.  

This descent pauses on E as the first note of the bar (bar 49 ff.), marking an 

intervallic change between the two first notes of each group, now a major sixth rather 

than a minor or diminished seventh. This leads to the beginning of the basic idea 

(from bar 2), yet based on g, giving a subdominant emphasis (in a d context). The 

now clarified triple metre emphasises the falling pitches D-Bb-G at the end of each 

bar and into the next.  

In bars 57-60 the transition into the new section develops the tensions of the ethos. A 

triple-metre impulse is given by the boundary pitch Cs, articulating the augmented 

second between Bb-Cs. In bar 60 the semitone exchange familiar from the transition 

to Section B (bar 30) is developed and given new structural significance by 

highlighting the tension between Bb and A on a higher level than at the opening 

(what hinges on the difference between these two pitches is no longer a local effect 

of metrical emphasis and tonal clarification but the clarification of transitional formal 

status to a new section via a dominant preparation). The semitone rise in the second 

half of bar 60 (Bn-C-Cs, leading to D on the first beat of bar 61) is compressed, in 

that it parallels bars 35-6 but rapidly fills in the augmented second Bb-Cs in bars 

57-8. Retrospectively we realise that we have not yet had a sufficient dominant 

articulation of the key of d through any contrasting section in the dominant key 

(befitting the vestigial sonata form practice present here of minor keys going to their 

relative majors); the sudden return of the opening x idea in bar 61 emphasises this. 

Thus A/a as a structural key/tone is conspicuous by its absence, forsaken for Bb.  

In bar 61 the basic idea (bar 1) is brought back ff, canonic imitation between the 

string parts imposing an unambiguous triple metre. This recapitulation serves to 

actualise the tensions of the previous section onto a higher structural level and make 

them more articulate; however, as stressed above via Meyer, not through the creation 

of syntactically ordered hierarchical levels (something Scruton suggested was 

inapplicable anyway, see Chapter 3), but through the radiation outward of the basic 

ethos (in this case derived from the Bb in the first bar) from a local to a general 
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context. In this section the original motif from bars 1-2 but also the dotted rhythm of 

the woodwind fanfares from 37-42 are recapitulated, now as accompaniment to 

DONNER'S POWER OVER THE STORM. DONNER'S POWER in the tubas cuts 

across the 'strong-weak-weak' rhythmic emphasis of the triple metre with a 

superimposed triple metre of its own, creating a rhythmic disjunction that can 

actually be resolved by an underlying duple hyper-metrical framework. 

However, even here the tension is not resolved in a culminating musical gesture, 

where divergent musical parameters are synthesised. This would only be the case if 

DONNER'S POWER began at the beginning of each 32 bar. However, its entry is 

shifted onto each second beat, creating a staggered effect where the emphasis falls 

(via the triple metre of the scales) onto the beginning of each bar, highlighting the tail 

end of DONNER'S POWER. Thus at the end of every four bar phrase there is an 

accent on the first beat of every bar coinciding with a shift in the harmony but 

accompanying the tail of DONNER’S POWER; that is to say, DONNER’S POWER 

lags behind. The tension between triple and duple metre established earlier on a 

intra-phrase level has now become a tension between two rhythmic cycles, which 

only coincide with one another on the first beat of every third bar. This tension is 

heightened in bars 73-76: harmonic rhythm is doubled, and two iterations of 

DONNER’S POWER are compressed into the space of four bars, not eight. The 

compression reaches its conclusion in bars 77-79, where, for the first time in the 

Vorspiel triplets are set against duplets, the wind’s ascending chromatic scale against 

the strings, all poised on the same dim7th from the B section (Cs-E-G-Bb). 

The scale’s climax and the dominant in the timpani is the climactic moment which 

delineates the consequences of the ethos of the Vorspiel most starkly. The go7 is 

harmonically ambiguous; it is arrived at via an outlined Eb triad in 73-4, where the 

harmonic rhythm is compressed. The chord's possible resolution is ambiguous, either 

vii7 or as an alteration of d/iv. The tension between Cs and D in the scale figure in 

bars 77-79 further cloud the chord’s identity, allowing it to be heard as a possible Eø7. 

The tension between Bb and An is heard as the final pitch event before the timpani's 

roll on A in bar 80. The non-syntactic arrival on the dominant therefore creates a 
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feeling of shock. The dominant is not part of any syntactic tonal articulation but a 

sign, a brute presence corresponding to its lack of preparation and its conspicuous 

absence. In terms of the gestural ethos of the Vorspiel, it will be the job of 

Siegmund's first entrance to embody these tensions, derived from the ethos, between 

the posited yet not tonally substantive dominant and give it proper tonal articulation, 

thereby appropriating the features of the ethos of the Vorspiel and expressing them 

dramatically. 

The first coda expresses LIGHTNING.  It carries on the process of clarification 21

between the duple and triple metres. It is difficult to impose a rhythmic structure on 

the two bars of fff timpani roll, but the dim7th chords articulate a similar rhythmic 

superimposition of a duple metre over one another at one beat's delay, as in the A’ 

DONNER’S POWER section. This creates a rhythmic disjunction that discharges on 

the first beat of every roll (at bars 84, 88, 92, 96). The dim7th chords imply d:  Gso7 

(bars 82-83: vii7/V), Cso7 (90-1; vii7), and Gso7 (94-5). The exception is 86-7, either 

Bbaug 6th (potentially resolving to d64) or Bb7. The rest of this coda is a recapitulation 

of the scale material,  poised over the dominant A  (though the semitone play that 

occurred in section A between Cs and Cn blurs the distinction between A and a here; 

both keys will play an important role in what follows). It gradually dissolves through 

a chromatic descent, culminating in four bars beginning on E and moving up to Bb 

(110-113), the two pitches which played a key role in section B. From bars 114-121 

the opening material is recapitulated at its original pitch level più piano and pp, 

allowing a triple metre to emerge. However, in bar 122, Bn disturbs the now stable d. 

Retrospectively we realise that the d of the whole Vorspiel has not yet been 

articulated by a syntactic tonal closure, but rather through the juxtaposition of formal 

sections and tonal signifiers, rather than through a process that can afford a Moment 

of judgment, of integration into a formal pattern. 

The secondary coda is the crux of the Vorspiel; it confirms d in a more emphatic way 

than the unmediated juxtapositions of iv and V, introducing new thematic material 

 'a jagged, descending version of DONNER'S POWER OVER THE STORM.' Darcy, Guide to the 21

Themes of Der Ring
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prefiguring the drama  immediately following Siegmund's entrance, and embodying 

the ethos of the Vorspiel into the music accompanying Siegmund's entrance and first 

words, blurring the boundary between the representation of stormy nature and the 

expression of a heroic being. The Bn is a shock, but it suggests a, already briefly 

hinted at. Moreover, the scalic material is now developed into a new theme full of 

potential development.  Before, the scales began on the tonic, climbing to b6, and 22

finally falling back to the tonic. Here, the Bn indicates 2 a, the scale moving down 

not to the tonic but down to 4, climbing up to 6 (Ex. 4.11). 

The form of this secondary coda is sentential: basic idea, repetition, and 

continuation. The new scale motif (SIEGMUND) hovers between d and a (the Gs 

indicates a, but the emphasis at the bottom of the scale is on D-F, effecting a melodic 

reversal), and is answered by a series of expressive appoggiatura figures, outlining 

vii7 of a. The basic idea and the repetition are knitted together by the first violin line, 

which arrives at A at the beginning of the repetition, then imitating the scale's 

reversal to F by moving from Gs-B. 

The end of the repetition features an octave leap in the cellos from D1 to D, edging 

  SIEGMUND'S EXHAUSTION begin[s] with a rhythmic variant of the ANGUISH/SERVITUDE 22

semitone, [and] concludes by outlining a half-diminished seventh chord which, at this pitch level 
(b-d-f-a), will later be verticalised to form the MISFORTUNE chord.' Darcy, Guide to Themes of 
Der Ring.

Example 4.11. Siegmund’s entrance
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the scalic motif towards a d tonic by emphasising its tonic note (ex. 4.12). This both 

initiates the sublation process of the basic ethos and is an important prefiguring of 

Siegmund’s heroic thematic material, the octave leap suggesting powerful exertion, 

dissipated by the tonally ambiguous scale fragment, and prefiguring the octave fall of 

the Sword motif and the ‘Wälse!’ octave. This varied scale motif is heard again, the 

octave D1-D and then F1-F. Importantly, the F leap is prefigured by the reversal 

figure from bars 123-4 (the d reversal segment). This f marks both the condensing of 

the essence of the consequent phrase's dim7th into half a bar and the onset of the 

sublation process. The bass movement in 134-137 blurs the boundary between a and 

d even further, the bass movement F-D-Bn suggesting a, and the movement A-F-D 

suggesting d, in the context of a minor seventh chord possibly moving to a/V7  (D-F-

A-C(Bn)).  

The semiquaver fanfares in the horns, prefiguring Hunding's rhythm, outline a. 

Surprisingly however, in bars 138-141, Bb is reintroduced as the first note in the bass, 

and the bass outlines the three structural 'problem' pitches of the Vorspiel, Bb, G, and 

A (Bb the note of the ethos gesture of the opening bar, G the possible subdominant, 

and A the missing dominant then heard as timpani roll). This sudden turn towards d 

is not articulated fully, the Gø7 half way through the bar blurring the articulation of d, 

and the top line E completing the arpeggiation of the a triad of the nascent Hunding 

Example 4.12. octave cello leap 
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motif.  This impasse rests upon the familiar Go7 from the Vorspiel. Here it is that 23

Siegmund first sings, 'Wess' Herd diess auch sei, hier muss ich rasten' ('Whosever 

hearth this is, here must I rest'). Siegmund's vocal line takes the E of the top melody 

line, reaches down to touch the G and moves up to the Bb, and finally, with 'hier 

muss ich rasten', falls down the d scale from A to D, to complete the process.  

We hear something quite remarkable in this simple vocal line. We finally attain a 

form of higher level articulation of d through its subsumption into the cadential 

figure of the vocal line. Although the essence of Siegmund's heroic character has 

already been plotted for us in the Vorspiel, and implications generated which will 

have importance for the coming act, Siegmund's decision to stay in the hut, thereby 

initiating the process of events, is carefully arranged by Wagner to seem a form of 

free act, since Siegmund's line both embodies the tensions of the ethos of the 

Vorspiel and gives them syntactic articulation and closure through a Moment.  

Die Walküre Act II Vorspiel 

This Vorspiel both generates implications within itself that are fulfilled in the Act and 

in the next Act, and does so as a result of a particular ethos manifested at the 

beginning. Brünnhilde's transformation from Wotan's will to empathetic demi-god on 

the verge of purely human status is adumbrated musically through the sublation of 

musical implications onto higher structural levels, creating a gestural ethos. 

 Darcy terms this motif the JOY OF BATTLE fanfare.23
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Bar Numbers Formal Section S a l i e n t M u s i c a l 
characteristics

1-14 A • Iterations of modified 
SWORD, FREIA PART 
TWO, emphasis on the 
C+ triad in the opening 
c o n s e q u e n t p h r a s e 
c l i m a x , F + i n t h e 
second.

15-30 B • Antiphonal exchange of 
FREIA PART TWO 
mixed with the octave 
heroism leap.  

• V O L S U N G L O V E 
accented forte. Non-
tonal progression bars 
23-24. Recapitulation 
and synthesis of bars 
5-7 leading to attempted 
transcendence.  

• Fall into f (key of 
Hunding)

31-41 Transitional; dominant 
pedal

• Downward sequence in 
f, foreshadowing of 
u p w a r d r e s o l v i n g 
semitone.  

• C clarified as goal by 
dominant pedal.  

• Reconstitution of the 
octave leap through 
progressive leaps up a 
fourth, fifth, sixth, etc.

42-53 A': recapitulation • Tonal problems of the 
opening sublated into a 
higher form,  

• t h e a n t e c e d e n t 
consequent structure 
f r o m t h e o p e n i n g 
contracted,  

• a is affirmed and then 
denied as C makes clear 
that it is the true goal.  

• The dominant G+ triad 
i s h e a r d b e f o r e 
resolving into c for the 
coda.
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The ethos characterising the Vorspiel is expressed in the opening bars. The G-C 

anacrusis is the head of THE SWORD, in its key of C heroic freedom. However, for 

the first time, the motif is not harmonised 'correctly' in C, and is heard under an Fsø7 

in first inversion (ex. 4.13). 

This already creates a gestural disjunction impacting on the ethos: the perfect fourth 

leap from G to C is countered by the bass A. This affects the intervallic ambit of the 

motif. Normally, THE SWORD drops by an octave, and extends a major third above 

its top C, thereby creating a range of a tenth (ex. 4.14). 

54-73 Coda • A dual function coda, 
with a sublation of the 
tonal energies of the 
V o r s p i e l a n d a 
prediction of the future 
o f t h e b a t t l e o f 
Siegmund and Hunding 
a n d B r ü n n h i l d e ' s 
ultimate transformation.  

• The same Fsø7 is heard 
as a t the opening, 
helping to resolve c to 
C,  

• the Valkyrie motif is 
grown out of FREIA 
PART TWO.

Example 4.13: Die Walküre Act II 
Vorspiel, opening
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However, here the melodic range is stretched, dropping a compound minor third 

from c2 to A, before climbing back up to e2, creating a range of a 12th. 

The tonal ethos of the Vorspiel is characterised by a systematic use of the augmented 

triad, such that three augmented triads function as pillars which might be labelled 

tonic, subdominant and dominant (ex 4.15). 

These unstable augmented triads, pre-empting the wild abandon of the Valkyries and 

particularly of Brünnhilde,  also discharge onto important associative keys. The 24

conflict between a and C (a is associated with the nobility of the Wälsungs; 

Siegmund's theme is heard several times in a in Act I) is mediated by the C+ triad, 

which arrives at the peak of the dissolution of the consequent phrase of the first 

section (bar 5). This C+ triad is the 'tonic', with an F+ triad at the equivalent position 

(in the repeat of the antecedent-consequent phrase structure) in bar 12 functioning as 

'subdominant', and in the equivalent point in the 'recapitulation' the G+ triad 

functioning as dominant.  

  The augmented triad plays a prominent role in THE WAR CRY OF THE VALKYRIES.24

Example 4.14. THE SWORD

Example 4.15: augmented triad ‘pillars’
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However, intercalated into this structure of augmented triad 'pillars'  is a broader 25

progression from a to C, indicating in broad fashion the possible positive outcome of 

the imminent battle between Siegmund and Hunding, were Brünnhilde to intervene 

on Siegmund’s behalf. These two opposing formal tonal trajectories are synthesised 

in the coda of the Vorspiel, where a PL chain which surrounds the tonic C+ triad is 

used to resolve the tension surrounding the discharge of the C+ triad onto F minor on 

a higher structural level, the apotheosis function of the coda.  This dovetails with the 26

ethos goal of the Vorspiel, which has a correlate in the dramatic trajectory of Act II, 

the ultimate triumph of free love over the determination of a subordinate existence, 

and thus the association with love and freedom. However, of course, this does not 

occur without the sacrifice of Siegmund and the banishment of Brünnhilde, and this 

is not emphasised in the Vorspiel, though it is of course adumbrated in the c tonality 

in which it occurs. 

The strife of Siegmund and Sieglinde is given musical expression as the harried 

FREIA PART 2 in bar 3 is answered by the octave leap associated with Siegmund's 

heroism. This use of the augmented triad as a tonal entity, not arising from a 5-s5-6 

progression, end-weights the consequent phrase. Bars 1-2 are a statement of the 

modified SWORD and bars 3-4 an answering phrase based on a motivic fragment, 

torn from its context in Act I, where its musical gesture is of the burgeoning love 

between Siegmund and Sieglinde.  Again, as in the Vorspiel to Act I, the outward 27

musical gesture indexing a physical dramatic situation (the flight of Siegmund and 

Sieglinde from Hunding) masks the psychological drama of the persecution by 

Sieglinde of herself and Siegmund as the heroic, stable character. The augmented 

triad bursts upon the regular antecedent-consequent structure and marks the initiation 

 I am not using this term with particular reference to Kurth, but the similarity of my approach to his 25

should be obvious. See Rothfarb, L. (ed.), Ernst Kurth: Selected Writings (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1991), Chew, G., 'Ernst Kurth, Music as Psychic Motion and 'Tristan und Isolde': 
Towards a Model for Analysing Musical Instability' in Music Analysis, Vol. 10, No. 1-2 (Mar. - 
Jul., 1991), 171-193, and McCreless, P., 'Ernst Kurth and the Analysis of the Chromatic Music of 
the Late Nineteenth Century' in Music Theory Spectrum Vol. 5 (Spring, 1983), 56-75. 

 For the Neo-Riemannian labels, see Hyer, B., “Tonal Intuitions in Tristan und Isolde”26

  Also heard at the entry of Freia in Das Rheingold, this motif has caused problems for many 27

analysts; see the analysis in Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth for clarification, 161-4. Darcy 
designates it FREIA: PART 2.
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of the hemiola of FREIA PART 2. The three bar extension of the consequent phrase 

highlights the augmented triad as a significant aspect of the Vorspiel's ethos. 

The second antecedent-consequent phrase structure is a varied repeat of the first. 

Firstly the move from Dø7 chord to Do7 and back in bar 8 actualises the inherent ethos 

of the opening bar. In the opening bar the G-C fourth of the sword motif is 

contradicted by the Fsø7 chordal support and the a of the motif's continuation. Here 

however, the chord begins as a Dø7 chord and the violins resolve their C down to the 

B, creating Bo7, and completing their chain of suspension/appoggiatura motions from 

bar 5-7. So now, instead of the SWORD enacting a conflict between C and a, it now 

enacts a conflict between d and bo7. The tension between G and Fs in the first bar 

(the difference between Amin7 and Aø7), has now been actualised into an appoggiatura 

which resolves the minor-seventh chord into a half-diminished on the first beat of bar 

8 (ex 4.17). 

Example 4.16: continuation phrase

Example 4.17: actualisation of minor/
half diminished seventh tension
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The second difference is that the F+ triad is now in first inversion, as opposed to the 

root position of the C+ triad.  The status of d as iv of a is kept in doubt here, with 28

each d between bars 12-19 (aside from one as part of a series of parallel sixths) a 64. 

This tonal uncertainty imparts a peculiarly hushed quality to this section, the 

dynamic marking meno f belying the fact that this contains the most dense thematic 

work of the Vorspiel so far, FREIA PART 2 in counterpoint with itself and 

Siegmund's octave leap in evidence. The d local tonic (iv of a) is a basis for the bass 

and soprano voices of the accompaniment to move in contrary motion: 

d is suggested by the 64, yet it alternates with vii7 of a. The forcefully accented rising 

semitones of VOLSUNG LOVE is heard in bars 18-19, where they accompany a 

parallel sixth progression that results in the first cadence of the Vorspiel, into C.  29

This is a foreshadowing of the upward rising semitones that create the transition to 

the recapitulation, and a foreshadowing of the triumphant C of the Vorspiel's close. 

Bars 20-31 form a small-scale transformed recapitulation of the opening and an 

adumbration of the 'crisis point', just before the plunge into c, the climax of the 

recapitulation and the transition into the coda (bars 50-53). The small scale 

recapitulation (bars 20-31) is adjusted in a way that gestures beyond itself for a 

resolution. Bar 20 sees a resolution onto C for the first time in a V-I cadence over a C 

 This could, of course, be heard as A+. This might lead to a different hermeneutic reading of the 28

Vorspiel's dramatic structure and function, but I don't think that it upsets too much my own 
interpretation. For the symmetrical properties of the augmented triad and its ability to generate 
different pitch collections through its inversion, see Tymoczko, D., A Geometry of Music: 
Harmony and Counterpoint in the Extended Common Practice (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2011), 54-5.

  ‘[T]his variant of the last three notes of LOVE is inextricably connected with Siegmund and 29

Sieglinde, and never attaches itself to other lovers. Notice the ascending chromatic passing tone (a 
musical expression of desire), and the “sighing” appoggiaturas.' Darcy, Guide to the Themes of Der 
Ring. 

Example 4.18: voice leading (bars 15-17)
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pedal. For the first time, we hear the C SWORD in its original form, though still set 

in 98, suggesting the possible triumph of C as governing tonality for the Vorspiel. 

However, the bass descends from C to A and then to Fs, as an arpeggiation of the 

initial Fsø7 harmony of bars 1-2. The repeat of the consequent phrase from bar 3-4 in 

21-22 is set over more complex harmony, Ds in the bass in 22 suggesting vii7 of e 

(Ex. 4.19).  

In bars 23-24 the micro-level recapitulation and tonal clarification creates an 

implication: the almost atonal progression incorporates several tonalities already 

adumbrated, directing them to the imminent f. The chromatic bass underpins the 

progression, yet it is not readily diatonic: vii7 of e (predominant of a), C64, f, Fmaj7, 

Fsb5, e, C+. This interpolation indicates the future dramatic importance of Siegmund's 

striving octave, which drives the progression onward through the insistent repetition 

of octave Cs, and preempts the collapse into f. 

The relegation of C to a subordinate role, 64 leading to f, in this progression has a 

strong importance for the ethos: Siegmund's true weakness without the help of 

Brünnhilde, his and Sieglinde's status as pawns in Wotan's power politics. The octave 

Example 4.19: micro-recapitulation and tonal 
clarification
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leaps insistently repeat without any comparably directed harmony (despite the 

chromatically ascending bass). The decidedly non-tonal progression between Fmaj7 

and Fsb5, which could be interpreted as Cø7 without the crucial Eb, propels the music 

towards the C+. The gestural ethos of aimless desperation in this passage is 

circumscribed by the fact that a possible discharge goal of the C+ triad, f, has been 

both prefigured and is now being encircled by the resolutions of the C+ triad onto a 

and F (bars 26 and 28).  

Perhaps most importantly, the recapitulation and coda of the Vorspiel are both based 

on the 'dominant' version of the augmented triad. The tonality is clearly C; the 

transitional section (bars 35-42) is based over a G dominant pedal and the rising 

chromatic appoggiaturas resolve onto notes of the C major scale, accompanied by C 

triads or substitutes thereof (Ex. 4.20). 

The importance of the augmented triad in articulating the form is now pushed into 

the background; the music is definitely now 'in' C, yet without higher level 

articulation, rather than being based in a or around the C+ triad. However, G+ plays 

Example 4.20: central section (G pedal)
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an important role in the recapitulation and transition to the coda, the same procedure 

being enacted as at the small-scale recapitulation in bars 25-31, with  c now 

surrounded by resolutions of the G+ triad into e and C (as opposed to f in bars 26 and 

28). Gesturally speaking, this is a peripetia, a tragic reversal of fortune in terms of 

Greek tragedy, with the grave C minor key being crystallised in Der Ring thus far 

(and particularly in Die Walküre Act I) around concepts of the tragic, noble suffering 

of the hero.‑  The tonal teleology to C major which has crystallised out of the form, 30

with the transitional, developmental material of bars 35-41 indexing C major as the 

goal, is confirmed by the trumpet SWORD iterations in bars 44-45 (Ex 4.21). 

!  See, for instance, the first instance of the 'Wälsung' theme when Siegmund sings “Nun weisst du, 30
fragende Frau, warum ich Friedmund nicht heisse!” and at the statement of the “Renunciation of 
Love” motif at “Heiligste Minne, Höchste Noth”. 
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The peripetia is emphasised by the repetition of Hunding's rhythm in the Wagner 

tubas on C, all the way until the C dominant (bar 66), when they move to the G 

below, and then progress through Fs and Fn to En for the climax in E.  

The coda fulfils the formal idea of sublation and synthesis in several ways, drawing 

the strands of the ethos together. The tragic and abrupt c in bars 54-57 (as though the 

teleological goal of C major prepared in the transition and sounded at the 

recapitulation has been rejected), is nonetheless prepared through the resolution 

treatment of C+ and G+. It fulfils the development of the ethos by placing the 

dramatic prefiguring of Hunding and Siegmund’s battle at the end of the Vorspiel, 

expressing the inevitable occurrence of this event. It further synthesises the strife of 

the opening’s specific harmonic problem  (the harmonisation of SWORD under an 

Fsø7 by resolving this to C64). Fsø7, rather than enacting the tension between the a 

and C possible tonics, and which could be interpreted as viiø7/V of C in bar 42, is 

now definitely a predominant chord, and the change is highlighted in a very 

important way (Example 4.22).  

The Eb of the Fso7  (bars 62-63) resolves upwards to an En (the bass trumpet and first 

trumpet are f on the first bar of the Eb, più f the following bar, and trumpets two and 

three join in on the En, ff). This also synthesises and recapitulates the upward rising 

chromatic semitones of VOLSUNG LOVE from the transitional section, which 

Example 4.21: recapitulation and onset of peripeteia c coda
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achieve their apotheosis here. 

However, it is important to stress here that C, while it has been the tonal goal of the 

Vorspiel thus far, is not conclusively asserted, since it appears as a 64. A grand 

resolution is implied, V(64) - V - I; this is thwarted when the bass moves down 

through Fs to E, and the conclusion of the Vorspiel is in E.  

This is tonally and formally surprising, but E had already been implicitly hinted at. If 

we look at the resolutions of the augmented triads, we can see that E has been 

embedded within the framework as a possible resolution from the beginning. When 

encircling f, the C+ triad resolves first to a (Gs-A; voice-leading work: +1), then to F 

(Gs-A, E-F; voice-leading work: +2), finally to f (E-F; voice-leading work: +1). 

Omitted are obviously C (Gs-Gn: -1), Ab (E-Eb: -1), and E  (C-B: -1). The two 

dominants of a and f (the postulated yet avoided global tonics), E and C, are left out, 

both representing voice-leadings of -1 (Ex. 4.23).  31

 The terminology of voice-leading work derives from Richard Cohn’s theory of directed/absolute 31

voice leading. See Cohn, R., Audacious Euphony: Chromaticism and The Triad’s Second Nature 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 6-8. For a theory that tries to map Wagner’s ‘kinetic 
directed motion’ (KDM’s) of tetrachord resolutions onto a psychodynamic theory of musical 
expression, and the possible problems with this account, see Monahan, S., ‘Voice-Leading 
Energetics in Wagner's ‘Tristan-idiom’’  in Music Analysis 35/ii (July, 2016). I have appropriated 
this vocabulary to show efficiently how Wagner avoids certain resolutions of the augmented triad 
and how these connect with the Neo-Riemmanian operations present in this Vorspiel at a surface 
and sub-surface level; I am making no claims about their status as a controlling ‘deep’ structure.

Example 4.22: conclusion of Die Walküre Act II 
Vorspiel (harmonic analysis)

Example 4.23: idealised voice-leading work for C+
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G+ resolves first to e (Ds-E: +1), C (Ds-E, B-C: +2) and also to c (B-C: +1), leaving 

out G (Ds-Dn: -1), Eb (Bn-Bb: -1), and B (G-F#: -1) (Example 4.24): 

The progression c – Ab ( – Fso7- Fsø7) -  C – e – E is a quasi-hexatonic cycle around 

C+ (Ex. 4.25).  

The C+ could thus be said to be resolved in the coda. It is not the place here to 

discuss how these predictions or implications realise themselves through the Act as a 

whole, so we shall return to this issue. 

Thinking about the ethos of this particular Vorspiel, then, we see that the constrained 

heroism of Siegmund (symbolised by the 98 SWORD) and Sieglinde’s sorrow 

(VOLSUNG LOVE and the collapse in f) create an emotional affect suggesting deep 

love and deep desperation. The process through which these qualities actualised as an 

ethos engender several levels of recapitulation, on a phrase level and on a formal 

level, and sublate the resolution of tension between the augmented triad logic and the 

tonal logic of the Vorspiel into a tragic coda/apotheosis prefiguratively enact the 

Example 4.24: G+ idealised voice-leading work

Example 4.25: Hexatonic structure of the concluding 
coda of Die Walküre Act II Vorspiel
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emotional drama experienced by Brünnhilde in her encounter with the twins and her 

decision (heard in Fs in Act II sc. 4) to fight on behalf of Siegmund, forcing her onto 

her own path towards full consciousness.  

Siegfried Act I Vorspiel 

This is a more complex structure than those considered thus far, due in part to the 

fact that the mythic/tragic structure of Der Ring has been overlaid by the 'fairy tale' 

of Siegfried, which Wagner consciously adopted from the Brothers Grimm tale of 

'The Boy who Went Forth to Learn What Fear Was’, along with other sources. This 

combination of the character of Sigurd from the Norse Sagas and the Nibelungenlied 

with the German fairy tale overlaid a more complex structure on the dramatic 

progression of Siegfried, affecting the musical construction of the drama and of the 

Vorspiele.  However, the essential process of prefiguring events of the opera through 32

the development and sublation of an affective ethos into a formal process is in 

evidence. 

Bar Numbers Formal Section S a l i e n t M u s i c a l 
Characteristics

1-50 Introduction • A m o r p h o u s 
s t a t e m e n t o f 
various motifs, 
i n c l u d i n g 
S C H E M I N G , 
T H E R I S I N G 
HORDE  (similar 
in melodic profile 
t o T H E 
DRAGON).

51-67 First thematic area (A) • T H E 
NIBELUNGS 

• Bb tonality and 
relative major Gb. 

 See McCreless, P., Wagner’s Siegfried: Its Drama, History, and Music (UMI Research Press: 32

Studies in Musicology, 1982) for details. McCreless in particular stresses the resulting dispersal of 
Lied-like structures through the work as a sign of the fairy-tale influence.
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The musical expression of Mime's desire for the Ring is unmistakable, but the way it 

is enacted in the musical material shows how complex this desire is, and how the 

circumstances surrounding Mime's fostering of Siegfried allow this desire and its 

frustration to be connected to the wider mythological concerns of Der Ring. 

Gesturally it sets up a tension within Mime's character key to the dramatic 

68-83 Repetition and overlay of 
first thematic area

• Coalescence of 
S E R V I T U D E 
f r o m M i m e ' s 
motif,  

• realisation of the 
Gb  key area. 

• Combination with 
S E R V I T U D E 
motif.

84-99 Climax of first thematic 
area

• R e p e t i t i o n o f 
previous material 
n o w o v e r G b 
p e d a l . 
S E R V I T U D E 
heard resolving 
into Gb.

100-115 Second Thematic area (B) • N e w t h e m a t i c 
material based on 
RING. Over Gø7, 
then over G7b9

116-121 Formal interpolation • T H E S W O R D 
h e a r d i n i t s 
d e f i n i t i v e 
rhythmic form, yet 
metrically shifted.  

• L e a d s t o a n 
unexpected twist 
into a.

122-141 Recapitulation of first 
thematic area (A')

• The dominant of a 
is shifted into the 
dominant of Bb. 
C-Bb clash

Table 4.4. Siegfried Act I Vorspiel - Formal Structure
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exposition: that is, his complete inability to use his intellect according to his need 

(Noth).  33

The falling thirds in the bassoons (bars 4-6, 10-12, 16-18, 19-20(21)) are associated 

with Mime in Das Rheingold (and with the idea of cunning ) and serve to develop 34

the ethos of the Vorspiel. Yet, whereas in Das Rheingold they are (at Mime's 

complaint, 'Wer hälfe mir?') minor thirds falling a fifth and forming a dim7th, these 

thirds are more complex and implicative in their dimensions. They are less 

rhythmically regular than those in Das Rheingold, and imply different tonalities. The 

first set of thirds, over the Fs pedal in the timpani, are a major third and minor third 

respectively, Bb leaping down a minor 7th to C, and the G a diminished seventh to 

As (Ex. 4.26).  

  Cf. Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth: 'Mime's questions to the Wanderer are … cosmic questions, 33

designed to show that the dwarf is acquainted with places and powers that others may conjure, but 
which he knows from inside, by the kind of cunning that has come to him through his abilities as a 
smith. … By testing the Wanderer's knowledge of the cosmic order he hopes to claim superior 
acquaintance with it, but soon discovers that the Wanderer knows the whole scheme of things 
intimately. … The Wanderer's questions to the dwarf are cosmic only in the sense that they 
concern the transfer of divine will to the realm of humans.' 235, emphasis added.

 See for instance, Das Rheingold sc. 2, Wotan: “reicher wiegt seines Rates Wert” for their first 34

appearance, and sc. 4, Alberich's “eine Witzigung wär's, die weise mich macht”.

Example 4.26: Siegfried Act I Vorspiel: 
opening thirds
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The first set of thirds articulate a move from bVI to V in bb, clear from the An. The 

second set also implies bb, the Db-F dyad moving to En-Gn, suggesting I to V of V of 

bb. At the third set a significant alteration occurs in the transposition structure. The 

first third is now a minor third and the second a major third. This creates an 

irregularity resolved by the final set of thirds, which are the same as the first set now 

an octave lower (Ex. 4.27).  

The T5 cycle set up between the first two iterations is unable to continue without a 

loss of tonal focus on bb, though there is a symbolic aspect to be viewed here 

however which impacts the ethos of this Vorspiel and expresses Mime's character. If 

we consider the axes of reflection  between these thirds, we find the following 35

notes; Eb, Bb, G, Eb. If we postulate these notes as axes of reflection, they themselves 

spell out an Eb triad. Moreover, the bottom notes of the second third of each pair are 

minimally perturbed by a semitone; the thirds in bars 4-5, Eb being the axis of 

reflection, the distance between Eb and Gb is +3, Eb and C -3, between Bb and Eb +7, 

and between Eb and An -6. Adding in the axes of reflection, we obtain a minimal 

perturbation of a perfect reflection.  More importantly, if we lower by a semitone 36

the lowest pitch of each second third, and sound the axis note, we obtain the Rhine-

daughters' 'Rheingold!' cry, a major 9th chord (Ex 4. 28, the first set:  Ab-C-Eb-Gb-Bb, 

resolving to Db64). 

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, sounding all the notes together without 

 For more on axes of reflection, see Lewin, D., Generalised Musical Intervals and their 35

Transpositions.

 For the idea of minimal perturbations of diminished sevenths in Tristan, see Boretz, B., ‘Meta-36

Variations, Part IV: Analytic Fallout (I).”in Perspectives of New Music, 11 No. 1: 146-223.

Example 4.27: Mime thirds (axes of reflection open noteheads in brackets)
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lowering the pitch of the An we obtain the sonority characteristic of 

Götterdämmerung, a half-diminished seventh on the scale degree a minor third 

higher than the root of its resolution. We do not hear this harmonisation of the 

‘Rheingold!’ call until the opening of the first scene of Götterdämmerung, but it is 

latent here. 

The fourth iteration of the thirds brings the transposition pattern back into the realm 

of bb and initiates a brief move upwards in thirds to the Db-F dyad. This has the dual 

function of confirming the key of bb and highlighting the importance of the note F. 

Also it forms in nuce the core of THE RISING HORDE subsequently sounded in the 

Tuba. This compressed prefiguration of THE RISING HORDE, with the emphasis on 

F and the sub-thematic emphasis on Eb gives us one aspect of the basic ethos of the 

Vorspiel. Mime's menacing plans to do away with Siegfried are emphasised, as are 

his nascent plans for domination through the Hoard. Yet Mime's inability to forge the 

sword and thus have Siegfried kill Fafner is adumbrated. 

This basic ethos begins to be made explicit by the split between THE RISING 

HORDE, based on rising third scale segments, and the emphasis on F, now 

elaborated by the turn figure that will form the head of THE NIBELUNGS. THE 

RISING HORDE progresses Bb-C-Db, C-Db-E, starting on Db at the second 

repetition. The implication is clearly that the third progression will progress Db-Eb-F, 

coinciding with the third turn figure around F. However Eb moves to En, the turn now 

heard a tritone above, around Bb: its entry is early. The En then moves to the Gb, a 

dim7th/aug 6th below, melodically paralleling the earlier falling thirds. The ethos is 

made explicit musically: the falling thirds have the potential within themselves for 

Example 4.28: ‘Rheingold!’ derived from thirds 
+ axis of reflection
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the hope of world-domination, but cannot effect it since they are too expectant, too 

impatient. 

From bar 43 the introduction takes on a transitional role, with the steady rhythmic 

emphasis on the F turn figure blended with a newly established two bar hyper-metre 

provided by the pizzicato in the bass (Ex. 4.29). 

The previous fall from En to Gb is retrospectively heard as an aug6th chord leading to 

V/bb. The first thematic area begins at bar 51, but with an important qualification. 

The rhythmic structure of the previous eight bars is based on rhythmic cells of two 

bars with a 'strong-weak' hypermetre. However, in bars 49-50 the turn figure is 

repeated each bar, resulting in two hypermetrical 'strong' bars. However, at the beat 

level of the rhythmic groupings the third beat of both bars is no longer marked by a 

pizzicato leap in the basses down to F2, linking the bars together on a micro-level. 

Thus when in bar 51 THE NIBELUNGS initiates the primary thematic area, the 

Example 4.29: transition to THE NIBELUNGS
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hypermetrical interpretation registers this bar as ‘weak’, yet on a bar level the 

impulse on this beat is strong with a clear bb:V-i cadence across the bar-line. This bar 

of THE NIBELUNGS is then followed by the turn figure, which far from being 

situated in a 'strong' rhythmic position, as it had been before, is now in the 'weak' 

position. This contributes to our understanding of the ethos of the introductory 

material in a very effective way, as it is expressed through the transition between the 

two sections. The turn figure's dominant emphasis and its weak metrical position 

give an affective quality of an intense desire though not yet fully realised.  

This is developed in the repetition and condensation of the two bar phrase. However, 

here the turn figure is dropped, and THE NIBELUNGS taken up and condensed into 

a two-beat rhythm instead of a full three beats, creating a rhythmic stretto coinciding 

with the crescendo. This is cut off on the Gb-Bb dyad, where the turn figure is 

resumed. However, this creates a higher level disjunction which is part of the process 

of the unfolding of the ethos.  

When the turn figure is now heard in bar 57, the abrupt harmonic change suggests a 

'strong' metrical position as the beginning of a two bar phrase. This is different to the 

beginning of the onset of the formal section, where the turn figure elides the gap 

between sections and seems in bar 52 to be in a ‘weak’ position. Despite this, the 

hammering motif starts again in bar 58, with the same interruption by the turn figure 

in bar 59. This results in an irregular metrical hierarchy in the thirteen bars between 

bar 51 and 63, yet the music capable of being divided into 2 bar short phrases. The 

problem comes with the turn figure in bar 57, making the listener retrospectively 

reinterpret its metrical status. Similarly to Die Walküre Act I, the ethos is gesturing 

beyond itself towards a wider context of musical meaning which could render it 

more explicit.  

This process occurs at bar 68, where, after four bars of rhythmic and dominant 

preparation, we hear THE NIBELUNGS, now combined with the turn figure, which 

now takes on the falling semitone characteristic of SERVITUDE. This section of 

course is a direct quotation from Das Rheingold, sc. 4, where Alberich has his 
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Nibelungs bring up the hoard as payment for his release through the power of the 

Ring. Thus the Vorspiel is developing a particular gesture indicative of Mime's 

character, his pathetic desire for world-domination, but also connecting this aspect 

with the wider concern of the tetralogy, that is to say the malevolent urge of Alberich 

to subjugate the world to the power of the Ring. Musically speaking, the importance 

of Gb is becoming clear through this dialectical process. In the introductory material 

Gb has a relatively minimal importance, but is marked for consciousness with its 

function as the lower note of the aug6th in bar 40, allowing the music to move to V. In 

the opening thematic area it is set up as 6 of bb, and linked to the dialectical sublation 

of the turn figure into the formal process. Here it is combining both processes, the 

turn figure decorating the Gb-F semitone. THE RISING HORDE now enters in its 

definitive form and almost engulfs the turn figure in pitch level, rising from Bb2 to 

Gb. However, first, in bar 79 it reaches Gb1, and begins an ascent to Gb, climbing 

through the pitches of a Gb triad, using them as appoggiaturas. This threatens to 

climax, through a crescendo and achieving the octave ascent Gb1-Gb, yet the 

dynamics are curtailed and the process begins anew, this time significantly above a 

Gb pedal (Cb. Tuba). The Gb has gone from being a significant note, to the tonality of 

a phrase, to the sustained bass pedal over an important section, thus reaching almost 

the point of tonicisation.  

This dual process (the crystallisation of Gb as an important tonal area, and the 

insistent chromatic falling semitone of SERVITUDE) comes to a head with the 

statement of SERVITUDE in Gb,bars 96-98. That the turn figure as a way of 

crystallising the Gb-F relationship has now served its purpose is evident in its 

dropping as a counterpoint to THE RISING HORDE, bars 84-95. Now it 

accompanies the second bar of each two bar phrase, and at the pitch of the relevant 

note of THE RISING HORDE. 

That Mime's desire for world domination must come in the form of the Ring is clear 

in the next formal section, B, where THE RING is heard under Gø7. Wagner elides 

the formal sections, the bb chord stacked at the top of the chord referring to the 

global tonality of the Vorspiel, and the Gn has just been prominently heard as the top 
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note of the semitone fall Gn - Gb in the 'Rheingold!' call. THE RING is thus heard set 

in a Gø7, and then, in bar 104, as over G7b9.  

Here the ethos of the Vorspiel is clarified through a set of formal gestures. The 

descending V7b9 of bars 104-107 acquires several additional thirds in bars 108-110. In 

bars 112-115 we hear the CUNNING thirds of the opening but transposed into c in 

the horns, overlaid on THE RING over a G pedal, with an extremely prominent Cn at 

the top, an 11th on top of the pedal G. In bar 116 the tonal non-sequitur to Bb suggests 

a formal interruption, in which we hear THE SWORD, the answer to Mime's prayers. 

However, the Bb pedal underneath the SWORD’s C suggests an f tonic, the ensuing 

bass movement Bb-Ab-Gb-F in bars 121-2 suggesting 4-3-b2-1. However another 

harsh non-sequitur in bar 121-2 pushes the music into a. The relevance here to the 

ethos is that Mime does not know what he is dealing with with the sword, and, by 

extension, human freedom; a expresses a botched attempt to resolve the C of 

freedom into his own associated key of f (associated with his Staarenlied, MIME'S 

SELF-PITY). This drop into a is a prediction of a certain event in the dialogue 

between Mime and the Wanderer and prefigures a crucial associative tonal 

relationship expressive of the fraught relationship between Mime and Siegfried. 

However, here it is important to note that the a seems to be moving back to f in bar 

128  (Bb and Ab in the bass, E in the melody line), yet crucially, on the final beat of 

bar 128 with a shocking clash of E-F-G, bb is quickly restored. Mime is back where 

he started. 

Siegfried Act II Vorspiel 

This Vorspiel continues the development of Vorspiele in Der Ring in becoming more 

specifically in touch with broader tonal relationships and how they are expressed 

dramatically and musically. Here, for instance, the tritone poles of C and Fs function 

as fields of action of the Vorspiel, and dramatise musically the ensuing battle 

between Fafner and Siegfried. Moreover, Fs functions as dominant of b, the key 

associated with the CURSE, and C functions as dominant of f, the key associated 
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with Fafner as dragon, as well as with Mime’s restrictive fostering. The discharge 

onto the subdominants of the C-F# pole, thereby treating them as dominants, shows 

how C of freedom can collapse into the f of the dragon, and the Fs major/minor of 

the lust for power, evident in the first Siegfried Vorspiel and in Das Rheingold, can 

collapse into the negativity of the curse. As Marshall Tuttle comments about this 

relationship, 

Wotan’s interaction with the giants force him in that direction 

[toward Bb evil] dramatically, just as F as dominant points towards 

Bb as tonic. The tonal path from Bb back to Db as leading through F 

major/minor in the Walhalla theme demonstrates this thematic 

relationship, and the Giants are the personification of Wotan’s need 

to confront Bb minor. They force it upon him both in Rheingold ii 

and in Siegfried II,i (when Wotan meets Alberich in front of 

Fafner’s cave). … F minor has several significations derived 

variously from its relationship to the Giants’ F major (Fafner turned 

evil), the Rhine’s Eb major (Woglinde watching alone) and Wotan’s 

Db major (Wotan overcome by despair). All three of these elements 

come together as the F minor Vorspiel to Siegfried II, i brings 

Wotan into contact with Alberich outside Fafner’s cave.’   37

That this tonal opposition is ambiguous to say the least is accentuated by the fact that 

the tonality is blurred from the outset. The music is never in C major or F minor, 

with no true cadence in either key and the disruptive tritone between C and Gb/Fs 

emphasised in the third bar.  Thus more than any other Vorspiel thus far, we can see 38

how the development of a basic ethos throws up a musical development that 

 Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera, 239-40, 37

 Thomas Grey notes of this Vorspiel that 'for all [the] small scale symmetries and recurrences, the 38

formal logic of the prelude is an evolutionary one, and – as with other preludes in the Ring – 
continues to unfold across the scene it introduces. At first the prelude as a whole appears to grow 
simply by leitmotivic accumulation … [though] in characteristic Wagnerian fashion, formal 
implications of the prelude continue to multiply (evolve) outward in ever-increasing spans, 
although the “outline” of these formal implications becomes increasingly vague as it expands.' 
Grey, T., Wagner's Musical Prose: Texts and Contexts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1995), 289-90.
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prefigures Momente later in the Act. 

Bar Number Formal Section S a l i e n t m u s i c a l 
characteristics

1-28 First Thematic Area (A) • T r i t o n e 
r e l a t i o n s h i p 
established; Pedal 
C i n d i c a t e s 
p o t e n t i a l C 
priority.  

• C confirmed as 
primary key by 
t h e m a t i c 
processes. 

• H o w e v e r , 
transition moves 
to f as tonic.

Bars 29-42 Repeat of First Thematic 
Area (a')

• R e p e a t o f 
DRAGON over f, 
with interjections 
o f R I N G /
SCHEMING.

Bars 43-54 Transition and recap of 
very opening

• T r a n s i t i o n a l 
m a t e r i a l 
accompanied by 
the Wanderer ' s 
prophecy from Act 
I , touching on 
various keys.  

• C n o w t h e 
dominant of f. 

Bars 55-83 Transitional material • CURSE heard as 
dominant of b, 
over Fs pedal , 
influence of C  
waning. 

• Long diminuendo 
over the C chord 
over Fs. 

• RESENTMENT  
s e r v e s a s a 
transition back to 
f.
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The winding FAFNER AS DRAGON is heard in bars 6-16, forming the thematic 

core of the opening thematic section. It is preceded by the chromatically distorted 

GIANTS,  the perfect fourth now augmented, C-Gb. The C tremolo suggests a tonic 

C, yet the chromatic 'smear' upwards Gb-C in the basses implies Gb/Fs major. 

DRAGON here, then, shows how, tonally, Fafner is precariously positioned between 

the curse’s b, and freedom’s C.  The opening semitone of DRAGON both implies, 39

through its C-Db-C neighbour-note motion, f (the semitone functioning as b6-5), and 

as resolving the tritone Gb-C into Gb-Db. Gb would then be functioning as f: bII (Ex 

4.30) .  

Bars 84-103 C l i m a x a n d b r i e f 
recapitulation of opening 
thematic material

• R I N G i n f , 
DEATH DOOM 
o f t h e c u r s e 
l e a d i n g t o a 
s t a t e m e n t o f 
SERVITUDE,the 
Eo7 (now with C 
b a s s ) - G b - G ø 7 
leading to C.  

• The tonal status of 
C is equivocal 
here.

 Tuttle notes the tendency of CURSE to reverse leading tone modulation (a feature of associative 39

tonality he sees operative in Der Ring), making C subservient to b, rather than b tending to 
modulate upwards to C. This is the malevolent effect of the CURSE. See Tuttle, 260-5. A plausible 
psychological underpinning of key choice here is offered by Jonathan Petty: ‘there is further 
lexical evidence that in turning eastward Fafner has fled not toward but away from his native land 
[Riesenheim, after his murder of Fasolt]. This may be gleaned from the chromatic alteration that 
afflicts the murderer’s F minor key once he has hunkered into his E minor forest hiding place. This 
occurs in Siegfried Act II, Vorspiel. … The sleeping dragon’s motif. … is a Giant motif whose 
dominant c-g-c pattern has been distorted to c-gb-c, while the awakened dragon confronts Siegfried 
with an f-bn-f pattern. The altered tones are thus gb (=fs)/b, the tonic-defining notes of b minor. … 
That Fafner was in fact guilt-ridden for his brother’s death is evident from the dying Giant’s 
sorrowful confession to Siegfried that his homeland and former life was located in F minor, which 
now at the point of repentant death has finally shed its B minor disguise.’ Wagner’s Lexical 
Tonality, 295-6.

Table 4.5: Siegfried Act II Vorspiel: formal 
structure
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However, DRAGON then moves to Dn, heard against the C and Gb (Fs). The clash of 

C and D with the tritone implies C: V7/V. This is confirmed in bar 15, where 

DRAGON, after its second reiteration, implies c at first with the Eb in bar 12, now 

arrives on an En, creating a C-E dyad. This arrival at the first diatonic dyad brings an 

affective feeling of release and helps to clarify the basic ethos of the Vorspiel. C is 

significant; we can surmise that Fafner's bringing of the curse on himself, the curse 

of greed, makes him weary of life. The fact that C is heard here as a release suggests 

that the freedom of Siegfried is a necessary negation of the inertia of the Dragon. 

That the Vorspiel is about the necessary conquering (already seen by the Wanderer to 

be the case) of the Dragon by Siegfried, and both his psychological maturation and 

the releasing of the Gold and Ring back into the world, is clear in the second 

thematic reiteration, where the mysterious progression (hexatonic pole between A 

and f ) associated with the Wanderer's prophecy regarding the reforging of Nothung 40

is heard as the continuation and cadence, instead of the normative DRAGON 

 For a theory of hexatonic poles and how they apply to Wagner in general, see Cohn, R., ‘Hexatonic 40

Poles and the Uncanny in Parsifal’

Example 4.30: Siegfried Act II Vorspiel (opening)
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continuation in bars 18-28 (example 4.31). This progression neutralises C back into 

the ambit of f, as the Ab and Bb in bar 18 and the Bn and Eb in bar 19 suggesting a 

return towards f through the P transformation of C into c, rendering f as iv of c, f 

implied through the En in bar 20.  

The following progression, through its strange harmonies, refer portentously to 

events outside the opera, and also adumbrate the Nothung/Fear progression of the 

second iteration. The associative reference is to Erda’s cs, and is bound up with the 

downfall of the gods.  By killing the dragon, Siegfried as the hero is tested and is 

confirmed as heroic through his test. However, he also releases the gold and the ring 

(and the associated curse) back into the world, laying the seeds for his own fate at the 

hands of Hagen, and for the downfall of the Gods. cs is followed in bar 25-8 by an 

adumbration of the Nothung/Fear prophecy, suggesting that here is where the next 

important event in the hero's life is located.  

The harmonic prefiguring of the 'Nothung/Fear' prophecy occurs as the modulatory 

transitional passage from the opening C/c to the f of bars 29 onwards; it is thus 

important for the development of the basic ethos. The harmonic prefiguring is in the 

following form: the hint of A in bar 25 moves to Gb in bar 26, suggesting either a 

move from A to its major sixth degree, Fs , or a move towards f, Gb= bII. The second 

interpretation is confirmed in bar 27, with eb moving to bb, suggesting bvii and iv in F 

minor. Thus the direct juxtaposition of A and f as occurs in the prophecy is not heard 

here, yet it is adumbrated.  

The next section, the repeat of the main thematic material in f, is an expression of the 

real state of affairs surrounding Neidhöhle. f is DRAGON, and each of its linear 

way-stations (Gn, Ab), are marked by a grotesque combination of RING with Mime’s 

CUNNING. This suggests the watch carried out by Alberich over the mouth of the 

cave, and Mime's constant preoccupation with possessing the Ring. Significantly, 

this time, when the transition recalls the PROPHECY, the DRAGON continuation is 

not recalled underneath; rather we hear descending scalic fragments. This combined 
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with the 'Nothung/Fear' prophecy chords gives a complex of musico-dramatic 

information; of course Wotan is keen for Siegfried to slay Fafner and for him to 

receive the Ring, knowing that he will be innocent of its power and thus not subject 

to the curse.  

If we examine also the relationship of f to C in Siegfried Act I, we can see that f is a 

kind of snare for C. Although the minor subdominant syntactically is an effective 

way of emphasising the tonic major, (the double chromatic semitone fall (Ab-G, F-E, 

b6-5/4-3)), the ambiguous relationship between the two is obvious in the fact that C 

can also function as the dominant of f.  So, the key of C needs to be resolved on a 41

higher level process without the aid of f for such a process, to eradicate any 

ambiguity with regard to their relationship. This musical relationship has a mythic-

dramatic correlate: necessity of the heroic Siegfried to break free from his childhood 

influences and develop his heroism, and this requires both the ridding of himself of 

the malevolent Mime, and killing the dragon, both of whom are associated with the 

key of f. If we look at the context of the Wanderer's prophecy in Act I, the C 

SWORD is capped at its melodic peak the first time by a Db, and secondly by an f 

(Ex. 4.31, 4.32). 

 See Lewin, D., Generalised Musical Intervals and their Transformations (New York: Oxford 41

University Press, 2007), 177 for the ambiguity of relationship between V-i /iv-I in transformational 
terms. It is clear from my analysis that I regard the perception of either of these to be contingent 
upon a formal process.
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Example 4.31: Siegfried Act I (SWORD followed by 
Db chord)
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The ensuing climax in bars 49 to 72 bring the two opposed tonalities of C and f into 

obvious opposition. In bars 49-54 C is functioning as V/f, with the previous f context 

anchoring this interpretation. This coincides with the first appearance of the 

DRAGON’s characteristic tritone (which in its original appearance in Das Rheingold 

disrupts the prevailing ds tonality), sustained in the contrabass tuba. However, 

CURSE is then sounded over this Gb/Fs tritone, leading to the longest sustained C 

(the first triad in the Vorspiel, as opposed to C-E dyad) in the two tenor tubas and the 

two bass tubas, with the contrabass tuba still holding the Gb of the f section, now 

spelled Fs. Siegfried’s C here is subsumed into the b context of the CURSE; this 

dramatically expresses  Fafner’s imminent demise through the curse’s influence (via 

Example 4.32: Siegfried Act I: Prophecy followed by 
SWORD GUARDIAN (f subdominant chord)
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Siegfried) and the baleful influence of the curse on Siegfried himself when he 

inherits the Ring (Ex. 4.33).   42

  For Wagner's ability to embed references to other associative tonalities within prevailing tonal 42

centres, see Dahlhaus, C., Richard Wagner's Music Dramas, 111-112.

Example 4.33. CURSE (Siegfried Act II Vorspiel)
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This seems confirmed by the next section, the interlude marked Etwas belebend, a 

statement of RESENTMENT. This motif is unusual in its almost completely non-

tonal context, as Graham Hunt has shown, through its constant alternation between 

diminished sevenths and augmented triads.  This removes it from the basic tonal 43

drama of the Vorspiel, yet the preoccupation with the poles of Fs and C is continued 

at the opening in bars 73-76. 

The relationship between C and f is now even more clouded and ambiguous, but C’s 

predominance is emphasised through a strong V-I motion in the bass in bars 83-4, 

initiating the climactic bars of the Vorspiel. In bars 81-83, the RING is heard as an 

11th chord over A, but a brutal harmonic shift wrenches the music away from a 

possible d, and towards V of Eb, until the bass descends down from A-Ab-G, and D 

becomes Db, forming Gø7, heard under a C pedal in bars 84-5, consolidating the C 

tonal framework. The Db sonority of bar 86 could imply VI of f, so f is not yet 

completely subordinated to the C tonic. It is in this context that SERVITUDE, in a 

quite extraordinarily vague harmonic context, is sounded. This whole passage is 

derived from Alberich's curse in Das Rheingold sc. 4, yet here has a different tonal 

function (Ex. 4.34). 

 See Hunt, G., 'When Chromaticism and Diatonicism Collide: A Fusion of Neo-Riemannian and 43

Tonal Analysis Applied to Wagner’s Motives' in Journal of Schenkerian Studies Vol. 2 (2007).
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This climax expresses the highest intensification of the emotions of all the immediate 

players of the drama (Mime, the Wanderer, and Alberich) over the desire for the 

Ring, and the possibility of its imminent acquisition by Siegfried. This leads to a 

complex hermeneutic point that radiates out into the surrounding drama. Overlaid on 

top of this is the tonal drama between the principles of freedom and self-

Example 4.34: Siegfried Act II Vorspiel: transition 
back to f, SERVITUDE, C as V/f (bar 96)
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determination (Siegfried/C) and the forces of restraint and unconscious violence (f/

Fafner). Fittingly, the progression is underpinned by a più f C pedal in the third 

bassoon and a timpani roll, all the other instruments are playing notes of Go7 or Gb. 

This is symbolic of the intensity of the outcome of this event for the invested 

characters in the drama, yet for Siegfried this is a test of his heroic mettle; he is 

completely oblivious to the larger cosmic drama at work through him. The violent 

climax on Gø7 featuring a dissolution of the Ring motif, and the discharge onto C 

fulfils the ethos of the opening bars and displays the mythical prefiguring ability of 

the Vorspiel: the victory over Fafner for Siegfried is ultimately a negative 

phenomenon, a Pyrrhic victory as it renders him vulnerable to the machinations of 

Hagen, yet allows him to develop as a heroic individual. However, through the 

emotional agency of Brünnhilde, the heroic ideals represented by Siegfried are 

integrated into some form of emotional awareness, and it is she, by ruminating on 

what he meant for both the gods and the world (Immolation Scene), who purges the 

Ring of its curse. The triumph of C major through Gø7 is bought at a price here. Gø7-

C could be seen as a iiø7-V-(i) in f, and it is only the tonal context leading up to 

SERVITUDE that prioritises C, rather than f as the local tonic. It is through the non-

formal interlude of Alberich's RESENTMENT, leading to the surprise resolution 

onto C and the reiteration of RING that actually clears the space for the C, the logical 

outgrowth of the subsumption of C into the ambit of Fs and b a few bars earlier. The 

heroic ideal here is heard as being beholden to powers beyond its ken and control, 

symbolic of Siegfried's role in Der Ring as a whole. 

Götterdämmerung Act II Vorspiel 

The Act II Vorspiel of Götterdämmerung is a synthesis of particularized thematic 

development and tonal prefigurement of later events. It initiates the process whereby 

Hagen frees himself from Alberich's influence, paints him in a more sympathetic 

light than has previously been recognized, and shows how the dramatic intrigue 

initiated in Act II, although it leads to the death of Siegfried, also leads to 

Brünnhilde's transformation and her taking upon herself the responsibility for the 

dramatic conclusion. 
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The Vorspiel is a study in half-diminished and diminished seventh chords, very few 

triads being heard and none stated as explicit subordinate tonal areas. The opening 

irregular pulse in the strings is a version of the accompaniment to Hagen's Watch, 

and so links it specifically to a continuation of the brooding ethos of this scene. The 

introduction serves two functions: to tonicise bb with a i-iv-V-i cadential progression, 

and to set up the ethos for the rest of the Vorspiel. This is a remarkably unified ethos 

and is primarily concerned with the development of the Hagen tritone. The power of 

Alberich is on the wane, like that of Wotan, and, even though he is the only main 

character of the Ring left standing at the very end of the cycle, his influence over the 

course of events is surely almost totally diminished: his own son has fallen influence 

to the power of the Ring. His power to obtain the Ring has passed from him to 

Hagen, and Hagen, as being human, is both the counterpole to Siegfried, and the 

representative of the flawed human being, drawn to evil. Hagen is still evil in the 

sense that he murders Siegfried in cold blood out of desire for the Ring, but his 

character is nuanced in the remarkable scene following the Vorspiel, and through this 

scene we can see why Hagen cannot participate in the transformation that Brünnhilde 

effects. Alberich makes a conscious decision to renounce love, but Hagen is forced 

Bar Numbers Formal Section S a l i e n t m u s i c a l 
characteristics

1-12 Introductory and primary 
material

• bb tonality.  
• p e r f e c t a n d 

augmented fourth 
important.  

• B a s i c i - i v - V- i 
schema.

13-27 D e v e l o p m e n t a n d 
sequential repetition of 
new idea and material 
from first section

• Motifs associated 
with Brünnhilde 
and Hagen.  

• Various attempted 
breakthroughs

28-42 Climax and dissolution. 
Transition to first vocal 
entry

• Climax on Db7 
chord and recall of 
H a g e n ' s v o c a l 
p h r a s e f r o m 
'Hagen's Watch',  

• RING.
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into an existence that he rues, and if he were more conscious, he would realise that 

he could renounce if he so wished. The Vorspiel gives us the kernel of this dramatic 

situation which develops through the scene through its particular ethos. 

The tritone from Bb to En in bar 6 moves to Ebø7 in bar 7, which itself resolves onto a 

Co7 in b. 9. This functions as a dominant of the dominant, F7, in b. 10. Emphasis on 

the dominant is strengthened by the POWER OF THE RING in bar 12, forming an 

F79th chord and resolving onto F7. This leads to the repeated opening material, with 

the opening scale up to Bb extended up to Db, which descends into the phrase which 

becomes associated with Hagen's sadness over his pathetic condition.  This 44

descends to the low Eb, forming the bass for an Ab7 chord, which is decorated 

chromatically through moving all the pitches up a semitone, apart from the Gb, 

forming Gbø7, with an added En. This sonority, THE POWER OF THE RING (new 

form), moves from a position of salient musical importance (in bar 12, after the 

pulsating dominant for a whole bar) to being the decoration of the melodic line in the 

accompaniment in bars 16, 19, and 20. However, it begins to re-assert itself in the 

consequent phrase of the two bar phrases, in bars 24 and 26. The drama of the 

reassertion of the POWER OF THE RING over HAGEN'S LOVELESSNESS, and 

the formal implications it engenders, are central to the ethos of this Vorspiel (ex. 

4.37). 

 Darcy names this HAGEN'S LOVELESSNESS: 'It derives ultimately from the RENUNCIATION 44

OF LOVE theme (note the basic 5-b3-2-1 outline), indicating that Hagen's loveless nature is itself 
a product of Alberich's original act.' Guide to the themes of Der Ring.
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The music then moves to Cø7, in the subdominant region of bb. The process of climax 

now begins, with the semitone movement upwards of Bb-Cb, familiar from the very 

opening of Götterdämmerung, expresses the new order being brought into being 

through Brünnhilde's agency. Thus begins the contest between the upward rising 

semitones, associated with the opening of Götterdämmerung and coupled with the 

descending phrase of Hagen (which, with the rise of a seventh begins to 

metamorphose into BRÜNNHILDE'S COMPASSIONATE LOVE) and the POWER 

OF THE RING. The tritone, now heard in the context of a dim7th (bar 23), is 

answered by POWER OF THE RING in bar 24, resolving downwards before the Gb 

at the top of the chord pushes back up to Gn for the next dim7th in bar 25. Thus the 

Example 4.37: Götterdämmerung Act II Vorspiel: Introduction
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dim7ths, which represent a more comfortable location for the tritone rather than at the 

very opening in bar 6 when it jars violently against bb, are the contesting ground for 

the conflicted sides of Hagen's personality. This process reaches the climax in bars 

26-8, where the POWER OF THE RING, Bbo7+b9, leading to Bb7, finally climaxing on 

eb. This is a subdominant recapitulation of the opening tritone fall, Bb - En, here it is 

between Eb and An. The tritone of bar 6 led to ebø7, bringing bb back into the 

foreground through the i-iv-V progression. Here however, there is a more unusual 

progression, with the upward rising semitone moving two beats early, foregrounding 

Bb to Cb (cf. the opening of Götterdämmerung); the An in the bass moves down to 

Ab, coinciding with the drop of Eb down to Ebb, creating Abø7, indicating a 

subdominant move to a new tonic eb, yet what happens at the crucial point is the 

move of the bass down a tone, with Fb7 is sounded in the strings (Ex. 4.38). 

Example 4.38: Climactic moment of Act II Vorspiel
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This complex climax evinces several different tonal areas associated with different 

characters of the Ring, clarifies the basic ethos, and thereby gestures beyond itself to 

future moments in Götterdämmerung. The harmonic implication is multivalent: The 

bass Gb at first suggests Cb through a Gb7 with a 4-3 suspension, the parallel major of 

the CURSE’s b. However, the prominent melody line of Cb-Ab-Fb-Db, suggests E,  Gb 

(Fs) functioning as 2, and the Cs 6. This E (Fb) reading would function as IV of Cb, 

and more importantly would be the statement of Brünnhilde's key from Act III of Die 

Walküre. Not only that, but it actualises the E of the HAGEN tritone from the 

opening of the Vorspiel. Cb and its subdominant are strongly mixed here. In addition, 

the block chordal texture in the strings recalls VALHALLA (specifically in its THE 

WORLD-ASH TREE and Siegmund's PRESENTIMENT variants). Cb is confirmed 

by the progression in bars 30-1, with the F#7 chord in the final beat of b. 31. 

However, that very chord resolves in the next beat on Bø7. This is repeated in bars 

33-34, with the move from E7 to Eø7. 

The implication of this climactic ethos gesture for the scene is complex. Brünnhilde 

has just suffered the appalling brutality of Siegfried disguised as Gunther forcing him 

to marry her with the Ring, and Act II sees her at her most vengeful and violent, yet 

simultaneously profoundly confused. Her process of inner maturation that allows her 

to hold up the behaviour of Siegfried as testament to a heroic principle is underway, 

with her concomitant resolve to end the suffering of the Gods by allowing them to 

pass away from existence without the burden of the Ring's curse. Of course, Hagen 

represents the negative aspect of this, in the sense that he engenders the conflict 

between Siegfried and Brünnhilde, and engineers Siegfried's death. However, to co-

opt Hegel's notion of 'the cunning of reason', the music seems to be implying here 

that his wrong-doing will be ultimately transfigured somehow in Brünnhilde's action, 

and thus serving a humane purpose. It is also important to stress that Hagen, despite 

the fact that he is in no way depicted dramatically as having a different side to him 

than the savage, brooding one we are presented with, is a representative of 

specifically human evil, which is just as contingent and frail as human good, as 

opposed to the supernatural evil of Alberich, who has cursed love forever, and is a 

perpetual source of evil in the world. This complex fact, that Hagen is a mere 
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contingent embodiment of evil and thus can be overcome in the end by the force of 

Brünnhilde's love for Siegfried and for the gods, is shown by this Vorspiel, which, 

through the complex combining of mythological musical material gives an 

adumbration of a particularized musico-dramatic ethos which plays itself out through 

the first scene of Act II. 
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Chapter 5 – Dramatic Momente: Realising the ethos of the Vorspiele 

The previous chapter attempted to delineate the individualised ethos of the Vorspiele 

to Der Ring des Nibelungen. This chapter will look at ways in which aspects of the 

ethos are implicated in the musico-dramatic climaxes (what I have termed Momente) 

of the acts. There is no systematic way in which Wagner allows the music of the 

Vorspiele to influence what comes afterwards. Sometimes effects of the Vorspiele are 

relatively local in their significance, and are intimately bound with part or the whole 

of the scene which follows, and others contain a musico-dramatic idea that takes 

some dramatic time to crystallise. I can only survey some ways of actualising an 

ethos, as part of what makes Wagner’s music so endlessly fascinating is its 

astonishingly layered quality of musical coherence. 

Das Rheingold Vorspiel 

It is difficult to establish the basic ethos of the Rheingold Vorspiel, its very nature as 

an elaboration of a single Eb triad not allowing for syntactically well-defined musical 

events. However, I think we must conceive of the Vorspiel, if we are not to end up in 

paradoxically ways of understanding it as a literal primeval beginning, as a field of 

action, where abstract musical gestures have an importance that reveal themselves in 

the drama. The first thing one should point out is its very nature of over-reaching 

itself. Pointed out in the previous chapter, the Vorspiel is end-weighted: the 

introduction is end-weighted and the theme is end-weighted  (the highest pitch Bb 

coming only in the final few bars of the theme, affecting the rest of the variations). 

This gives rise to the basic ethos gesture of not only the endless generative power of 

Nature, but its over-abundance. The point is that Nature is not a stable entity. The 

only stable passage is the opening introduction, and even that is tending towards 

forward movement.   

The two fundamental dramatic gestures that are contained within its are the 

emergence of Bb and G, and the presence of D in the first variation and the coda, 

where it appears with C. In the case of G the tonality becomes important later on, as 
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Darcy points out, when the Rhine-daughters decide to flirt with Alberich in G, rather 

than return to the safety of their Eb and related keys; by doing so, they seal the fate of 

the Rhinegold (as Tuttle points out, in relation to Wagner’s theory of key ‘house-

laws’, ‘keys outside these tonal orbits are in violation of the house laws and often do 

not lead to a happy ending. At the very least they demand some corrective tonal 

action to restore the music to its natural state. A specific example would be the C 

major of Rheingold i. The key of C major, which appears with the appearance of the 

gold, is outside the salutary bounds of Eb major. The offending note (En) is rectified 

at the end of the scene through the theft of the gold while simultaneously returning 

the Rhine to its C minor darkness.’ ). G becomes 5 in c, and allows the Kopfton 1

(Darcy identifies as G) to descend to 1 in c, in a Schenkerian reading. However, the 

importance of G comes earlier for my interpretation. The idea is that the super-

abundance of Nature is bound to produce a creature at some point who can think 

more carefully about its surroundings, as a dialectical opposite of the creatures of 

unreflective Nature (Rhine-daughters). The G that forms the important note of the 

theme and the subsequent variations in the Prelude is harmonised as g before G, and 

is the original key of Alberich (Ex. 5.1). 

 Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera, 26.1
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This is important to stress, as bb will characterise many of his musical utterances in 

subsequent scenes, and serve metonymically as the Nibelung key. Here the D is 

incorporated as well into the musical action, as 5 of g. Not only this, but the general 

shape of the scene is prefigured by the Prelude's constant end-weighting. Alberich 

woos each of the Rhine-daughters in turn and is thrice rejected. Then the gold is 

revealed and they sing their exultant song in tribute. They then recount the story of 

the gold to Alberich, before Flosshilde warns the other two to not tell him too much. 

At which point, we hear RENUNCIATION OF LOVE before the other Rhine-

daughers joke that they are safe from Alberich, as they couldn't imagine anyone less 

likely to give up love. Then they return to their tribute music, this time in E before 

modulating back to C. Only then, in the closing moments of the scene does Alberich 

suddenly make the decision to renounce love, at which point the events pile upon one 

another: Alberich clambers up, renounces love, and seizes the gold, before the music 

collapses into c which will prevail until the transition to the next scene. This 

appearance of the Rhinegold almost exactly two thirds of the way through the scene 

(it occurs at bar 506 out of 748 bars), and Alberich's abrupt seizing of the gold and 

the ensuing darkening of the Rhine occurring only moments before the scene's end 

mirrors the over-determined end-weighting of the Prelude.  

Die Walküre Act I Vorspiel 

The Act I Vorspiel to Die Walküre enacts the process of crystallisation of d as the 

associative key of Siegmund. This has a wider implication in its dramatic meaning: 

Example 5.1: Alberich’s g entrance
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the fact that Siegmund, despite his heroic actions and his discovery of the Sword and 

of true love with Sieglinde, is a pawn in Wotan's struggle to recover the Ring from 

Fafner and thus to continue his noble work, or rather to safeguard the terms of his 

own demise, and does not thereby have a strong identity of his own. Thus much of 

Siegmund's musical material is focused around d, the key of the repressive aspect of 

Wotan's treaties, emphasised by the TREATY. 

For example, having drunk from Sieglinde's horn of mead and discovering her love 

for him very gradually, Siegmund confesses that she is sheltering an 'ill-fated 

one' (Einen Unseligen), and that she would be better off if he left, and as he starts up 

the music is jolted back into the d in which it began (Ex. 5.2): 

When Sieglinde has made it clear that Siegmund's avoiding her will not prevent ill-

fate from settling on her, d is (in a typically Wagnerian move) stated explicitly 

through the cadential progression, though the final chord of the cadence is major. The 

D that follows sounds peculiarly false or empty, THE VOLSUNGS' BOND OF 

SYMPATHY heard in the major for the first time, and SIEGLINDE answering in 

sequence. This illusory happiness is matched dramatically by the fact that Siegmund 

has been persuaded to stay out of his burgeoning love and sympathy for Sieglinde, 

which is deepening as they gaze into each other's eyes here, yet the imminent arrival 

of Hunding prevents a deeper exploration of their new-found love. This process of 

love between autonomous beings such as Siegmund and Sieglinde is a completely 

new one in Der Ring, and is not part of Wotan's grand plan.  

Example 5.2: Siegmund’s d character.
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Wotan's “great idea” is to come up with a hero who would seize the 

Ring in his stead, thereby solving his problem of obtaining it 

without undermining the basis of his rule by flouting his own law 

(in the form of his contract)...It does not appear to have been part of 

his plan for Siegmund and Sieglinde to become instant lovers … 

and expectant parents (a fact that he does not learn until very late in 

Walküre).   2

Siegmund's human qualities are perverted by Wotan's influence, disguised as his 

father, Wälse. This is the reason for the choice of d for Siegmund's key, and the 

similarity of the scale figures which are an expression of his turbulent, heroic 

personality with TREATY. However, Wotan cannot control the spontaneous 

emotional responses Siegmund feels on entering the hut and confronting Sieglinde in 

such circumstances. This freedom of recognition of the other, which according to 

Hegel underpins the process of development of subjectivity, is given dramatic 

expression here by Wagner through a musical process which guides the actions of the 

characters. I shall here endeavour to briefly sketch out this process, how it 

crystallises in various Momente, and how it relates to the basic ethos of the Vorspiel. 

The Vorspiel highlights the importance of Bb as a pitch and as a tonic in its own right, 

destabilising the tonal relationships between a/A and d. This process was intensified 

at bar 122, the Bb of the opening motif being pushed up into Bn in the transition 

between the Vorspiel and the action of the drama. This creates the dramatic space for 

Siegmund: he enters in a. a of course does not lie within the tonal ‘house-laws’ of d, 

its minor dominant, and so suggests continuation into different tonal realms. This a 

influence however is quelled by the concentration of Bb, G, and A in the bass in bars 

138-141, where the main tonal areas of the Vorspiel are recapitulated, and Siegmund 

reaffirms d against the a intrusion in his vocal line at bars 142-4. The dramatic 

correlate of this must be the fact that Siegmund is intent on recouping his energies in 

this hut before setting out once again on the run. The a before can thus be read as a 

 Kitcher, P., and Schacht, R., Finding an Ending: Reflections on Wagner's Ring (Oxford: Oxford 2

University Press, 2004), 36-37.
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heightening of his receptivity to other human influence: he is willing to trespass on 

other's property in order to rest, yet this act makes him alert and nervous, as his vocal 

line suggests: 'Wess' Herd diess auch sei' (Whosever hearth this may be, implying 

desperation and awareness of his trespass). This a influence however is built into his 

character, and prompts the first sonority of Sieglinde's question 'Ein fremder 

Mann?’ (Ex. 5.3): 

The a is thus to be viewed as a possible development of the d of Siegmund, out of his 

character into new emotional realms. As opposed to being a mere tool of Wotan's 

will, which is obviously how Fricka views him, and how Wotan reluctantly comes to 

view him, Siegmund is no mere automaton. As such, his music, though strongly 

emphasising d, has the ability to move away from its origins, and it is precisely this 

that Sieglinde exploits in her opening questioning. 

The tension between a and d needs to find a common ground. Thus begins an 

extraordinary musical process of development of ideas matching the development of 

Example 5.3: Sieglinde’s first entrance 
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Sieglinde's love from tentative admiration of the hero's courage to being directly 

addressed by him. G is posited as a mediation between the two keys, a7 under 

Sieglinde's second phrase suggestive of ii7 of G, especially with the fs on 'dort am 

Herd'. G is bVII of a or IV of d. However, d is again reasserted in bars 162-4,  the 

emphasis being on g rather than G through the Bb in bar 163. The motif is a 

development of Siegmund's variant in a of the storm from bars 122-123. 

Importantly, c here is the next brief goal, with Sieglinde's phrase 'Müde liegt er von 

Weges Müh'n' ('tired he lies there from journey's stress') emphasising Eb on '..er von 

We-ges Mühn'. The tragic aspect of c a permanent feature in Der Ring, and a point of 

contention between Hunding and Siegmund, here springs to Sieglinde's mind as she 

comments how exhausted Siegmund looks (Ex. 5.4). Moreover, c is an unlikely 

chord in either a or d (biii and bvii respectively). However, the Siegmund storm 

variant is repeated a tone lower than at bars 162-3, and thus its lowest tone becomes 

En, rather than Eb. c is thus changed into a C7 chord, suggesting F for the first time. F 

is a good mediation between a and d, as it can fit into both without any adjustment 

(VI in a and III in d). However, just before she actually bends over and attends to his 

breathing, F as a tonal goal is rejected in favour of a V7 of d, again with G prominent 

in the bass, creating the third inversion. 
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On the introduction of SIEGLINDE, indicating her compassionate and open nature, 

the previous tonal goals are sublated into a phrase. The bass first emphasises d in 

bars 170-1, though with the Sieglinde motif suggesting g/C (C7 in bb. 171-172 and 

then g in bb. 173-4) (Example 5.5): 

In bb. 173-4 the bass recapitulates SIEGMUND in C, again suggesting F as a 

projected tonal goal. This arrives at bars 174-178, C7 resolving to F64 at the key word 

Muthig in the phrase 'Muthig dünkt mich der Mann' ('Valiant I think is the man'). It is 

here that one of the processes of the Vorspiel is realised in a Moment, with a tonal 

goal that could mediate between the a of tortured Siegmund and the d of his heroism 

Example 5.4.

Example 5.5
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is for the first time heard, at a crucial dramatic juncture: Sieglinde's first close look at 

Siegmund and her recognition of his bravery. This process is emphasised through the 

fragments of SIEGMUND which now, rather than begin in a key and then move to 

the dominant, decorate the dominant of F directly. This leads to a perfect cadence in 

F, with the bass material first of all rising a major sixth, prefiguring the illusory 

atmosphere of the D section before Hunding's entrance (ex. 5.6). 

This is the first time SIEGMUND has been so altered; now the D at the top of the 

motif is no longer the tonic but 6 in F. However, the motif descends down to Gs, 

again suggesting a. This is confirmed by the E7 and Eb9 chords that follow, coinciding 

with Siegmund's first words to Sieglinde, 'Ein Quell! Ein Quell!’ (Ex. 5.7): 

Example 5.6: The first Moment: Sieglinde’s awareness of Siegmund’s courage
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The disturbed aspect of Siegmund's personality here again warrants the implication 

of a, and marks the beginning of one of the five significant purely orchestral passages 

in this scene. In this passage, the status of F is once again affirmed, yet more 

emphatically, and the tonal areas visited already are subsumed into this process. Thus 

the tensions between a, d and g that were inherent in the Prelude's basic ethos are 

subsumed into a sentential process that culminates in a Moment of musico-dramatic 

realisation and recollection. 

a affirmed, d again is suggested by the accents on D and F at bar 185. a is indicated 

in the bass, as the motif pauses on Gs, yet with SIEGLINDE above suggesting either 

vii of C, or vii7 of a (there is no G/Gs sounded in the motif to clinch it, though the Gs 

below indicates vii7 of a). The next phrase however could be heard as either in d or in 

a, the rising thirds of SIEGLINDE outlining a d, yet the Bn in the bass (reminiscent 

Example 5.7: the twins’ first 
interaction: second Moment
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of the Bb-Bn complex in the Vorspiel and at the opening of the scene) suggests a. d is 

definitely affirmed at the beginning of the sequence in b. 189, with a prominent d64. 

This short cadential sequence transforms the downward moving scale of the opening 

of SIEGMUND into a sequence rising by step from A through Bn, C, to D. Here d is 

juxtaposed with its dominant (190), heard as I7(191), leading to g (192) and finally 

onto F64 in b. 193 (f). This Moment brings together the complex of a and d minors, 

resolves the problem of g from earlier and confirms F as an important tonal event and 

key in the drama to come. The g which in bar 162-3 was a rather strange mediation 

between a and d here receives its true status in this section as ii of F. That it functions 

as a predominant chord is clear from the rise of SIEGLINDE in b. 195, which 

ascends through a g triad to the D-F dyad, at which point C is heard in the bass.Thus 

the first paragraph of music delineating the action between the first encounter of 

Siegmund and Sieglinde concludes in F, mediating between the a of the intensified 

vulnerability of Siegmund (and Sieglinde) and the heroic determination of the d of 

Siegmund. Also, it might be thus said that the Bb-Bn issue of the Vorspiel  prefigures 

this relationship: the Bb is reaffirmed here as part of Bb  major, and thus as the 

'softening' link between a (with the Bn) and d/F (Bb). This occurs through a Moment 

which resolves the gestural tension of the ethos from the Vorspiel, subsuming its 

tonal tensions into a sentential realisation matching the pantomimic action on stage. 

Die Walküre Act II Vorspiel 

The implications of the basic ethos of the Act II Vorspiel are more complex and 

ramified than those of Act I, in the sense that they both embrace immediate musical 

relationships on the level of the first scene, and prefigure musico-dramatic Momente 

in other scenes of the Act as well. Act I is somewhat of a special case: the 

introduction of properly human love as the necessary counter-pole to the 

machinations of political power in Das Rheingold required dramatic treatment that 

would render it completely believable emotionally, giving Wagner licence for 

musical gestures to unfold in a particularly close way with the dramatic action (often 
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taking the form of pantomime ). However, the second act is 'almost entirely 3

concerned with the political theme,'  and contains the core of the emotional 4

transformations of Wotan and Brünnhilde, and the Vorspiel that prefigures and sets 

the atmosphere for this Act is much wider and more delineated in its ethos. 

I begin first by looking at some of the tonal associations in force here, and which are 

utilised by the Vorspiel and the scenes that follow. E has become particularly 

associated with the possibility of Brünnhilde's loving nature. At the outset of the act 

she is merely a tool of Wotan's will, something underscored by her confession 'wer 

bin ich, wär'ich dein Wille nicht?' (who am I, if I were not your Will?), and thus she 

is unconsciously playing her role as a Valkyrie. However, as Cooke points out, 

Brünnhilde, being the daughter of Erda, has her mother's capacity for empathic love, 

which is as yet undeveloped, but which, through Wotan's anger and desperation, is 

made to come to the surface of her personality. The E that becomes completely 

associated with the empathic loving qualities of Brünnhilde (to the extent of Act III 

finishing in this key as she is surrounded by magic fire after the deed she performed 

out of love for both Siegmund and Wotan) is adumbrated in several important places 

in Act II, and is prefigured at the end of the Vorspiel. E is counterpointed as a 'love' 

key against d, the key of law and order, as early as Das Rheingold, scene II, slightly 

obliquely at first through two references to Freia the goddess of love by first Fricka 

and then Wotan. Fricka exclaims 'Die Burg ist fertig, verfallen das Pfand' ('The 

fortress is finished, required is the payment'), and a d inchoate version of TREATY is 

heard, halting on E (Ex. 5.8). 

   It is Marshall Tuttle’s view that the later Ring dramas, particularly Götterdämmerung, due to their 3

earlier poems, were less flexible in allowing the music to develop symphonically, tied as it was to 
the poetry. He claims ‘what is too often lacking in the later two operas of the Ring is the ability of 
poetry successfully to form itself into convincing musical structures. … [his example] shows a 
transition from C minor to C major consistent with the reversal and healing of the curse on love in 
the persons of Siegmund and Sieglinde. … in [this] example nothing happens until the sword is 
revealed in C major: the music is the drama.’ Tuttle, Musical Structures in Wagnerian Opera, 298. 
With regard to rhythm, however, Rothstein comments that ‘in comparing the orchestral passages 
from Die Walküre and Parsifal … what seems particularly impressive is the greater musical 
richness and control exhibited in the later work. The leitmotifs … are not used merely referentially 
but, in the fullest sense of the word, compositionally. That is, they are analysed, fragmented, 
developed, reduced to their essentials, and stated in subtle or concealed ways.’ Rothstein, W., 
Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music, 304.

  Cooke, D., I Saw the World End, 335.4
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This is then repeated and varied by Wotan in his response, singing 'die steht nun dank 

den Starken: um den Sold sorge dich nicht' ('it stands now thanks to the strong ones, 

do not worry about the payment’); E is heard at ‘Sold’. Interestingly, the second time 

E is heard before the second half of the phrase, and at the word 'Sold' a D is added to 

the E chord, symbolising Wotan's attempt to find a substitute for Freia through the 

correct channels of law and order (D) and showing how unstable they are, since the 

D turns the E into V7 of A, which allows Fricka's first proper outburst of anger 

against her 'frivolous-minded' consort. 

The third example from Das Rheingold is much more emphatic in its connection of E 

with love, particularly idealised, romantic love that does not necessarily proceed 

from sexualised feeling. After Fricka's crucial admonishing of Wotan, where she 

accuses him of valuing power and dominance over the value of love and women, 

introducing for the first time WEIBES WONNE UND WERTH, Wotan reminds her 

that he won her by pledging his one remaining eye, 'Um dich zum Weib zu gewinnen, 

mein eines Auge setzt ich werbend da-ran' (To win you as a wife, I pledged my 

remaining eye over it’) (Ex. 5.9). 

Example 5.8: E in Das Rheingold, sc. 4
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E is emphasised strongly this time through its tonicisation via its dominant. Yet 

again, this is preceded by a statement of the more concrete TREATY in d. 

Looking at Die Walküre Act II, E is again explicitly connected to this aspect of love.  5

However, also in Act I it is connected to the magical power of the sword, and 

consequently Wotan's benevolent and empathic love for his Wälsung offspring. This 

is most powerfully underlined by the fact that the Valhalla motif is not heard in Db at 

all during this act, but only in E. This is referred to in Act II when Wotan exclaims 

'Ich kann ihn nicht fällen, er fand mein Schwert!' ('I cannot fell him, he found my 

sword!'), to which Fricka replies 'Ent-zieh' dem den Zauber' ('destroy then its 

magic'), at which point E is again heard over the word ‘Zauber' (ex. 5.10). 

   Though E has acquired an association of magic. See Tuttle, M., Musical Structures in Wagnerian 5

Opera, 113-132 for an assessment with regard to the disguised E tonality of TARNHELM.

Example 5.9. Tonicisation of E in reference to love
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Another important reference to E is after Brünnhilde's confession that she is merely 

Wotan's Will, where a surprising F arpeggiation gives way to a strongly marked E, 

functioning as V/A (the key of Brünnhilde’s virginal innocence) (Ex. 5.11). 

Example 5.10: Fricka’s reference to E magic.
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There are several other important E moments in Act II that occur in the Wotan/Fricka 

dialogue. Firstly, as one response to Fricka's extended complaint, Wotan quietly 

explains that ‘Noth thut ein Held, der ledig göttlichen Schutzes, sich löse vom 

Göttergesetz.’ (‘Needed is one who fights free from the godhead's control’). At the 

word ‘gesetz’, there is a reminiscence of the d/E complex of Das Rheingold (Ex. 

5.12): 

Example 5.11: Brünnhilde’s latent E-ness in A (Die Walküre Act II)

Example 5.12
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Wotan has an inkling here of the requirement of love in transcending the lowly 

condition of the world that his legal administration has unfortunately been unable to 

effect, and to some extent  has worsened, and in searching for some newly human 

form of governance. However, as Cooke points out, ‘in the final scene of the act, we 

shall see the old Wotan exerting his power-motivated will – through its symbol, the 

spear – in the most destructive way possible, to annihilate the love that is in revolt 

against it,’  and thus, although he had conceived a paternal love for Siegmund (and 6

partly for Sieglinde), he now feels no qualms about destroying Siegmund (Siegmund 

is barely mentioned in Act III, focussing more on the fact of Brünnhilde's 

disobedience). E is emphasised by Fricka just before her parting phrase to 

Brünnhilde, ‘War-father waits for thee: let him now tell thee how the lot is decreed’, 

where Fricka's characteristic rhythm is heard in E (Fb), as a cadential phrase to her 

impressive exit music (Example 5.13). 

 Cooke, 339.6
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This is Wagner at his most complex and ironic. Fricka is leaving, having achieved 

her aim of having him renounce Siegmund, and does so with a self-satisfied mien 

emphasising her belief that glory and honour have been restored to the immortal gods 

and the loyalty of her consort secured. Wotan knows, and we are beginning to 

understand, that she has exposed the fundamental flaw in Wotan's plan to safeguard 

the future and reputation of the gods. Wotan's phrase ‘Nimm' den Eid!’ concludes in 

eb, Fricka's main tonality and one associated in Der Ring with the sclerotic nature of 

administered law; her phrase is replete with the augmented triads that have been part 

of her discourse already, and climaxes on Fb (E), moving to Bb7 for her final phrase, 

and a cadence on Eb. This moment is reinterpreted shortly afterwards in Wotan's first 

outburst of rage and despair (Ex. 5.14): 

  

Example 5. 13. Fricka’s ironic 
reference to E in her exit music
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Wotan is conscious of the violence being done to his own idealised conception of 

love through his own manipulations, and that he shall have to sacrifice the son whom 

he holds dear. This progression is also a reference to the ‘Rheingold!’ cry which 

progresses from Edim7 to Gb. 

Turning directly to the Vorspiel to Act II, the culminating gesture of the Vorspiel I 

suggested formed the climax of the ethos, the coda and sublation, is the moment in 

the Vorspiel that directly foreshadows the action and tonal relationships that occur 

through the act. The progression from c to E is crucial in understanding the rest of 

the Act. This Moment is woven into the battle scene between Hunding and 

Siegmund. As Siegmund cries ‘seine Schneide schmecke jetzt du!’ (‘you will now 

taste its blade!’), THE SWORD is heard in its definitive form, but with triplets added 

to allow it to progress up to the top G (Example 5.15).  However, the top G is 7

harmonised with a c minor chord, underpinned by Hunding's rhythm. This reverses 

the trajectory of the Prelude's coda (c-C-E). As seen in the above example, c moves 

to D through Aø7, and this sequence is repeated (D-d-Bø7-E).  E marks the appearance 

of Brünnhilde on the field of battle, with a flash that ‘breaks forth so vividly that 

Sieglinde staggers aside as if blinded’, and also the compression of the sequential 

progression into two bars (Ex. 5.16): 

  Cf. Darcy's suggestion that the variant of the SWORD heard in the Todesverkündigung scene is a 7

prefiguring of SIEGFRIED and THE SWORD GUARDIAN: ‘Beginning as a c minor statement of 
the SWORD theme, the idea culminates in a melodic pattern (3-2-1-6) associated by Wagner with 
the concept of a heroic deed.’

Example 5.14: Wotan’s reinterpretation of Fricka’s gloating
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This allows major chords with roots a tone away to occur on strong beats (E, Fs, Gs, 

Bb, C, D, E), culminating in Fs, serving as V of b, the Valkyrie's key, as Brünnhilde 

swoops to protect Siegmund. As she does so, we hear a combination of the 

VALKRYIES (heard in its definitive form for the first time apart from in the Vorspiel 

(C)) and the SWORD. There are important musico-dramatic references in this 

Moment which reach beyond the immediate dramatic scenario and connect with the 

Vorspiel. The SWORD is heard, but based around b/D. Specifically, the first interval 

is an m3, B-D (horns). The perfect fourth opening interval is conspicuously absent. 

This is partly because to harmonise the SWORD with the b of the VALKYRIES it is 

necessary for the change. However I would also argue that the wider dramatic point 

here is that the sword (and the wider idea of heroic freedom) cannot be supported by 

Brünnhilde as a mere tool of Wotan's will, even though she has almost fully broken 

with Wotan's project at this point, in shielding Siegmund. There is a precedent for 

this in the Vorspiel. b does not feature as a specific associative key in the Vorspiel, 

but this harmonisation of the SWORD with the under 3rd/added sixth (D major + B) 

has a strong precedent in the statements of the SWORD in the Vorspiel at bars 1-2, 

and especially 8-9, where it is harmonised as a Bdim 7. This is not the only point at 

which the SWORD begins with a minor third instead of a perfect fourth. The motif 

occurs in such a fashion to indicate its imminent yet not fully realised power, and 

occurs several times. In Act I after Sieglinde recounts the tale of the Wanderer 

placing the sword into the Ash-tree, and the fact that many of Hunding's guests 

attempted to pull it from the tree, the motif begins with a minor third. The fact that 

the sword has not yet attained its full capability is suggested by the harmonisation 

through a, with the passing F# forming an F#ø7, before resolving to C64. The same 

harmonisation occurs in the Wotan/Fricka scene, Fricka demanding Wotan take back 

Example 5.16: the arrival of Brünnhilde as saviour of Siegmund
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the sword from Siegmund. The perfect fourth is not present at the beginning, Fricka's 

vocal line moving from A-C (Ex. 5.17):  

Again we have the same Fsø7 followed by the C64. This is in fact the sonority that 

begins the whole Act. The gesture associated with the nascent power of the sword, 

and its transformations and developments, form the musical complement to the 

political drama of the act, that of the quashing of the free love of Siegmund and 

Sieglinde in response to Wotan's dilemma with Fricka, and the concomitant 

development of awareness of Brünnhilde.  

We have yet, however, to discuss the ethos of the main body of the Vorspiel based on 

the VOLSUNG LOVE and FREIA PART 2, and its Momente. This music is centred 

around the augmented triads and then moves to f very briefly as a prefiguring of the 

tragic peripetiea occurring in the coda with the move to c. This prefigures the long 

dialogue between Siegmund and Sieglinde in Act II scene 3, which recapitulates 

some of this music and uses it in different ways. The whole scene is cast in f and 

Example 5.17: Fricka’s reference to the SWORD.
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begins with a literal restatement of some of the Vorspiel (Ex. 5.18 and 5.19): This C 

expresses the quiet confidence that Siegmund has in their mutual love. The strong 

cadence in f after Sieglinde's tortured response to Siegmund's requests for her to slow 

down and talk to him about what is making her flee, is a reference to the Prelude, and 

the following statement of the SWORD is followed by the referential sonority of 

Hunding accompanied by his horn (Ex. 5.20).  

Example 5.19: Siegmund’s nobility (VALHALLA variant)
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It is clear that the SWORD as yet cannot escape the influences of Hunding and 

Fricka, something that Sieglinde knows intuitively through her feeling of pollution 

through her love for Siegmund: she has yielded to true love but in doing so has 

besmirched her name through incest and adultery, and in this almost psychotic state 

she becomes prophetic and sees the death of Siegmund and the breaking of both the 

sword and the fall of the ash tree. The SWORD is here distorted through a dim7th 

harmonisation that will recur in the climactic moments of the Act, and the falling 

phrase in c echoes the earlier C phrases emphasising Siegmund's nobility. The 

enigmatic reference to the ash-tree over the Db bII harmony is extremely interesting; 

Sieglinde here is referring (quite unconsciously) to the breaking of the bond between 

Siegmund and Wotan, and the consequent damage Wotan is doing to himself, which 

will actually eventually allow for his peaceful withdrawal from the world.  8

   ‘In the Ring, the Neapolitan consistently appears as a tonal symbol for death, dissolution, and 8

decay. (NB: In this case, the harmonic function, not the tonal level, is crucial.' Darcy, Guide to the 
Themes of  Der Ring.

Ex. 5.20: SWORD culminating in Hunding’s dim7th
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The gestural ethos of the Vorspiel is partly a musical picture of Brünnhilde's gradual 

transformation from tool of Wotan's will to fully developed woman who is capable of 

all the various kinds of love that Kitcher and Schacht specify.  It is undoubted that 9

Brünnhilde has the power of prophecy, as she informs Sieglinde of her pregnancy 

with Siegfried, who will become the greatest hero. The coda of the Prelude could be 

said to represent Brünnhilde's awareness of the battle to come, and her expectation 

that Siegmund will conquer. This explains the C of the Valkyrie music. However at 

the end of the act, the reversal is achieved, events occurring in the wrong order. The 

SWORD rings out in D but with the B at the opening, and in a b context, before the 

music arrives at the dim7th (Ex. 5.21): 

This Moment actualises the same dim7th that formed an essential part of the Vorspiel. 

In the Vorspiel coda, the dim7th was read as a corruption of the opening half-dim7th 

sonority, and the move from the dim7th as a tonally disruptive chord to the triumphant 

C is effected through the move from Eb to En (c-C). Here however, the dim7th 

   ‘love should be erotically intense and exclusive, divorced from the world and consummated in the 9

denial of the world, with life purified of anything other than its essentials of love and death, and 
also that love should do its work in  the world, that it should be open-endedly empathic in its 
encouraging and sustaining whatever is noble and worthy.’ Finding an Ending: Reflections on 
Wagner's Ring, 163. 

Example 5.21: Wotan shatters the SWORD
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resolves to c64, the SWORD in contrapuntal combination with the TREATY. Thus the 

move to C heard at Siegmund's 'seine Schneide schmecke jetzt du!' is counteracted 

by the c, which then moves to b, counteracted by a dim7th, leading to the c of the 

Spear motif. Thus the concluding Moment of the coda is tragically reversed in the 

Moment of Siegmund’s death. 

However this occurs for a reason: Brünnhilde's betrayal and her turning her own 

hand against her father allows her to become the independent mortal woman who 

ends by redeeming the gods themselves through her capacity to love. This is seen 

through the use of E at the end of Act III. Act III ends in E, Brünnhilde having been 

laid to rest on the Valkyries' Rock, Loge as magic fire encircling her, and Wotan and 

her having reaffirmed their love for one another. However, this E and the whole 

section known as 'Wotan's Farewell' is preceded by the moment where Brünnhilde 

reveals the full extent of her love for Wotan and the fact that, far from being an 

extension of his will, has been given authority (what Kitcher and Schacht call 

‘epistemic’ authority), by his confiding in her of his love for his son and through this 

she defied him to truly express his desires (Ex. 5.22): 

Example 5.22: ‘Der diese Liebe’; E in Act III
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The ‘apotheosis’ quality of this E Moment in Act III is similarly marked in the Act II 

Vorspiel, the surprising turn to c for the coda, followed by the C64 and RIDING 

followed by the turn to E is an important gestural moment, and the same can be said 

for this Moment. 

The particular ethos of the Prelude, of the unreal quality of the E, the tragic aspect of 

the unexpected peripeteia in the coda of c, the unrealised quality of the SWORD (its 

hovering between a and C) are all realised in Momente in Act II, as well as, in the 

case of the E major coda, prefiguring the Moment at the end of Act III and the crucial 

transformation of Brünnhilde. 

Siegfried Act I Vorspiel 

The Vorspiele to Siegfried are significantly more complex in their structure and 

implication than those to Die Walküre. This is undoubtedly because of the scope of 

the story has become enlarged, and so the reference is both to the independent story 

of Siegfried, about his learning fear, and coming to full self-consciousness, and so 

forth, and at the same time it is about the developing attitudes of Wotan particularly 

about the fate of the world, and also about the scheming of the two Nibelung 

brothers, Mime and Alberich, about how to obtain the Ring. So the Preludes have a 

similar complex function.  

Whereas the Act I Prelude of Die Walküre sets the scene in a relatively 

straightforward fashion, developing the idea of heroism as related to free acts not 

bound by laws and treaties, and the concomitant ability to be open to the 

vulnerabilities of deep erotic love, the Act I Prelude to Siegfried is more complex, 

adumbrating the atmosphere of the tiefster Wald in which Siegfried and Mime have 

their home, and delineating various tonal spheres and implications which refer both 

to Siegfried's incipient re-forging of Nothung and Mime's desire to do so as well. 

One of the most significant aspects of the Act I Vorspiel that I described in the 

previous chapter is the surprising turn to a in the recapitulatory section after the 

interpolation of SWORD. This I interpreted in the context of the previous structure as 
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prefiguring Mime's attempt to forge the sword himself and to keep Siegfried unaware 

of his true identity and use him merely as a pawn. I trace this particular aspect of the 

ethos to its realisation in Momente in Act I. This links with another recurrence of a in 

Act I, where the process of Siegfried's questioning of Mime about his identity begins 

(Ex. 5.23): 

Example 5.23: Siegfried’s first a solo ‘Alle Thiere sind mir 
teure als du’ (Siegfried Act I)
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Siegfried describes his constant return to Mime as inexplicable, he willingly suffers 

all the beasts of the forest in preference to Mime himself. a here expresses Mime's 

scheming to keep Siegfried dependent upon him, and Siegfried's curiosity as to why 

he is still dependent on him. This is evident in more references to a in this section, 

with a passing reference to a in Mime's outburst after Siegfried mocks his 

‘Staarenlied’ and asks ‘wie kam dir aber der kindische Wurm?’ (‘whence came to 

thee then the childish mite?’) (Ex. 5.24): 

Mime's attempt to keep hold of Siegfried long enough through his cunning so that 

Siegfried will be able to slay Fafner is emphasised by the a on 'Glauben sollst 

du' (‘you must believe’). a expresses Mime's cunning in keeping Siegfried in his care 

and f represents the sinister nature of that care (and more generally the violently 

regressive nature of manipulative perverted power disguised as authority) is evident 

from the leitmotivic use of f and a in the scene that follows, which features the 

Moment of the actualisation of the ethos. 

a

Example 5.24: reference to a in Mime’s response to 
Siegfried’s question about his origin.
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a reappears obliquely in the scene between Mime and the Wanderer, in the 

introductory section before the questions begin. It features in Mime's responses to the 

Wanderer, which also feature the music of Siegfried's impatient goading of Mime 

(rising chromatic parallel sixth chords ) (Ex. 5.25): 10

After Mime ignores the Wanderer’s tale that his words have taught men wisdom and 

lightened weary sorrows, he tells the Wanderer that, even though he has sought much 

in the world and seen much, Mime does need a seeker nor a finder (Ex. 5.26). 

Finally, when the Wanderer issues his challenge (‘Hier sitz' ich am Herd’),  the 

cadence combines the C of the Wanderer music with a hint of a and the fs of the 

curse (Ex. 5.27): 

 In fact this is a slight distortion of SIEGFRIED’S ANGER, which moves upwards in parallel 10

augmented triads.

Example 5.25: Mime’s first harried response to the 
Wanderer
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Ex. 5.26: a references in Mime’s second reply to the 
Wanderer’s entreaties
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The a is confirmed through the E pedal and the E9 of the broken CUNNING thirds. 

Mime accepts the challenge in a with the TREATY. There then begins the process of 

question and answer between Mime and Wotan, with Mime's set of three questions 

beginning on a (ex. 5.28): 

Example 5.27: Mime pondering in a 
about how to get rid of the Wanderer
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a is also referred to in Wotan's first response to Mime's questions, about the 

Nibelungs. We hear the 'Rheingold!' cry contrapuntally combined with RISING 

HORDE, and then ARROGANCE OF POWER, a clear emphasis on a (ex. 5.29): 
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The development of the association of a with Mime's vain ambition continues as the 

Wanderer responds to Mime's exhortation to leave having answered all his questions 

correctly, through his emphasis on Mime's vanity and ineptitude: he comments that 

Mime should have asked him questions that he wanted to know, rather than ask what 

he already knew, and thus Mime's head is forfeit to the Wanderer (ex. 5.30): 

Example 5.29: a in the Wanderer’s 
first response to Mime
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Interestingly, a related use of ‘a’ here to Mime's direct concern is important on 

shedding light on the influence of this key and of the realisation of the particular 

gesture of the ethos from the Prelude in a Moment. As the Wanderer asks the question 

'Which is the race that Wotan handles harshly, yet holds dearly, in the world?' we 

hear THE VOLSUNG RACE PART 1, heard several times in a in Act I of Die 

Walküre, followed by the consequent repetition in Bb, indicating the love of Wotan 

for the Wälsungs (Bb the key of love, and followed by WOTAN'S LOVE FOR 

BRÜNNHILDE ). Mime answers in a very trivial fashion in a, indicating that he 11

knows the fact that Siegfried is born of Siegmund and Sieglinde, not its significance. 

This triviality is seen in the switch to C and Mime's echoing of the orchestral lines in 

‘Siegmund und Sieglind stammten von Wälse’, and the cadence in A, featuring a 

motivic fusion of THE VOLSUNG RACE and THE ARROGANCE OF POWER 

(ex. 5.31). 

 ‘Often labelled the “PARTING KISS” theme’. Darcy, Guide to the Themes of Der Ring.11

Example 5.30. The Wanderer’s a emphasis 
on Mime’s vain shortsightedness
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All of these motivic tonal references to the key of a set up the Moment at which a is 

finally revealed as the key of Mime's ineptitude, when Wotan rails against him for 

Example 5.31: Mime’s impudence
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searching after vain knowledge, and when Wotan reveals the truth that Mime needs 

to know then he will be blinded by the truth. Firstly a is stated briefly yet 

significantly by the Wanderer (Ex. 5.32): 

However, the key Moment, very audibly marked, is, when the Wanderer sings ‘wirst 

du verrückt; gewonnen hab'ich das witzige Haupt!’ (‘you will feel despair: I have 

won your clever head!’). The NIBELUNGS is set against the TREATY in a, 

preceded by a predicted cadence in C (ex. 5.33): 

Example 5.32: Wanderer’s reference to a on ‘Fer-nen’

Example 5.33: the Moment actualising Mime’s a 
ethos in the unveiling of the Wanderer’s prophecy
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After this Moment, leading straight into the Wanderer's ‘prophecy’ that ‘only he who 

does not know fear shall forge Nothung anew’, and his warning to Mime that he 

should guard his head from today, as the Wanderer shall leave it forfeit to the one 

who does not know fear, a is not heard again as a significant key in the Act, apart 

from several oblique yet important references. Firstly, as a reminiscence of the 

Nibelung domination motif, at the words, ‘Hort und Ring erringt er im 

Harst’ (‘Hoard and Ring will pass to the boy’), a is arpeggiated on the first note of 

every bar, leading into a few bars where a is clearly the controlling tonic, versions of 

the Ring motif over a V9 in a (Ex. 5.34): 

The next reference to a occurs in a very audibly marked fashion just before Siegfried 

plunges the mould of the sword into the water and the accompanying chromatic 

dissolution and transition into the next Forging-Song. It is preceded by two 

references to a by Mime which explicitly refer to his intelligence at having forged a 

plan to murder Siegfried after he kills Fafner. At the outset of Siegfried's return to his 

refrain of “Nothung! Nothung!” Mime joins in with him, calling out to the Wanderer 

Example 5.34: Mime’s arpeggiation of a 
on ‘Hort und Ring er-ringt’, and RING 
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‘Hei, weiser Wand’rer!' (‘Hei, wise Wanderer!’); Mime joins in on the bar with d 

followed by a (Ex. 5.35): 
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This prefigures Mime's reference to a in his phrase ‘Wie gefällt dir nun mein feiner 

Witz? Fand ich mir wohl Rath und Ruh’?’ (‘How do you like my fine wit now? Have 

I found counsel and peace?’), where his vocal line stays only around the three pitches 

A B and Cn; here the NIBELUNGS accompany his words, yet with the bass of 

FORGING still continuing, emphasising Cs (Example 5.35).  

The contest between Mime's intelligence and Siegfried's self-realising strength could 

not be more clearly tonally articulated in this moment. Moreover, this tension 

between Siegfried's keys of D (in which he reforges Nothung) and F are set against 

Mime's oblique a right until the end of the Act. In this sense this short duet acts as a 

Moment, mediating between the previous one with the Wanderer and the 

transformation of a into A at the end of the Act. However, Mime's tonal language is 

oblique and a is only referenced implicatively, not stated baldly like Siegfried's keys. 

As an example, in this passage Mime sings that he is to brew a deadly draught to kill 

Siegfried, and that his guile must win out, and that, laughing, he shall claim his 

reward (Ex. 5.36): 

Example 5.35: Mime’s references to a; 
contest between a and A as dominant to D
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The progression goes from C through C+ to Fsø7,  A in the bass, clearly implying a; 

as Siegfried smites the sword in the next bars while 'Mime busies himself pouring the 

contents of the pot into a bottle' Siegfried redirects a to F through the mediating Bø7, 

carrying the full heft of the heavy brass for the first time in this forging song, with 

three trumpets, the three trombones and bass trombone, with the contrabass tuba 

marking each first chord of the bar, and all eight horns reinforcing the string quavers.  

The interplay between a and F and D becomes condensed with the alternating 

exchanges between Mime and Siegfried in the final moments of the Act. The Bø7 

sonority becomes the referential sonority for the conflict, Mime wavering between a/

Example 5.36: the a inflection to Mime’s plotting 
(during Siegfried’s second Forging-Song)
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A. Again, after Siegfried lifts the sword and hails it “Nothung! Nothung! Neidliches 

Schwert!”, Mime again interrupts and tries to steer the music back to a, almost with 

success, until an interrupted cadence into F reestablishes Siegfried's key. This process 

accelerates for the final time, with Mime again harping on at the same sonority. As 

Siegfried swings the sword for the third time and is finally happy with it, and 

SWORD rings out in D major, its new key, there is a reference in triplets to the 

SWORD that could also prefigure the Wood bird motif: 
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This is a recapitulatory summing up of the SWORD thus far, and a look ahead to the 

Woodbird in Act II. However, the interesting thing here is the reference to C at 

Siegfried's phrase “...fälle den Schelm!” (‘...[may it] cut down the knave!’), referring 

to the use of Nothung to attack cowardice and injustice in general and in particular 

the use of it that Siegfried will put it to to kill Mime (ex. 5.37). 

Example 5.37: SWORD motif reborn in D, references in A to 
the WOODBIRD. C reference on ‘fälle den Schelm!’
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This brings us to the use of the Sword motif in C in the Prelude. There the SWORD 

appears as a surprising interpolation after a section built on RING. As I argued in the 

previous chapter, the sudden emergence of Bb out of the c RING motif imparts a 

peculiarly other-worldly quality to the emergence of the SWORD, emphasised by the 

fact that its appearance is hypermetrically disjointed. Also, the Bb could imply f, 

forming C7 with the SWORD. However the surprising shift to a indicates Mime has 

not yet found a way to retain Siegfried, forge the sword, and carry out his murderous 

plans. Now, as I have shown above, the a which follows presages important tonal 

Momente in the Act. But this mysterious appearance of the SWORD is also very 

important. It is linked with the a that follows in a very strong fashion, but it has its 

own developmental appearance in the Act proper. As Mime describes his plan to kill 

Siegfried with a drink that he has brewed, the sword motif is heard in canon in the 

muted brass, creating a very sinister effect (example 5.38): 
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Note how the bass moves chromatically from Ab through G to Fs and back. It is not 

suspended over a Bb bass, as in the Vorspiel, but the mysterious quality of the four 

muted trumpets and four muted horns links the two by ethos. What follows is the 

beginning of Mime's references to a as the key of the Nibelung hoard. Importantly, 

just as Siegfried has poured the molten metal into the mould and holds it high, at his 

phrase ‘Bald schwing'ich dich als mein Schwert!’ (‘Soon I will swing you as my 

sword!’), the SWORD in D in the triplet form is prefigured (THE SWORD 

GUARDIAN), and we hear it in at the end of the Act; similarly this prefigures the 

triplet motifs that we hear in A as Mime dances exultantly. This is a negation of 

Mime's plotting in C earlier and a pre-empting of the final triplet passage. 

So we can draw some conclusions regarding the ethos of the Vorspiel as it is realised 

through the act in various Momente. The main gestural ethos of the Prelude is bound 

up with the importance of Gb as a key that binds the SERVITUDE motif to its 

different dramatic tensions (Gb as subdominant of VALHALLA's Db, as V (Fs) of 

THE CURSE, etc.) and which references the wider dramatic field of action of the 

fairy-tale of Siegfried. However, the main ethos is linked to that of Mime's inability 

to forge the sword, and his corresponding inability to keep the truth of Siegfried's 

existence away from his insistent questioning. The C of the SWORD theme comes at 

a crucial formal juncture, where the RING has over-stepped itself, and failed to 

respond to the formal implications created by the RISING HORDE and the 

Example 5.38. Muted brass canon on THE SWORD
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NIBELUNG and SCHEMING motifs of the first two sections. However, the 

SWORD is unstable harmonically and leads to a section in a, which however is 

wrenched back into V of bb. This tension radiates out into several key Momente: the 

Moment of tension between the Wanderer and Mime regarding his arrival and Mime's 

accepting the wager of the Wanderer's head, the Moment of the Wanderer's 

judgement of Mime, the Moment of Siegfried's cooling the molten sword, and the 

Moment of Siegfried hyming the newly re-forged Nothung. 

Siegfried Act II Vorspiel 

This Vorspiel is important for the fact that almost all of its thematic material recurs at 

some point during the scene that follows, and its Stimmung dominates the entire 

scene. Also, apart from the new corrupted version of GIANTS that characterises 

Fafner, most of the material involves tonal tensions that were explored in Act I (for 

instance, that between A and f). But the Vorspiel enacts in nuce the dramatic situation 

of Act II, the encounter between Fafner and Siegfried (guided by Mime) and 

Siegfried's development (as heard in the Forest Murmurs section), and the various 

characters who depend upon the outcome, like Alberich and Mime, and of course the 

Wanderer. 

Firstly, we must note the unfolding of the CURSE's key of b after Fafner's death in 

Scene 3. SIEGFRIED begins here in b, leading to D, and then to g. This is important 

as it shows the non-awareness of Siegfried to his fate which depends on forces 

external to himself (Ex. 5.39): 
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Siegfried is labouring under the impression that he has been brought to Neidhöhle to 

learn fear from the Dragon, and that he has not been put up to this act by Mime for 

nefarious reasons. The re-harmonisation of the motif for the consequent phrase  12

climaxes on g, emblematic of the tonality of Siegfried's immature anger.  Fafner 13

acknowledges this immaturity: “du hell-äugiger Knabe, unkund deiner selbst” (“you 

bright eyed youth, strange even to yourself”). Siegfried must learn from the 

Woodbird, i.e. from a closer relationship to Nature, how to guard himself against 

such plotting. Importantly this is followed by another reharmonisation of 

SIEGFRIED, after a statement of the curse, when Siegfried tells Fafner his name 

(Ex. 5.40): 

   Darcy points out that ‘sometimes this antecedent like phrase [of SIEGFRIED] is elided with a 12

consequent, resulting in a period structure.’

 SIEGFRIED'S ANGER is paradigmatically set in g in Act I.13

Example 5.39: The effect of the CURSE at the point of 
Fafner’s death; Siegfried is unaware of its influence.
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Example 5.40. Reharmonisation of 
SIEGFRIED as Siegfried reveals 
his identity to Fafner
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Here, at the top C of SIEGFRIED we have an important reminiscence of the Nothung 

harmonisation under the D7 which, as we have seen in Die Walküre Act II, 

destabilises the motif. Here however, SIEGFRIED leads, for the first time, 

downwards to the bottom C, creating a stable continuation phrase. However,  C is 

harmonised by Fs7 as Fafner dies. As Siegfried withdraws his sword from Fafner's 

breast dragon's blood splashes on his hand, and he puts it to his mouth and begins to 

hear the sound of the birds;  we have the important reference to A (which is the form 

in which the Woodbird music invariably comes, as IV in E) (Ex. 5.41): 

Example 5.41: Woodbird music (A emphasis in E)
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A has been transformed dramatically by Siegfried's killing of the Dragon and tasting 

the blood from the dastardly key of Mime's plan to kill him (which transformed from 

a to A in Act I at the close) into the key that helps him reach Brünnhilde. The reason I 

go right to the end of the Act here is that A as a key in the Vorspiel is hinted at a 

number of times, especially in the “Wer schmiedet Nothung neu” progression, yet it 

is ambiguous at this stage whether it expresses Siegfried's desire for knowledge of 

his origins or Mime's dastardly plan. It is part of the function of the Act to clarify this 

tonal association, through several Momente that actualise aspects of the ethos of the 

Vorspiel. 

The Vorspiel is structured around iterations of FAFNER AS DRAGON, CURSE, and 

RESENTMENT. All these elements recur in the scene that follows. The recurrence of 

Alberich's CURSE is significant especially for the way that it resolves, showing the 

emptiness of Alberich's threats, from the Wanderer's newly exalted point of view. In 

the Vorspiel this section collapses onto a Gø7 chord, then moves back to the C with Fs 

pedal that has been established earlier. However, here, Alberich forces the Gø7 onto a 

G7, which then moves to a b64, before cadencing into B after Alberich's phrase “der 

Welt walte dann ich” (‘the world shall then be mine!’) (Ex. 5.42): 
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This enormously powerful climax is built on the motivic material from the similar 

point in Das Rheingold, where Alberich declares his intention to subdue all of 

Valhalla's gods and goddesses to his cruel spite. Here, though, the B tonality is 

shocking, given that this material of Alberich normally occurs in bb. The Wanderer is 

unmoved, answering quietly (ruhig) that “Deinen Sinn kenn'ich whol, doch sorgt er 

mich nicht” (“Thy intent well I know, yet care frets me not”). The Wanderer's phrase 

takes the B and Ds of the B and turns them into Eb and Cb, a dyad that occurs often in 

the Wanderer's musical lines. At his next phrase he states that ‘Des Ringes waltet, 

wer ihn gewinnt.’ (“Its lord is he who wins the Ring”). The move to f and cadencing 

on V of f shows that the Wanderer is aware that the possession of the Ring depends 

upon Siegfried's ability to break out of his encroaching influence of Mime (f) and the 

dragon (f) and gain the Ring. The CURSE is the other important motif that imbues 

this Vorspiel, and has strong implicative tendencies through the Act. The appearance 

and disappearance of the Wanderer is bookended by fragments of the curse motif. 

The second time the CURSE is used to transition back into the f of Fafner's lair, or 

rather the C pedal with the Gb, here indicating V of f. There is a powerful irony the 

second time, as Alberich sings, ‘So lang das Gold am Lichte glänzt, hält ein 

Wissender Wacht.’ (‘As long as the gold shines in the light, keeps a wise one his 

watch’). This is completely ambiguous, as it could refer either to Alberich or to 

Wotan. The tonality clinches it, with the phrase ‘Wissender Wacht’ outlining the Db 

major of VALHALLA. 

FAFNER AS DRAGON is somewhat complex to understand with regard to its ethos 

implications. The C and Gb  are overloaded with signification, and imply several 

Example 5.42: Alberich’s threat to the Wanderer
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different tonalities: C of the heroic ideal, f of the forces of evil, like Mime and 

Fafner, b of the CURSE, and Gb as the noble legacy of Valhalla bequeathed by Wotan 

to the future generation (as opposed to Ab, which comes to express, in Act III, the 

idea of the loving union of Siegfried and Brünnhilde inheriting the earth). However, 

FAFNER AS DRAGON is used in a very particular way in the first scene which 

shows how the tonal forces embedded in it have a dramatic correlation. When the 

Wanderer in his daring warns Fafner of the arrival of Siegfried and thus allow 

Alberich to make Fafner an offer to give him the Ring, and Alberich describes how 

he could give up the Ring and keep the hoard and live in peace, Fafner replies with 

the line ‘Ich lieg' und bestiz’ (‘I lie and possess’). Significantly here after the music 

being poised on a G pedal before moving down to Fs it moves down to F, the tritone 

being formed between F and B (Ex. 5.43): 

Example 5.43: Fafner’s ‘Ich lieg’ und besitz’: 
move from C and Gb to F and Bn
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Fafner's attitude that he already possesses everything he wants and that he cannot be 

bothered to change is rendered emblematic by the actualisation of the tritone by its 

semitone slippage: the B of b is now obviously in the bass, and the F of F, as 

Siegfried's key of practical heroism, is the tremolo. This functions as a predominant 

(G-B-D-F) before C, which then resolves to the C-Gb tritone characteristic of Fafner. 

A also plays an important role in the Prelude, and it is the ethos that is generated by A 

in the Prelude actualised in Momente through the Act. A expresses the desire of 

Mime to kill Siegfried and to rule the world through obtaining the Ring, but it also 

expresses Siegfried's implanted desire to learn fear and thus to progress in his 

maturation as an adult. Thus A plays a role in the Vorspiel, rather obliquely, but it is 

important at several musically salient moments. Firstly in the consequent phrase of 

the first section of the Vorspiel before the modulation into f: the sequence that goes 

from Ab  to cs, and then from A to Gb is important in this regard. Secondly, in the 

following phrase, which is marked by an absence of the FAFNER AS DRAGON 

tritone in the bass, but is structured around DRAGON, the interruption of the 

DRAGON when it arrives at A by the SCHEMING/RING motivic hybrid emphasises 

A as V7b9 of d. This in turn leads into a statement of the A-f-Gb-eø7-f6 progression 

which characterises FEAR (or PROPHECY). This shows clearly the dual symbolic 

expressive function of A as pertaining both to Mime's desire for domination and 

Siegfried's desire to learn fear. One could characterise this in a Hegelian fashion by 

saying that Mime's desire is to reduce everything to objects for himself, whereas 

Siegfried's desire is actually to render an object into a subject, which he obviously 

achieves through meeting Brünnhilde.  14

This transitional section from the Vorspiel is repeated note for note at the end of the 

scene, and it is A-d that allows the transition into SIEGFRIED'S INDEPENDENCE 

and the transition to the next scene. A is clearly beginning to be part of Siegfried's 

tonal journey in this scene. There is a kind of brief recapitulation of Siegfried's ‘Ich 

kann dich nicht leiden!’ from Act I, after Mime claims that Siegfried will be thankful 

to Mime for leading him to Neidhöhle, as thankful as Mime (presumably 

 For this more Hegelian interpretation, see Scruton, R., The Ring of Truth14
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mendaciously) claims that he loves him. 

Mime arrives at A7, leading to Bb, the key of love. Siegfried responds in anger 

through F, moving to g and again to A7. A section built around A follows, as V of d, 

as Siegfried exhorts the dwarf to leave him alone. A crucial moment which parallels a 

similar moment in the Prelude is that where Siegfried exhorts Mime to leave, finally 

forcing him away, with his typical ‘impatience’ motif. Here, however, it is heard as 

V9. This marks the move of A away from Mime to Siegfried’s. In the next section 

Siegfried ruminates on what his father must have looked like, and he concludes, ‘Ha! 

Gewiss, wie ich selbst!’ (Ha! Of course, like me myself!), at which point we hear A, 

but now clearly as tonic, as opposed to the strongly articulated dominant of several 

bars previously (Ex. 5.44): 
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The status as a provisional tonic however is negated in the next bar by the g7 chord 

associated with his anger at Mime, rendering the A V. A of course is IV in the 

WOODBIRD section. After Siegfried expresses his desire never to see Mime again, 

the B7 gives way to E, the key of FOREST MURMURS. This however moves to e, 

and then to C for LOVE IN NATURE. The next moment is absolutely crucial. 

Siegfried sings, ‘Meine Mutter, ein Menschenweib!’ (‘My mother,  a mortal 

woman’). Here we hear the NATURE IN MOTION (EARTH), followed by FREIA 

PART 1; however, FREIA PART 1, heard on the violin, is heard in C,  IV of G,  like 

A is IV of E. This is dramatically appropriate: Siegfried is not lusting erotically after 

his own mother, but is expressing his desire to know her as companion. The tonal 

shift to E is surprising, and is coloured by 6 and the subdominant, A. That Siegfried 

clearly identifies the bird as being in A rather than in E is clear from his first vocal 

line after the Forest Murmurs, where E is inflected through Dn (Ex. 5.45): 

 

Example 5.44: Siegfried beginning 
to neutralise Mime’s A
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That Siegfried identifies Mime through a is clear from the next phrase that he sings, 

where the C-A dyad on the word “erzählt” indicates a, with the orchestra 

contradicting him in A. Most significant of all, he attempts to communicate with the 

Woodbird in A, through cutting a reed from the neighbouring spring, and fashioning 

it into a pipe. Here there is an extraordinary reminiscence of Die Walküre Act II 

Vorspiel, the very opening of that Prelude being here transposed into A: 

Example 5.45. A as key of the 
Woodbird as heard by Siegfried.
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And, of course, after the battle with Fafner, Siegfried does taste his blood, and hears 

the Woodbird in A. Again Mime sings about trying to kill Siegfried, and Siegfried 

recognizes him for what he is saying, the Woodbird chiming in in A. 

The Siegfried Act II Vorspiel thus does not have as many obvious points at which 

Momente are realised from the Vorspiel’s ethos. In a sense it is more sub-thematic, 

contributing to the distinctive atmosphere or Stimmung of Fafner’s lair and the 

complexities of the situation around it. 

Götterdämmerung Act II Vorspiel 

The Vorspiel to Act II of Götterdämmerung is closely interwoven into the drama of 

the first scene.  It casts light on the particularly tragic case of Hagen and his 

motivations. Hagen here emerges as a pitiable yet strong-willed offspring of 

Alberich. In particular we see, through Hagen's renunciation of his own father, and 

through Alberich's confession that if the Ring were to be returned to the 

Rhinemaidens then all would be lost, that the drama has moved purely into the 

Example 5.46: Reminiscence of Die 
Walküre Act II Vorspiel in A
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human sphere. This is given a musical correlate in how Hagen's musical material 

breaks away from that of Alberich, culminating in several Momente that relate to the 

Vorspiel’s ethos. Also, importantly, the concept of love, and how Hagen has been 

clearly deprived of it, is important throughout the scene and features in a strongly 

marked section in the Prelude. 

The first thing to note is that bb is not the key of the Nibelungs. Rather it is the key of 

Alberich's twisted malevolence enslaving the Nibelungs.  This is seen in the fact 15

that Alberich actually first appears in g, and that Mime's ‘Sorglose Schmiede’ in Das 

Rheingold is also set in g. This Vorspiel marks the conflict within Hagen through his 

inheritance of Alberich's Nibelung stock, and Alberich's unsuccessful manipulation 

of his son. Thus bb is affirmed at the end of the scene, but the bb no longer belongs, 

as it were, to Alberich, rather Hagen has co-opted it. 

This process occurs through the significant sonority FØ7. This is the sonority through 

which the Hagen tritone is first fully expressed in Act I, and indicates his pervading 

influence over the fate of Siegfried (Ex. 5.47): 

 Pace Bailey, R., ‘The Structure of the “Ring” and its Evolution’. See Petty, J.C., Tuttle, M., ‘The 15

Genealogy of Chaos: Multiple Coherence in Wagnerian Music Drama’, 82. 
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It is first heard as a corruption of TARNHELM, and rounds off the motif, whose first 

module would normally end in B (here Cb), through iiø7-V-i in eb (though eb  is not 

sounded). eb however is sounded at the end of Hagen's Watch, and significantly the 

tension there between bb and eb is explicit (Ex. 5.48): 

Example 5.47: Hagen’s ‘Hier sitz’ ich zur Wacht’: key 
sonority of Fø7 infiltrating TARNHELM

Example 5.48: tension between bb and eb at the close of 
Götterdämmerung Act I sc. 3 ‘Hagen’s Watch’
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This is clear in the words also, in that Hagen claims that they (Gunther and Siegfried) 

shall both serve the Nibelung's Son. In the orchestral transition between scenes two 

and three the FØ7 is reaffirmed, as well as an AØ7, which will be of importance in the 

next Act. These two sonorities play a very important role in the Vorspiel and in the 

scene that follows in Act II. Fø7 is heard in the phrase that begins the climactic 

measures of the Vorspiel and significantly resolves to E7 (Ex. 5.49): 

eb as Hagen's key plays a key role in the Vorspiel, marking as it does two moments at 

which the HAGEN tritone breaks away from the prevailing tonal centre. The first 

time, it is not eb but Ebø7 (example 5.50): 

Example 5.49: Götterdämmerung 
Act II Vorspiel bars 21-22

Example 5.50: Götterdämmerung Act II 
Vorspiel bars 6-10
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Whereas at the climax it is eb, resolving quickly to Cb (B) (Example 5.51): 

Which promptly leads to E (though with Fs and Cs; the pentatonic implication is 

clear) (Ex. 5.52): 

The E climax, actualising the basic ethos of the tension of the HAGEN tritone is 

important, and is echoed throughout the scene in a series of Momente. The dramatic 

implication is clear: Hagen rues the fact that he is Alberich's son, and he is clearly 

Example 5.51: Götterdämmerung Act II Vorspiel bar 27 
(climax and return of HAGEN tritone in bass with eb)

Example 5.52: Götterdämmerung Act II 
Vorspiel bars 28-9
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starved of love, and bitter, Alberich treating him as a mere means rather than an end. 

This partly explains Hagen's motivation, in the sense that he is looking to dominate 

in his turn by becoming master of the Ring, and also shows his fundamental 

weakness, which is shown symbolically at the end of Act III, when Siegfried's hand 

rises threateningly to stop him taking the Ring, and Brünnhilde takes over the scene. 

His weakness is that he is still human to some degree, yet lacks human love and 

empathy. This lack of love is emphasised through the references to E throughout the 

scene which I shall now chart, actualising the ethos of the Prelude through Momente. 

E is asserted implicitly in Alberich's first entrance, after the G#dim7+#9 of the two bars 

before (Example 5.53): 

Example 5.53: Alberich’s first entrance; E7 

references
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Alberich's second phrase also references E, more concretely (Example 5.54): 

Alberich implores Hagen to remember the power that he possesses, and the valiance 

that his mother also possessed. It is clear that we have arrived at the relationship 

between these two characters at a late stage: Hagen is no longer a mere instrument of 

Alberich's plans, even though Alberich thinks that he is, and tries to reassure himself 

of that fact. The musical material from the Vorspiel keeps recurring to characterise 

the vocal phrases of Hagen and to keep the gestural ethos of the Vorspiel in play, 

whereas Alberich's material is more wide-ranging and expository. Alberich is ranging 

Example 5.54
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over past experience in a futile attempt to convince Hagen of the rightness of his 

position, whereas Hagen is immovable, concerned only with his own fate and his 

own past, eliciting our sympathy,  given the sordid circumstances in which he was 

conceived. This is striking in Hagen's next phrase, where E is brought up in relation 

to the Fø7. The effect is to bring back the concluding phrases of the Prelude; Hagen’s 

utterance in eb corresponds to the final phrase of the Prelude. This is because, in his 

first utterance, the music modulates properly to bb, rather than staying poised on V7 

(F7) as before. E7 is referenced, just before Hagen's second entry moves to the Fø7, 

before moving to eb. This is reversed several bars later, where Hagen sings that, even 

though his mother gave him strength, he would not like to thank her, since she fell 

prey to Alberich's cunning. The subdominant transposition of the end of the Vorspiel 

is such that the Fø7 is followed by E,  in turn followed by an f7+6, paralleling the 

climax of the Vorspiel (Ex. 5.55). 
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Hagen addresses Alberich in an accusing fashion and tells him that old in youth, 

weak and wan, he hates the happy, and that he is never glad. We hear here WEIBES 

WONNE UND WERTH, again over the Fø7, followed by E (Fb). Alberich shifts the 

focus to himself, saying that Hagen should hate the happy, and that he loves this 

joyless and sorrowladen one (himself), as he should. There is a reference here to 

Alberich's first entrance, and a compressed version of WEIBES WONNE, 

concluding on E7. Significantly Hagen does not know love, he has an inkling of it, 

and approaches it through bb and eb, whereas Alberich actually almost experienced it, 

or at least was told about it in clear terms from the Rhine-daughters in scene 1 of Das 

Rheingold, a section set in E (Example 5.56). 

After Alberich's longer soliloquy, where he describes how Wotan has had his spear 

shattered by one of his own kind, Hagen, again motionless (Hagen bleibt 

unverändert wie zuvor), asks who will inherit the eternal might of the gods over the 

Example 5.55: Hagen rueing his mother falling 
prey to Alberich; key references to E
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same Fø7 chord (Example 5.57): 

It is very significant that Alberich recalls the Valhalla motif in its crabbed and 

crooked version from Die Walküre Act II, but it ends on Ab as he sings ‘sein Ende’. 

Alberich knows more than he lets on about Wotan's plans, and thus his desperation; 

he reveals that if Brünnhilde is allowed to return the Ring to the Rhine then all will 

be lost. He understands Wotan's plan for the World Inheritance. Alberich has a long 

solo about Siegfried, and about the fact that he has gained the Ring and thus all the 

power and might in the world. He adds mysteriously that both Valhalla and 

Example 5.57
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Nibelheim bow before him, and that the curse cannot work on him as he does not 

know the Ring's power. At the moment where he sings ‘Ihn zu verderben taugt uns 

einzig’ (‘only his undoing can help us’) we hear Fø7,followed by WEIBES WONNE, 

arriving on Bb7 (Example 5.58): 

Here the process begins to coalesce into the Moment which actualises the Prelude's 

ethos. Hagen co-opts the Bb7-Csø7 progression, before moving to Aø7 for the Eb-A 

tritone forming the climax of the Prelude, as he informs Alberich that Siegfried is 

already working for Hagen to ensure his own destruction. After another long solo by 

Alberich he reveals his intentions in siring Hagen; Alberich comments that ‘I 

fostered thee fearless for this, that against heroes safe you should hold me’ , and there 

is an important reference to eb at the word ‘Heldenhart’. This leads into the Fø7 as 

Alberich describes that, though he was too weak to defeat the dragon, he brought 

Hagen up to tough hatred. Alberich is here actually giving himself the reasons why 

Hagen will betray him; Hagen knows that he owes his existence to Alberich's power-

Example 5.58: Alberich exploiting 
WEIBES WONNE on Fø7
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struggle. Again the Fø7 (+Gb) is heard as Alberich describes how he raised Hagen (in 

a parallel to how Wotan raised Siegmund; as an outlaw but with love and a sense of 

justice). Here, with irony that resonates over the scene, Alberich says that he bred 

Hagen to win the Ring and to spite Wotan and Siegfried. WOTAN'S BLESSING ON 

THE NIBELUNG SON rings out as Alberich demands that Hagen swear to him that 

he will attain the ring for him. Alberich is trying to make Hagen vow to get the Ring, 

with the same grandeur that for Wotan represented Valhalla; the transmutation of 

power and contracts into a civilized society of vows, but it is clear that this will not 

happen. The motif ends in C only to be violently counteracted by Ab, its hexatonic 

pole. This Moment marks the end of Alberich's influence in the Ring. From this point 

onwards the rest of the scene is a recapitulation of these tonal events and a 

vindication of the use of the Fø7. Alberich's next utterance is based around the 

alternation between Csø7 and Bb7, moving again to  c, before the CURSE unfolds in 

ab, over the Fø7 chord, Hagen claiming that he swears to himself that he will get the 

Ring, not to his own father. Hagen here shows his true colours: the loveless 

individualist that is beholden only to himself, he exemplifies a way of being that, 

tragic in itself, as we have seen, cannot for Wagner sustain the future society.  

So the Moment actualisations in this particular scene are very difficult to discern with 

the astonishingly complex tonal language and wide range of dramatic reference. But 

the climactic gesture of the Vorspiel actualising the ethos gesture, i.e. Hagen’s tritone 

breaks away from Alberich’s smothering influence in bar 28, with the climax on eb 

and E7 in very close proximity. This ethos has the dramatic function of reminding us 

of the complexities of Hagen’s character: the E7 references in Alberich’s speeches 

and Hagen’s responses serve to shore up the interpretation that Hagen is starved 

completely of love, and does not know what it is. The Fø7 sonority mediates between 

the E world and the eb world, and it is this sonority that leads to the Moment of final 

repudiation when Hagen swears to himself that he will obtain the Ring, not to 

Alberich. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions, Suggestions for Further Research, 

Problems, a tentative Hegelian/Brandomian reading of the Ring 

I wish here merely to elaborate some of the many problems with my account of Der 

Ring, how the work could possibly be extended, in what direction, and to what extent 

it could contribute to a broader philosophical reading of Der Ring which would 

reflect the concerns of the philosophical rationalism of Brandom and Hegel, and the 

aesthetics of Roger Scruton. 

I began by claiming that a theory of gesture in Wagner’s music was extremely 

necessary in counteracting various post-modern strands in Wagner reception, and 

bringing the idea of the meaning of the music dramas back to the aesthetic 

experience. The concern with gesture is shared by many writers on Wagner, among 

them Jonathan Petty. He writes  

Wagner [operates with a ] semantics of spatialised emotion. … The 

Ring’s libretti are supersaturated with emotions of contempt and 

humiliation. People are raked over coals of contempt, physically 

humiliated, morally degraded, emotionally pummelled, dragged 

through various degrees of mud or dirty water. They grovel and 

beg, throw themselves at each other’s feet, whine and lament, and 

dream of revenge as they stick it to each other. … In the Ring to be 

humiliated is to be physically lowered on stage. Sooner or later 

nearly everyone find themselves physically cowering or throwing 

themselves prostrate in supplication.  1

In Petty’s analysis, Wagner’s music articulates a ‘tonal language’ predicated upon 

tonal ‘lexemes’, whereby individual suggestions of key throughout the dramas 

correlate with a fine weave of symbolic elements, all of which are interrelated. I take 

it that Brandom’s postulate that the basic language game is not the representation of 

 Petty, J.C., Wagner’s Lexical Tonality, 265, 267.1
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reality but the giving and asking for reasons, and thus Petty’s theory of signification 

is undermined. However, he draws attention to the very real power of Wagner’s 

music to encode gestures which seem to have physical correlates, and use these as 

elements of his construction of dramatic situations in music. Indeed, one could 

tentatively explain Wagner’s extraordinary power over listeners by his unerring 

exploitation of the metaphorical space of the acousmatic realm (using Scruton’s 

terminology) to focus musical gestures which are remarkably akin to physical 

gestures (Petty) into a dramatic scenario that is powerfully teleological and involves 

the release of cathartic emotion. On this reading, something like which I have 

presupposed throughout this thesis, Wagner’s detractors suggest that the surrendering 

to this process on the part of the listener is tantamount to uncritical acceptance of 

Wagner’s particular ideological leanings. Against this, I suggest that it is only by 

surrendering, i.e. entering into the ‘dance of sympathy’ with the music, will we be 

able to retain the critical faculty. The theory of Moment and ethos is an attempt in 

explaining this process analytically. 

Hilde Medrum Brown points out, ‘analyses of chains of Motive undergoing constant 

musical transformation and climaxing in Momente (Hauptmomente) reveal Wagner 

to have created thereby powerful means of expressing and defining the deeper levels 

of meaning and expression which underlie the action of the Ring. At the same time 

the sometimes overpowering, emotional Affect produced by climactic Momente may, 

paradoxically, through their complex motivic antecedents, provoke reflection and 

insight on the part of the audience.’  I have attempted to stay true to this linkage of 2

Moment and Motive and reflective judgment in discussing the way in which the 

Vorspiele develop a basic ethos which is transmitted across the drama. I have not had 

the space to delve into the way in which this is truly on a bar by bar level 

accomplished through the use of sentential procedures, inspired by the work of 

Robert Brandom. This is for several reasons: firstly, space (Der Ring being so vast 

and multilayered that even a superficial attempt to plumb its complexities generates 

lengthy explanation); secondly, there may even be a sense in which it is impossible 

to apply the account of rationality to the giving and asking for reasons of aesthetic 

 Brown, H., The Quest for the Gesamtkunstwerk and Richard Wagner (Oxford: Oxford University 2

Press, 2016), 141.
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practice that I have suggested is key in developing an analytic discourse capable of 

tackling Der Ring’s particular semantic challenges. As Brandom himself points out, ‘ 

[there is a wide conceptual gap] between what Charles Taylor calls 

the “everyday fact-establishing and practical package” - what I am 

claiming is downtown in the city of language, and offering a 

rationalist reading of - on the one hand, and a realm of 

“articulative/disclosive” symbolic forms that are not conceptual in 

my sense. Plastic art, music, and ritual, express, convey, and 

disclose, but they do not do so by saying that things are thus-and-

so. They are precisely not the making explicit of something in the 

sense that I explore.   3

Thirdly, I may be sinning against various aesthetic canons that are difficult to state 

conceptually. As Dahlhaus points out about the  analytic effort to explain the process 

of thematic development (with relation to Beethoven, but this could more pressingly 

be applied to Wagner) as the ‘actualisation’ of inherent properties in the material, ‘the 

idea that the possibilities in thematic material are rendered actualities through 

transformation of the themes or thematic fragments is an unsound metaphysical 

interpretation of the simple empirical facts of variation technique: it represents an 

attempt to mediate between the fact of the transformation of something that was 

given at the start, and the impression of goal-directedness.’  As a response Dahlhaus 4

suggests that we should look more at the thematic material as effecting a balancing 

act between its own ‘developing variation’ and its role as a function of the form. I 

have attempted to pursue something like this latter strategy in my look at sentential 

processes in carrying forward an ethos, but, due to spatial restrictions, my analyses of 

 Brandom, R., ‘Reply to Charles Taylor’s “Language not Mysterious?” in Weiss, B., and Wanderer, J. 3

(eds.), Reading Brandom: On Making it Explicit (Oxford: Routledge, 2010), 302. 

 Dahlhaus, C., Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to his Music, 88. See also Dahlhaus’s point about 4

discovering the Kantian ‘intelligible character’, unifying the surface representations of character in 
sonata form into a continuous self. The problem, as shown above, clearly multiplies tenfold in 
discussions of the unity of the subject in Wagnerian opera. ‘Clear as it is that Beethoven thought of his 
work as a whole as a contribution to that ‘education in humanity’ of which Herder spoke, yet it would 
be futile speculation to interpret the character which, in the formal complexity of sonata form, 
represents the unity in the diversity of ‘passionate states’ as being also a ‘self-forming’ character.’ 
Ibid., 142.
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the Vorspiele have had a tendency to lapse into the former ‘unsound metaphysical 

interpretation of the simple empirical facts’. Fully exploring the sentential processes 

in Wagner and their role in elaborating an ethos across an act would take me way 

beyond the confines of a doctoral thesis. 

However, I suggest that the value of my work is that it is a considered response to  

the need to articulate aesthetic responses to Wagner, to respond to his challenge, by 

articulating aesthetic norms through the giving and asking for reasons, and I suggest 

we do this because in some sense this is embedded in the practice of the artwork 

itself, especially as Wagner creates it, as so self-referential and critical of its 

suppositions. Brandom’s comment above does not suggest that we cannot import his 

conceptual framework into thinking about art in any way. Indeed, as I have tried to 

make clear, this language game of ‘giving and asking for reasons’ is at the centre of 

aesthetic judgment for Roger Scruton as well. This is an especially contested issue 

with regard to Wagner, since the quasi-linguistic nature of his work has merited 

several negative assessments (from Nietzsche and Adorno, among others). Moreover, 

my approach was a response to an intuition: in the light of the clear bankruptcy of 

many different analytical systems when it comes to Wagner, and the clear 

applicability (evident from Tuttle’s work) of traditional harmonic theory and Roman 

numeral analysis in exploring Wagner’s musico-dramatic structures, how do we 

articulate a theory of mid-scale form in Wagner’s music that can help us appreciate 

the Beethovenian legacy in the astonishingly flexible motivic transformation, 

development, and reinterpretation evident in Wagner’s music whilst still respecting 

the fanatical conservatism of Wagner’s harmony, so radically conservative, in fact, 

that he has so often been taken as a harmonic revolutionary? Clearly associative and 

structural tonality delineate and express dramatic relationships to a huge degree in 

Wagner’s music, but how is this mediated in the musical gestures on the surface? 

This Brandomian/Hegelian account is an attempt to explain that, with reference to 

Wagner’s own theory of the Moment. 

However, I also argue that such an approach is necessary in countering the post-

modern view of Wagner derived from Nietzsche. Specifically I wish to put in its 

place an account of the Ring that suggests a narrative of the development of the free 
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subjectivity apart from mythological influence. How can that be? As Tuttle quite 

rightly puts it, ‘The Ring as a whole is about the liberation of human consciousness 

from myth.’ (337) I argue that this is embodied in the Hegelian/Brandomian 

interpretative account we take to the transformation of musical gestures. As Brandom 

suggests, a ‘hermeneutics of magnanimity’ pervades Hegel’s work, in which meaning 

is understood in terms of the common law tradition. I believe that this could shed 

light on the status of humanity at the end of the Ring. If we wish to engage in 

musicological conceit and claim that the Gibichungs at the end of the Ring ‘stand in’ 

for the audience, as Darcy has claimed, then perhaps we can say that the listener’s/

audience’s ability to synthesise motivic transformations from disparate formal 

contexts and see them as forming a narrative trajectory of ethos and realisation in a 

Moment is precisely rehearsing this ‘hermeneutics of magnanimity’, which for Hegel 

is about seeing the contextual dependent nature of forms of human Sittlichkeit, but 

readying them for the certainty of change by locating human freedom precisely in 

this ability to bind oneself to a norm not of one’s choosing whilst recognising its 

tradition and its contingency. Brandom sees this as inherent in the common law 

tradition, but I think a Hegelian account of the humanity of the Ring would suggest 

something simlilar: a process of memorialisation, whereby Brünnhilde at the end 

becomes a symbol and a historical precedent for the emerging human consciousness 

at the end of the Ring.  

This, in addition, would be, in my view, a refutation of the view of musical meaning 

in opera bequeathed to us by Gary Tomlinson, among others. Gary Tomlinson 

famously argues in Music in Renaissance Magic, that it is the job of the musicologist 

to preserve the ‘Otherness’ of what they study, and allow it to speak without co-

opting its voice, so to speak; he contrasts this view with what he terms a “Hegelian” 

view, committed to the reduction of difference to the march of identity, enshrined in 

the Absolute.  This view spills into his Metaphysical Song, where he views Wagner 5

as a kind of kindred spirit to Hegel in that sense, with Wagner’s supposed relentless 

submersion of identity in a wave of music. I have tried to present an opposite view 

here, whereby Wagner’s Hegelianism, embedded deep within his musical material 

    See Tomlinson, G., Music in Renaissance Magic: Toward a Historiography of Others (Chicago: 5

The University of Chicago Press, 1993), 20-27.
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and his manipulation of it, incites the listening subject to see the music as a first-

person perspective on the world, attaining the Horizontverschmelzung or ‘fusion of 

horizons’ that the famous philosopher of hermeneutics, Hans-Georg Gadamer 

advocated and that Tomlinson conditionally advocates.  However, I suggest that it is 6

precisely the Hegelian view of musical material that allows this; far from Hegel 

merely dissolving everything into the speculative Absolute, the analytic philosopher 

Paul Redding has argued, Hegel’s philosophical dialectics actually is an account of 

the development of the ability of the subject to see itself in the other.  I concur with 7

this judgment, with the rider that the whole possibility of being able to see oneself in 

the other with regard to music requires entering into the dance of sympathy so 

eloquently described by Roger Scruton. And this requires analysis with a 

hermeneutic bent, particularly with regard to Wagner’s drama. I have attempted a 

basic version of this in Chapters 4 and 5, but recognise the need for much more 

analytic detail to be filled in. I hope, however, that the philosophical and 

musicological underpinning I have provided for the concepts of ethos and Moment 

will provide a platform on which to scrutinise Wagner’s great epic Der Ring des 

Nibelungen with new eyes and ears.

 Thus there is an affinity with my argument and Scott Burnham’s in his Beethoven Hero, where he 6

argues that the heroic persona of Beethoven’s middle period works, especially the Eroica and Fifth 
Symphony, still moulds our perceptions of what music can do, in a constant ‘fusion of horizons’ with 
the works. Beethoven Hero (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000).

 Redding, G., Hegel’s Hermeneutics (New York: Cornell University Press, 1996).7
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